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INTRODUCTION

'X'HE correspondence in this volume (January, B.C. 48-
^ February, B.C. 44) opens with a letter to Atticus from
Pompey's headquarters in Epirus. There are only nine

letters during the fifteen or sixteen months
cero at which intervene between Cicero's departure

quirS^r^*^ ^^°^ ^^^^y ^"^ ^^^ return after the battle of

June, B.C. 49, to Pharsalia. One of these is from Caelius

\ugust, B.c. 48. (p. 4), foreshadowing the disaster which soon
afterwards befell that facile intelligence but

iii-balanced character; and one from Dolabella (p. 6), in-

spired with a genuine wish—in which Caesar shared—that

Cicero should withdraw in time from the chances and
dangers of the war. Cicero's own letters deal mostly with
the an.xiety which he was feeling as to his property at home,
which was at the mercy of the Caesarians, and, in case of
Pompey's defeat, would doubtless be seized by the victorious

party, except such of it as was capable of being concealed or
held in trust by his friends. He was no doubt prevented
from writing freely on the state of affairs in the camp, and
on war news generally, by a sort of military censorship
to which letters were exposed (p. 4) ; but he is by the be-
ginning of B.C. 48 evidently in the lowest spirits, and not in

the least hopeful of Pompey's success. This may partly be
accounted for by ill-health (p. 10), but from the very first he
seems to have been convinced that things were going wrong.
He says that he avoided taking active duties of any sort,'

because of his dissatisfaction with what was being done. But
part of this dissatisfaction seems really to have arisen from
the fact that Pompey did not offer him any employment of
importance.* This made him still more inclined to listen to

' P. 10. Cp. pp. 114, 115.
' rd fuiiiv ftiya aini^ xP^)a^cu Tlofiiriiiov (Plut. Cic, 38).
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Cato, who met him with the remark that he would have
been much more useful to his country in Italy, and that his

joining Pompey's army was quite unnecessary. Cicero

must have felt this a mortifying result of what seemed to

himself an heroic resolve, arrived at after months of painful

indecision. He avenged himself by indulging in bitter

epigrams and sarcastic comments, which no doubt amused
his hearers, but did not tend to make him agree.ible to

Pompey, who, however, was forced to borrow a c !e

sum of money of him—the savings of his provint

;

-n-

ment, which he had deposited with some companies oipub-

licanim Asia.' Such an obligation does not make it easier

to endure caustic wit in a creditor, and there is no doubt that

Cicero was a di.sturbing element in the camp, and made
himself thoroughly disagreeable. His defence of himself on
this point in the second Philippic (§§ 37-39) is not very

convincing. But we are more in sympathy with other

reasons for discontent, which he dwelt upon a few years

later in letters to his friends. It was not only the hopeless-

ness of the military position and the inferiority of Pompey's
miscellaneous army which disgusted him ; it was the evident

reasons actuating the aristocratic followers of Pompey. Not
only did they desire a bloody revenge on the opposite party,

and the attainment of offices and honours from which their

opponents were to be ousted ; but they were for the most
part deeply involved in debt, and were looking forward to

confiscations on a vast scale to recruit their bankrupt
fortunes.' It was the old story of the " Lucerian talk " which
had revolted Cicero in Italy at the beginning of the war. It

became more and more plain to him that there would be
little to choose between the victory of either side, as far as

the amount of suffering and injustice inflicted on Roman
society was concerned. His just criticism on Pompey's
mistake after winning the battle of Dyrrachium, in allowing

himself to be drawn away from his base of supplies, and with

his raw soldiers giving battle to Caesar's veterans, may very

well be a criticism conceived after the event, or gathered from
the remarks of others. But it is at least plain that he re-

cognized the decisive nature of the defeat at Pharsalia, and

'See pp. a. 9. * Seepp. 17. 79> 87. 114. "S. «*«•
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quickly resolved not to continue the war. When the news
of that disaster reached the fleet at Dyrrachium, Cato and
young Gnaeus Pompeius desired Cicero, as the only consular

present, to take command of it. Plutarch says that on his

refusal Pompey and some of his friends drew their swords
and threatened his life, but that he was rescued by Cato and
allowed to go to Brundisium. Plutarch's narrative, how-
ever, is suspiciously inaccurate, as it implies that Cicero

went at once to Brundisium, whereas it is plain from his

letters that he sailed by Corcyra to Patrae.*

From Patrae he came to Brundisium at the end of Octo-

ber or the beginning of November, by special
Cicero at Brun- permission of Caesar obtained through Dola-

b^'Tc^'Tt^' ^^^' ^^ **'^ ^''" accompanied by lictors,

September, ' ^ ^^ imperator who had not abandoned his

B.C. 47. claim to a triumph ; but he found it neces-

sary in entering Brundisium to disguise or

dismiss them, and we hear nothing of them again.* It does
not appear that he had been forbidden to go to Rome ; but

Ca;sar had expressed disapproval of others doing so, and
Cicero did not venture to leave Brundisium and approach
the city without more distinct authority from the Dictator.

The letters from Brundisium are distressing. It was not a
pleasant place of residence, and the presence of part of the

victorious army at times made it dangerous. As the months
went on also he heard of Caesar's difficulties in Alexandria

;

of mutinies in the Caesarian legions that had been sent back to

Italy ; of disorders in Rome, caused by the tribunician pro-

ceedings of Dolabella, which made the position of Antony,
Caesar's Master of the Horse, very difficult ; and of the in-

creasing strength of the Pompeians in Africa.* All these

reports made him doubt the wisdom of the step he had
taken in submitting to Caesar and throwing himself upon
his protection. In doing so he had committed an unpar-

donable sin in the eyes of the Pompeian party. If they

eventually succeeded, therefore, he would be in a still worse
position than he was now. His heart was still with them

—

tliough he disliked young Gnaeus Pompeius—but for his own

' P. 14. Plut. Cic. 39. » P. 19. Cp. 2 PkU. S 5.

Pp. 16, 18. Cp. pro Lig. §7. See p. 27.
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personal security he was forced to wish them ill. To com-
plete his unhappiness, the failure of the opposition to Caesar
had caused a bitter quarrel with his brother and nephew.
The younger Quintus had always been Caesarian in sym-
pathy, and had caused his uncle much disquiet by going
to Rome to meet Caesar in the previous year.' But now
the elder Quintus seems to have joined his son in re-

proaching Cicero with having misled them into joining the
losing side. They had parted from him in anger at Patrae,

and were on their way to meet Caesar as he was following
Pompey through Asia, and make their submission to him.
Cicero is not only distressed at the loss of his brother's

affection, but fearful of their denouncing him to Caesar.'

As far as the younger Quintus was concerned, there may
have been cause for such fears. But though the elder
Quintus was always intemperate in language, there does not
seem any reason to suppose that he wished or attempted to
injure his brother. If he did, Cicero took a generous re-

venge : for he was careful to let Caesar know that he himself
was alone to blame for the course they had taken as a
family in the civil war ; and that Quintus had followed, not
led him, in the matter.' " Believe rather," hesays, " that

he always advised our union ; and was the companion, not
the leader, of my journey." The breach between the
brothers was not long in healing ; but the subsequent con-
duct of his nephew, who served under Caesar in Spain, gave
Cicero much distress for the next two years.* An interview

between them in December, b.c. 45, described in a letter to
Atticus, shews how strained the relations between them
still were.' After Caesar's death, though young Quintus for

a time adhered to Antony, he surprised his uncle by sud-
denly announcing his conversion to the cause of Brutus and
Cassius.* And though Cicero doubted the sincerity and the
motives of the change, there seems to have l>een no farther

quarrel, till the proscription overwhelmed all three of them
in the same destruction.

Caenr's return to Italy in September, b.c. 47, after success-

fully settling the difficulties in Alexandria, and the rising

' See vol. ii., pp. 363, 366. • P. a6.
» See his letter to Cacttr, p. 3a • See pp. 88, 144, 280, 321.
* P. 348. • Vol. iv., pp. 97, loa
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in Pontus under Pharnaces, restored peace and safety to

Italy. The mutinous legions were either
Cicero under the satisfied by the payment of their promised

"*c! 4^0 B.C. 44.
bounties, or sent over to Sicily to be ready

for the next year's campaign in Africa.

The troubles in Rome caused by Dolabella's wild measures

collapsed in the presence of the Dictator, who, however,

pardoned Dolabella and continued to employ him. To
Cicero Caesar's arrival brought the long-wished-for freedom

to quit Brundisium and resume his life at Rome or in his

vilks. Caesar landed at Tarentum, and Cicero went with

others from Brundisium in a complimentary procession to

meet him. Whatever doubts he had felt as to the reception

he was likely to meet were quickly dispelled by Caesar's

cordial kindness. As soon as he saw Cicero in the proces-

sion he alighted from his carriage, greeted him warmly, and
walked some distance conversing with him exclusively.'

Caesar always liked Cicero, and we can imagine that, return-

ing to Italy after an absence of three years, so crowded with

various exjjeriences, there would be abundant subjects of

conversation between men of such wide interests without

touching on dangerous political topics. Caesar seems finally

to have expressed a courteous desire that Cicero should

return to Rome. On the i st of October therefore he writes

to Terentia, announcing his arrival at Tusculum on the 7th

or the next day. The letter is from Venusia, so that he was

already on his way home by the Appia. From that time till

the death of Caesar he resumes his old life as far as residence

and studies are concerned. But it was in other respects a

changed life. Outwardly things at Rome seemed to be

going on as before. The comitia still elected the magis-

trates ; the senate still met for deliberation and the transac-

tion of public business ; the law courts were still sitting in

the forum. In fact, for a time at any rate, Cicero complains

that he was overwhelmed with legal business.* But the

spirit was all gone out of it. The will of a single man really

controlled everything. The comitia returned his nominees
;

the senate merely registered his decrees, and dutifully recog-

nized his appointments, when they were not rather made by

* Plut. Cic. 39. ' P. 97.
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a lex passed as a matter of course by the tribes. Even the

law courts felt the hand of the master, and though they still

probably settled private suits unchecked, men accused of

public crimes were tried before the Dictator in his own
house {cognitio), or were banished and recalled by his single

fiat. The constitution, so dear to Cicero, and under which
he had lived in the constant excitement of success and
fame, was practically abrogated. The Dictatorship, begun
while Caesar was still at Alexandria, continued till the end
of B.C. 46, was renewed at the beginning of B.C. 45, and
made lifelong after Munda. It gave him unlimited con-

trol over all magistrates and all citizens, and all parts of

the empire. " If we seek freedom," Cicero says to M.
Marcellus, " what place is free from the master's hand ?

"

'

From the first, therefore, Cicero refrained as much as he
could from speaking in the senate, and absented himself

from it as often as he dared.

^

Neither did he find the old charm in social life at Rome.
With one or two exceptions he declares that he finds no
satisfaction in the society with which he is forced to live.'

He dines constantly with the Caesarians, who sought his

society, enjoyed his wit, and, as he flattered himself, had
a genuine regard for him, and he confesses that he liked

dining out.* He even gave up his old simplicity of living,

and allowed Hirtius and Dolabella to initiate him in

the mysteries of the fashionable epicure.' Yet when the

excitement was over—and he had a natural love for society

—

he sadly reflected how few of those with whom he thus

passed a few hours of gaiety could be reckoned as friends.

"Am I to seek comfort with my friends?" he says to

Lucceius in answer to his letter of condolence. " How
many of them are there ? You know, for they were common
to us both. Some have fallen, others have somehow
grown callous."* This is a subject on which, as he gets on
in life, a man is likely to take a somewhat exaggerated view,

and after all perhaps Cicero still found in general society

' P. 113. » Pp. 137, 171, 172. » P. 70
* See p. 103 " I like a dinner party. I talk freely there uti wnat-

CTcr comes upon the tapis, and convert sighs into loud bursts of
laughter."

* Pp- 76, 93. 95. * P- *47.
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as much satisfaction as it can give, which is not very much.
And though the number of his friends was of course greatly

curtailed, there were still some left.

But there were other sources of unhappiness, such as the

continued disloyalty of his nephew, his own
Cicero's causes resolution to divorce Terentia, and a con-
of discontent. tinual uneasiness as to his own position.

The Pompeians were still strong in Africa

when he returned to Rome, and might conceivably be suc-

cessful against Caesar. In that case he looked for>\ard to

acts of retaliation on the part of the victors, in which he
would certainly have his share of suffering. Nothing could

be more miserable, he thought, than the state of suspense

;

and he was astonished at the gaiety with which men who
had so much at stake could crowd the games at Praeneste.*

Even after the news reached Rome of Caesar's victory at

Thapsus, he imagines that the clemency which had hitherto

characterized the Caesarians would in their hour of victory

give place to a vindictive cruelty, which had been only con-

cealed while the result was doubtful.' The constitution he
thinks had totally collapsed : things were going from bad to

worse : his very house at Tusculum may before long be
torn from him for the benefit of some veteran of Caesar's.*

He himself has no place in politics, is ashamed of surviving

the Republic, and can find no consolation for the general

dibble in the personal kindness of Caesar to himself.*

Victory in a civil war, he reflects, forces the victors to be
ruthless and cruel in spite of themselves. The conqueror
does not do what he wishes, but what he must : for he has

to gratify those by whose aid he has won the victory. In

fact the disorganization and confusion are so great and uni-

versal, that every man thinks that the worst possible position

is that in which he happens to be.'

These are the views of the political situation which
Cicero communicates to his friends—mostly leading Pom-
peians now living in exile. Yet he is constrained to con-
fess that it is possible for a member of his party to live

at Rome unmolested :
*' You may not perhaps be able to

Pp- 65, 70, 72-74 * Pp. 74, 75-
^ See pp. 81, 100, 101. Pp. 104, 106, 109, iia
' See pp. 118, 134, 316.
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say what you think : you may certainly hold your tongue.

For authority of every kind has been com-
Caesar's modera- mitted to one man. He consults nobody but
tion great, but

himself, not even his friends. There would
the coDstitution ... . .-/r -^ i .

in abeyance. ^^^ have been much difference if he whom we
followed had been master of the Republic."

'

Nor could he deny that Caesar himself acted with magnanimity
and moderation, even increasingly so.' Still, nothing could
make up to him for the loss of dignitas implied by power
being in the hands of one man, and the senate being no
longer the real governing body. Though after the battle of

Thapsus, and still more after Munda, one source of anxiety

was removed—that of his own precarious position should
Caesar be defeated—the other grievance, that of the con-

stitution being in abeyance, grew more and more offensive

to him. " I am ashamed of being a slave," he writes in

January, b.c. 45. " What," he says in March, " have I to

do with a forum, when there are no law courts, no senate-

house, and when men are always obtruding on my sight

whom I cannot see with any patience ? " * Again and again

he asserts that there is no form of constitution existing.* A
number of lesser annoyances served gradually to complete
his indignant discontent. We have no allusion to Csesar's

triumph after Munda, or to the scene at the Lupercalia so

graphically described in the second Philippic (§ 85), when
Antony offered him the crown. But we are told of disgust

at his nephew being made a member of the college of

Luperci, revived and re-endowed by Caesar ; of his own
annoyance at being kept waiting in Cjesar's antechamber;*
of his disapproval of Caesar's plans for enlarging the city

;

and, worst of all, of his statue being placed in the temple of

Quirinus, and carried among the figures of the gods in the

opening procession in the circus.' Finally, in January,

B.C. 44, he tells Manius Curius :
" You could scarcely

believe how disgraceful my conduct appears to me in

countenancing the present state of things." ' And, indeed,

Cicero had not only countenanced it by his presence, he
had written more than once to Ca»ar in an almost more

' P. 117- " Pp- >oi, I23t '29. 137. 256.
» Pp. 173, ai4- * Pp. 232, 234, etc
* Pp. 88, 141. • Pp. 300, 307, 31a ' P. 357,
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than friendly and cordial strain. Once indeed he composed
a letter which even Caesar's agents Balbus and Oppius
thought too strong. They advised him not to send it ; and
though Cicero was annoyed at the advice, and explained to

Atticus that of course it was mere «roXa«ta, yet he followed

the suggestion.*

It is of course impossible to reconcile Cicero's public

utterances, as contained in the three speeches

Cicero's case of this period,^ with the private expres-
against Cxsar. sions of feeling of which a selection has been

here indicated. Nor is it possible to feel full

sympathy with a man thus playing a double part. But it is

not difficult to understand and partly condone it. He might
plead that he yielded to force majeure : that his exile or

death could not benefit his country ; whereas by conforming
to the inevitable he might hope to benefit his friends, to

secure their restoration to civil rights and property, and to

raise his voice now and again on the side of equity and
mercy. Nor would he have been really safer anywhere else

than in Italy. The arm of the Dictator was a long one and
would reach to Rhodes almost as easily as to Tusculum.
Philosophers had generally taught that the wise man was
justified in submitting to superior force, and in living his

life under whatever form of government. Again and again he
is at pains to justify at great length both his having originally

engaged in the war and his having refused to continue it

after Pharsalia. The eventual victory of either side was sure

to be calamitous to the state, he thinks, and it was better to

bear the ills they had than fly to others the extent of which
they could not measure.' It may perhaps be right to

attempt to estimate briefly the justice of the grievance

against Caesar which led a man like Cicero, generally gener-

ous, wise, and high-minded, to regard the stupid crime of
the Ides of March with such exulting approval, as the
' .,'hteous punishment of tyranny and treason to the state.

It is useless to argue on general principles as to the
blunder as well as the crime involved in an assassination.

We must try to get at Cicero's point of view. Caesar had

• Pp. 197, 228, 260, 332, 334.
Pro Ligarioy pro Marctllo, pro Deiotaro.

' See especially pp. 70, 78-80, 87, 92, 95, 115, 121.

III. I.
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destroyed the constitution. The general line nowadays
adopted in defending him for this is something of this sort

:

The constitution had become a sham. The assemblies of

the people were not assemblies of the people, but of the

city proletariat, corrupt, ignorant, and disorderly. The real

power was in the hands of a clique. A few families mo-
nopolized office : enriched themselves at the expense of the

provinces : controlled the senate and manipulated the

comitia. It was to free the state from this oppressive olig-

archy that Caesar stepped into the place of the Gracchi, of

Saturninus, of Marius, and perhaps of Catiline, and deter-

mined that a sham, which had become the means of endless

oppression, injustice, and rapacity, should cease. However
much may be said for this view of the case—and each p>oint

in it admits and indeed requires very large modification— it

was not the light in which it appeared in Cicero's eyes. No
one was more conscious than he of the need of reform. He
had the greatest contempt for the idle " fish-breeding" nobles,

the most hearty indignation for the oppressors and plunderers

of the provinces. But reform with him did not mean de-

struction. The constitution—the res publka—under which
he, " a new man," had risen from a moderate position to the

highest rank ; under which the power of Rome had been
extended over the itrbis lerrarum ; the Republic consecrated

by so many memories, adorned by so many noble names,
such heroic actions, such signal reverses, and such brilliant

successes— to annihilate thcU was worse than parricide.

Every feature in the constitution had its charm for Cicero—
the complexity of its legal code, the conflicting powers of

its magistrates, the curious mixture of religion and imposture
known as the science of augury, the traditional ceremonies
in the working of the comitia—he had studied them all, and
was prepared substantially to defend them all. To sweep
them all away, or rather to reduce them all to mere un-

meaning forms by the personal supremacy of a king or a
dictator—whose powers were only known to the constitution

under strict limit of time—was to him the worst of crimes.

Now Oesar had not only beaten Cicero's party in the field

—

that might have been forgiven : he had not only accepted a
dictatorship which had no precedent except the ill-omened

one of Sulla—that perhaps might have been endured as a
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temporary suspension of the magisterial authority. He had
struck at the very root of the constitution—the right of the

people to elect magistrates, and the traditional (though not

legal) right of the senate to control them. Candidates were
indeed still elected, but they were those formally recom-

mended by himself. Laws were still passed, but a crowd of

his veterans—whose property depended on his word—could

and did carry every measure which he wished. The senate

still voted the equipment of the provincial governors, but

these governors were no longer assigned by the senate or by
the sortitio over which the senate presided, but were directly

nominated by Caesar and confirmed by a lexy which was
passed as a matter of course. The excellence of Caesar's

laws—which he elsewhere acknowledges '—did not com-
pensate for the unconstitutional manner in which they were
carried.

Caesar too no doubt made certain mistakes. He has

been often called a consummate judge of men.
.'"*',

J.

If it was so, it is only another proof of the

Cxsar's. truth of Cicero's words that a conqueror in a

civil war is much at the mercy of those who
helped to win his victory : for his choice of agents was not

happy. Neither Cassius nor Trebonius, whom he sent to

Spain, was successful there. Of those he selected as his

second in command or masters of the horse—Antony
no doubt was a man of energy and courage, but shewed
neither wisdom nor ability as a statesman, while Lepidus
lived to prove the contemptible weakness of his character.

Perhaps his own commanding personality choked off men of

ability. But the fact remains that a large number of men of

energy who had served him turned against him, while those

who remained faithful to him were men of second-rate

abilities. He was probably unwise to undertake the Getic

and Parthian wars. His presence was needed to maintain

order in Italy. He had been engaged for fifteen years in

almost incessant military labours. No man could hope to

be at his best at the end of such fatigues ; and we gather
from expressions in Cicero's speech pro Marcelio^ that he

• See 2 PhU. ($ 109.
• See/r» Marctllo, §§ 25, 32 ; vol. iv., p. 56.
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was weary in body and mind : and, like Napoleon at

Waterloo, he might have found that he no longer had the

vigour that had won him so many victories. An absolute

ruler may have almost any vice except that of weakness. If

weakness had begun to shew itself in Caesar, it would not

only encourage open enemies, it would make everyone prone

to regard as a hardship what they tolerated before as in-

evitable. The very multitude and greatness of his beneficent

schemes, while they prove his wisdom and statesmanship,

must have brought him into collision with a hundred vested

interests and as many deep-seated prejudices. He was
ruling men who had known what it was, not only to be free,

but to belong to a body small enough to allow every member
to feel himself an integral part of the government in a

world-wide empire. His great-nephew—more adroit, though
without a tithe of his great-uncle's military ability and large-

ness of view—was more successful, partly because he had to

deal with a generation that had largely forgotten what it was
to be free. Cicero at any rate was never for a moment re-

conciled in heart to Caesar's regimt ; never for a moment
forgot and perhaps exaggerated the dignity of the position

from which he had fallen.

His final view of Caesar is perhaps best expressed in the

second Philippic (§ 1 16)

:

He had i^eniuSy a p<nver of reasoning, memory, knowledge

of literature, accuracy, depth of thought, energy. His achiex*e-

ments in war, however disastrous to the Republic, were at any

rate great. After planning for many years his way to royal

power, with great labour, with many dangers he had effected

his design. By public exhibitions, by monumental buildings,

by largesses, by feasts he had conciliated the unreflecting multi-

tude. He had bound to himself his mvn friends by favours,

his opponents by a shotv of clemency. In short, he at last

brought upon a free state—partly by the fear which he in-

spired, partly by the toleration extended to him—the hetiit of
servitude.

In these circumstances Cicero found his consolation in

literature. He had the power which distinguished Mr. Glad-

stone—nor is this the only point of resemblance—of throw-

ing himself with extraordiruiry vehemence and apparently

exclusive interest into whatever he took in hand. His
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first impulse was to return to his old field of distinction

—

eloquence ; and to discuss the science and

^^? .**'|5^ history of the art to which he owed his splen-
raoge in i era-

^.^ reputation. Accordingly, we owe to the

first years of his return to Rome and his

villas three rhetorical treatises, the Partitiorus OratoHa,
the Orator ad M. Brutum, and the Brutus or de claris

Oratoribus. The last-named is made especially interesting

by numerous references to his own intellectual history. For
a time he found some interest, as well as renewed health

and cheerfulness, in teaching a number of young men the

art of which he was master.' But his thoughts were turning

in another direction. He soon resolved to abandon as

much as possible the active business of the forum, and to

bury himself " in the obscurity of literature."' From oratory

therefore he passed to philosophy. He begins with a brief

tract on the Paradoxes of the Stoics ; but when, early in

B.C 45, the death of his beloved daughter TuUia added a
new motive and a new excuse for retirement, he strove to

dispel his sorrow and drown bitter recollections by flinging

himself with ardour into the task of making Greek philosophy
intelligible to his countrymen. The de Finibus and the

Academics were the first-fruits of this toil. They were pro-

duced with extraordinar)' speed ; and whatever may be said

about their value as original treatises, they were and still

remain the most popular and generally intelligible exposition

of post-Platonic philosophy existing. The charm of his

inimitable style will always attract readers who might be re-

pelled by works which contain clearer reasoning or more
exact statement. At any rate their composition had the

effect of lightening his sorrow, and distracting his mind from
dwelling so exclusively on the mortifications caused by the

political situation. Finally, in the last few months preceding
the murder of Caesar, he composed what is perhaps the most
pleasing of all his quasi-philosophical works, the Tusculan
I>isputations. The first book "On the Fear of Death "

—

' See pp. 93, 95, He jestingly compares himself to the tyrant
Dionj'sius keeping a school at Corinth. He also observes that the
exercise of declamation was at one time at any rate necessary for his

health (p. 95).
' See p. 97.

b2
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both from the universal interest of its subject and the

wisdom which it contains— whether his own or of the

authorities from whom he quotes—has an abiding place

among the choicest books of the world. Thus posterity has

had as much reason to be glad as he had himself that he
" effected a reconciliation with his old friends—his books."

'

The retirement to Astura, after the bitter sorrow caused
by the death of Tullia, was thus not un-

After the death fruitful. " The passionate unrest," of which
of Tullia. he speaks,' drove him to literature, but

though it pervades the letters it does not

monopolize them. They are still full of signs of his interest

in affairs, both private and public. He had also conceived

the idea of purchasing a site near Rome, some fwrti in

which there might be built a memorial chapel or shrine to

commemorate the daughter he had lost. This design does
not seem to have been carried out ; but its mere conception,

with the endless discussions which it involved, seems to

have been a consolation to him. Before the letters in this

volume come to an end, though he tells Dolabella that

"the old cheerfulness and gaiety, in which he took more
delight than anybody else, had all been taken from him,"

yet by the latter part of May he is back again at Tusculum,
not appreciably less cheerful, and certainly not less in-

terested in public affairs than before. He is especially

eager as to the opinion Varro will express of his Academus^
to whom the book is eventually dedicated in a very careful

and courteous letter (pp. 304-305).
Another subject of anxiety to Cicero during this period

of which we hear a good deal in the latter

The younger part of this volume is the settlement of his
Marcus Cicero, son. The young man—now just twenty

years old—was anxious to join Caesar's army
in Spain. He seems to have been more fitted for the life

of a soldier than for anything else : but his father shrank

from seeing a son of his fighting against I' n

now, and wa.s anxious that he should go to .\ iy

rhetoric and philosophy. The young man yielded. But
the natural result followed. The .icadiinical studies at Atht-ns

See p. 31. ' P. 199-
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had no attraction for him, and he sought amusement in

idleness and dissipation. His allowance, which seems to

have been an ample one, drawn from the rents of certain

houses in Rome which had formed part of his mother's

fortune, was apparently exceeded in his first year, and the

reports of his tutors and instructors gave his father great

anxiety. However, in his second year matters began to

improve. His expenses went down, better—though not yet

quite confident—reports came home, and Cicero began to

hope both from the style of his letters and the reports of

more than one of his correspondents that he was reforming

and seriously attending to his work.' Still—though he says

that he was glad to allow himself to be deceived on such a

subject—the doubtful tone of his son's tutors gave him
some uneasiness. In the summer of b.c. 44 he meditated

going to Athens to see him. His discontent with the policy

of Antony made him wish to leave Italy, but he also fancied

that his presence at Athens might confirm his son's good
resolutions. The treatise on duty

—

de Officiis—was now
composed for his benefit. Cicero also took great pains, as

he became more convinced that the young man was really

improving, that he should be liberally supplied with money

;

and the last letter from young Cicero himself, addressed to

Tiro in August, b.c. 44, gives a perhaps too rosy account of

his own diligence and determination to please his father.

But the opportunity came soon afterwards for a career better

suited to his disposition and ability. Brutus arrived in

Athens in the autumn of B.C. 44, and offered young Cicero,

as he did the young Horace, a position in the army which
he was collecting to take possession of Macedonia. The
offer was gladly accepted, and— to his father's great

delight—he served with some distinction in that province

against Gaius Antonius. After the battle of Philippi in

B.C. 42, he seems to have attached himself to Augustus.

He was sent home in B.C. 30 to announce the death of

Antony, and was rewarded by the consulship for the latter

part of that year. His after career is not known. Probably
it was undistinguished and short, as he is said to have
become addicted to drink.

' VoL iii., pp. 144-145, 218; vol. iv., pp. 12, 32, 58.
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Of the divorce from Terentia we have in the letters only

one very brief direct mention.' But as to

letters of the repayment of her dowry, and the disposi-

condolence. tion of her property in the interests of her

son, there is a great deal said in the letters

to Atticus. The death of Tullia about the end of February,

B.C. 45, not only threw Cicero into a paroxysm of grief, which
finds expression in a whole series of his letters to Atticus,

but brought him letters of condolence from a great many
men of distinction—from Caesar, M. Brutus, Dolabella,

Lucceius, and others. Only a few of them survive, among
them that of Servius Sulpicius,* which has been much ad-

mired, and often quoted, notably byAddison in The Spectator.

The same friend writes a graphic account of the murder of

M. Marcellus in his tent at the Piraeus in May, b.c. 45.*

Of Cicero's other correspondents in this volume, Atticus

once more takes the first place, and is again

Cicero's corre- the patient recipient of all Cicero's doubts and
spondenu. difficulties while residing at Brundisium in

B.C. 48-47 ; and in b.c. 45, when he was
trying to drown his grief for Tullia's death by a feverish

devotion to composition at Astura ; and again when he
was hovering about from villa to villa in the spring and
summer of B.C. 44, in painful indecision as to whether to

go to Greece or stay at home. All his business affairs were

transacted by Atticus—the purchase of property, the allow-

ance to his son, the repayment of Terentia's dowry, and the

demand for that of Tullia from Dolabella, the payment or

the receipt of debts—nothing is too great or too small to be
committed to those faithful hands and all-enduring patience.

To him were fittingly dedicated the essays on Old Age and
Friendship, composed in the early part of this year.

Of the other correspondents, most of the more important

letters in the first part of the volume are addressed to members
of the beaten party residing in various places of exile—ex-

patiating on the chances of their recall, on the miseries of

Rome which they escape, and justifying his own policy of

submission to the conqueror. There is a certain sameness

See p. 183. » See I^etter DLIV, p. 309.
* Letter DCXII, p. 273.
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bout these letters, but they bring out clearly Cicero's real

view of the situation, and serve to illustrate very fully the

state of things under the dictatorial government : and while

they shew how unreconcilable was the old party of

Optimates, they certainly tend to increase our respect for the

moderation and magnanimity of Caesar.

There are some rather interesting letters to the famous

M. Terentius Varrc* They do not, in-
M. Terentius deed, possess the charm of the more open

116-28. ^"^ impulsive letters addressed to some
others. Cicero, I think, was afraid of

Varro's great learning and critical disposition. He envied,

while he could not copy, the calmness with which he went

on with his old pursuits in the midst of political troubles

:

" I consider the time you spent at Tusculum," he says

to him, " a specimen of true life : and I would with pleasure

resign all the wealth in the world on condition of being

allowed, without the interruption of violence, to live a

life like yours.'" But the two men were not really sym-

pathetic Varro's learning was encyclopaedic, and his in-

dustry must have been immense : but he neither possessed

nor cared to possess any graces of style ; and probably

regarded Cicero's popular tracts on philosophy with little

respect. Cicero was anxious to be introduced into one of

his dialogues, or to be named in the dedication of one of

his treatises, but that compliment which he had been pro-

mised had never been paid to him, and it was with con-

siderable trepidation that he dedicated to Varro his own
Academics. Varro himself, who had been in Pompey's army
in Epirus, had easily obtained his pardon from Caesar, and
had been employed in collecting a great public library.

He appears to have entirely abstained from politics after

that. His being placed on the list of the proscribed in

B.C. 43-42 was probably owing to Antony, who, having

plundered his villa at Casinum, had been forced to make
restitution,' and probably had quarrelled with him. He
however escaped, and survived all the leading men of the

Civil War, dying in B.C. 28.

' See pp. 65, 73-78, 82, 86, 304. » P. 88.
' 2 PHI. §8 103, 104.
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Another recipient of long and friendly letters was Servius
SuLPicius RuFUS, a jurisconsult of emin-

RuftJs"*ci''''*^'"'
ence, who had taken the Pompeian side,

g c, CI. though without much enthusiasm, for his

son, apparently with his consent, wais serving

under Casar : and after Pharsalia he himself accepted the

government of Greece and Epirus as Caesar's iegatus. He-

died whilst on the embassy from the senate to Antony at

Mutina in B.C. 43. Cicero addresses him as though con-

fident of his disapproving of much in Caesar's government,'
but he had previously referred in rather severe terms to his

lukewarmness and inconsistency. Sulpicius in fact appears

to have been a man of high character, but of no strong

political opinions, content with performing his adminis-

trative functions without troubling himself too much on the

constitutional authority of those under whom he acted.

More ominous is the evidently closer relations with M.
Brutus and C. Cassius. We have seen that the inter-

course with Brutus in previous years had not been entirely

a pleasure to Cicero. Brutus adopted rather too high and
patronizing a tone, which Cicero resented, though he wish<

d

to stand well with him. But in the letters of int' 1

addressed to him in this volume there is an air <

intimacy. And though Cicero did not much like ihc r

of consolation from him on the death of TuUia, he is ah ,

shewing interest in his movements ; continually questions

Atticus about him ; and is particularly eager to hear all about
his marriage with Porcia, daughter of Cato Uticensis and
widow of the Pompeian Bibulus—a match which seems to

have fluttered society at Rome a good deal, as a sign that

Brutus was gravitating back to his old party. The two letters

also addressed to Cassius when on a tour undertaken— p<'r-

haps on a hint from headquarters—so as to be ab 1

Rome while Caesar, whom he had declined to a<

was in Spain, indicate a growing understanding between
them. An estimate of Brutus, Cassius, and other persons

who took a prominent part in politics af^er Oesar's death

must be reserved for the next volume. Here I must be con-

tent with noticing the growing rapprochtnunt between them.

> .See especially p. 138.
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Another group of letters which are attractive in a different

way are those addressed to L. Papirius
L. Papirius PitTUS. They are not the less interesting
P^'tus. that we know nothing about Paetus beyond

what we read in the letters. As in the case
of M. Marius in Volume I. (to whom there is also an in-

teresting letter in this volume, p. 78), we are content to

r^ard him simply as a friend of Cicero's, to whom he seems
to write with frankness and affection. He lived at Naples
and was rich and hospitable, and though his sympathies
were Caesarian, politics play a minor part in the corre-

spondence. Light banter, social anecdote, historical, literary

and philosophical discussions of a superficial kind fill up a
large proportion of the letters. One letter, on decency in

language and the Stoic rule of calling a spade a spade (pp.

293 ff.), throws a curious light upon the squeamishness of a
society which was far from being over-nice in conduct.





CICERO'S LETTERS

CCCCIV (A XI, I)

There is a sudden paose in the correspondence after the letter of the

19th of May, B.C. 49, in which we find Cicero—abandoning the passing

idea of retirement to Malta—still waiting to be assured of

B.C 48. Cost., Oesar's failure in Spain before taking the plunge and
C Inlius joining Pompey in Greece. The silence is only broken
p^^Mj' Dy the one letter to Terentia written on the 7th of June,

v'atia the day on which he finally set sail. Something then had
Isauricns. happened between 19th May and 7th June to finally de-

termine him on taking this step : and it is not unreason-

able to suppose that it was the news of Caesar's dangerous position

behuid the flooded river Segre, which prevented the arrival of his

supplies ; while his opponents in Spain, Afranius and Petreius, having
command of the bridge at Ilerda, could supply themselves with neces-

saries. Caesar's difficulty did not last many days, but exaggerated

reports of it reached Rome, and " Afranius 's town house was thronged
with visitors offering their congratulations ; and many persons started

from Italy to join Pompey, some that they might be the first to carry

the good news, others to avoid the appearance of having wished to see

how things would go and ofcoming last ' (Caes. B. C. i. 53). Then follows

another silence of six months. \Vhen we next take up the correspond-

ence, in January, B.C. 48, we have a few short letters up to the middle
of July from Pompey's quarters. Those from Cicero are almost wholly
on private matters, with only very dark hints at the uneasiness and dis-

content which he felt at the state of things in Pompey's camp. Caelius

bad begun to regret his adhesion to Caesar, but Dolabella was still urging

Cicero to retire from active participation in the war. Cicero appears to

have given much umbrage to the Pompeians by his caustic criticisms on
the management of the campaign and the conduct of his party generally

(Plut. Cic. 38 ; 2 Phil. § 57). After the 15th of July there is another
pause in the letters of nearly four months, and when it again opens the

issue of the war had been settled at Pharsalia, and Cicero is in Brundi-
sium on sufferance, having been invited or permitted by Caesar to return
from Patne—to which he had gone from the fleet at Corcyra—to Italy,

but not venturing yet to return to Rome. There he has to remain till late

in September, B.C. 47, when Caesar's return from the Alexandrine and
Asiatic wars at last relieved him from this quasi-exile. He met Caesar
near Tarentum, who greeted him with warmth, and invited him to return

III. B
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to Rome and resume his position there (Plut. Cic. ^9). It must have
been a dreary time, and his letters, as usual, reflect his feelings, but with
somewhat less exaggeration than do those of the exile. He was really in

greater danger, and owed something to the forlxraranr- ' A"'- "v '• well

as to that of Cx-sar (2 /%»/. § 5). He had Ixisides tl iig

that his brother Quintus and his nephew had not onl) ^ive

in their adhesion to Cxsar, but had passionately denounced him to the

conqueror.

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Epirus (January)

I
HAVE received from you the sealed document con-

veyed by Anteros. I could gather nothing from it about
my domestic affairs. What gives me the most painful

anxiety about them is the fact that the man who has acted

as my steward is not at Rome, nor do I know where in the

wide world he is. My one hope of preserving my credit and
property is in your most thoroughly proved kindness ; and
if in this unhappy and desperate crisis you still maintain

that, I shall have greater courage to endure these dangers

which are shared with me by the rest of the party. I adjure

and intreat you to do so. I have in Asia in cistophori^

money amounting to 2,200,000 sesterces (about ;^i 7,600).

By negotiating a bill of exchange for that sum you will have
no difficulty in maintaining my credit. If indeed I had not

thought that I was leaving that quite clear—in reliance on
the man on whom you have long since known that I ought

to have no reliance *—I should have stayed in Italy for some
little time longer, and should not have left my finances em-
barrassed : and I have been the longer in writing to you
because it was a long time before I understood what the

danger to be feared was. I beg you again and again to

undertake the protection of my interests in all respects, so

that, supposing the men with whom I now am to survive, I

may along with them remain solvent, and credit your kind-

ness with my safety.

' See vol. i., p. 92. This was the coinage in circulation throughout

Asia Minor. See Head, " Hist. Numm.," pp. 461 ff.

* His wife's freedman, Philotimus. I have translated Maelkr's text

tninime crtdtre m* tUben.
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CCCCV (A XI, 2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Epirus, 5 February

I RECEIVED your letter on the 4th of February, and on the

same day formally accepted the inheritance in accordance

with the will. Of my many and most distressing anxieties

one is removed, if, as you say, this inheritance is sufficient

to maintain my credit and reputation ; though even without

any inheritance I am aware that you would have defended
them by all means at your disposal. As to what you say

about the dowry,' I adjure you, in the name of all the gods,

to undertake that whole business and protect the poor girl,

whom my default and carelessness have reduced to distress,

by the aid of funds belonging to me, if there are such, of

your own if you can do so without inconvenience. You say

that she is without any means : pray do not allow that state

of things to continue. Why, what are the payments that

have swallowed up the rents of my estates ? For instance,

no one ever told me that the sixty sestertia^ which you
mention, had been deducted from the dowry ; for I should

never have allowed it. But this is the smallest of the frauds

from which I have suffered : of which sorrow and tears

prevent my writing to you. Of the money deposited in

Asia I have called in nearly half. It seemed likely to be
safer where it now is than in the hands of the publicani.

You exhort me to be of good courage : I could have wished
that you were able to allege some reason for my being so.

But if to my other misfortunes there has been added the

confiscation of my town house, which Chrysippus told me
was in contemplation (you gave me no hint of it), who is

there now in all the world in a worse plight than myself ?

I b^ and beseech you,—pardon me, I can write no more.

^ The second instalment of Tallia's dowry now becoming dae to

Dolabella. See pp. 8, 10.
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You must see what a crushing weight of sorrow mine is. If

it were only such as is common to me with the rest of those

who are regarded as being in the same position as myself,

my error had seemed less grave and therefore more easy to

bear. As it is, there is no consolation, unless you secure

(if it is not now too late to secure it) that I have no sptcial

loss or wrong inflicted upon me. I have been somewhat
slow in sending back your letter-carrier, because there was
no opportunity of getting him across. Pray send letters in

my name to any to whom you think it right to do so. You
know my intimates. If they remark on the absence of my
signet or handwriting, pray tell them that I have avoided

using either owing to the military pickets.

CCCCVI (F VIII, 17)

M. CitLIUS RUFUS TO CICERO (IN EPIRUS)

Rome (February or March)

To think that I was in Spain rather than at Formiae, when
you started to join Pompey ! Oh that Appius Claudius had
been on our side, or Gaius Curio on yours !

* It was my
friendship for the latter that gradually edged me on to this

infernal party—for I feel that my good sense was destroyed

between anger and affection. You too—when, being on
the point of starting for Ariminum,' I came at night to

visit you—in the midst of your giving me messages for Cesar
about peace, and playing your role of fine citizen, you quite

' For CxHus's quarrel with Appios, see vol. ii., pp. 194, 195. He
thinks that if Appius had been a Caesarian that would have made him
turn Pompeian. But the reading is doubtful.

' Reading Ariminum with Mueller. The MSS. have Arimino

;

Tyrrell and Purser read Arfinc. But Ctelius evident]v refers to his

going to join Coaar, and thoueh we do not know otlierwiae of his

naving done ao at Ajriminum, tnis best accounts for bu having been
early employed by Caesar, as we know he was, vol. iL, p. 298. His
visit to Cicero would then be in the first week of Tanuary, and he

woold probably start for Ariminum before the news oad oome of the

atmiiig of the Rid>icoii.
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forgot your duty as a friend and took no thought of my
interests. And I am not saying this because I have lost

confidence in this cause, but, believe me, I'd rather die

than see these fellows here/ Why, if people were not afraid

of your men being bloodthirsty, we should long ago have

been driven out of Rome. For here, with the exception of

a few money-lenders, there is not a man or a class that is

not Pompeian. Personally, I have brought it about that the

masses above all, and—what was formerly ours—the main
body of citizens should be now on your side.* " Why did

I do so ? " quoth you. Nay, wait for what is to come : I'll

make you conquer in spite of yourselves. You shall see me
play the part of a second Cato.' You are asleep, and do
not appear to me as yet to understand where we are open
to attack, and what our weak point is. And I shall act thus

from no hope of reward, but, what is ever the strongest

motive with me, from indignation and a feeling of having

been wronged. What are you doing over there ? Are you
waiting for a battle? That's Caesar's strongest point. I

don't know about your forces ; ours have become thoroughly

accustomed to fighting battles and making light of cold and
hunger.*

Trebonius and other Qesarians.
Caelius contrasts pUbs and populus. Of course these terms no longer

nave the old political meaning ; but plebs had come to be used as we
use the "masses " for the lower orders generally ; w\i<txt^£, populus was
the whole body of the citizens as possessed of political f)ower ; and when
contrasted with plebs may be taken to mean the whole body politic

which formed the majority at the comitia—the mass of voters. Caelius

tried to gain the latter by opposing the exaction of debts under arbitra-

tion, as arranged by Qesar, and by proposing a suspension of house
rents.

* The reading is very doubtful. The reference, perhaps, is to Gaius
Cato, the turbulent tribune of B.C. 56.

' Caelius seems to insinuate that Pompey's wisest course would be to
avoid an engagement and to make again for Italy, where the Csesarians
were weak. This is the last appearance of Caelius in the correspondence.
The discontent with his position here indicated—founded on the fact

ih-nt though he had been appointed prtetor by Caesar's influence,
Trebonius was prator urbanus and in a superior position to himself

—

presently led him to take up a position of violent opposition, especially
m regard to Ca-sar's financial arrangements, the result of which was that
he was forcibly suspended from his functions by the consul Servilius
Isauricus. Finally, under pretence of going to Caesar at Alexandria,
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CCCCVII (F IX. 9)

DOLABELLA TO CICERO (IN EPIRUS)

CiESAR's Camp in Epirus (May or June)

If you are well, I am glad. I am quite well, and so is our

dear Tullia. Terentia has been rather unwell, but I am
assured that she has now recovered. In all other respects

things are quite as they should be at your house. Though
at no time did I deserve to be suspected by you of acting

from party motives rather than from a regard to your

interests, when I urged you either to join Cjesar and myself,

or at least to retire from open war, especially since victory

has already inclined in our favour, it is now not even possible

that I should create any other impression than that of urg-

ing upon you what I could not, with due regard to my duty

as your son-in-law, suppress. On your part, my dear Cicero,

pray regard what follows—whether you accept or reject the

advice—as both conceived and written with the best possible

intention and the most complete devotion to yourself.

You observe that Pompey is not secured either by the

glory of his name and achievements, or by the list of client

kings and peoples, which he was frequently wont to parade :

and that even what has been possible for the rank and file,

is impossible for him,—to effect an honourable retreat

:

driven as he has been from Italy, the Spanish provinces

lost, a veteran army captured, and now finally inclosed by

his enemy's lines.' Such disasters I rather think have never

he attempted to join Milo in Apulia, who was trying to secure by force

his own restoration, which had not been included in the r of

other exiles. Milo, however, had already fallen; and •

\is

proceeded to raise forces on his own account, bcfort
"

>-

thing material, he was killed near Thurii by .sonw rj,-

soldiers, whom he attempted to win over. (Ctes. B. c .... ^^-^^ , Dio

Cass. xlii. 21.)
' This refers to the lines, fifteen miles long, drawn by Oesar round

Pompey's position on the bay of Dyrrachium. They were not, how-

ever, completed at the southern extremity, and soortly afterwards
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happened to a Roman general. Wherefore employ all your
wisdom in considering what either he or you have to hope.

For thus you will most easily adopt the policy which will be
to your highest advantage. Yet I do beg this of you,—that,

if Pompey succeeds in avoiding this danger and taking

refuge with his fleet, you should consult for your own
interests, and at length be your own friend rather than that

of anyone else in the world. You have by this time satisfied

the claims of duty or friendship, whichever you choose to

call it : you have fulfilled all obligations to your party also,

and to that constitution to which you are devoted. It

remains to range ourselves with the constitution as now
existing, rather than, while striving for the old one, to find

ourselves with none at all. ^Vherefore my desire is, dearest

Cicero, that, supposing Pompey to be driven from this

district also and compelled to seek other quarters, you
should betake yourself to Athens or any peaceful city you
choose. If you decide to do so, pray write and tell me, that

I may, if I possibly can, hurry to your side. Whatever
marks of consideration for your rank have to be obtained
from the commander-in-chief, such is Caesar's kindness, that

it will be the easiest thing in the world for you to obtain

them from him yourself: nevertheless, I think that a petition

from me also will not be without considerable weight with

him. I trust to your honour and kindness also to see that

the letter-carrier whom I send to you may be enabled to

return to me, and bring me a letter from you.

CCCCVIII (F XIV, 8)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Pompey's Camp in Epirus, 2 June

Ik you are well, I am glad. I am well. Pray be very care-

ful about your illness : for I have been informed by both

mpey pierced them at this point, and inflicted a severe defeat opon
L <?sar.
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letter and messenger that you have suddenly contracted

fever. I am much obliged for your prompt information as

to Caesar's despatch. Continue, pray, in future to inform

me of any news I ought to know, whatever occurs. Take
care of your health. Good-bye.

2 June.

CCCCIX (A XI, 3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Camp of Pompey in Epirus, 13 June

What is going on here you will be able to ascertain from

the bearer of your letter. I have detained him longer than

I otherwise should, because I am in daily expectation of

something happening, and even now I have, after all, no
other motive for despatching him except the subject on
which you asked for an answer from me, namely, my wish

as to the ist of July. Both courses are dangerous—either the

risk of so large a sum of money at so critical a time, or the

divorce, of which you speak, while the result of the campaign
is still uncertain.' Wherefore, I leave this, as I do other

things, as absolutely as possible to your care and kindness,

and to her consideration and wishes, for whose interests

—

poor girl !—I should have consulted better, if I had formerly

deliberated with you personally on our safety and property

rather than by letter.

You say that in the common misfortune there is no danger
threatening me more than anyone else. Well, there is some
consolation certainly in that

;
yet there are also after all

many circumstances peculiar to myself, which you must

' Dowries were paid in three instalmenu [tnumus). The secood
imtalment was due to TallU't htubftnd, DoUbelU, on the ist ofjuly.

A difoiee, however, wu already under discussioo. I f that were efiected

Ckoo would not have to pay. He is divided in mind. If he paid,

•ad Pompe/t side won, he would wish for the divorce, and vet would
have difficulty in recovering the ntoney. If Cteaar's side won, the raptofe
with the Ctenrian Dolabelu mi^ be dangeroos.
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certainly see to be very dangerous and such as I might very

easily have avoided. However, they will be less grave, if,

as is the case at present, they are mitigated by your manage-

ment and activity. The money is lodged with Egnatius.

There, as far as I am concerned, let it remain. The present

state of things cannot, I think, last long : so that I shall

presently be able to know what it is most necessary to do.

I am, however, hard put to it for every kind of thing, because

he with whom I am is in straits too, and I have lent him
a large sum of money, under the idea that, when things are

settled, that measure will be to my honour also.*

Yes, please, as before, if there are any persons whom you
think ought to have a letter from me, compose one your-

self.* Remember me to your family. Take care of your

health. First and foremost, as you say in yt)ur letter, by
every means in your power be careful to see that nothing

is wanting to her,* on whose account you know that I am
most unhappy.
From the camp. 13 June.

CCCCX (F XIV, 21)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Pompey's Camp in Epirus (June)

If you are well, I am glad. I am well. Do your best to

recover. As far as time and circumstance permit, provide

for and conduct all necessary business, and as often as

possible write to me on all points. Good-bye.

' Pompey. * As well as to my profit.

' See vol. i., p. 164, and cp. sup. p. 4, for these vicarious letters.

* TuUia.
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CCCCXI (A XI, 4)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

(Dyrrachium, July)

I HAVE received your letter by Isidorus, and two written

subsequently. From the last in date I learn that the pro-

perty did not sell. Pray, therefore, see that she' is sup-

plied by you. As to the estate at Frusino,' always provided
that I am destined to enjoy it, it will be a great convenience
to me. You complain of not getting a letter from me. My
difficulty is lack of matter : I have nothing worth putting

into a letter, for I am not at all satisfied with anything that

is happening or anything that is being done. Oh that I had
originally talked the matter over with you, instead of

writing !
* Your property here, as far as I can, I protect

with these people. The rest Celer * will see to. Up to this

time I have avoided every kind of function, the more so

that it is impossible for anything to be done in a way suit-

able to my character and fortunes. You ask what fresh

news there is.* You will be able to learn from Isidorus.

What remains to be done does not appear more difficult.

Yes, pray, as you say in your letter, continue to give your
attention to what you know to be my greatest wish. I am
overpowered with anxiety, the result of which is extreme
physical weakness also. When that is removed I shall

join the man who is conducting the business, and is in

a most hopeful state of mind.* Brutus is friendly: he is

' TuUia. The property, perhaps, was assigned to her by way of

dowry. See p. 3.

» From Letter CCCCXXVI, it appears that Cicero had sold property

at Fnisino (on the via Latina), retaining the right to repurchase, which
he now wished to do. Sec p. 32.

* The question of leaving Italy to join Pompey.
* Atticus' father-in-law, Q. Pilius Celer. Of the property of Atticus

in Epirus we have heard throughout the corres|X)ndcnce.
* Mueller and others regard this as a separate letter, earlier in date

than the previous part.
* Pompey, whom however Cicero is careful not to name. TK
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\tremely enthusiastic in the cause. This is as far as I can

go on paper with prudence. Good-bye.

About the second instalment/ pray consider with every

possible care what ought to be done, as I mentioned in the

letter conveyed to you by PoUex.

CCCCXII (F XIV, 6)

TO TERENTIA

Epirus, 15 July

It is not very often that there is anyone to whom I can

entrust a letter, nor have I anything that I am willing to

HTite. From your letter last received I understand that no

estate has been able to find a purchaser. Wherefore pray

consider how the person may be satisfied whose claims you

know that I wish satisfied. As for the gratitude which our

daughter expresses to you, I am not surprised that your

services to her are such, that she is able to thank you on

good grounds. If Pollex has not yet started, turn him out

as soon as you can. Take care of your health.

15 July-

[There is now a break in the correspondence for more than

three months, in the course of which the fate of the Republic

was decided. On the 7th of July, Caesar, after Pompey had

pierced his lines and inflicted a defeat upon him, retreated

into Thessaly. Pompey's exultant followers forced him to

follow, and on the 9th of August the battle of Pharsalia drove

Pompey to his retreat and death in Egypt, and made Caesar

master of the Empire. The fleet, indeed, still held out, and

took those of the Pompeians who had not been in the battle

or had escaped from it to Africa and Spain. But Cicero

\ie written after the successful piercing of Oesar's lines, during which
icero, from ill-health, had left the camp for Dyrrachium.

' Of TuUia's dowry. See p. 8.
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(who was with the fleet at Corcyra) refused to join in con-

tinuing the war, and after staying some time at Patrae, re-

turned to Brundisium, having, it appears, received Caesar's

permission through Dolabella to do so. At Brundisium,

however, he waited many months, not venturing to approach

Rome till Caesar's will was known. It is during his residence

at Brundisium that the next thirty-three letters are written.

The dates are according to the unreformed calendar—in

advance of the true time as much perhaps as two months.]

CCCCXIII (F XIV, 12)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 4 November

You say that you are glad of my safe arrival in Italy. I

only hope you may continue to be glad. But I am afraid

that, disordered as I was by mental anguish and the signal

injuries which I have received, I have taken a step in-

volving complications which I may find some difficulty in

unravelling.' Wherefore do your best to help me : yet what

you can do I cannot think. It is no use your starting on

a journey at such a time as this. The way is both long and
unsafe ; and I don't see what good you can do me if you do
come. Good-bye.

Brundisium, 4 November.

' There is still a possibility of the ultimate snccess of the Potnpeiaiu,

who are mustered in great force in Africa. Pompey's ion Gnieus had
threatened to kill Cicero at Corcyra, when he refused to go on with the

war ; and, if that party succeeded in ;

'

' '.cy would regard Cicero

as having acted treasonably in return: . This was one of the

"injuries"; another was the fact tl...^ .... ..i^tber and nephew had
turned against him, and, as he believed, were denouncing him to

Czsar.
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CCCCXIV (A XI, 5)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium (4 November)

What the reasons were, and how distressing, peremptory,

and unprecedented, which influenced me and compelled me
to follow an impulsive feeling, so to speak, rather than de-

liberate thought, I cannot tell you in writing without the

utmost anguish of mind. They were so powerful as to effect

what you see.* Accordingly I cannot think ofanything to say

to you about my affairs or to ask of you. The actual result

and the upshot of the whole business is before you. I have
myself gathered from your letters—both the one written in

conjunction with others, and the one in your own name

—

that (as I saw independently) being in a manner unnerved
by the unexpected turn of affairs, you are trying to find

other methods of protecting me. You say in your letter

that you think I ought to come nearer, and make my jour-

ney through the towns by night : but I cannot at all see how
that can possibly be done. For neither have I suitable

stopping-places, in which I could possibly pass all the hours

of daylight, nor for the object which you have in view does

it much matter whether men see me in a town or on the

road. However, I will consider even this, as I shall other

plans, to see how it can be most advantageously managed.
For myself, owing to my extraordinary uneasiness both of

body and mind, I have been incapable of composing
numerous letters : I have only answered those who have

written to me. Pray write to Basilus and to others to whom
you think it proper—even to Servilius*—in my name, and say

whatever you think right. As to the long interval during

which I have written nothing at all to you, you will under-

' His leaving the Pompeian fleet and coining to Italy.

^ P. Servilius Vatia Isauricus, Caesar's colleague in the consulship.

Basilus is L. Minucius Basilus, an officer of Caesar's, and afterwards one
of his assassins.
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stand from this letter that what I lacked was a subject to

write about, not willingness to write. You ask about Vati-

nius.' I should not have wanted attentions from him nor
from anyone else either, if they could have found any way
to be of use to me. Quintus was completely alienated
from me at Patrae. His son came thither also from Cor-
cyra. From that place I presume that they have started

with the rest.'

CCCCXV (F XIV, 19)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium (27 November)

In the midst of my terrible sorrows TuUia's ill-health causes

me acute agony. But about that I need not write to you at

any greater length ; for you, I know well, are no less anxious

than myself. You wish me to come nearer the city, and I

see that I must do so. I would have done it even before,

but many difficulties prevented me, which are not even now
removed. However, I am expecting a letter from Pom-
ponius : please see that it is conveyed to me as soon as

possible. Be sure you take care of your health.

* Cicero's relations with P. Vatinius—though he ha' 1

him at Pompey's rcauest—had been so unfriendly, th:: ;

•

reason for doubtinjj now he would treat Cicero at Brun<n-iMni, \s(uri- he

was in command of some of C;Esar's ships. (Ca». B. Alex. 47.)
' J.e.f to Asia or Alexaodria, to make their peace with Casar.
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CCCCXVI (A XI, 6)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 27 November

1 PERCEIVE that you are anxious both for your own and for

our common fortunes, and above all for me and my sorrow,

which, so far from being lessened by the association of yours

with it, is thereby actually increased. Assuredly your sa-

gacity has led you to divine the exact consolation that gives

me the greatest relief. For you express approval of my
policy, and say that in the circumstances what I did was the

best thing I could do. You also add—what is of smaller

importance in my eyes than your own opinion, and yet is

not unimportant—that everybody else, everybody that is

that matters, approves the step I have taken. If I thought

that to be the case, it would lessen my pain. " Believe me,"
you say. I believe you of course, but I know how anxious

you are to soothe my pain. Of abandoning the war I have
not repented for a moment. So bloodthirsty were their senti-

ments, so close their alliance with barbarous tribes, that a

scheme of proscription was formed—not against individuals,

but whole classes—and the conviction was universally en-

tertained by them that the property of you all was the

prize of his victory. I say " you " advisedly : for even as to

you personally there were never any but the harshest ideas.

Wherefore I shall never repent of my decision : what I do
repent of is my plan of procedure. I could have wished
that I had rather remained in some town until invited to

Italy.' I should have exposed myself to less remark and
have felt less pain ; this particular regret would not have
been wringing my heart. To lie idle at Brundisium is

vexatious in every point of view. As to coming nearer the

city, as you advise, how can I do so without the lictors

' Appjarently the expression of Caesar's wish to Dolabella, which he
afterwards quotes in his own justification, does not seem to him suffi-

ciently formal. See p. 19.
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given me by the people ? They cannot be taken from me
as long as I am possessed of my civil rights. These lictors,

as a temporary measure, when approaching the town, I

caused to mingle with the crowd with only sticks in their

hands, to prevent any attack on the part of the soldiery.'

Since then I have confined myself to my house.* I wrote

to ask Oppius and Balbus to turn over in their minds as

to how they thought that I should approach Rome. I

think they will advise my doing so. For they undertake

that Ca:sar will be anxious not only to preserve, but to en-

hance my position, and they exhort me to be of good
courage, and to hope for the most distinguished treatment

in all respects. This they pledge themselves to and affirm.

Yet I should have felt more sure of it, if I had remained
where I was. But I am harping upon what is past. Look
therefore, I beg of you, to what remains to be done and
investigate the case in conjunction with them ; and if you
think it necessary and they approve, let Trebonius and
Pansa and anyone else be called into council, that Caesar's

approbation of my step may be the better secured as having

been taken in accordance with the opinion of his own
friends, and let them write and tell Caesar that whatever I

have done I have done in accordance with their judgment.

My dear Tullia's ill-health and weakness frightens me to

death. I gather that you are shewing her great attention,

for which I am deeply grateful.

I never had any doubt about what would be the end of

Pompey. Such a complete despair of his success had taken

possession of the minds of all the kings and nations, that I

thought this would happen wherever he landed. I cannot

but lament his fall : for I know him to have been honest,

pure, and a man of principle.*

* Bnindisium was in the hands of the Oesarians under VatinJus with

ships and men.
' The text of this sentence is very uncertain. I have followed

l/iyie\\cx\ reliquo tempore me (i<^'"' '—^f . . . 04^ Bti^^""' < •^'>'».

* Pompey was murdered <•: n Egypt o: >( Sept-

ember. The coldness of thi <• does n • a'-U with

Cicero's former warm expressions as «o his " to Pompey.
But his language in regard to him is \ry no mc. . .ly that of ad-

miration, often quite the reverse ; and there hud been much strained

feeling between them in the camp in Epirus.
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Am I to condole with you about Fannius ?
' He used to

indulge in mischievous talk about your remaining at Rome :

while L. Lentulus had promised himself Hortensius's town

house,' Csesar's suburban villa, and an estate at Baise.

This sort of thing is going on upon this side in precisely the

same way. The only difference is that in the former case

there was no limit. For all who remained in Italy were

held to be enemies. But I should like to talk over this

some time or other when my mind is more at ease. I am
told that my brother Quintus has started for Asia, to make
his peace. About his son I have heard nothing. But ask

Caesar's freedman Diochares, who brought the letter you
mention from Alexandria. I have not seen him. He is

said to have seen Quintus on his way—or perhaps in Asia

itself. I am expecting a letter from you, as the occasion

demands. Pray take care to get it conveyed to me as soon

[)ossible.

27 November.

CCCCXVII (F XIV, 9)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium (17 December)

)RROW for the illness both of Dolabella and Tullia is an
dition to my other miseries. Every single thing goes

. rong, and I don't know what to think or do about any-

thing. Pray take care of your own and TuUia's health.

Good-bye.

C. Fannius, tribune in B.C. 59. He was sent to Sicily B.C. 49 (vol.

. , p. 252), but appears not to have gone, or at any rate he soon returned

. 1 joined Pompeyin Epirus(i/^. p. 308). Whether he fell at Pharsalia,

r Afterwards with Pompcy, we have no other information.

L. Cornelius I^entulus Crus, one of the consuls of the previous year.
' "-ius—the famous orator—was noted for the splendour of his

his town house, in which Augustus afterwards lived, is described

...lonius as a " moderate building" {Auj^. ch. 72) ; but that was in

:ew of the splendid buildings of the imperial age. It seems to have

MI. C
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CCCCXVIII (A XI, 7)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 17 December

I AM much obliged for your letter, in which you have set

forth with great care all that you thought had any bearing

on my position. Is it the case then, as you say in your

letter, that your friends think that I should retain my
lictors on the ground that Sestius has been allowed to do
so ? * But in his case I don't consider that his own lictors

have been allowed him, but that lictors have been given him
by Caesar himself.* For I am told that he refuses to ac-

knowledge any decrees of the Senate passed after the with-

drawal of the tribunes,* Wherefore he will be able without

forfeiting his consistency to acknowledge my lictors. How-
ever, why should I talk about lictors, who am all but ordered

to quit Italy? For Antony has sent me a copy of Caesar's

letter to him, in which he says that *' he has been told that

Cato and L. Metellus had come to Italy, with the intention

of living openly at Rome : that he disapproved of that, for

fear of its being the cause of disturbances : and that all are

forbidden to come to Italy except those whose case he had

Iteen conspicuous at this time. The right owner, the jrounger Horten-
Mus, was serving Csesar (vol. ii., pp. 392, 400).

* The text is corrupt. I vpp'-"- •'• r-^-i ^^/../r^/.-r ,, n^.,, fjt

igUur, ut scribis, is/is plcuere im

Stitio titi ItaturRVf<n'\\\\o\i\\\ :.<!

factum lie an inserted explanatiun uf tit.

* To P. Sestius had been allotted the province of Ciliciain sui

to Cicero, but this allotment had taken place after the expulsion of the

Tribunes in January, B,c. 49 ; for we know that Curio had up to loth

December, B.r "~
! any decree as to the • '- ' ii.,

p. 182). Thir L;ues, Csesar, idio wuii

:

v:e

any Sanatus ( - -r the expulsion of iKi. I; , .: he

allows of Sestius having im^rium, must do so as an act of bis own.
But in Cicero's own case his imperium dated lot^ before, and Caesar

could consistently acknowledge it.

* M. Antonius and Q. Ca&sius, vol. ii., p. 234.
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himself investigated." And on this point the language of the

despatch is very strong. Accordingly, Antony in his letter to

me begged me to excuse him :
" he could not but obey that

letter," Then I sent L. Lamia to him, to point out that

Oesar had told Dolabella to write and bid me come to

Italy at the first opportunity : that I had come in conse-

quence of his letter.' Thereupon he made a special ex-

ception in his edict of myself and Laelius by name. I

had much rather he had not done that ; for the exception

itself could have been made without mentioning names.^

Oh, what endless, what formidable dangers ! However, you
are doing your best to mitigate them : and not without

success,—the very fact that you take such pains to lessen

my distress lessens it. Pray do not get tired of doing so as

frequently as possible. Now, you will best succeed in your

object, if you can persuade me to think that I have not

entirely forfeited the good opinion of the loyalists. And
yet what can you do in that regard ? Nothing, of course.

But if circumstances do give you any opportunity, that is

what will best be able to console me. I see that at present

this is impossible, but if any thing should turn up in the

course of events, as in the present instance ! It used to be
said that I ought to have left the country with Pompey. His
death has disarmed criticism on that sin of omission. But
of all things the one most found wanting in me is that I

have not gone to Africa. Now my view of the question

was this,— I did not think that the constitution ought to be
defended by foreign auxiliaries drawn from the most
treacherous race, especially against an army that had been
frequently victorious. They perhaps disapprove that view.

For I hear that many loyalists have arrived in Africa, and I

know that there were many there before. On this point I

am much pressed. Here again I must trust to luck,—that

some of them, or, if possible, all should be found to prefer

their personal safety. For if they stick to their colours and

' Cicero repeats this assertion of Caesar's invitation afterwards, in

answer to Antony's remark that he spared him at Brundisium when be
mif;ht have killed him. (2 Phil. § 5.)

* Cicero did not wish his name to be mentioned as specially favoured
by Cxsar, for fear of being discredited with the Poropeians, should they
eventually prevail. For Lselius, see p. 33.
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prevail, you perceive what my position will be. You will say,
" What about them, if they are beaten ? " Such a blow is more
creditable to them. These are the thoughts that torture me.
You did not explain in your letter why you do not prefer

Sulpicius's ' policy to mine. Though it is not so reputable as

that of Cato, yet it is free from danger and vexation. The
last case is that of those who remain in Achaia. Even they

are in a better position than I am, in two respects : there

are many together in one place ; and, when they do come to

Italy, they will come straight back to Rome. Pray continue
your present efforts to soften these difficulties and to secure

the approbation of as many as possible. You apologize for

not coming to me : I however am well acquainted with your
reasons, and I also think it to my advantage that you should
be where you are, if only to make to the proper people—as

you are actually doing—the representations that have to be
made in my behalf. Above all pray observe this. I believe

that there are a number of people who have reported or will

report to Caesar either that I repent of the course I have
adopted, or do not aj)prove of what is now going on : and,

though both statements are true, yet they are made by them
from an unfriendly feeling to me, not because they have per-

ceived them to be so. In regard to this everything depends
on Balbus and Oppius supporting my cause, and on Caesar's

kind disposition towards me being confirmed by frequent

letters from them. Pray do your utmost to secure that. A
second reason for my not wishing you to leave Rome isthat you
mention in your letter that Tullia implores your help. What
a misfortune ! What am I to say ? What can I wish ? I will

be brief: for a sudden dood of tears stops me. I leave it to

you. Do as you think right. Only be careful that at such

a crisis as this there may be no danger to her safety. Par-

don me, I beseech you : I cannot dwell on this topic any
longer for tears and grief. I will only say that nothing is

more soothing to my feelings than your affection for her.

I am obliged to you for seeing to letters being sent to thos-

to whom you think it necessary.* I have seen a man wh'

' Scrvius Sulpiciu-s Rufus (see vol. ii., pp. 354, 361) retired to Sanni

after Pharsalta, and was soon afterwards employed by Cxsar to pM-f
Greece. His son had Ijecn in C.oar's army.

' /.«., written in Cicero's name (»cc pp. 4, 9, 22).
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says that he saw young Quintus at Samos, and his father at

Sicyon. They will easily obtain their pardons. I only hope

that, as they will have seen Caesar first, they may choose to

aid me with him as much as I should have wished to aid

them, if I had had the power ! You ask me not to be

annoyed if there are any expressions in your letter likely

to give me pain. Annoyed ! Nay, I implore you to write

everything to me with complete candour, as you do, and to

do so as often as possible. Good-bye.

15 December.

CCCCXIX (F XIV, 17)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium (25 December)

If you are well, I am glad. I am well. If I had had any-

thing to write to you about, I would have done so at greater

length and more frequently. As it is, you see the state of

my affairs. What the state of my feelings is you will be
able to learn from Lepta and Trebatius. Be sure you take

care of your own and Tullia's health. Good-bye.

CCCCXX (A XI, 8)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 25 December

HOUGH you of course see for yourself with what heavy
ixieties I am consumed, yet you will be enlightened on that

point by Lepta and Trebatius. I am being severely punished
for my rashness, which you wish me to consider prudence

;

and I do not wish to prevent your maintaining that view

I
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and mentioning it in letters as often as possible. For your
letter gives me sensible relief at such a time as this. You
must exert yourself to the utmost by means of those who are

favourably disposed to me and are influential with Caesar,

especially by means of Balbus and Oppius, to induce them to

write on my behalf as zealously as possible. For I am being

attacked, as I hear, both by certain persons who are with

him and by letter. We must counteract them as vigorously

as the importance of the matter demands. Fufius ' is there,

a very bitter enemy of mine. Quintus has sent his son not

only to plead on his own behalf, but also to accuse me. He
gives out that he is being assailed by me before Caesar,

though Caesar himself and all his friends refute this. Indeed
he never stops, wherever he is, heaping every kind of abuse
upon me. Nothing has ever happened to me so much
surpassing my worst expectations, nothing in these troubles

that has given me so much pain. People who say that they

heard them from his own lips, when he was publicly talking

at Sicyon in the hearing of numerous persons, have reported

some abominable things to me. You know his style, perhaps

have even had personal experience of it :' well, it is all now
turned upon me. But I increase my sorrow by mentioning
it, and perhaps do the same to you. Wherefore I return to

what I was saying : take care that Balbus sends someone
expressly for this purpose. Pray have letters sent in my
name to whom you choose. Good-bye.

25 December.

' Q; Fufius Galenas (see p. 35).
* The tendency of Quintus to indulge in violent laagUfe b often

referred to (see especially vol. i., p. 128 ; vol. ii., pp. 149, I9l)<
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CCCCXXI (A XI, 9) "

Cicero remained till towards the end of September, B.C. 47, at Brundi-

sium, while Csesar was engaged in the Alexandrine and Pontic wars. The
chief causes of anxiety and distress weighing upon him

.c. 47. were the alienation of his brother, the uncertainty as to his

r^v' 'r*^'
^^^ position, on the one hand with Caesar, and on the

hilgEii'^' oihcr *i^^ '^^ Pompeians, now gathered in great force in

M. Antomus. Africa, and lastly the unbappiness of TuUia, whose rela-

Coss. (for three tions with her husband Dolabella were very unsatisfactory
Ust mMiths), ^Q jjjjjj -j-jjg clouds lifted greatly in September, when
ciit^ii" Caesar, returning to Italy, met Cicero between Tarentum
P. Vatinins. and Brundisium, embraced him, and gave him free leave

to live anywhere in Italy he chose. There was still the

fear lest, if the Pompeians in Africa finally triumphed, he would be
treated by them as a traitor. But he seems to have made up his mind
that Oesur's favour offered the greater security.

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 3 Janu.\ry

Ves, it is quite as you say : I have acted both incautiously

and in too great a hurry ; nor have I any hope, seeing that

I am only allowed to remain by special clauses of exemp-
tion in the edicts. If these had not been secured by your

industry and kindness, I might have betaken myself to some
lonely places. As it is, I can't even do that. For how does

my having come before the new tribuneship help me, if

my having come at all is of no service to me ? * Or what
am I to expect from a man who was never friendly to me,*

' The new tribunes, among whom was Dolabella, had, after coming
o office, lOth December, B.C. 48, passed some law as to the Pompeians
ining into Italy, about which we have no information. Atticus had
narked that Cicero would not be affected by it, as he had come before.

replies that that is small consolation, as his having come at all does
ii'i seem to have put him in any better position, i.e., as to regaining
his full rights and the power of coming to Rome.

^ This nas been variously supposed to refer to Caesar, Antony, or Dola-
bella. Hardly Dolabella, I think. It seems most likely to mean Antony,
who will, he is afraid, take advantage of the law to annoy him, though,
as a fact, Antony had at present been very considerate to bim.
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when my ruin and humiliation are now secured by an actual

law? Already Balbus's letters to me become daily less cor<' .'

and a great number from many hands reach Ciesar, pcil

against me. I am perishing by my own fault. It is not chance

that has caused me any misfortune, everything has been in-

curred by my own mistakes. The fact is that when I saw

what sort of war it was going to be, and that universal un-

readiness and feebleness were pitted against men in the highest

state of preparation, I had made up my mind to a policy,

not so much courageous, as one that I of all men was
justified in adopting. I gave in to my relations, or rather,

I obeyed them. What the real sentiments of one of them
was—his whom you recommend to my forbearance '—you

will learn from his own letters, which he has sent to you and
others. I should never have opened them, had it not been

for the following circumstance. The bundle was brought

to me. I untied it to see whether there was any letter for

me. There was none. There was one for Vatinius, and
another for Ligurius.* I ordered them to be delivered to

these persons. They immediately came to me boiling with

indignation, loudly exclaiming against " the villain." They
read me the letters full of every kind of abuse of me.

Ligurius raved : said, that he knew that Quintus was detested

by Caesar, and yet that the latter had not only favoured

him, but had also given him all that money out of compli-

ment to me. Thus outraged I determined to ascertain

what he had said in his letters to the rest. For I thought it

would be fatal to Quintus himself if such a villainy on his

part became generally known. I found that they were of

the same kind. I am sending them to you, and if you think

that it is for his interest that they should be delivered, please

to deliver them. It won't do me any harm. For as to their

having had their seals broken, Pomponia possesses his

signet, I think.' When he displayed that exasperation at

' Quintus. Apparently Atticus had tried to soften Cicero's feelings

in regard to his brother's unkindness.
' P. Vatinius was in command at Brundisium (see p. 14). Aulus

Ligurius was a prominent Cxsar-— -^ was also frier-" r:^~.^

'This treatment of his bm; addressed f

course, impossible to justify, anu ; condemned ^ Is

as to the confidential nature of letters (2 Phil. § 7). He seems to have
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the beginning of our voyage,' he grieved me so deeply that

I was quite prostrate after it, and even now he is said to be
working not so much for himself as against me. So I am
hard pressed by every kind of misery, and can hardly bear
up against it, or rather cannot do so at all. Of these

miseries there is one which outweighs all the others—that I

shall leave that poor girl deprived of patrimony and every
kind of property. Wherefore pray see to that, according to

your promise : for I have no one else to whom to commend
her, since I have discovered that the same treatment is pre-

pared for her mother as for me. But, in case you don't find

me here when you come, still consider that she has been
commended to you with due solemnity, and soften her uncle
in r^ard to her as much as you can. I am writing this to

you on my birthday : on which day w^ould that I had never
been born,' or that nothing had afterwards been bom of the
same mother ! Tears prevent my writing more.

CCCCXXII (F XIV, i6)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 4 January

I F you are well, I am glad. I am well. Though my circum-

stances are such that I have no motive for expecting a letter

from you or anything to tell you myself, yet somehow or

another I do look for letters from you all, and do write to

you when I have anyone to convey it. Volumnia ought to

have been more attentive to you than she has been, and
even what she has done she might have done with greater

zeal and caution. However, there are other things for us to

been inclined to treat Quintus's correspondence with some freedom, for
hi advised the young Quintus in his father's absence to open letters

c<l to him. See vol. ii., p. 170.

;)arently when they left the Pompeian fleet at Corqrra, and pro-
together to Fatrje.

" taken up," as it was the costom of the father to raise an
iniaiu trom the floor in token that be wished it reared.
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be more anxious about and vexed at These latter distress

me quite as much as was desired by those who forced mc
to act against my better judgment.' Take care of your

health.

4 January.

CCCCXXIII (A XI, 10)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 19 January

My distresses, already past calculation, have received an

addition by the news brought to me of the elder and younger

Quintus. My connexion Publius Terentius was employed

as deputy master of his company in Asia in collecting the

harbour dues and the pasture rents.* He saw the younger

Quintus at Ephesus on the 8th of December, and entertained

him warmly for the sake of our friendship, and on asking

some questions about me, he tells me that Quintus replied

that he was bitterly opposed to me, and shewed him a roll

containing a speech which he intended to deliver against

me before Caesar.* Terentius says that he dissuaded him
from such a senseless proceeding at great length ; and that

afterwards at Patraethe elder Quintus talked a gr- o
him in a similar strain of treachery. The latter's fu

:

ic

' Like most irresolute men, Cicero is apt to lay the blame of any step

which seems to be turning out badly upon the insidious advi'

It was his constant theme in his exile. In this case he is r >t

I think to his abandoning the Pompeian fleet, but to his coniinj; to Italy

instead of staying in Acnaia. lie said before (see p. 19) that this was

in consequence of Dolabella writing to say that Csesar wished iu
• See vol. ii., p. 44.
* It was not unusual, it appears, to deliver a set hanngiie from a

written copy to a great man, though in an informal meeting. Suetonius

savs that Augustus (^ways did so on important matters, even with his

wife Livia (Suet. Ai^. 84), and Dio has preserved a conversation of the

sort between them (5$, 15), and two speeches of Agrippa and Bfsecenas

of the Mme kind (53, l, fT). Tacitus {Amm. iv. 39) says that it was

the ooouDon custom in the time of Tiberius.
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of mind you have been able to gather from the letters which
I sent on to you. I know these things are painful to you :

they are positive torture to me, and the more so that I don't

think I shall have the opportunity of even remonstrating
with them.

As to the state of things in Africa,' my information is

widely different from your letter. They say that nothing could
be sounder or better organized. Added to that, there is Spain,

an alienated Italy, a decline in the loyalty and the strength

of the legions, total disorder in the city.* Where can I find

any repose except in reading your letters ? And they would
certainly have been more frequent, had you had anything to

say by which you thought that my distress might be relieved.

But nevertheless I beg you not to omit writing to tell me
whatever occurs ; and, if you can't absolutely hate the men
who have shewn themselves so cruelly hostile to me,' yet

do rebuke them : not with the view of doing any good, but
to make them feel that I am dear to you. I will write at

greater length to you when you have answered my last.

Good-bye.

19 January.

* Where Cato and the other Pompeian leaders were making great
head.

• All these disorders make Cicero fear that, after all, Caesar will fail,

and his own position be worse than ever, as he has hopelessly offended
the Pompeians. The military disorders were among the legions sent

hack to Italy after I'harsalia, who were discontented with their rewards.

The disturl^nces in the city were caused by the contests between Dola-
bella and his fellow tribunes—Dolabella endeavouring to introduce an
act for the relief of debtors, which gave rise to bloody faction fights in

Rome, which Antony, Caesar's Master of the Horse, .vainly tried to

suppress ([Caesar] Bell. Alex. 65 ; Dio, 42, 29-32 ; App. Bell. Civ. ii.

92). For the trouble in Spain, see p. 30.
^ Qaintus, father and son, whom, as Atticus's brother-in-law and

nephew, he would not cast off, however much he may have disapproved
of their conduct.
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CCCCXXIV (A XI, II)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 8 March

Worn out at length by the agony of my excessive sorrows,

even if I had anything that I ought to say to you, I should

not find it easy to write it ; but as it is, I am still less able

to do so because there is nothing worth the trouble of

writing, especially as there is not even a gleam of hope of

things being better. Accordingly, I no longer look forward

to hearing even from you, though your letters always contain

something that I like to hear. Therefore pray do go on
writing, whenever you have a bearer at hand : though / have
nothing to say in answer to your last, which nevertheless I

received some time ago. For in the now long interval I

can see that there has been a general change : that the right

cause is strong ; that I am being severely punished for my
folly.' The thirty sestertia which I received from Gnaeus
Sallustius are to be paid to Publius Sallustius.' Please

see that they are paid without delay. I have written on
that subject to Terentia. Even this sum is now almost

used up : therefore concert measures with her to get me
money to go on with. I shall perhaps be able to raise some
even here, if I am assured that I shall have something to

my credit at Rome. But until I knew that I did not

venture to raise a farthing. You see my position all round :

there is no sort of misfortune which I am not both enduring

and expecting. For this state of things my grief is the

heavier in proportion as my fault is the greater. He in

* In dwiins to Italy, and to committing himtelf in the ejres of the

Pompdans, who now seem likely to win.
* Gnsetu Sallnstiiu, a friend and client of Cicero's, has broasht him

the thirty sestertia (aboat £2^) at Bnmdtsiam, having borrowed it from

Pnbtios Sallostias, whom Cicero now wfahe* to be paid.
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haia ' never ceases maligning me. Clearly your letter has

none no good. Good-bye.

8 March.

CCCCXXV (A XI, 12)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 8 March (Evening)

Cephalic delivered me a letter from you in the evening of

the 8th of March. Now on the morning of the same day I

had already despatched the letter-carriers, to whom I had
given a letter for you. However, after reading your letter I

thought I must write something in answer, more especially

as you shew that you are anxious as to what explanation I

intend to offer Caesar of my journey at the time that I left

Italy. I have no need of any new explanation. For I have
ref)eatedly written to him, and have charged various people
to tell him, that I was unable, much as I wished it, to stand

out against people's talk ; and much more to the same
effect. For there is nothing I should less like than that he
should think that in a matter of such importance I did not
act on my independent judgment.' I afterwards received

a letter from Cornelius Balbus the younger, saying that

Caesar regarded my brother Quintus as having "sounded
the signal " for my retreat—for that was his expression. I

was not at the time aware of what Quintus had written

about me to many ; but he had spoken and acted to my
face with great bitterness, in spite of which I yet wrote to

Coesar in these words :

• Quintus, who was at Sicyon or Patne.

There seems at first sight a contradiction, but Cicero means ; " I

"' wish Civsar to think that I acted under pressure from friends

lintus), but that I came to the conclusion myself that I could
V the severe remarks of the men of my party." If my view is

rig ill (see p. i), that Cicero eventually resolved to go when it was be-
lieved that Caesar had failed in Spain, no doubt the explanation to be
{^ven now was a delicate matter.
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" I am no less anxious for my brother Quintus than for

myself: but I do not venture in such a position as mine to

recommend him to you. Yet this at least I will venture to

ask of you—thus much I can do—I beg you not to think

that he did anything to diminish the constancy of my ser-

vice, or lessen my affection to you. Believe rather that he
always advised our union ; and was the companion, not the

leader, of my journey. Wherefore in other matters pray

give him all the credit that your own kindness and your
mutual friendship demand, I earnestly and rejieatedly en-

treat you not to let me stand in his light with you."

Wherefore if I ever do meet Caesar—though I have no
doubt of his being lenient to Quintus, and that he has

already made his intention clear— I after all shall be con-

sistent with myself. But, as far as I can see, my anxiety

must be much more in regard to Africa, which, in fact, you
say is growing daily stronger, though rather in a way to

make one hope for conditions ot peace than victory. Would
to heaven it were so ! But my view of the facts is far

different, and I think that you yourself agree with me, but

write in a different sense, not to deceive but to encourage

me, especially now that Spain * is also joined to Africa. You
advise me to write to Antony and the rest. If you think any-

thing of the sort necessary, please do as you have often

done :

" for nothing occurs to me as needing to be written.

You have been told that I am in better spirits—what can

you think when you see added to my other causes of un-

easiness these fine doings of my son-in-law.* However,
don't cease doing what you can in that direction—namely,

' C?esar had, after his .Spanish victory of B.C. '.", '-f' " <^'-..c;.,o i ,>r,-

ginus (the tribune who had with Antony veto- •;

recall) as governor of P'arther Spain, Bxtica. Ii ... r.g

administration had caused a rel>ellion. Though lhi» was cvcntuallv

put down in R.c 47, he had been obliged to leave the country, which
was thoroughly prc{xired to take the Pompeian side, as was soon
shewn by the expulsion of the next Oesarian governor, C. Trebonius.

It is the news of this disturbance that makes Cicero speak of Spain, by
which he means Southern Spain, as lost to Cesar.

* Write in Cicero's name. As such letters were no doubt written by
an amanuensis, there would be nothing to shew (except style I) that they

were not dictated by Cicero himself. See pp. 4, 9, 2a
' Dolabella's extravagant proposals as tnbune, and the cooaeqaent

riots. See atUt, p. 27.
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writing to me, even if you have nothing to write about.

For a letter from you always conveys something to me, I

have accepted the inheritance of Galeo. I presume the form
of acceptance was simple, as none has been sent me.'

CCCCXXVI (A XI, 13)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium (April)

I HAVE not received anything by way of a letter as yet from
Muraena's freedman. Publius Siser delivered the one which
I am now answering. You mention a letter from the elder

Servius ; also you say that certain persons announce the arrival

of Quintus in Syria—neither is true. You want to know how
the several persons who have arrived here are or have been
disposed towards me : I have not found any of them ill-

disposed ; but I know, of course, that you are alive to the

importance of this fact to me. For myself, while the whole
position is intolerably painful, nothing is more so than the

fact that what I have always wished not to happen now appears

the only thing for my security.* They say that the elder

Publius Lentulus is at Rhodes, the younger at Alexandria,

and it is certain that Gaius Cassius has left Rhodes for

Alexandria.' Quintus writes to me to apologize in language

' Credo was the acceptance by an heir of an inheritance, with all its

burdens. This had to be done within a certain number of days after

the heir was notified of the fact. Sometimes there were special con-
ditions attached, or the time allowed for acceptance was shortened by
the clause being omitted, ordering the time for acceptance to be counted
from the day the heir was notified. By cretio simplex Cicero seems to
mean that everything was regular, so that there was no need to send him
documents : though others explain cretio simplex to mean that there was
nly one heir.

The success of the Csesarians.

P. Cornelius Lentulus (consul B.C. 57) was refused permission to land
at Rhodes (Caes. B. C. iii. 29). Gaius Cassius Longinus—the future
assassin of Ciesar—was in command of Phoenician and Cilician ships for

Pompey off Sicily, when he heard of the battle of Pharsalia. lit made
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much more irritating than when he was accusing me most
violently. For he says that he understands from your letter

that you disapprove of his having written to many persons
with severity about me, and that therefore he is sorry for

having hurt your feelings, but that he had done so on good
grounds. Then he sets down—but in most indecent terms
—the reasons for his having so acted. But neither at the

present juncture, nor before, would he have betrayed his

hatred for me, had he not seen that I was a ruined man.
And oh that I had come nearer to you, even if I had made
the journeys by night, as you suggested ! As it is, I cannot
conceive either where or when I am likely to see you.

As to my co-heirs to the property of Fufidius, there was
no occasion for you to write to me : for their demand is in

itself equitable, and whatever arrangement you had made I

should have regarded as right and proper. As to the re-

purchase of the property at Frusino, you have for some time

past been acquainted with my wishes. Although my affairs

were then in a better position, and I was not expecting such
a desperate situation, I am nevertheless in the same mind.
Please see how it may be brought about. And I beg you to

consider, to the best of your ability, whence I may raise

the necessary funds. Such means as I had I transferred to

Pompey at a time when it seemed a prudent thing to do.'

At that time, therefore, I took up money from your steward as

well as borrowing from other sources ; the time when Quintus
writes to complain that I never gave him a farthing— I who
was never asked for it by him, or had myself set eyes on the

money. But pray see what can be scraped together, and
what advice you would give on all points. You know the

ins and outs of it. Grief prevents my writing more. If

there is anything you think ought to be written to anybody
in my name, pray do as usual : and whenever you find any-

body to whom you can intrust a letter for me, I bcL: you not

to omit doing so. Good-bye.

for the Hellespont, intending, it is said, to get the help of I'hnrnpc< .

son of Mithraaates. But when he met C't*<i.'>r. who wn<imnl inc hi \^,i\

throogh Asia, he immediately submitted, n i

Caesar again at Rhodes, who used some > <•

Alexandria (Ctes. B. C. iii. loi ; App. B. Ctv. ii. 88-S9 ; l>iu, 42, 6|.

' For Frustno and the loan to Pompey, see pp. 2, la
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CCCCXXVII (A XI, 14)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium (April)

The candour of your letter does not offend me, because you
do not endeavour even tentatively to console me, as was your

wont, under the weight of public and personal misfortunes,

but acknowledge that that is now impossible. For things

are not even as they were before, when, if nothing else, I

thought that I had comrades and partners in my policy.

For now all the petitioners in Achaia and in Asia also, who
have received no pardon, and even those who have, are said

to be about to sail into Africa.^ So I have no one now
except Laelius ' to share my error : and even he is in a

better position than I am in that he has been received

back.* But about myself I have no doubt Caesar has

written to Balbus and to Oppius, by whom, if they had had
anything pleasant to report, I should have been informed,

and they would have spoken to you. Pray have some talk

with them on this point, and write me word of their answer

not that any security granted by Caesar is likely to have any
certainty, still one will be able to consider things and make
some provision for the future. Though I shun the sight of

all, especially with such a son-in-law as mine,* yet in such a

state of misery I can't think of anything else to wish.

' To join Cato and the other Pompeians, from the belief that they

were now in the ascendent.
^ Decimus Laelius had blockaded Brundisium in B.C. 48, but had,

with Cicero, been specifically excepted in Antony's edict forbidding

Pompeians to come to Italy (see Letter CCCCXVIII, p. 19). He
ccms in some way to have kept on terms with the Pompeians (see

. 37). But he apparently played his cards well, and survived to be
ovemor of Africa about B.C. 44 (Dio, 48, 21).

' /.f., by the Pompeians.
* Referring, as before, to Dolabella's proceedings as tribane. See

p. 27.

III. D
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Quintus is going on in the old way,' as both Pansa and
Hirtius have written to tell me—and he is also said to be
making for Africa with the rest.

I will write to Minucius at Tarentum and send him your

letter : I will write and tell you if I come to any settlement.

I should have been surprised at your being able to find thirty

sestertia, had there not been a good surplus from the sale of

the Fufidian estates. But my eager desire now is for your-

self, to see whom, if it is in any way possible (and circum-

stances make it desirable), I am very anxious. The last act

is being played : what its nature is it is easy to estimate at

Rome, more difficult here.*

CCCCXXVIII (A XI, 15)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 14 May

As you give me good and sufficient reasons why I cannot see

you at this time, I beg you to tell me what I ought to do*

For it seems to me that, though Cnesar is holding Alexandria,

he is ashamed even to send a despatch on the operations

there. Whereas these men in Africa seem to be on the

point of coming over here : so, too, the Achcean refugees

seem to intend returning from Asia to join them, or to stay

in some neutral place. What therefore do you think I

ought to do? I quite see that it is difficult to advise. For
I am the only one (or with one other *) for whom neither a

return to the one party is possible, nor a gleam of hope
visible from the other. But nevertheless I should Uke to

' Abusing me. It does not seem likely that Quintus wa'^ cnntcin

plating rejoining the Pompeians in Africa.
' The text is corrupt
* The Pompeians, who, instead of keeping with the Poi))|x:ian fleet,

had taken refuge in Patr^e and Sicyon, and had then crossc<l to Asia in

hopes of meedng Qesar and obtaining pardon. See p. 14.
* Decimas Laelius See pp. 19, 33.
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know what your opinion is, and that was the reason among
others why I wished to see you, if it could be managed.

I wrote before to tell you that Minucius had only paid

twelve sestertia : please see that the balance is provided.

Quintus wrote to me not only without any strong appeal

for pardon, but in the most bitter style, while his son did so

with astonishing malignity. No sorrow can be imagined

with which I am not crushed. Yet everything is more
bearable than the pain caused by my error : that is supreme
and abiding. If I were destined to have the partners in

that error that I expected, it would nevertheless be but a

poor consolation. But the case of all the rest admits of

some escape, mine of none. Some because they were taken

prisoners, others because their way was barred, avoid having

their loyalty called in question, all the more so, of course,

now that they have extricated themselves and joined forces

again. \VTiy, even the very men who of their own free will

went to Fufius ' can merely be counted wanting in courage.

Finally, there are many who will be taken back, in whatever

way they return to that party. So you ought to be the less

astonished that I cannot hold up against such violent grief.

For I am the only one whose error cannot be repaired,

except perhaps Laelius—but what alleviation is that to me ?

—for they say that even Gaius Cassius has changed his

mind about going to Alexandria. I write this to you, not

that you may be able to remove my anxiety, but to know
whether you have any suggestion to make in regard to the

distresses that are sapping my strength, to which are now
added my son-in-law, and the rest that I am prevented by

my tears from writing. Nay, even i^sop's son * wrings my
heart. There is absolutely nothing wanting to make me the

most unhappy of men. But to return to my first question

—

what do you think I ought to do ? Should I remove secretly

' Q. Fufius Calenus, tribune in B.C. 61, and supporter of Clodius

(vol. i., pp. 35, 109). One of Caesar's legates in Gaul, he stuck to him
in the Civil War (vol. iu, p. 318), and during B.C. 48 had been engaged
in taking possession of Greek cities in Gcsar's interest, among others

I'atr.T, and remained there in command of troops (Caes. B. C. iii. 56,

106 ; Dio. 42, 14). He was rewarded by the consulship for the last

three months of B.C. 47. See supra, p. 22.
- The son of the famous actor, who was a great friend of Cicero's

(vol. i., pp. 132, 258). The son appears to have been dissolute.
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to some place nearer Rome, or should I cross the sea ? For
remaining here much longer is out of the question.

Why could no settlement be come to about the property

of Fufidius? For the arrangement was one about which

there is not usually any dispute, when the portion which is

thought of the less value can be made up by putting the

property up to auction among the heirs. I have a motive

for asking the question : for I suspect that my co-heirs think

that my position is doubtful, and therefore prefer allowing

the matter to remain unsettled.' Good-bye.

15 May.

CCCCXXIX (A XI, 16)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 3 June

It is by no fault of mine this time—for I did commit an

error formerly—that the letter you forward brings me no
consolation. For it is written in a grudging spirit, and gives

rise to strong suspicions of not really being from Cajsar, sus-

picions which I think have occurred to yourself. About
going to meet him I will do as you advise. The fact is that

there is no belief prevalent as to his coming, nor do tho.sc

who arrive from Asia say that anything has been heard about

a peace, the hope of which caused me to fall into this trap.

I see no reason for entertaining hopes, especially in the

present circumstances, when such disaster has been sustained

in Asia, in Illyricum, in the Cassius affair, in Alexandria

itself, in the city, in Italy.' In my opinion, even if he is

' Apparently he supposes that the other legatees thought it douUful
whether Cicero had not incurred confiscation of his property, and so,

being disfranchised, would be unable to take his share: and therefore

thought it better not to make a divLsion. If that were ODce made they

would have great difficulty in recovering the money.
' The various points are here enumerated in which things had gone

against Ctenr** interests, and therefore in favour of the ultimate triumph

ofthe Pompetan party in Africa. They arc : (i ) the defeat of Domitius
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going to return (he is said to be still engaged in war) the

business will be all settled before his return.

You say that a certain feeling of exultation on the part of

the loyalists was roused on hearing of the receipt of this

letter : you of course omit nothing in which you think that

there is any consolation ; but I cannot be induced to believe

that any loyalist could think that any salvation has been of

such value in my eyes, as to make me ask it of Csesar

—

much less should I be likely to do so now that I have not

a single partner even in this policy.' Those in Asia are

waiting to see how things turn out. Those in Achaia also

keep dangling before Fufius the hope that they will petition

for pardon. These men had at first the same reason for

fear as I had, and the same policy. The check at Alex-

andria has improved their position, it has ruined mine.^

Wherefore I now make the same request to you as in my
previous letter, that, if you can see in the midst of this

desperate state of things what you think I ought to do, you
would tell me of it. Supposing me to be received back by

this party,' which you see is not the case, yet, as long as

Calvinus by Phamaces in Asia ; (2) the failure of Aulus Gabinius in Illy-

ricum (App. lllyr. §12); (3) the insurrection in Bsetica which had forced

Q. Cassius to quit the province (he was drowned on the voyage home)

;

(4) the difficulties Casar himself had met with at Alexandria ; (5) the

troubles in the city caused by the contest between the tribunes Trebellius

and Dolabella ; (6) the mutinous conduct of the legions in Italy. What
Cicero did not know was the completeness with which Cxsar had over-

come his difficulties in Egypt ; nor could he foresee the rapidity with

which he was to put down the war in Asia, for which he was on the

point of starting. The troubles in Italy and Rome disappeared at once
on his arrival, and in the next year (B.C. 46) the victory of Thapsus
finally crushed the hopes of the Pompeians in Africa. The trouble in

H.i:tica hung on for another year, and indeed lasted long after his death.
' Decimus Lxlius appears to have returned in some way to his old

Pompeian friends.
' Because neither those in Asia nor those in Achaia had as yet taken

the final step of reconciling themselves to Csesar, and yet would be able

to do so, if necessary, as not having crossed to the Pompeians in Africa ;

whereas Cicero, by coming to Italy, had definitely separated himself

from the Pompeians, and, if Caesar failed, would suffer their vengeance.
The others were safe in either event ; he in neither, as he could not

trust Caesar, and yet was lost if Caesar failed.

' All the commentators explain this to mean the Caesarians, but I

think it more likely that Cicero means the Pompeians, who just now are

in high hopes. " Even suppose they would admit me as one of them-
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there is war, I cannot think what to do or where to stay

:

still less, if I am rejected by them. Accordingly, I am
anxious for a letter from you, and beg you to write to me
without hesitation.

You advise me to write to Quintus about this letter of

Caesar's : I would have done so, if it had been in any way
one agreeable to me ; although I have received a letter from

a certain person in these words :
" Considering the evil

state of things, I am pretty comfortable at Patrae : I should

be still more so, if your brother spoke of you in terms suited

to my feelings." You say that Quintus writes you word
that I never answer his letters. I have only had one from

him ; to that I gave an answer to Cephalio, who, however,

was kept back several months by bad weather. I have
already told you that the young Quintus has written to me
in the most offensive terms.

The last thing I have to say is to beg you, if you think it

a right thing to do and what you can undertaJce, to com-
municate with Camillus and make a joint representation to

Terentia about making a will. The state of the times is a warn-

ing to her to take measures for satisfying all just claims upon
her. Philotimus tells me that she is acting in an unprincipled

way.' I can scarcely believe it, but at any rate, if there is

anything that can be done, measures should be taken in

time. Pray write to me on every sort of subject, and
especially what you think about her, in regard to whom I

need your advice, even though you fail to hit upon any
plan : I shall take that to mean that the case is desperate.

3 June.

selves again—which they don't—yet (I>eing resolved aeainst active war)
where am I to go ? I can't co to Afrioi, where there wul be war, or stay

here if tbey come in arms.' He has used the same word (nm/mr) in

the previous letters of the taking back by the Pompeiaru of those who
deserted the fleet and went to Achaia or Asia.

' Philotimus was the freedman of Terentia, whoM traiwctioos in

regard to Milo's property Cicero tboi^ht so sospidooi. That he should
now be listening to tafes against bu wife from this man shews how
much the alienation had alreaxly grown. Cicero is anxious that she
should make proper provirioo for her children.
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CCCCXXX (A XI, 17)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 14 June

I AM giving this letter to another man's letter-carriers, who
are in a hurry to start ; that, and the fact that I am about

to send my own, accounts for its brevity. My daughter

TuUia reached me on the 1 2th of June, and expatiated at

great length on your attention and kindness to her, and
gave me three letters. I, however, have not got the pleasure

from her own virtue, gentleness, and affection which I ought

to get from a matchless daughter, but have even been over-

whelmed with extraordinary sorrow, to think that a character

like hers should be involved in circumstances of such dis-

tress,' and that that should occur from no fault of hers, but

from my own consummate folly. Accordingly, I am not

expecting from you now either consolation, which I see you
desire to offer, or advice, which is impossible of adoption

;

and I understand on many occasions from your previous,

as well as from your last letters, that you have tried every-

thing practicable.

I am thinking of sending my son with Sallustius* to

Caesar. As for TuUia, I see no motive for keeping her with

me any longer in such a sad state of mutual sorrow.

Accordingly, I am going to send her back to her mother as

soon as she will herself consent to go. In return for the

letter which you wrote in the consolatory style, pray con-

ider that I have made the only answer which you will

' According to Plutarch {Cic. 41) Terentia had allowed Tullia to

r.dertake this journey without proper provision or escort. See also p. 41

.

' Whose arrival at Brundisium we heard of, p. 28. Mueller begins

.1 fresh letter with this sentence. It seems likely that he is right. Yet
it is practically a continuation of the former hasty note.
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yourself understand to have been possible.' You say that

Oppius has had some talk with you : what he said does not
at all disagree with my suspicion about it. But I have no
doubt that it would be impossible to persuade that party *

that their proceedings could have my approval, whatever
language I were to hold. However, I will be as moderate
as I can. Although what it should matter to me that I

incur their odium I don't understand. I perceive that you
are prevented by a good reason from coming to see us, and
that is a matter of great regret to me. There is no news of

CiEsar having left Alexandria ; but all agree that no one has

come from there either since the 15th of March, and that

he has written no letters since the 13th of December. This
shews you that there was nothing genuine about that letter

of the 9th of February '—which would have been quite un-

important, even if it had been genuine. I am informed
that L. Terentius has left Africa and come to Paestum.

What his mission is, or how he got out of the country, or

what is going on in Africa, I should like to know. For he
is said to have been passed out by means of Nasidius.

What it all means pray write me word if you discover it. I

will do as you say about the ten sestertia. Good-bye.

14 June.

CCCCXXXI(FXiv, II)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 14 June

Ip you are well, I am glad. I am well. Our dear Tullia

reached me on the 12th of June, by whose perfect excel-

' Mueller quite alters the complexion of this sentence, reading Pir/o

for firo ea, and fuem ad modunt consulenti for quam ad modmm con-

ioUmti. But there seems no point in a reference to Partus.

' The C.x«<»ari.'ins in Rome.
» Seep. 36. lUuddelttteris, lit. " the assertion about the letter " : it is

•hnoct a periphrasis fur litttras.
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lence and unsurpassed gentleness I felt my sorrow even

heavier than before, to think that my want of prudence was
the cause of her being in a position far removed from that

which her dutiful affection and high character might claim.'

It is in my mind to send our son to Caesar, and Gnaeus
Sallustius with him. If he starts I will let you know. Take
great care of your health. Good-bye.

14 June.

CCCCXXXII (A XI, 18)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 19 June

About Caesar's departure from Alexandria there is as yet

no rumour, and, on the contrary, there is an opinion that

he is in serious difficulties. Accordingly, I shall not send my
son, as I had intended, and I beg you to get me out of this

place. For any punishment is less galling than a con-
tinuance here. On this subject I have written both to

Antony and to Balbus and Oppius. For whether there is to be
war in Italy, or whether he will employ his fleet, in either

case this is the last place for me. Perhaps it will be both :

certainly there will be one or the other. I understood
clearly from Oppius's remarks, which you reported to me,
what the anger of that party against me is : but I beg you
to divert it I expect nothing at all now that is not un-
happy. But nothing can be more abominable than the

place in which I now am. ^Vherefore I would like you to

speak both to Antony and to the Caesarians with you, and
get the matter through for me as well as you can, and write

to me on all subjects as soon as possible. Good-bye.

19 June.

' Tullia's dowry had not been fully paid, and the instalments {>aid

had been squandered. See pp. 39, 44, etc.
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CCCCXXXIII (F XIV, 15)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 19 June

If you are well, I am glad. I had resolved, as I told you in

a previous letter, to send our son to meet Caesar, but I have

changed my mind, because I hear nothing of his coming.

On other matters, though there is nothing new, yet you will

be able to learn from Sicca what my wishes are, and what I

think necessary at such a time as this. I am still keep-

ing TuUia with me. Take great care of your health.

Ciood-bye.

19 June.

CCCCXXXIV (A XI, 25;

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 5 July

I HAVE no difficulty in agreeing with your letter, in which

you point out at considerable length that there is no advice

by which I can be aided by you. At least there is no con-

solation capable of relieving my sorrow. For nothing has

l)een brought upon me by chance—for that would have

been endurable—but I have created it all by those mis-

takes and miserable conditions of mind and body, to which

I only wish those nearest and dearest to me had preferred

to apply remedies ! Therefore, since I have no ray of hope
either of advice from you or of any consolation, I will not

ask you for them in future. I would only ask one thing of

you—that you should not omit writing to me whatever

comes into your mind, whenever you have anyone to whom
you can give a letter, and as long as there shall be anyone
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to whom to write, which won't be very long. There is a

rumour of a doubtful sort that Caesar has quitted Alexandria.

It arose from a letter from Sulpicius/ which all subsequent

messengers have confirmed. Since it makes no difference

to me, I don't know whether I should prefer this news being

true or false. As to what I said some time ago to you about

Terentia's will, I should like it preserved in the custody of

the Vestals.*

I am worn out and harassed to death by the folly of this

most unhappy girl.* I don't think there was ever such a

creature bom. If any measure of mine can do her any
good, I should like you to tell me of it. I can see that you
will have the same difficulty as you had before in giving me
advice—but this is a matter that causes me more anxiety

than everything else. I was blind to pay the second instal-

ment. I wish I had done otherwise : but that 's past and
done with. I beg of you that, considering the ruinous state

of affairs, if any money can be collected or got together and
put in safe hands, from sale of plate and the fairly abundant
funiiture, you would take steps to do so.* For I think that

the worst is hard upon us, that there will be no making of

peace, and that the present regime will collapse even with-

out an opponent. Speak to Terentia also on this subject,

if you think it right, at some convenient opportunity. I

can't write all I have to say. Good-bye.

5 July-

' The son of Servius Sulpicius Rufus was with Caesar. See vol. ii.

,

pp. 356. 361.
* The MS. reading is apud eptstolas vehm ut posstm adversas. I ven-

ture to write—as no satisfactory suggestion has been made

—

apud VestaUs
Vilim defositum adservari. The vestals were frequently the holders of
wills (see Suet. /«/. 83 ; Aug. loi ; Tac. Ann. i. 8 ; Plutarch, Ant. 58),
and Terentia had a half-sister a Vestal virgin, or perhaps apud aa^fAAq
might be suggested from p. 47.
^ If the reading fatuitaie is right—which is very doubtful—Cicero

apparently has found Tullia infatuated with her dissolute husband
Dolabella, and unwilling to divorce him, though reduced to great
straits by his extravagance. The " second instalment " refers to Tullia's

dowry. See pp. 39, 41.
' Comparing pp. 44, 48, I think this must be taken to refer to mov-

ables belonging to Tullia, not Cicero. He wishes them to be sold and
the money deposited in safe hands, in case of her husband repudiating
her, or being himself ruined.
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CCCCXXXV (A XI, 23)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 9 July

On the subject on which I wrote to ask you to consult with

Camillus, he has himself written to say that you have sjxDken

to him.' I am waiting for a letter from you—but I do not

see how it can be changed if it is other than it should be.

But having received a letter from him, I wanted one from

you, though I think that you have not been informed on the

subject. I only hope that you are well ! For you mentioned
that you were suffering from a sort of illness. A certain

Agusius arrived from Rhodes on the 8th of July. He brings

word that young Quintus started to join Caesar on the

29th of May, that Philotimus arrived at Rhodes on the day

previous, and had a letter for me. You will hear what
Agusius him.self has to say : but he is travelling rather

slowly. Therefore I have contrived to give this to some one

who goes quickly. I don't know what that letter contains,

but my brother Quintus offers me cordial congratulations.

For my part, considering my egregious blunder, I cannot

even imagine anything happening that can be endurable

to me.
I beg you to think about my poor girl, and about what I

wrote to you in my last—that some money should be got

together to avert destitution, and about the will itself. The
other thing also I could have wished that I had done before,

but I was afraid of taking any step. The best alternative

in a very bad business was a divorce. I should then have

behaved something like a man—on the ground either of

his proposals for abolition of debts, or his night assaults

on houses, or his relations with Metella, or his ill conduct

generally : and then I should not have lost the money, and
should have shewn myself to possess some manly indigna-

tion. I quite remember your letter, but I also rememl>er

» See p. 38.
•
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the circumstance of the time : yet anything would have been

better. As it is, indeed, he seems to intend to divorce her :

for I am told about the statue of Clodius/ To think that

a son-in-law of mine, of all people in the world, should do

that, or propose the abolition of debts ! I am of opinion,

therefore, and so are you, that a notice of divorce should be

sent by her. He will perhaps claim the third instalment.

Consider, therefore, whether the divorce should be allowed

to originate with him, or whether we should anticipate him.'

If I can do so by any means, even by travelling at night, I

will try to see you. Meanwhile, pray write to me about

these matters, and anything else which it may be my interest

to know. Good-bye.

CCCCXXXVI (F XIV, 10)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 9 July

I WROTE my wishes to Pomponius later than I ought to have

done. If you will have a talk with him, you will learn

what they are. There is no need of being more explicit,

seeing that I have written to him. On that business and on

all others pray let me have a letter from you. Take good
care of your health. Good-bye.

9 July-

' De statua Clodi, the reading proposed by Tyrrell and Purser for the

corrupt words of the MS. No better has been proposed. We have to

assume that Dolabella had in some way countenanced a statue of Clodius

being put up. The fact is not otherwise known. Schiitz reads tU statu

rei publica.

If the divorce originated with Dolabella, he would have no claim to

the third instalment of the dowry, and would have to refund the other

instalments—though in his circumstances Cicero despairs of getting

them, as it would seem ; but if the divorce originated with Tullia, unless

she could shew misconduct on his part, the dowry would remain, in part

at nny rate, with Dolabella. I have followed Schiitz in interpreting

thi- passage ; Tyrrell and Purser refer cum ab ipso nascetur to the de-

mand for the payment of the third instalment, not to the divorce itself.

But see p. 46.
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CCCCXXXVII (F XIV, 13)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 10 July

In reference to what I said to you in my last about divorcing
Tullia's husband, I don't know what force he has at his back
at such a time as this, or what power of stirring up the popu-
lace. If he can be dangerous when roused to anger, do
nothing. But yet it is possible that he will take the first step.'

But you must judge after a review of the whole business,

and do what you think least distressing in a most distressing

business. Good-bye.
10 July.

CCCCXXXVIII (A XI, 19)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 22 July

As I had the opportunity of giving a letter to your servants

I would not pass it by, though I have nothing to say. You
yourself write to me more rarely than you used, and more
briefly : I suppose because you have nothing to say which

you suppose that I can read or hear with pleasure. But
indeed I would have you write, whatever and of what kind

soever it may be. The fact is that there is only one thing

capable of exciting a wish in me—the chance of negociation

for peace : and of that I have absolutely no hope. But

' Cicero, as osoal, U distracted by seeii^ acutely the danger; on both

tides. He wishes for the divorce, but can Dolabella make 1'

for them if it comes from their side? If so, best not to <!

Bat on the other hand, if they don't move, perhaps he wili, ana th.-it

would be safer for them, but less dignified.
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because from time to time you hint faintly at it, you compel

me to hope for what hardly admits of a wish.

Philotimus is announced for the 1 3th of August.' I have

no farther information about him. Please let me have an

answer to my previous letter to you. All the time I need is

just enough to allow of my taking some precautions—I who
never took any. Good-bye.

22 July.

CCCCXXXIX (A XI, 24)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 6 August

^V'hat you said some time ago in a letter to me, and about

J to Tullia—with a view of its reaching me also—I feel to

uc irue. It adds to my misery, though I thought no addition

possible, that, when most flagrantly wronged, I cannot with

impunity shew, not only any anger, but even vexation.

I^t me, therefore, put up with that. But when I have

swallowed it, I shall yet have to endure the very things

which you warn me to be on my guard against. For the

blunder I have committed is such, that, whatever the final

settlement and the sentiments of the people may be, its

result seems likely to be the same.

Here I take the pen into my own hands ; for what follows

must be treated more confidentially. See, I beg you, even
1MW to the will, which was made at the time when she began

be in difficulties. She did not trouble you, for she never

asked you even a question, nor me either. But assuming

this to be the case, you w^ill be able—as you have now got

point of speaking about it—to suggest to her to

;i it with some one, whose position is not affected by

Philotimus was supposed to be bringing a letter from Caesar to

Lircro, which he thinks may be decisive as to his farther residence at

Bnindisium. So he must make preparation as to where to go if obliged
•o leave Italy.
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the result of this war. For my part, I should prefer you to

everybody, if she agreed in wishing it. But the fact is, I

keep the poor woman in the dark as to this particular fear of

mine.'

About my other suggestion,' I know, of course, that

nothing can be sold at present : but they might be stowed
away and concealed, so as to be out of reach of the impend-
ing crash. For as to what you say about my fortune and
yours being at Tullia's service—I have no doubt as to yours,

but what can there be of mine ?

Again, about Terentia—I omit innumerable other points

—what can go beyond this ? You wrote to her to send me
a bill of twelve sestertia (about jCg^), saying that that was
the balance of the money. She sent me ten, with a note

declaring that to be the balance. When she has deducted
such a petty sum from so trifling a total, you can feel pretty

sure what she has done in the case of a very large trans-

action. Philotimus not only does not come himself, but

does not inform me even by letter or messenger what he has

done. People coming from Ephesus bring word that they

saw him there going into court on some private suits of his

own, which are themselves perhaps—for so it seems likely

—being postponed till the arrival of Caesar. Accordingly,

I presume either that he has nothing which he considers

that there need be any hurry about conveying to me, or that

I am such an object of contempt in my misfortunes, that,

even if he has anything, he does not trouble himself about
conveying it until he has settled all his own concerns. This
annoys me very much, but not so much as I think it ought.

For I consider that nothing matters less to me than the

nature of any communication from Ma/ quarter. I feel sure

you understand why I say that. You advise me to accom-
modate my looks and words to the circumstances of the

time. It is difficult to do so, yet I would have put that

restraint upon myself, had I thought that it was of any im-

portance to me.

You say that you think that the African affair may be

' Tcrentia's will (pp. 38, 43). Cicero's fear is that Terentia't pro-

perty would be confiscated, like his own. In that case obligaUoiu

acknowledced in her will would be payable out of it.

* As to toe sale of plate and furniture. See pp. 43, 44.
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patched up, I wish you had told me why you think so :

for my part, nothing occurs to my mind to make me think

it possible. However, pray write and tell me if there is

anything to suggest any consolation : but if, as I am clear,

there is nothing of that nature, write and tell me even that

fact. I, on my side, will write you word of anything which
reaches me first. Good-bye.

6 August.

CCCCXL (F XIV, 24)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, II August

If you are well, I am glad. I am well. Neither about
Caesar's coming nor of the letter, of which Philotimus is

said to be the bearer, have I as yet any certain intelligence.

If I do get any such, I will inform you promptly. Be sure

you take good care of your health. Good-bye.
II August.

CCCCXLl (F XIV, 23)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 12 August

If you are well, I am glad. I am well. At last I have
Caesar's letter, and a kind enough one it is. He himself is

aid to be coming quicker than was thought. When I have
niade up my mind whether to go to meet him or await him
here, I will let you know. I should like you to send letter-

carriers at the first opportunity. Take good care of your
health. Good-bye.

12 August.
III. B
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CCCCXLII (A XI, 20)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 15 August

On the 14th of August Gaius Trebonius arrived from Seleucia

Pieria ' after twenty-seven days' journey, to tell me that at

Antioch he saw the younger Quintus in Caesar's company
along with Hirtius : that they had got all they wanted in

regard to the elder Quintus, and that without any trouble.

I should have been more rejoiced at this if the concessions

to myself* conveyed any certainty of hope. But, in the first

place, there are others, and among them Quintus, father and
son, from whom I have reason to entertain other fears ; and,

in the next place, grants made by Caesar himself as absolute

master are again within his power to revoke. He has par-

doned even Sallustius : he is said to refuse absolutely no
one. This in itself suggests the suspicion that judicial in-

vestigation is held over for another time. M. Gallius, son

of Quintus, has restored Sallustius his slaves. He came to

transport the legions to Sicily : he said that Caesar intends

to go thither straight from Patrae.* If he does that I shall

come to some place nearer Rome, which I could wish I had
done before. I am eagerly waiting for your answer to my
last letter, in which I asked for your advice.* Good-bye.

15 August.

' The port of Antioch. .Schmidt reads C. Treboni libertut. It docs
seem unhkely that Trebonius should have gone to K^\^ )»twf<n the

end of his prxtorship (B.C. 48) and the beginning of hi 'ship

in Bxtica some time late in B.C. 47, yet it is not impossi was
only sent there when Csesar beard of the misconduct and failure of

Cassias \B. Alex. 64).
' Those c 'u the courteous letter of Ciesar, which yet did not

convey a fo:

• l.e.f insu.i 1 w, v_..iiwngto Italy. Sicily would be the point of de-

parture for att.-icking the rompeians in Africa.
* The last letter to Atticus does not ask for advice on this situation,

and none exists giving an account of Csesar's letter. Therefore it has
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CCCCXLIII (A XI, 21)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium, 25 August

On the 25th of August I received a letter from you dated

the 19th, and I experienced on reading his epistle a very

[gainful renewal of the sorrow which had been long ago

caused me by Quintus's misconduct, but which I had by

this time shaken off. Though it was impossible for you not

to send me that letter, yet I should have preferred that it

had not been sent.

In regard to what you say about the will, please consider

what should be done and how. In regard to the money,

she has herself written in the sense of my previous letter to

you, and, if it is necessary, I will draw on the sum you
mention.

Caesar does not seem likely to be at Athens by the ist of

September. Many things are said to detain him in Asia,

above all Phamaces.* The 12th legion, which Sulla' visited

first, is said to have driven him off with a shower of stones.

It is thought that none of the legions will stir. Caesar,

people think, will go straight to Sicily from Patrae.* But if

that is so, he must necessarily come here.* Yet I should

reasonably been suggested that a letter, dated as that to Terentia on
the 1 2th, has beenhMt.

' Pharnaces, son of Mithradates, left by Pompey king of part of his

father's dominions, was trying to recover Pontxis, now port of a Roman
Eovince. He had already ddieated Domitius Calvinus {pro Deiot. § 14).

e was beaten by Cxsar at Zela on the 2nd of August—the veni, vidt,

viti battle.

* P. Cornelius Sulla, a nephew of the dictator, whom Cicero defended

in B.C. 62 on a charge of complicity with Catiline's conspiracy. He
had fought at Pharsalia on the side of Oesar, and was now sent over to

Italy to conduct legions to Sicily for the war against the Pompeians in

Africa. The mutiny of the soldiers was for the rewards promised them
in the campaign of B.C. 48. See next letter.

' Caesar, however, came to Italy from Asia, landing atTarentum.
* He would touch at Bnmdisium as he was coasting down the south-

eastern shores of Italy.
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have preferred his going from there ; for in that case I

should have got away somehow or other. As it is, I fear I

must wait for him, and, among other misfortunes, my poor
Tullia must also endure the unhealthy climate of the place.

You advise me to make my actions square with the time

:

I would have done so, had circumstances allowed of it, and
had it been in any way possible. But in view of the pro-

digious blunders made by myself, and the wrongs inflicted

upon me by my relations, there is no possibility of doing
anything or keeping up any pretext worthy of my character.

You compare the Sullan period : but, if we regard the prin-

ciple of that movement, it was everything that was most
eminent ; where it failed was in a want of moderation in its

execution. The present movement, on the other hand, is

of such a character, that I forget my own position, and much
prefer the general advantage to that of the party, with whose
interests I have identified my own.' Nevertheless pray write

to me as often as possible, and the more so that no one
else writes ; and yet, if everybody did, I should still look

forward to your letters most. You say that Caesar will be
more kindly disposed to Quintus thanks to me : I have
already told you that he at once granted everything to the

younger Quintus and said never a word about me. Good-
bye.

CCCCXLIV (A XI, 22)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Brundisium (late in August)

Balbus's letter-carrier delivered me the packet with all

promptness. I say this because I have a letter from you in

which you seem to fear that I have not received those

letters,* which in fact I could wish had never been delivered

' Though it wn •
• •

r
T

'

ihat, and
still wish my old -_• adopted
Mtteller'& text, fuu,', ,/<.w,. ,,, u.. ,j„^t,.,., «.#..../,r"<. . i«..

* From Quintus and others inclosed by .\tticus. See p. 51.
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to me. For they increased my misery, and, if they had
fallen into anyone else's hands, they would not have inflicted

any fresh harm upon me. For what can be more universally

notorious than his rage against me and the sort of letter he
writes ?—a kind of letter which even Caesar appears to have
sent to his friends at Rome, not because he was shocked at

his unprincipled conduct, but, I believe, to make my miser-

able position better known. You say that you are afraid

that they will do Quintus harm, and that you are trying to

remedy the mischief. V\'hy ! Caesar did not even wait to be
asked about him. I don't mind that; but what I mind
more is that the favours granted to myself have no stability.

Sulla, I believe, will be here to-morrov/ with Messalla.

They are hurrying to Caesar after being driven away by the

soldiers, who say that they will go nowhere until they have
got what was promised them.' Therefore he will come here,

though slowly : for, though he is keeping on the move, he
devotes many days to the several towns.* Moreover,
Pharnaces, whatever course he takes, must cause him delay.

^

What, then, do you think I should do ? For by this time I am
scarcely strong enough physically to endure the unhealthiness

of this climate, because it adds bodily suffering to mental
pain. Should I commission these two who are going to him,

to make my excuses, and myself go nearer Rome ? I beg you
to consider it, and as hitherto, in spite of frequent requests,

you have declined to do, aid me by your advice. I know
that it is a difficult question ; but it is a choice of evils,

and it is of great importance to me that I should see you.

If that could be brought about, I should certainly make
some advance. As to the will,* as you say, pray attend to

it.

' See p. 51. Messalla is M. Valerius Messalla, consul B.C. 53, after-

wards condemned for sodalitium (vol. ii., pp. 22, 40). He had been
recalled, it seems, with others by Antony, under Caesar's orders.

' In oppidum, *' town by town," may possibly be justified by analogy
with such a phrase as in Jiftn vivere : but it is certainly very difficult.

Schmidt writes in oppido tino.

* As a matter of fact, while Cicero wrote this, Caesar had already over-
come all difficulties in Asia with marvellous rapidity. See p. 51.

' Terentia's will. See pp. 38, 51.
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CCCCXLV (F XIV, 22)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Brundisium, I September

If you are well, I am glad. I am well. I am expecting

my letter-carriers any time to-day. If they come, I shall

perhaps learn what I shall have to do, and will at once let

you know. Take good care of your health. Good-bye.
I September.

CCCCXLVI (F XV, 15)

TO GAIUS CASSIUS (IN ASIA?)

Brundisium (August or early September)

Although both of us, from a hope of peace and a loathing

for civil bloodshed, desired to hold aloof from an obstinate

prosecution of war, nevertheless, since I think I was the

first to adopt that policy, I am perhaps more bound to give

you satisfaction on that point, than to expect it from you.

Although, as I am often wont to recall in my own mind,

my intimate talk with you and yours with me led us both

to the conclusion that it was reasonable that, if not the cause

as a whole, yet at least our judgment should be decided by

the result of one battle. Nor does anyone ever sincerely

criticise this opinion of ours, except those who think it

better that the constitution should be utterly destroyed,

rather than remain in a maimed and weakened state. I, on
the contrary, saw of course no personal hope from its

destruction, much from its surviving fragments. But a state

of things has followed which makes it more surprising that
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those events were possible, than that we did not foresee

what was going to happen, and were unable with our merely

human faculties to prophesy it. For my part, I confess that

my view was that, when that battle had been fought, which
seemed as it were to be the last word of fate, the conquerors

would desire measures to be taken for the safety of the com-
munity at large, the conquered for their own. But both of

these policies I regarded as depending on the promptness
of the victor. If that promptness had been displayed,

Africa would have experienced the same indulgence which
Asia and Achaia too have witnessed,' you yourself, as I

think, acting as agent and intercessor.* But the hours

having been allowed to slip away—always most precious, and
never more so than in civil wars—the year that intervened

induced some to hope for victory, others to think lightly of

the defeat itself. And the blame for all this mischief is on
the shoulders of fortune. For who would have thought such
a serious delay as that of the Alexandrian war was going

to be added to the war already fought, or that a princeling

like that Pharnaces of yours was going to cause a panic in

Asia.

For ourselves, however, though our policy was the same,
our fortune has been different. For you have adopted the

rdle of taking an active part in his councils, and of thus

keeping yourself in a position to foresee what was going
to happen, which more than anything else relieves one's

anxiety.' I, who was in a hurry to see Caesar in Italy—for

that is what I thought would happen—and, when he re-

turned after sparing many of the most honourable men, to
" spur the willing horse " (as the phrase goes) in the di-

rection of peace, am now most widely separated from him,

and have been so all along. Moreover, I am living in the

' That is, the members of the defeated party who had taken up their

abode in Asia and Achaia, and the numerous adherents who had gathered
in Mrica.

^ Cassius had joined Coesar early with his fleet. See p. 31.
* Cassius does not appear to have been in Egypt with Csesar, but to

have remained at Rhodes or on the coast of Cilicia with his ships.

^\'hen Caesar crossed from Alexandria to Cilicia in this year, Cassius met
him at the mouth of the Cydnus, and, according to a later assertion of
Cicero's (2 Phil. § 26), contemplated turning against him and destroy-
ing him. This is not mentioned by anyone else.
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hearing of the groans of Italy and the most heartrending
complaints in Rome : to which we might perhaps have con-
tributed some alleviation, I in my way, you in yours, and
everyone in his own, if only the chief man had been there.

Wherefore I would have you, in view of your unbroken
affection for me, write and tell me what you know, what
you feel, and what you think I am to expect or ought to do.
A letter from you will be of great value in my eyes, and
would that I had obeyed that first one, which you sent me
from Luceria ! For I should then have retained my position

without any of this distress.

'

[Between the date of the last letter to Terentia (i Sep-
tember) and that of the next (i October) Caisar had landed
at Tarentum, and, meeting Cicero, who was coming to greet

him, alighted from his carriage, embraced him, had a long
conversation with him on the road, and gave him free leave

to live where he chose. Cicero seems to have at once
started for his favourite round of visits to his villas, and
then gone to Rome. This is the end, then, of the episode
in his life connected with the Civil War. Henceforth, till

Caesar's assassination, he lives a comparatively retired and
literary life, seldom appearing in the senate or as an
advocate.]

CCCCXLVII (F XIV, 20)

TO TERENTIA (AT ROME)

Venusia, I October

I THINK I shall arrive at my house at Tusculum either on
the 7th or the day after. Sec that ever)'thing is ready

there. For there will perhaps be several others with me, and
we shall stay there a considerable time, I think. If there is

* We know nothing of this letter from Cassitts. He seems to have
advised Cicero not to leave Italy.
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no basin in the bath, have one put in : and so with every-

thing necessary for supporting life and health. Good-bye.'
I October, from Venusia.

CCCCXLVIII (F XV, 21)

TO GAIUS TREBONIUS (IN SPAIN)

Rome (December?)

I FOUND pleasure in reading your letter, and a very great

one in reading your book : yet in the midst of that pleasure

I experienced this sorrow, that, after having inflamed my
desire of increasing the closeness of our intercourse—for as

far as affection goes no addition was possible—you at once
quit us, and inspire me with such deep regret, as to leave

mt but one consolation, namely, that our mutual regret for

each other's absence may be softened by long and frequent

letters.' This I can guarantee not only from myself to you,

but also from you to me. For you left no doubt in my
mind as to how much you were attached to me. I will

pass over what you did in the sight of the whole state, when
you took upon you a share of my quarrels, when you de-

' This, the last letter to Terentia, is as cold and abrupt as all those

:.ich he wrote from Brundisium. What must have been especially

L,
"" - • ' r was being referred to Atticus for all information, while

n 1 barren notelets herself. The divorce followed shortly.

i rebonius had been all along a strong Cxsarian. In his

triboneship (Dec. B.C. 56-Dec B.c. 55) he proposed the law for the

extension of Caesar's governorship. From B.C. 54 he was his Uga/us in

Gaul. He helped to conduct the siege of Marseilles B.C. 49. He was
frixttr urbanus in the year B.C. 48, and maintained Caesar's financial

enactments against Cselius. Some time in B.C. 47 he was .sent to

southern Spain as proconsul in place of Cassius. He seems to have
bt-pn nn niimirer of Cicero, in spite of politics, and to have made a
C' iiis bons mots. He did not succeed in Baetica, and though
al .ominated by Oesar to the province of Asia, he was one of
hi> a&sa&uos. Of his own miserable death we shall hear later on.
He had some tincture of letters, and wrote verses od the model of
Lvicilins.
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fended me in your public speeches, when as quaestor you
stood by the consuls in what was at once my cause and that

of the constitution, when as quaestor again you refused to

submit to the tribune,' and that though your colleague was
for obeying him. Yet, to forget your recent services (which

I shall always remember), what anxiety for me did you shew
during the war, what joy at my return, what anxiety, what
pain, when my anxieties and sorrows were reported to you I

Lastly, the fact that you had meant to come to Brundisium
to see me had you not been suddenly sent to Spain—to

omit, I say, all this, which in my eyes must be as precious

as my own life and safety, what a strong profession of

affection does the book which you have sent me convey !

First, because you think any utterance of mine to be witty,

though others perhaps do not : and, secondly, because those

mo/s, whether witty or the reverse, become extraordinarily

attractive as you tell them. In fact, even before they come
to me, your readers have all but exhausted their power of

laughter. But if in making this compilation there was no
more compliment than the inevitable fact of your having

thought for so long a time exclusively about me, I should

be hard-hearted indeed if I did not love you. Seeing,

however, that what you have taken the trouble to write you
could never have planned without a very strong affection, I

cannot deem that anyone is dearer to himself than I am to

you : to which affection would that I could respond in other

ways ! I will at least do so in affection on my part : with

which, after all, I feel certain you will be fully satisfied.

Now I come to your letter, which, though written in full

and gratifying terms, there is no reason why I should answer

at great length. For, in the first place, I did not send that

letter to Calvus,' any more than the one you are now read-

ing, with an idea of its getting abroad. For I write in one

1 y^^ , .. ^ ^. gQ^ Trebonius had opposed the poMiiig of the law
allowi^ > adoption into a plebeian gens.

' Tp. .(jtns to have remonstrated on some latidatoryexpreMiont

in a letter to Caivus, which he had seen. C. Lidnius CaJvus, son of the

annalist Licinius Macer, was bom B.C. 82. He was a port nnrl nrator.

In the latter capacity Cicero elsewhere {Brut. § 283) ^' im ass

being learned and accurate, but too much enslaved to t f the

Attic style, which he had set himself to imitate. Th.it is int- " certain

definite style " of which he here speaks.
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Style what I expect that the p)ersons addressed only, in

another what I expect that many, will read. In the next

place, I praised his genius in higher terms than you think

could have been done with sincerity. To begin with, it

was because that was my real opinion. He had a subtle

and active mind : he adhered to a certain definite style, in

which, though his judgment was at fault—generally his

strong point—he yet attained his aim. He had great and
uncommon learning : force he had not. It was in that

direction, therefore, that I tried to rouse his energies.

Now, in stimulating and whetting a man's intellect nothing

is more efficacious than to mingle praise with exhortation.

That is my judgment on Calvus, and the motive of my
letter : motive, in that I praised in order to stimulate him

;

judgment, in that I thought very highly of his ability.

It only remains to follow your journey with affectionate

interest, to look forward to your return with hope, to cherish

you while absent in memory, and to alleviate our regret by

an interchange of letters. I should wish you often to recall

your kindnesses and good services to me ; for while you

may, and I may not, forget them without positive crime, you

will have reason, not only to think me an honest man, but

also to believe that you are deeply loved by me.

CCCCXLIX (F XIII, lo)

Cicero, ha\-ing retomtd to Rome in the autumn of the previous year,

spends this one in comparative peace, and in something like his old

manner of life. Any uneasiness he may still have felt as
ILC.46. Co»&., iQ his political position ceased after Csesar's victory over

c;J^'"l the Pompeians at Thapsus in April. He, however, seems

M. yEmilius to have lived in retirement, and to have devoted himself
Lef^us. toliterary work, producing two oratorical treatises

—

Parti-

c' U&Ts '""^^ Oraioria, Orator ad M. Brutum. After Caesar's

cicsM UI. return to Rome (26 July) he twice came out of his retire-

Ma^ister ment : once to deliver a speech (^ro Marcello) in the senate

M^"iSS&
thanking Qesar for recalling M. Claudius Marcellus, the

Lcpidns.
*" consul of B.C. 5 1, and again to defend Q. Ligarius, accase<l

of vis, for his conduct in Africa in B.C. 49. His discon-

tent with the " tyranny " is only cautiously expressed in his letters, but

hi^ panegyric on Cato called out a reply from Oesar himself. Some
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time in this year his dissatisfaction with Terentia culminated in a divorce,

and he married a young and rich wife, Publilia. This 1

444 days, 90 days being intercalated to correct the r

Cxsar's directions. The letters, though often touLum; ;

generally, do not contain sufficiently clear indications of c ly

events to allow of their beiiu' exactly (hiicd. nrKl thr ordpi

cession is not often clear.

TO M. lUNIUS BRUTUS (IN CISALPINE GAUL)

Rome (? January)

As Marcus Varro was starting to join you as your quaestor,

I did not think that he stood in need of any recom-

mendation : for I thought him sufficiently recommended to

you by the custom of our ancestors, which ordained—as you

are doubtless aware—that this connexion of a quaestor with

his chief should be as nearly as possible that of sons to their

father. But as he has convinced himself that a letter from

me, carefully expressed in regard to him, would be likely to

have great weight with you, and as he pressed me warmly
to write as fully as possible, I preferred to do what an
intimate friend thought to be of so much importance to

himself.

I will shew you, then, that I am bound to act thus.

From his first entrance into public life M. Terentius

attached himself to me. Presently, when he had estab-

lished his position, two additional reasons appeared to

increase my warm feelings towards him : one was the fact

that he was engaged in the same pursuit as myself, that

which still forms my greatest delight, displa>-ing, as you are

aware, both genius and no lack of industry ; the second was

that he early embarked on the companies of publicani—
unfortunately, as it turned out, for he suffered very heavy

losses : still, the interests of an order to which I was very

closely bound being thus shared by us both made our

friendship all the stronger.

Once more, after an honourable and ' career on
both benches,' just before the recent re\ iie became

' That is, I think, as accusing or defending men on their trial. The
counsel for the prosecution and defence occupied different benches (see

vol. ii. , p. 219 ; pro Flacc. \ 23 ; in Vtrr. 2, { 73). I do not think it can
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a candidate for office, and looked upon that as the most
honourable fruit of his toil.

Again, in the late crisis he went from my house at Brun-
disium with a message and letter for Caesar : in which affair

I had clear proof of his affection in undertaking the busi-

ness, and of his good faith in carrying it through and bring-

ing me back an answer. I had intended to speak separately

as to his uprightness and high character, but it seems to

me that in thus beginning with a statement of the reason
for my loving him, I have in that statement already said

enough about his uprightness. Nevertheless, I do promise
as a separate thing, and pledge my word, that he will be at

once delightful and useful to you. For you will find him
a steady, sensible man, as far removed as possible from any
self-seeking, and, moreover, a man of the most laborious

and industrious character.

Now it is no business of mine to promise what you must
form your own judgment upon, when you have become well

acquainted with him : yet, after all, in forming new con-
nexions the first approach is always of consequence, and by
what kind of introduction the door of friendship, so to speak,

is opened. This is what I wished to effect by the present

letter : though the tie between a quaestor and his chief ought
in itself to have effected it. Yet it will not, after all, be any
the weaker by this addition. Be careful, therefore, if you
value me as highly as Varro thinks, and I feel that you do,
to let me know as soon as possible that my recommenda-
tion has done him as much service as he himself hoped,
and I had no doubt, that it would.'

be explained as "advocate and juryman," for the use of subsellia

for the seats of the jury is doubtful, and for the praetor (in a civil suit)

it would be " triliunal."

' The person here recommended is M. Terentius Varro Gibba.
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CCCCL (F XIII, II)

TO M. lUNIUS BRUTUS (IN CISALPINE GAUL')

Rome (?)

I HAVE observed that you take great pains to allow nothing

which concerns me to be unknown to you ; I therefore feel

no doubt that you know not only to what municipium I

belong, but also how careful I am to defend the interests of

my fellow townsmen of Arpinum. Now their entire income
and resources, which enable them to keep their temples and
other public buildings in repair, depend upon the rents

which they own in the province of Gallia. To visit these

estates, to collect the moneys owed by the tenants, and
generally to investigate and provide for the management of

the whole property, we are sending a commission of Roman
knights, Quintus Fufidius, son of Quintus, Marcus Faucius,

son of Marcus, Quintus Mamercius, son of Quintus.

I beg you with more than common earnestness, in the

name of our friendship, that you would have an eye to this

affair, and take pains that as far as you are concerned the

business of the municipium may be transacted with as little

difficulty, and finished as promptly, as possible ; and that

you would treat the persons themselves, whose names I have

given, with all the honour and kindness which characterize

you. By doing so you will have attached men of honour to

your person, and have put a most grateful municipium under

an obligation to you for your kind service. For myself, you
will have done me a more than common favour, because,

while it has been my invariable custom to protect my fellow

townsmen's interests, this particular year has a special claim

upon my attention and service to them. For this year I

* Marcus Brutus had not only lieen pardoned by Caesar for his (tart

in theCivil War, but made Rovcrno^ "• f i--»i"'"-f'-^"i . .• North Italy,

which was still treated as a pr ; ts were full

dtiiens, and continued to be sn . igustus. An
analogy in some respects would be the Lord Liculeoaot of Ireland.
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have, for the sake of settling the affairs of the municipium^

consented that my son, and nephew, and M. Caesius—a very

intimate friend of mine—should be aediles ; for that and no

other is the magistrate customarily elected in our municipium}

You will have contributed to the reputation of these last, if

the public business of the municipium should, thanks to your

kindness and attention, turn out to have been well managed.

I beg you warmly and repeatedly to do this.

CCCCLI (F XIII, 12)

TO M. lUNIUS BRUTUS (IN CISALPINE GAUL)

Rome (?)

In another letter I have commended our commissioners

from Arpinum in a body as earnestly as I could. In this

with still greater earnestness I commend Q. Fufidius to you

separately—with whom I have ties of all kinds—not to de-

tract at all from the former commendation, but to put in this

one in addition. He has two special claims on me : he is a

stepson of M. Caesius, who is a very intimate friend and close

connexion of mine ; and he served under me in Cilicia as a

military tribune, in which office he conducted himself in such

a way as to make me feel that I had received a kindness

from him, rather than conferred one. He is besides—which

is of very great weight with you—by no means without taste

for our favourite studies. Wherefore I would have you admit

him to your society without the least reser\e, and take pains

to make his labour on this commission—which he has under-

taken to his own inconvenience and at my instigation—as

complete a success as possible. For he wishes, as the best

men naturally do, to earn the utmost possible credit both

' ConBnned by an inscription, C. I. L. i. 1 1 78. In this inscription

the name of Fufidius occurs among the three scdiles, shewing that the

Fiitidii were a family of Arpinum. From one of them Quintus Cicero

V)ought a property. See vol. i., p. 292.
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from me, who urged him to undertake it, and from the
municipium. This he will succeed in doing, if by this re-

commendation of mine he secures your good services.

CCCCLII (K xiii, 3)

TO M. lUNIUS BRUTUS (IN CISALPINE GAUL)

Rome (?)

L. Castronius PiSTUS, a long way the most important
citizen of the municipium of Luca, is honourable, high-

minded, very obliging, and, in short, a really good man,
adorned with excellent qualities, and, if that is at all to

the point, with ample means to boot. He is, moreover,
very intimate with me ; so much so, that there is no one
in the senate to whom he is more attentive than myself.

Anything you do to oblige him will be a source of pleasure

to yourself, and at any rate will be gratefully received by me.

CCCCLIII (F XIII, 14)

TO M. lUNIUS BRUTUS (IN CISALPINE GAUL)

Rome (?)

I AM very intimate with L. Titius Strabo, one of the most
honourable and accomplished of the Roman knights.

Services of every sort which belong to the closest intimacy

have been interchanged between myself and him. P. Cor-

nelius in your province owes him a sum of money. That
case has been referred by Volcatius, the prator urhanuSy for

trial in Gaul. I beg you more earnestly than if it were
business of mine—in proportion as it is more honourable to

take trouble about one's friends' money than one's own—to
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see to the matter being concluded. Take it in hand per-

sonally, settle it, and do your best—so far as it shall appear
to you to be fair and right—that Strabo's freedman, who
has been sent to represent him, may bring the matter to a
conclusion on the most favourable terms possible and get at

the money. You will thus be doing me a very great favour,

and at the same time will yourself have reason to know that
l^ Titius is in the highest degree worthy of your friendship.

That you may bestow attention upon this, as you usually do
on everything which you know me to wish, I warmly and
repeatedly entreat you.^

CCCCLIV (F IX, I)

TO M. TERENTIUS VARRO*

Rome (?)

From a letter of yours, which Atticus read to me, I learnt

what you were doing and where you were ; but when we
were likely to see you, I could gain no idea at all from the

letter. However, I am beginning to hope that your arrival

is not far off. I wish it could be any consolation to

me ! But the fact is, I am overwhelmed by so many and
such grave anxieties, that no one but the most utter fool

' We have seen before how these private letters were sent to provincial
governors on matters upon which they had to act judicially (see vol. iL,

pp. 121, 122). They would be thought highly improper now. But we
most remember that Cicero did not expect such formal letters to be very
much attended to. See vol. i., pp. 208, 241.

There is no means of dating these letters of introduction to Brutus.
' Varro, the "most learned of the Romans,"and author, it is said, of

4'X) Vxoks (two only of which remain even partially), had been one of
I imjcy-, legates in Spain in B.C. 49, where he had to surrender his
h ^ions to Ca-sar. He, however, joined Pompeyin Epirus. Whilst Csesar

is at Alexandria, Antony seized Varro's villa at Casinum (2 Phil.

103), but on his return Caesar restored him to his property and civil

i>ition, and indeed employed his services in the collection of the public
ihrary. He was the oldest of the leading men of this period, yet sur-

vived them all. He was bom B.C. 1 16, and died B.C. 28.

III. F

^<
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ought to expect any alleviation : yet, after all, perhaps you

can give me some kind of help, or I you. For allow me to

tell you that, since my arrival in the city, I have effected a

reconciliation with my old friends, I mean my books

:

though the truth is that I had not abandoned their society

because I had fallen out with them, but because I was half

ashamed to look them in the face. For I thought, when I

plunged into the maelstrom of civil strife, with allies whom
I had the worst possible reason for trusting, that I had not

shewn proper respect for their precepts. They pardon me :

they recall me to our old intimacy, and you, they say, have

been wiser than I for never having left it. Wherefore,

since I find them reconciled, I seem bound to hope, if I

once see you, that I shall pass through with ease both what

is weighing me down now, and what is threatening. There-

fore in your company, whether you choose it to be in your

Tusculan or Cuman villa, or, which I should like least, at

Rome, so long only as we are together, I will certainly con-

trive that both of us shall think it the most agreeable place

possible.

CCCCLV (F XIII, 29)

TO L. MUNATIUS PLANCUS ' (IN AFRICA)

Rome (?)

I HAVE no doubt of your knowing that, among the con-

nexions bequeathed to you by your father, there was no one
more closely united to you than myself, not only for the

* Plancus had been Caesar's Itga/tts in Gaul, and was with him in

Africa. He lived through the period of the Civil W.irs. >urvivinj»

Antony—whom he betrayed—and settling down to en it

his extortions hn<] pninrH him, as a courtier in the ;. .i.>.

Vclleius I ilackesl account of him (li. bj) a^ an in-

grained ti ind profligate. Horace, however, seems
to have regamci mm wmi ^>mc aflfection {Od. i. 7). We shall here-

after we something of his shifty policy following the murder of Caesar.
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reasons which give an appearance of close attachment, but

ilso for those which are kept in ojjeration by actual intimacy

md association, which you know to have existed between
ne and your father in the highest degree and with the

greatest mutual gratification. Starting from that origin my
personal affection enhanced the ancestral friendship, and
the more so that I perceived, as soon as your time of life

.dmitted of your forming an independent judgment as to

:he value you should attach to this or that person, that I at

once began to receive from you marks of respect, regard,

and affection. To this was added the bond—in itself no
-light one—of common studies, and of such studies and
accomplishments as, in their very nature, serve to bind

together men who have the same tastes in close ties of

intimacy also.

I imagine you must be waiting to see to what this

laborate prelude is tending. To begin with, let me assure

ou that this resume of facts has not been made by me
vithout good and sufficient reason. I am exceedingly

i.timate with C. Ateius Capito. You know what the ups

md downs of my fortunes have been. In every position of

honour or of difficulty of mine, Capito's courage, active

assistance, influence, and even money were ever at my ser-

vice, supplied my occasions, and were ready for every crisis.

He had a relation named Titus Antistius. While this

man was serving in Macedonia as quaestor, according to

the lot, and had had no successor appointed,' Pompey
irrived in that province at the head of an army. Antistius

could do nothing. For if he had had things his own way,

there is nothing he would have preferred to going back to

Capito, for whom he had a filial affection, especially as he
knew how much he valued Caesar and had always done so.

Hut, being taken by suq)rise, he only engaged in the business

far as he was unable to refuse. When money was being

coined at Apollonia, I cannot say that he presided at the

nint, nor can I deny that he was engaged in it ; but it was
lot for more than two or three months. After that he held

1 oof from the camp: he avoided official employment of

' That is, he was staying over his year because the allotment of pro-
\ inces at the end of B.C. 50 had been vetoed.-
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every sort. I would have you believe me on this point as

an eye-witness : for he used to see my melancholy during

that campaign, he used to talk things over with me without

reserve. Accordingly, he withdrew into hiding in central

Macedonia at as great a distance as he could from the

camp, so as to avoid not only taking command in any de-

partment, but even being on the spot. After the battle he

retired to Bithynia to a friend's house named Aulus Plautius.

When Caesar saw him there he did not say a single rough or

angry word to him ; and bade him come to Rome. Im-

mediately after that he had an illness from which he never

recovered. He arrived at Corcyra ill, and there died. By
a will which he had made at Rome in the consulship of

Paulus and Marcellus,' Capito was made his heir to five-

sixths of his estate : as regards the other sixth, the heirs

were men whose share may be confiscated without a word

of complafnt from anyone. That amounts to thirty sestertia.*

This is a matter for Caesar to consider. \\ But in the name of

our ancestral friendship, in the name of our mutual affec-

tion, in the name of our common studies and the close

identity in the whole current of our existence, I do ask and
entreat you, my dear Plancus, with an anxiety and warmth
beyond which I cannot go in any matter, to exert yourself,

to put out your best energies, and to secure that by my
recommendation, your own zeal, and Caesar's indulgence,

Capito may obtain possession of his kinsman's legacy. U

Everything that I could possibly have got from you in this

your hour of highest favour and influence, I shall regard

you as having voluntarily bestowed upon me, if I obtain

this object. There is a circumstance, of which Caesar has

the best means of judging, which I hope will assist you

—

Capito always shewed respect and affection for Caesar. But

Caesar can himself bear witness to this : I know the excel-

lence of his memory : so I don't give you any instructions.

Do not pledge yourself to Caesar on Capitc^s behalf, any

farther than you shall perceive that he remembers. For my
part, I will submit to you what I have been able to put to

the test in my own case : you must judge of its importance

for yourself. You are not ignorant of the side and the

» .<:. so, * .\bout ;t240.
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cause which I have supported in politics, by the aid of what
individuals and orders I have maintained myself, and by
whom I have been fortified. Believe me when I say this

:

if I have done anything in the late war itself which was not

quite to Caesar's taste—though I am well aware that Caesar

knows me to have done so quite against my will—I have
done it by the advice, instigation, and influence of others.

But in so far as I have been more moderate and reasonable

than anyone else of that party, I have been so by the in-

fluence of Capito more than anyone else : and if my other

connexions had been like him, I should perhaps have done
the state some good, certainly I should have done a great

deal to myself. If you accomplish this object, my dear

Plancus, you will confirm my expectations as to your kind
feeling towards myself, and you will by your eminent service

have bound Capito himself to you as a friend—a man of the

most grateful and obliging disposition, and of the most
excellent character.

CCCCLVI (F V, 21)

TO L. MESCINIUS RUFUS

»

Rome, April

I WAS gratified by your letter which told me, what I thought

to be the case even without any letter, that you were in-

spired with a very eager desire to see me. I gladly accept

the compliment, but I do not yield to you in the strength

of the wish : for may I have all my heart's desire, as I

ardently long to be with you ! Even at the time when I

had a greater wealth of good citizens, agreeable men, and
attached friends about me, there was yet no one whose
society I enjoyed more than yours, and few whose I enjoyed
as much. But at the present time, since some have died,

others are away, and others changed in feeling, upon my
' Cicero's quaestor in Cilicia, of whom he elsewhere expresses no

good opinion. See voL ii, pp. 167, 178, 235.
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honour, a single day devoted to you will bring a richer

return of pleasure than all this time given to most of those

with whom I am forced to live. For do not imagine that

solitude—and even that, after all, I am not allowed to en-

joy— is not pleasanter than the talk of those who crowd my
house, with one or at most two exceptions.* Accordingly,

I fly to that refuge, which I think you should also seek

—

my darling studies: and, in addition to them, the conscious-

ness of the principles I have maintained. For I am a man,
as you will have no difficulty in conceiving, who have never

acted for my own interests in preference to those of my
fellow citizens : a man of whom, if he whom you never loved

—for you loved me—had not been jealous, he would now
have been in prosperity, and so would all the loyalists. I

am he whose wish was that no man's brute force should be

preferred to peace with honour. And again, when I per-

ceived that the very appeal to arms, which I had always

dreaded, was to influence the result more than that union

of all loyalists (of which I again was the author), I preferred

accepting a peace on any terms whatever that were safe to

a combat with the stronger. But all this and much else

when we meet, as we soon shall. For after all there is

nothing to keep me at Rome except the expectation of

news from Africa : for the campaign there seems to me to

have come to a point when the decisive stroke cannot be
far off. Now whatever that news may be, I suppose it is

of some importance to me that I should not be out of the

way of consulting my friends : I don't, indeed, see clearly

what the precise importance is, but nevertheless it must be
of some. In fact, it has come to this, that though there is

a wide difference between the merits of the two contending

sides, I should imagine there will not be much difference

between the way they will use their victory. But my courage,

which has perhaps been somewhat weak while the result was
undecided, now that all is lost, has greatly rcco\ ne.

You, too, did much to strengthen it by your pr. iter,

from which I learnt how bravely you were bearing your in-

jurious treatment : and it was helpful to me to find that

' For Cicero's feelingi as to bis solitude in a crowd, see voL L, pp.
49-50.
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your lofty character, as well as your literary studies, had
stood you in good stead. For I will be candid : I used to

think you somewhat lacking in spirit, as indeed most of us

were, who have lived the life of free men in a state that was
itself wealthy and free. But as we were moderate in the

old prosperity, so ought we to endure now with courage
what is not a mere reverse of fortune, but a total loss of it

:

to the end that we may get this amount of good at least

in the midst of the gravest ills, that, while even in prosperity

we were bound to disregard death (seeing that it will bring

with it an absence of all sensation *), at this time and with

these distresses we ought not only to disregard, but even to

wish for it. If you have any regard for me, continue to

enjoy your leisure and convince yourself that, except mis-

conduct and crime—of which you have been and always will

be clear—nothing can happen to a man that can soil his

honour or should rouse his fear. For my part, if it shall

seem feasible, I will come to see you before long : if anything

happens to make a change in my plans necessary, I will at

once let you know. Don't allow your eagerness to see me
induce you to move in your present weaJc state of health,

without first asking me by letter what I want you to do.

Pray go on loving me as before, and devote yourself to your
health and peace of mind.

CCCCLVII (A XII, 2)

TO ATTICUS (IN THE COUNTRY)

Rome (April)

Well, all the same, there are reports here that Statius

Murcus * has been lost at sea, that Asinius ' reached land

' The other alternatives are discussed in the dt Setuctute.
* L. Statios Marcus had been Caesar's Ugattis in B.c. 48, and seems

still to be with him in Africa ; he was pnetor in B.C. 45 and proconsul
of Syria in b,c. 44. He then joined the party of the assassins, but was
put to death in B.C. 42 by the order or connivance of Sextus Pompcius.

' C. Asinius PoUio, the celebrated orator, poet, and historian
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to fall into the hands of the soldiers, that fifty ships have
been carried ashore at Utica by the contrary wind now pre-

vailing, that Pompeius ' is nowhere to be seen and has not

been in the Balearic isles at all, as Paciaecus ^ asserts. But
there is absolutely no confirmation of any single thing. I

have told you what people have been saying in your absence.

Meanwhile, there are games at Praeneste. Hirtius ' and all

that set were there. Indeed, the games lasted eight days.

What dinners ! what gaiety ! Meantime, perhaps the great

question has been settled. What astonishing people ! But
—you say—Balbus is actually building;* for what does he
care ? But, if you ask my opinion, is not life all over with

a man who makes only pleasure, and not right, his aim ?

You meanwhile slumber on. The time has come to solve the

problem, if you mean to do anything. If you want to know
what I think—I think " enjoy while you can." * But why run

on ? I shall see you soon, and indeed I hope you will come
straight to me when you get back. For I w^ill arrange a
day for Tyrannic* at the same time, and anything else

suitable.

(Horace, Od. ii. i). He had been with Caesar from the first. In B.c.

47, while Cxsar was at Alexandria, he was tribune, but was now again

with him in Africa.
* Gnaeus Pompeius, the elder son of Pompeius Magnus.
* L. lunius (or according to some Vibius) Pacisecus appears to be in

Bxtica, as he was in the following year.
' Aulus Hirtius, destined to fall at Mutina in his consulship, B.C. 43,

had been Cesar's Ugatus, and was probably the author of the eighth book
of the Gallic war. He was presently employed to write a pamphlet
against Cato.

* As though it didn't matter which party won at Thapstu.
' Fruclum ; but the word is prolably corrupt. The sentiment is

repeated in a letter to Pxtus (Letter CCCCLXXVIII, p. 104), when
speaking of the danger of his property at Tusculum being confiscated

—

" I am not at all afraid, I enjoy it while I may "—/ru4>r dum /

also Att. 2, 4 (vol. i., p. 89), frtututn palaitra ralatima. N

perhaps, xcaA fructuium, or regani /nu/um as the first wor^. -. „„...<;

proverbial sentence. Tyrrell and Purser propose wirpajfiai actum esse

—f'eitfini.
' The learned freedman who arranged Cicero's library (vol. i., p. 224).

He had written a book which Cicero wants to hear read with Atticus.

See A XII, 9.
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CCCCLVIII (F IX, 3)

TO M. TERENTIUS VARRO (AT TUSCULUM)

Rome (about the i8th of April)

Though I have nothing to say to you, yet I could not let

Caninius go to you without taking anything from me.
What, then, shall I say for choice? What I think you
wish, that I am coming to you very soon. Yet pray con-

sider whether it is quite right for us to be in a place like

that ' when public affairs are in such a blaze. We shall be
giving those persons an excuse for talking, who don't know
that, wherever we are, we keep the same style and the same
manner of life. But what does it matter ? Anyhow, we shall

give rise to gossip. We ought, forsooth, to take great pains,

at a time when society at large is wallowing in every kind
of immorality and abomination, to prevent our abstention

from active life, whether indulged in alone or together,

from being unfavourably remarked upon ! For my part, I

shall join you, and snap my fingers at the ignorance of these

Philistines. For, however miserable the present state of
affairs—and nothing can be more so—yet, after all, our
studies seem in a way to produce a richer harvest now than
of old, whether it is because we can now find relief in

nothing else, or because the severity of the disease makes
the need of medicine felt, and its virtue is now manifested,
which we used not to feel while we were in good health.

But why these words of wisdom to you now, who have them
at hand home-grown—" an owl to Athens ? " * Only, of
course, to get you to write me an answer, and wait for my
( oming. Pray do so therefore.

' That is, Baiiv, a holiday resort full of amusement and gay company.
\ .\rro had apparently suggested going there.

" Our "coals to Newcastle." See vol. i. , p. 290.
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CCCCLIX (F IX, 2)

TO M. TERENTIUS VARRO (AT TUSCULUM)

Rome (April, after the 2oth of April)

Caninius, our common friend, having called upon me very

late in the evening, and having told me that he was starting

to join you in the morning, I told him that I would have
something for him to take, and begged him to call for it in

the morning. I finished my letter in the night, but he never

came : I supposed that he had forgotten. Nevertheless, I

should have sent you the letter itself by my own letter-

carriers, had I not heard from the same friend next day that

you were starting from your Tusculan villa in the morning.

But now look at this ! All on a sudden a few days later,

when I wasn't in the least expecting it, Caninius called on
me in the morning, and said that he was starting to join you

at once. Though that letter was now stale, < con-

sidering the importance of the news that have - -rived,'

yet I was unwilling that my night's work should be thrown
away, and gave it as it was to Caninius : but I spoke to him
as to a man of learning and one warmly attached to you,

and I presume that he has conveyed my words to you.

However, I give you the same counsel that I give myself

—to avoid men's eyes, if we find it difficult to avoid their

tongues. For those who give themselves airs about the

victory regard us in the light of defeated enemies: while those

who are vexed at our friends' defeat regret that we remain

alive. You will ask perhaps why, this being the state of

things in the city, I have not left town like yourself? You,

I presume, you, who surpass both me and others in the

clearness of your perceptions, divined it all ! Nothing of

course escaped you I ^Vhy, who is so much of a Lynceus

^ The battle of Tbapsus was fought on the 6th of April, according to

the unrevised calendar. The news reached Rome on tne evening oftbe

20th (Dio, 43, 42).
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as, in such pitchy darkness, never to stumble on anything,

never to blunder against anything anywhere ? For my part, it

long ago occurred to my mind how pleasant a thing it would
be to go out of town somewhere, so as to avoid seeing and
hearing what is being done and said here. But I had certain

misgivings : my idea was that ever>'one who met me on the

road would, as it suited his particular point of view, suspect,

or, even if he did not suspect it, would say :
" This fellow is

either frightened, and therefore is running away, or he is

meditating some move and has a ship ready prepared." In

fact, even the man whose suspicion was the least malicious,

and who perhaps knew me best, would have thought my
motive for going was that my eyes could not endure the

sight of certain persons. From some such misgivings as

these I am as yet staying on at Rome, and after all, long

habit has insensibly covered over the wound and deadened
my indignation.

That is the explanation of my policy. For yourself, then,

what I think you should do is this : remain in retirement

where you are until such time as this exultation is past boil-

ing point, and at the same time till we hear particulars of the

decisive struggle : for decisive I think it was. But it will

make all the difference what the feeling of the conqueror
is, and how the campaign has ended. Though I am able to

make a shrewd guess, still I wait, after all, for information.

Nor, indeed, would I have you starting for Baiae until

rumour has shouted itself hoarse. For it will be more to

our credit, even when we do quit the city, to be thought

to have come to that neighbourhood rather to weep than

to swim. But you know all this better than I. Only
let us abide by our resolve to live together in pursuit of

those studies of ours, from which we formerly sought only

pleasure, but now seek also the preservation of our lives.

And if anyone wishes for our services—not merely as archi-

tects, but also as workmen to build up the constitution—let

us not refuse to assist, but rather hasten with enthusiasm
to the task. And if, on the other hand, no one will employ
us, let us compose and read " Republics." And if we cannot
do so in the senate-house and forum, yet at least (after the
example of the most learned of the ancients) on paper and
in books let us govern the state, and investigate its customs
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and laws. These are my views. You will very much oblige

me if you will write and tell me what you mean to do and
what your opinion is.

CCCCLX (F IX, 7)

TO M. TERENTIUS VARRO (AT TUSCULUM)

Rome (May)

I WAS dining with Seius when a letter was delivered to each

of us from you. Yes, I really think it is high time. For as

to the personal motive in what I said before, I will own the

cunning of my heart—I wanted you to be somewhere near

in case of anything good turning up :
" two heads," ' you

know. At present, seeing that it is all over and done,

we should not hesitate to go over, horse, foot, and artillery !

For when I heard about L. Caesar the younger, I said to

myself

:

•• What will he do for me, his »ire ? " »

Accordingly, I do not cease dining out with the members of

the party now in power. What else should I do? One
must go with the times. But a truce to jesting, especially as

we have nothing to laugh at

:

"With fearsome tumult shakes wild Afiric's shore."'

Accordingly, there is nothing " undesirable " * which I do not

' For this quotation from Iliad, x. 224, see vol. ii., p. 322. trvv rt

ii' Ipxofuw Koi Tt wp6 o roil iv6$iaiv, " when two go tc^gethcr one hits

one thiiw first and the other another." "Two heads are better than

one." Cicero expects the learned Varro, as he did Atticus, to fill up

the Quotation.
» Terence, jInJr. 112. The old father, seeing his son weep at a

funeral of a comparative Strang, sajrs, " I liked that : I thought to my-

self, what will he do for roe, hu father ? " So, Cicero means, " If Cxsar
pardoned his bitter enemy, young Lucius Caesar, what must he do to

me, his old friend ? " L. Casar is the man who brought the manges to

and from Pompcy (vol. iL, pp. 249, 250, 255).
' A fragment of Ennius.
* Awowpoiiyfuvov, a technical word of the Stoics. Nothing it good
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fear. But, in answer to your question as to when, by what

road, and whither'—I as yet know nothing. You suggest

Baiae—but some doubt whether he will not come by way
of Sardinia.* For that particular one of his estates he has

not inspected as yet. It is the worst of them all,* neverthe-

less he does not despise it. For my part, I am on the whole

more inclined to think that he will come through Sicily to

\'elia : but we shall know directly ; for Dolabella is on his

way home : he, I suppose, will be our instructor

:

" Scholars are often wiser than their teachers." *

But nevertheless, if I can ascertain what you have settled, I

will accommodate my policy to yours before anyone else's.

Wherefore I am anxious for a letter from you.

CCCCLXI (F IX, 5)

TO M. TERENTIUS VARRO (AT TUSCULUM)

Rome (late in May)

Yes, I think the 5th of next month will be in very good
time, both in consideration of the state of public aflfairs and
of the season of the year.' Wherefore I approve of that

day : and will myself accordingly aim at the same. I should

or bad but virtue and vice ; but among other things which are strictly

neither good nor bad some are to be preferred (xpoiiy/uva), some not

(airoxpoiry/u*>a). Cicero uses the word jestingly for what he considers

very bad.
' I.e., to meet Qcsar.
^ Cxsar did come by Sardinia, and therefore sailed straight to Ostia,

t to Puteoli (Djo, 43, 14).
' Because of its unhealthiness. Vol. L, p. 217.
' ToXAoi fta9f]rai Kpiioffovti ItiasKoXuv, a line of which the author is

\nown. He refers lo his instructing Dolabella in oratory.

r starting to meet Qesar. We must remember that, in spite of an
iry month inserted after the 23rd of February, the calendar this

Vf ir wxs two months in advance, and was not rectified till the autumn.
Therefore the 5th of June is really about the 5th of April, and that
was full early for Caesar to embark on a voyage from Africa.
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not have thought that we ought to repent of our policy, even
if those who did not adopt it were not now repentant. For

our guiding star was not advantage, but duty : and what wc
abandoned was not duty, but a hopeless task. So we shewed
greater sensitiveness to honour than those who never stirred

from home, and greater reasonableness than those who did

not return home when all was lost. But nothing irritates

nic so much as the severe criticism of the do-nothings, and
I am more inclined to feel scrupulous about those who fell

in the war, than to trouble myself about those who are angry
with us for being alive. If I find a spare moment for coming
to Tusculum before the 5th, I will see you there : if not, I

will follow you to your Cuman villa, and give you notice

beforehand, that the bath may be got ready.

CCCCLXII (F VII, 3)

TO M. MARIUS (AT POMPEII)

Rome (late in May)

Very often, as I reflect upon the miseries in which we have all

alike been living these many years past, and, as far as I can

see, are likely to be living, I am wont to recall that time when
we last met : nay, I remember the exact day. Having
arrived at my Pomjx;ian villa on the evening of the 12th of

May, in the consulship of I^entulus and ^' ,' you

came to see meinastate of anxiety. What \\. ng you

uneasy was your reflexion both on my duty and my danger.

If I remained in Italy, you feared my being wanting to my
duty : if I set out to the camp, you were agitated by the

thought of my danger. At that time you certainly found me
so unnerved as to be unable to unravel the tangle and see

what was best to be done. Nevertheless, I preferred to be

ruled by honour and reputation, rather than to consider the

safety of my life. Of this decision I afterwards repented,

' B.C. 49. This apoloQT for his conduct u somewluit like that

addroMd to Lentulus, voL 1., p. 310.
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not so much on account of the danger I incurred, as because

of the many fatal weaknesses which I found on arrival at my
destination. In the first place, troops neither numerous nor

on a proper war footing ; in the second place, beyond the

general and a few others— I am speaking of the men of rank

—the rest, to begin with, greedy for plunder in conducting

the war itself, and moreover so bloodthirsty in their talk, that

I shuddered at the idea of victory itself : and, lastly, immense
indebtedness on the part of the men of the highest position.

In short, there was nothing good except the cause.

Despairing of victory when I saw these things, I first

began advising a peace, which had always been my policy

;

next, finding Pompey vehemently opposed to that idea, I

proceeded to advise him to protract the war. Of this he at

times expressed approval, and seemed likely to adopt the

suggestion ; and he perhaps would have done so, had it not

been that as a result of a certain engagement * he began to

feel confidence in his soldiers. From that day forth that

eminent man ceased to be anything of a general He
accepted battle against the most highly seasoned legions

with an army of raw recruits and hastily collected men.
Having been shamefully beaten, with the loss also of his

camp, he fled alone.

This I regarded as the end of the war, as far as I was
concerned, nor did I imagine that, having been found un-

equal to the struggle while still unbeaten, we should have
the upper hand after a crushing defeat I abandoned a war
in which the alternatives were to fall on the field of battle,

or to fall into some ambush, or to come into the conqueror's

hands, or to take refuge with luba, or to select some place of

residence as practically an exile, or to die by one's own hand.

\t least there was no other alternative, if you had neither the

ill nor the courage to trust yourself to the victor. Now, of

1 these alternatives I have mentioned, none is more en-

.urable than exile, especially to a man with clean hands,
when no dishonour attaches to it : and I may also add,
when you lose a city, in which there is nothing that you can
look at without pain. For my part, I preferred to remain
with my own family—if a man may nowadays call anything

' When Pompqr pierced Caesar's lines and defeated him. See pp. 6-7.
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his own—and also on my own property. What actually

happened I foretold in every particular. I came home, not

because that offered the best condition of life, but that after

all, if some form of a constitution remained, I might be there

as though in my own country, and if not, as though in exile.

For inflicting death on myself there seemed no adequate

reason : many reasons why I should wish for it. For it is

an old saying, " When you cease to be what once you were,

there is no reason why you should wish to live." But after all

it is a great consolation to be free of blame, especially as I

have two things upon which to rely for support—acquaintance
with the noblest kind of learning and the glory of the most

brilliant achievements : of which the former will never be

torn from me while I live, the latter not even after my death.

I have written these things to you somewhat fully, and
have bored you with them, because I knew you to be most

devoted both to myself and to the Republic. I wished you

to be acquainted with my entire views, that in the first place

you might know that it was never a wish of mine that any

one individual should have more power than the Republic

as a whole ; but that, when by some one's fault a particular

person did become so powerful as to make resistance to him
impossible, I was for peace : that when the army was lost,

as well as the leader in whom alone our hopes had been

fixed, I wished to put an end to the war for the rest of the

party also : and, when that proved impossible, that I did so

for myself. But that now, if our state exists, I am a citizen

of it ; if it docs not, that I am an exile in a place quite

as suited for the position, as if I had betaken myself to

Rhodes or Mytilene.

I should have preferred to discuss this with you person-

ally, but as the possibility of that was somewhat remote, I

determined to make the same statement by letter, that you

might have something to say, if you ever fell in with any of

my critics. For there are men who, though my death would
have been utterly useless to the state, regard it as a crime

that I am still alive, and who I am certain think that those who
l)erished were not numerous enough. Though, if these per-

sons had listened to me, they would now, however l-

terms of peace, have been living in honour ; for wh r

in arms they would have been superior in the merits of their
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cause. Here 's a letter somewhat more wordy than perhaps
you would have wished ; and that I shall hold to be your
opinion, unless you send me a still longer one in reply. If

I can get through with some business which I wish to settle,

I shall, I hope, see you before long.

CCCCLXIII (F VI, 22)

TO CN. DOMITIUS AHENOBARBUS (IN ITALY)

Rome (May*)

It was not the fact of your never having written to me since

your arrival in Italy that deterred me from writing to you.

The reason was that I could not think of any promise to

make you in my present state of complete destitution, or of

any advice to give you, being quite at a loss myself as to

what policy to pursue, or of any consolation to offer in the

midst of such grave disasters. Although things here are in

no way improved, and, in fact, are continually becoming
more and more desperate, yet I preferred sending you a
colourless letter to not sending you one at all. For myself,

if I had perceived that you had undertaken a task in the

cause of the Republic greater than you were able to make
good, I should yet to the best of my ability have counselled

you to accept life on such terms as were offered you and
were actually available. But since you have decided that

to your policy, righteously and courageously adopted, there

should be the same limit as fortune herself had laid down
as the finishing point of our struggles, I beg and implore

you, in the name of our old union and friendship, and in

' There is no certain means of dating this letter ; but as the death of
Cato is perhaps referred to, it must be not earlier than May. The ex-

pressioD as to the finis of the duty of those engaged in the Civil War
Seems to put it near in time to the preceding letter to Marius, as Cicero
so often uses the same phrase in letters written nearly at the same time.

The general point of view (which so often shifts with Cicero) is about
the same.

III. G
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the name of my extreme affection for you and your no less

strong one for me, to preserve yourself alive for us, for your
mother, your wife, and all near and dear to you, to whom
you have ever been the object of the deepest affection.

Consult for the safety of yourself and of those who hang
upon you. The lessons gathered from the wisest of philo-

sophers, and grasped and remembered by you from your
youth up with such brilliant success—all these put in prac-

tice at this crisis. Sorrow for those you have lost '—so

closely connected with you by the warmest affection and the

most constant kindness—bear, if not without pain, yet at

least with courage. What I can do I know not, or rather I

feel how helpless I am ; but this, nevertheless, I do pro-

mise : whatever I shall conceive to conduce to your safety

and honour, I will do with the same zeal, as you have ever

shewn and practically employed in what concerned my for-

tunes. I have conveyed this expression of my warm feelings

for you to your mother,* the noblest of women and the most
devoted of mothers. Whatever you write to me I will do,

as far as I shall understand your wishes. But even if you
fail to write, I shall yet with the utmost zeal and care do
what I shall think to be for your interest Good-bye.

CCCCLXIV (F IX, 4)

TO M. TERENTIUS VARRO (PAT CUALE)

TuscuLUM (June)

About things " possible," let me tell you ray opinion agrees

with Diodorus. Wherefore, if you are to come, be assured

that your coming is ** necessary," but if you are not, then it

is "impossible" that you should come. Now see which

* Mis father, L. Dotnitius Ahenobarbus, killed in the cavalry pursuit

after Pharsalia (2 PkiJ. §§ 27, 71 ; Cses. B. C. iii. 99), and his ancle Cato,

who had committed suicide at Utica, rather than fall into Ca-sar'<;

hands after Thapsus.
* Porcia, sister of Cato.
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opinion pleases you the more, that of Chrysippus or the one
which our teacher Diodotus could not stomach. But on
these points also we will talk when we are at leisure : that

too is "possible," according to Chrysippus.' lam much
obliged to you about Coctius : for that is just what I had
commissioned Atticus to do. Yes, if you don't come to

me, I shall take a run to you. If you have a garden in

your library,* everything will be complete.

CCCCLXV (A XII, 5, § 4)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLXjM, 12 June

I HAVE sent Tiro to meet Dolabella. He will be returning

to me on the 1 3th. I shall expect you the next day. I see

that you regard my dear TuUia's interests as of the first

importance. I beg you earnestly to let it be so. So then

she is still completely uncommitted ; for so you say in your

letter. Though I had to avoid the Kalends,* and shun the
" originals " * of the Nicasiones, and had to balance my
accounts, yet there was nothing to make up for my absence
from you. When I was at Rome and thought every moment
that I was going to catch a sight of you, even so every day

' Cicero plaj'fully alludes to the necessitudioarian doctrines of Dio-
rus of Caria (the Megaric philosopher, ob. B.C. 307) and Chrysippus of

^)li, the Stoic (born B.C. 280). Diodorus maintained that " only what
or what will be is possible." Chrysippus, on the other hand, defined
the possible" as what is "capable of being true if circumstances do

not prevent." Diodotus was a Stoic who lived many years in Cicero's
house, and died there B.C. 59. See vol. i., p. 115.

' !'robably means (though it is a strange way of expressing it) a
n to sit and converse in, like philosophers in the Academy: the
. being like Cicero's Tusculan gymnasium, round a court contain-
rubs, etc. There is a similar reference to Cicero's villa at Cumae,
. p. 253«2. Fr.ii. 8).

i he first day of the month on which interest was due.
• anx^rvTa used playfully for ledgers. The Nicasiones are money-

lenders.
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the hours of waiting seemed long. You know I am by no
means a flatterer, and so I considerably understate my
feelings.

CCCCLXVI (A XII, 3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 13 June

I REGARD you as the one man who is less of a flatterer than
myself, and if we both are sometimes such towards some one
else, we are never so to each other. So listen to what I say

in all plainness and sincerity. May I perish, my dear Atti-

cus, if, I don't say my Tusculan villa—where in other respects

I am very happy—but even " the islands of the blest " are

in my eyes worth an absence of so many days from you.

Wherefore let us harden ourselves to endure these three

days—assuming you to be in the same state of feeling as

myself, which is surely the case. But I should like to know
whether you are coming to-day immediately after the auction,

or on what day. Meanwhile I am busy with my books, and
am much inconvenienced by not having Vennonius '

However, not to omit business altogether, that ci a

Oesar assigned to me admits of being recovered in three

ways: first, purchase at the auction—but I would rather

lose it, although, let alone the disgrace, that is as good as

losing it. Secondly, a bond payable a year hence from the

purchaser—but who is there I can trust, and when will that
" year of Meton " come ? Thirdly, accepting half down on
the proposal of Vettienus.' Look into the matter therefore.

' A writer on early Roman history, see dt Ltg. i , 2.

• App«rently the property of some P«^">>^-;-"« w»^.. -^...-i r;-^.., money
was ooofttcated. From such confisca ts and
dowries were paid, the exchequer or th' Caesar
had admitted Cicero's debt, which he Mys lie may deal with in three
ways. (l) He may purchase the csUte at the anction, deducting the
amount of his claim, and then sell it for what it \' • \,.

ably there were other debts on it and he v«
;

besides, to act as a sutor (making money by one :> uicnas mixtortuncs)
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And indeed I am afraid Caesar may now not have the auc-

tion at all, but when the games are over ' will hurry off to

the aid of (Q. Pedius),^ lest such a great man should be
treated with neglect. But I will see to it. Pray take good
care of Attica, and give her and Pilia, as well as Tullia, the

kindest messages from me.

CCCCLXVII (A XII, 4)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 14 June

What a welcome and delightful letter ! Need I say more ?

It is a red-letter day with me after all. For I was made
anxious by Tiro's telling me that you seemed to him some-
what flushed. I will therefore add one day to my stay

here, in accordance with your wish. But that about Cato is

a problem requiring an Archimedes. I cannot succeed in

writing what your guests ^ can possibly read, I don't say with

was undignified (2 Phil. §§ 64-65). (2) He might transfer the whole
business to another purchaser at the auction (matuefs), who would under-
take to pay him in a year's time. But he did not know whom to trust.

(3) He might accept an offer of Vettienus, the banker, to pay him half

down, Vettienus taking the risk of recouping himself by dealing in some
way with the estate. The " year of Meton " was a proverb for indefinite

postponement, " Melon's year" meaning the solar cycle of nineteen
years, which he discovered (about B.C. 430-400 at Athens).

' Apparently the great games given by Caesar at the dedication of
c temple of Venus soon after his return from Africa (Dio, 43,

^23).
' The MSS. have clypo, for which Boot—as does Mueller—reads

ri'Tftf and explains it to refer to Balbus " the stammerer." But there
cms no reason to suppose that Caesar should bestir himself just now
>out Balbus. It seems to me that the reference needed is to the coming

iign in Spain. Cicero is afraid Caesar will be in a hurry to leave
and not stay to see to the sales of confiscated properties. Now

: ^iius—Caesar's nephew—was one of the commanders sent with the
rmy in advance to Spain, from which urgent messages were coming
/'. Hisp. 1-2). I therefore suggest Q. Pedio for clypo.

' The Cesarians, with whom Atticus w^as intimate, such as Hirtius,

1 '-albus, Oppius, and the like. Cicero refers to the suggestion that be
should wnte a panegyric on Cato.
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pleasure, but even without irritation. Nay, even if I keep
clear of his senatorial speeches, and of every wish and ;

pose which he entertained in politics, and chose in nu
general terms to eulogise his firmness and consistency, even
this in itself would be no pleasant hearing for your friends.

But that great man cannot be praised as he really deserves

unless the following topics are dilated upon : his having seen

that the present state of things was to occur, his having
exerted himself to prevent them, and his having quitted life

to avoid seeing what has actually happened. What point is

there in these on which I could possibly secure the approval

of Aledius ?
' But, I beseech you, be careful about your

health and bring the prudence, which you apply to all

matters, to bear before everything else on getting well.

CCCCLXVIII (F IX, 6)

TO M. TERENTIUS VARRO (AT TUSCULUM)

Rome (June)

Our friend Caninius has brought a message from you bid-

ding me write and tell you whatever I thought you ought
to know. Well then, Caesar's arrival of course is occupying
men's minds, and of that you are yourself not unaware.
However, he having written, I presume, to say that he
intended to come to his villa at Alsium,' his friends wrote
to him not to do so : that many people would annoy him,
and he himself annoy many : they thought it would be pk"^*

convenient for him to land at Ostia. I do not nn
understand what difference it makes; but yet Hirtius iw.d

me that both he and Balbus and Oppius had written to him
to do so—men, as I have reason to know, who are atta< ' ;

to you. I wanted you to learn this, that you might k

' Some friend of Cciar and AtUcat, wrenl tiaes aentiooed, bat an
known to us.

* On the coast of Etmria, aboat dgbteen miles north of the mouth of
the Tiber. Cxsar had a villa there, bat lo had many Roman nobles.

and I tuppoae that he would be among enemies.
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where to prepare yourself a lodging, or rather that you might
do so in both places

:

' for what he is going to do is un-

certain. At the same time I have shewn you that I am
intimate with these men and admitted to their counsels.

And I don't see any reason for avoiding that. It is one
thing to bear what one must bear, another to approve what
one ought not to approve. Though for my part I do not

know why I should not approve, with the exception of the

first steps in the movement : for they were within the control

of men's wills. I saw of course (you were abroad) that our

friends desired war, whereas Caesar did not so much desire

it as not fear it (wherefore the first steps were deliberate, the

rest merely consequential), and that it must needs be that

either this party or that should win. I know that you always

lamented with me, when we saw, first, that frightful alter-

native—the destruction of one or the other army and
leader ; and, secondly, that the most dreadful evil of all was
victory in a civil war, which indeed I dreaded even if it

declared on the side of those whom I had joined. For the

vt-riest do-nothings ^ were uttering bloodthirsty threats, and
they were offended both by your feelings and my words.

At this moment, indeed, if our men had prevailed, they would
have been exceedingly violent ; for there were some who
were very angry with us, as though forsooth we had adopted
any resolution as to our own preservation which we had not

decided to be good for them also ; or as though it were
more for the advantage of the state that they should fly to

the protection of the beasts,' than either die out of hand, or

continue to live, if not with the best prospect, yet at least with

some. But, it may be said, we are living in a distracted

republic. Who denies it ? But this is their look-out, who
secured no resources for the various phases of life.

Well, it was to arrive at this point that my preface has

extended to a greater length than I intended. For as I

have ever regarded you as a great man, because in the face

of these storms you are nearly the only one safely in port,

and are reaping the best fruits of philosophy—namely, to

' At Alsium and Ostia, that be might be ready to meet Caesar in

either.

' Reading otiosissimi minabantur.
' The elephants of King Juba.
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fix your mind uix)n and handle themes, the study and de-

light of which are to be preferred to all their employments
and pleasures : so I consider these days you are spending at

Tusculum to be a specimen of true life, and I would with

pleasure resign all the wealth in the world to anybody on
condition of being allowed, without the interruption of

violence, to live a life like yours. And this, indeed, I imitate

to the best of my ability, and with the utmost delight find

repose in the studies which we both pursue. For who will

grudge us this privilege, that, when our country either cannot

or will not employ our services, we should return to that way
of life, which many learned men have, perhaps wrongly, but

still /utve thought was to be preferred even to public business ?

These studies, in the opinion of some eminent men, involve

a kind of furlough from public duties : why then, when
the state allows it, should we not enjoy them to the full ?

But I have more than fulfilled Caninius's demand ; for

he quite legitimately ' asked me for anything I knew which
you didn't : but I am telling you what you know better than

I myself who tell it. I will accordingly do what I was
asked, that is, prevent your being ignorant of anything that

is in your way connected with this crisis which I may hear."

CCCCLXIX (A XII, 5, §§ I, 2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Tusculum (July)

"QuiNTUS the elder for the fourth time"' (or rather for

the thousandth time)—is a fool, for being rejoiced at his

' lure, the MS. reading. I am not satisfied that it is rightly rejected,

as it is by all editors ; ut scribtrem is easily understood after rogartU.

He elsewhere (vol. L, p. 354) sa)-s that the proper purpose of a letter is

to inform the recipient of what he does not but ought to know, and the

writer does. So m asking that, Caninius asked ittre, in accordance
with the law of letter writing.

* The reading is doubtful.
* The beginning of a line of Eonius, Qmntu' ptUer ^uartum consul.
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son's appointment as a Lupercus/ and at Statius'—that he
may see his family overwhelmed with a double dishonour

!

I may add a third in the person of Philotimus. What un-

paralleled folly, unless indeed mine can beat it ! But what
impudence to ask a subscription from you for such a pur-

pose !
* Granted that he did not come to a " fount athirst,"

but a " Peirene " and a " holy well-spring of Alphaeus " *—to

drain you as though you were a fountain, as you say, and
that, too, at a time when you are so seriously embarrassed !

*

Where will such conduct end ? But that 's his affair. I

am much pleased with my Caio

:

' but so is Lucilius Bassus
with his compositions.

The phrase nikil sapere b a common euphemism ; it means " to be a
foor'^(2/'Ai7. 8 8).

^ The Luptrtalia had apparently more or less fallen into desuetude,

and Cxsar had restored them and endowed the Luperci with funds,

of which the senate deprived them after his death (13 Phil. § 31).

Augustus rexHved the festival again (Suet. Aug. 31 ; Monum. Ancyr. 4),

and it continued till nearly the end of the 6fth century a.d. But it

seems to have been thought undignified in Republican times. Cicero's

objection to his nephew being a Lupercus, however, was probably as

much on the ground of its being a Oesarian restoration as anything

else.
* What had happened about Quintus's favourite freedman and secre-

tary Statius, or about Philotimus, Terentia's freedman of doubtful

honesty, we do not know.
' .Apparently for his nephew's expenses as Lupercus.
* Words of Pindar {N. i. l) describing the place at Syracuse, where

the river Alpheus, after flowing beneath the sea, rose to the surface

and was called Arethusa.
' There is, I think, some irony intended. Atticus was always rich,

and Cicero more than once hints that he was a little over " careful " of

his money (vol. i., p. 234 ; vol. ii., p. 139).
* His panegyric on Cato (lost), which was answered by Caesar's

A nticato.
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CCCCLXX (F IX, 16)

TO L. PAPIRIUS PifiTUS' (AT NAPLES)

TuscuLUM (July)

I WAS charmed with your letter, in which, first of all, what
I loved was the tenderness which prompted you to write,

in alarm lest Silius should by his news have caused me any
anxiety. About this news, not only had you written to

me before—in fact twice, one letter being a duplicate of

the other—shewing me clearly that you were upset, but I

also had answered you in full detail, in order that I might,

as far as such a business and such a crisis admitted, free

you from your anxiety, or at any rate alleviate it But
since you shew in your last also how anxious you are about
that matter—make up your mind to this, my dear Paetus

:

that whatever could possibly be accomplished by art—for it

is not enough nowadays to contend with mere prudence, a

sort of system must be elaborated—however, whatever could

be done or effected towards winning and securing the good-

will of those men I have done, and not, I think, in vain.

For I receive such attentions, such politenesses from all

Caesar's favourites as make me believe myself beloved by
them. For, though genuine love is not easily distinguished

from feigned, unless some crisis occurs of a kind to test

faithful affection by its danger, as gold in the fire, there are

other indications of a general nature. But I only employ
one proof to convince me that I am loved from the heart

and in sincerity—namely, that my fortune and theirs is of

such a kind as to preclude any motive on their part for pre-

tending. In regard, again, to the man who now possesses

all power, I see no reason for my being alarmed : except

the fact that, once depart from law, everything is uncertain
;

and that nothing can be guaranteed as to the future which

' PKtQS, to whom twelve letters are addressed, is an unknown man,
thoagb evidently very intimate with Cicero, to whom we have heard of

Us praMnting a collection of books (voL i., pp. 60, 66).
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depends on another man's will, not to say caprice. Be that

as it may, personally his feelings have in no respect been
wounded by me. For in that particular point I have ex-

hibited the greatest self-control. For, as in old times I used
to reckon that to speak without reserve was a privilege of

mine, since to my exertions the existence of liberty in the state

was OMring, so, now that that is lost, I think it is my duty to

say nothing calculated to offend either his wishes or those

of his favourites. But if I want to avoid the credit of certain

keen or witty epigrams, I must entirely abjure a reputation

for genius, which I would not refuse to do, if I could. But
after all Caesar himself has a very keen critical faculty, and,

just as your cousin Servius '—whom I consider to have been
a most accomplished man of letters—had no difficulty in

saying :
" This verse is not Plautus's, this is

—
" because he

had acquired a sensitive ear by dint of classifying the various

styles of poets and habitual reading, so I am told that

Caesar, having now completed his volumes of tons mots,* if

anything is brought to him as mine, which is not so, habitu-

ally rejects it. This he now does all the more, because his

intimates are in my company almost every day. Now in

the course of our discursive talk many remarks are let

fall, which perhaps at the time of my making them seem
to them wanting neither in literary flavour nor in piquancy.

These are conveyed to him along with the other news of

the day :

' for so he himself directed. Thus it comes about
that if he is told of anything besides * about me, he con-

siders that he ought not to listen to it Wherefore I have
no need of your (Enomaus^ though your quotation of

' Servius Claudius, whose books Pxtus had given to Cicero. He was
probably cousin, not brother, of Pjctus.

^ His Dicta Collectanta, which Augustus would not allow to be pub-
hed (Suet. /«/. 56).

' For the oitadiuma, see vol. i., p. 146 ; vol. iL, pp. 187, 404. But
besides this Csesar seems to have had a private report made to him
each tlay of what was happening, just as Augustus did, whether of

public or domestic occuaences (Suet. Aug. 32 and 78). It was Caesar
who first ordered the aeta of the senate to be published (Suet. ltd. 20).

' That is, anything unfavourable. " Caesar considers that he knows
worst that I say from his own reporters, and will listen to nothing

1111 )re."

A play of Accius, from which Paetus had, it seems, quoted some
lines recommending him to avoid exciting envy.
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Accius's verses was very much on the spot. But what is

this jealousy, or what have I now of which anyone can be
jealous? But suppose the worst. I find that the philo-

sophers, who alone in my view grasp the true nature of virtue,

hold that the wise man does not pledge himself against

anything except doing wrong ; and of this I consider myself
clear in two ways, first in that my views were most absolutely

correct ; and second because, when I found that we had not

sufficient material force to maintain them, I was against a

trial of strength with the stronger jjarty. Therefore, so far

as the duty of a good citizen is concerned, I am certainly

not open to reproach. What remains is that I should not

say or do anything foolish or rash against the men in power

:

that too, I think, is the part of the wise man. As to the

rest—what this or that man may say that I said, or the light

in which he views it, or the amount of good faith with which
those who continually seek me out and pay me attention

may be acting—for these things I cannot be responsible.

The result is that I console myself with the consciousness

of my uprightness in the past and my moderation in the

present, and apply that simile of Accius's not to jealousy,

but to fortune, which I hold—as being inconstant and frail

—ought to be beaten back by a strong and manly soul, as

a wave is by a rock. For, considering that Greek history is

full of examples of how the wisest men endured tyrannies

either at Athens or Syracuse, when, though their countries

were enslaved, they themselves in a certain sense remained
free—am I to believe that I cannot so maintain my position

as not to hurt anyone's feelings and yet not blast my own
character ?

I now come to your jests, since as an afterpiece to

Accius's CEnomaus, you have brought on the stage, not,

as was his wont, an Atellan play,' but, according to the

present fashion, a mime. What 's all this about a pilot-fish,

a denarius* and a dish of salt fish and cheese ? In my old

* The fabuliT Atellana got their name from Ai'-Hi in Campania.

They were coarser Oscan plays (vol. i., p. 259), pn r those

taken from Greek tragedies, on the analogy of tnc i.imas at

Athens. Mimes were solo plays or recitatives by single actors with

appropriate gestures. They were becoming fashionable, and we hear of

an eqtus who acted his own minu (Suet. Jul. 39 ; Aug. 45, 99).
* A dinner at a denarius (lOi/.) a head.
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easy-going days I put up with that sort of thing : but times

are changed. Hirtius and Dolabella are my pupils in rhe-

toric, but my masters in the art of dining. For I think

you must have heard, if you really get all news, that their

practice is to declaim at my house, and mine to dine at

theirs. Now it is no use your making an affidavit of insol-

vency to me : for when you had some property, petty profits

used to keep you a little too close to business ; but as

things are now, seeing that you are losing money so cheer-

fully, all you have to do, when entertaining me, is to regard

yourself as accepting a " composition " ; and even that loss

is less annoying when it comes from a friend than from a

debtor.' Yet, after all, I don't require dinners superfluous

in quantity : only let what there is be first-rate in quality

and recherche. I remember you used to tell me stories of

Phamea's dinner. Let yours be earlier,' but in other re-

spects like that. But if you persist in bringing me back to

a dinner like your mother's, I should put up with that also.

For I should like to see the man who had the face to put

on the table for me what you describe, or even a polypus

—

looking as red as lupiter Miniatus.' Believe me, you won't

' To understand this rather elaborate chaff we must remember the

circumstances of the time. Caesar's law of B.C. 49 to relieve the

financL-il situation in Italy enacted that creditors foreclosing for mort-
gage debtors were : (i) to deduct certain sums received as interest ; (2)

to take over the mortgaged properties at their value before the war
panic That value had to be estimated, and to accept an astimaiio

meant generally a loss : for a creditor had property on his hands which
often would not fetch the amount of the debt. Suetonius reckons the

average loss to have been twenty-five per cent. Now Psetus was a
Caesarian, and therefore Cicero says,

'
' Of course you are bearing your

losses cheerfully (in the good cause), so you needn't make a fuss about
entertaining me. It was some good being close-fisted when you had
anything to save, now you may look upon 'any expense I cause you as

only one other item in your bankruptcy." He does not seriously mean
that Psetus was bankrupt. He chooses to represent the losses under the

Cesaiian law as amounting to that. I have accepted the reading, non
est quod turn sis, though I do not feel that it is satisfactory.

See vol. ii., pp. 311, 344.
' That is, "red-leaded" lupiter. On certain festivals, especkdly

at triumphal banquets, figures of lupiter were introduced stained with
tel-lead or cinnabar (Plin. A^. //. 33, § 112). An earthenware figure

of the same god was also in the Capitolium coloured in the same way
(iV. 35, § 157). It is remarked that the poljrpiis is not naturally red

—

«nme colouring substance must have been used in the cooking.
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dare. Before I arrive the fame of my new magnificence

will reach you : and you will be awestruck at it. Yet it is

no use building any hope on your /u?rs d'auvre. I have

quite abolished that : for in old times I found my appetite

spoilt by your olives and Lucanian sausages. But why all

this talk ? Let me only get to you. By all means—for I

wish to wipe away all fear from your heart—go back to

your old cheese-and-sardine dish. The only expense I shall

cause you will be that you will have to have the bath heated.

All the rest according to my regular habits. What I have

just been saying was all a joke.

As to Selicius's villa,' you have managed the business

carefully and written most wittily. So I think I won't buy.

For there is enough salt and not enough savour.*

CCCCLXXI (F IX, 18)

TO L. PAPIRIUS Pi«:TUS (AT NAPLES)

TuscuLUM (July)

Being quite at leisure in my Tusculan villa, because I had
sent my pupils* to meet him,* that they might at the same
time present me in as favourable a light as possible to their

friend, I received your most delightful letter, from which I

learnt that you approved my idea of having begun—now
that legal proceedings are abolished and my old supremacy

* Q. Selicius, a money-lender, whose villa near Naples Cicero was
thinking of buying.

* Schutz supposes ihal there may have been fnlin.r, " viU-works," on
the property, and Cicero puns on the other mcai "wit." He
seems to mean, " I won't buy the property, for, lorc is plenty

of salt in it (as there was wit in your letter), there it> a lack of sound
attractions (sanorum)." Tyrrell and Purser read mniorum, and trans-

late, "We have had enough of
"

." The
MSS. have sannionum, " of jr ndered,

"though there is enough salt (i....!..;.... i>-, j^-^/, i,i<..v^ .^iv: mn enough
people to take advantage of it."

* I>olabeIU and Hirtius.
* Gesar, on his return from his victory in Aftica.
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in the forum is lost—to keep a kind of school, just as Dio-

nysius, when expelled from Syracuse, is said to have opened
a school at Corinth.' In short, I too am delighted with the

idea, for I secure many advantages. First and foremost, I

in strengthening my position in view of the present crisis,

and that is of primary importance at this time. How much
that amounts to I don't know : I only see that as at present

advised I prefer no one's policy to this, unless, of course, it

had been better to have died. In one's own bed, I confess

it might have been, but that did not occur : and as to the

field of battle, I was not there. The rest indeed—Pompey,
your friend Lentulus, Afranius—perished ingloriously.'' But,

it may be said, Cato died a noble death. Well, that at any
rate is in our power when we will : let us only do our best

to prevent its being as necessary to us as it was to him.

That is what I am doing. So that is the first thing I had to

say. The next is this : I am improving, in the first place in

health, which I had lost from giving up all exercise of my
lungs. In the second place, my oratorical faculty, such as it

was, would have completely dried up, had I not gone back to

these exercises. The last thing I have to say, which I rather

think you will consider most important of all, is this : I have
now demolished more peacocks than you have young pigeons

!

You there revel in Haterian ' law-sauce, I here in Hirtian hot-

sauce.* Come then, if you are half a man, and learn from me
the maxims which you seek : yet it is a case of " a pig teaching

Minerva." * But it will be my business to see to that : as for

' Cicero tells the story again in Tusc. iii. § 27, but the proverb,
" Dionysius in Corinth," in Att. ix. 9 (vol. ii., p. 329) is not, I think,

connected with it.

' Pompey was assassinated in Egypt ; Metellus PiusScipio (Pompey's
"^rither-in-law), attempting after Thapsus to escape to Spain, threw him-

If into the sea to avoid capture ; Afranius fell into the hands of Sittius

Uer Thapsus and perished in a military riot. Cicero did not accom-
pany Pompey's army to Pharsalia.

^ Ilaterius, probably a lawyer with whom Psettis was in some way
engaged. There is doubtless a play on the double meaning of ius,

"sauce "and "law." A similar metaphor was used on a celebrated
n in recent years, when certain politicians were recommended to
in their I'arnellite juice."

Jf Hirtius, Cicero's instructor in the art of dining, pp. 93, 98.
' From a Greek proverb, 6c 'Adijvav. See Thco<r. v. 53 ; Acad, i

,

» 18.
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you, if you can't find purchasers for your foreclosures ' and
so fill your pot with d<nani\ back you must come to Rome.
It is better to die of indigestion here, than of starvation
there. I see you have lost money : I hope these friends of
yours* have done the same. You are a ruined man if you
don't look out. You may possibly get to Rome on the only
mule that you say you have left, since you have eaten up
your pack horse.' Your seat in the school, as second
master, will be next to mine : the honour of a cushion will

come by-and-by.

CCCCLXXII (F VII, 33)

TO P. VOLUMNIUS EUTRAPELUS*

Rome (July)

You don't lose much by not being present at my oratorical

lectures. You say you would have been envious of Hirtius,

if you had not loved him : you had no reason for being

envious ; unless it was of his own eloquence by any chance

that you were envious rather than of his being my pupil.

The fact is, my dearest Volumnius, I am either a complete

failure, or feel myself to be so, now that those members of

my set, by whose support (joined with your applause) I

once flourished, are lost : so that if I ever did produce any-

thing worthy of my reputation, let us sigh that, as Philoctetes

says in Accius,
" These arrows now are fleshed

On winged not anni:d forms—all glory lost."

But, after all, things will be more cheerful with me all round

if you come : though you will come, as you understand with-

* astimatiorus, properties taken over for debts at a valuation under

Cscsair's law. See p. 93.
* The other Casarians at Naples.
' I.e., sold it to buy necessaries. We don't know what grumblin;;

about money losses from Paetus drew oat all this chaff. For the mule

to ride and the horse to carry luggage, see voL ii., p. 213.
* VoL iL, p. 9a
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out my telling you, to what I may call an immense bom-
bardment of business. If I can once deal with this as I

wish, I will really say a long good-bye to both forum and
senate-house, and devote a great deal of time to you and our
common friends, I mean your Cassius and our Dolabella

—

or rather I should call them both ours—who are fascinated

with the same studies and find me a very indulgent listener.

To carry this on we need your refined and polished judg-

ment, and that deeper tinge of literature by which ' you often

make me feel somewhat diffident of myself while speaking.

For I have quite made up my mind, if only Caesar will either

allow or order it, to lay aside that rdle in which I have often

won even his approval, and to throw myself entirely into the

obscurity of literature, and in company of other devotees of

it to enjoy the most honourable kind of leisure. For you, I

could have wished that you had not felt afraid of my being

much bored ^ with reading your letter, if, as you say, you
chance to send me a somewhat long one ; and I should like

you henceforth to make up your mind that the longer a
letter from you is, the better I shall like it.

CCCCLXXIII (F IX, 20)

TO L. PAPIRIUS P^.TUS (AT NAPLES)

Rome (August)

I WAS doubly charmed by your letter, first because it made
me laugh myself, and secondly because I saw that you could
still laugh. Nor did I in the least object to being over-

whelmed with your shafts of ridicule, as though I were a light

skirmisher in the war of wits. ^Vhat I am vexed at is that

I have not been able, as I intended, to run over to see you :

for you would not have had a mere guest, but a brother-in-

' Omitting eis or meis^ with Schiitz. Mueller brackets meis.
* Reading perimntus, the reading of one MS. The rest have

Tv -

I;

lunbus. Tyrrell and Purser adopt Orelli's per libranos, *' by my
ecretaries," "by deputy." But why should Volumnius mind Cicero
mploying his secretaries to read to him ?

III. H
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anns. And such a hero ! not the man whom you used to

do for by the hors d'ctuvre. I now bring an unimpaired

appetite to the egg, and so the fight is maintained right up
to the roast veal. The compHments you used to pay me in

old times—" What a contented j)erson ! " *' What an easy

guest to entertain !

"—are things of the past. All my anxiety

about the good of the state, all meditating of speeches to be

delivered in the senate, all getting up of briefs I have cast to

the winds. I have thrown myself into the camp of my old

enemy Epicurus—not, however, with a view to the extra-

vagance of the present day, but to that refined splendour of

yours—I mean your old style when you had money to spend
(though you never had more landed estate '). Therefore pre-

pare ! You have to deal with a man, who not only has a large

appetite, but who also knows a thing or two. You are aware

of the extravagance of your bourgeois gentilhomnu. You must
forget all your little baskets and your omelettes. I am now
so far advanced in the art that I frequently venture to ask your

friend Verrius and Camillus to dinner—what dandies ! how
fastidious ! But think of my audacity : I even gave Hirtius a

dinner, without a peacock however. In that dinner my cook
could not imitate him in anything but the hot sauce.

So this is my way of life nowadays : in the morning I re-

ceive not only a large number of " loyalists," who, however,

look gloomy enough, but also our exultant conquerors here,

who in my case are quite prodigal in polite and affectionate

attentions. When the stream of morning callers has ebbed,

I wrap myself up in my books, either writing or reading.

There are also some visitors who listen to my discourses

under the belief of my being a man of learning, because I

am a trifle more learned than themselves. After that all my
time is given to my bodily comfort I have mourned for my
country more deeply and longer than any mother for her

only son. But take care, if you love me, to keep your health,

lest I should take advantage of your being laid up to eat you

out of house and home. For I am resolved not to spare

you even when you are ilL

' Referring to the foredosares on Unds which Psetas had been ob-

liged to take on the valuations {aitima/wtus) according to Caaar's bw,
which were unsaleable ; so he had land on his hands Mtd yet wai ihort

of mooey. See pp. 93, 96.
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CCCCLXXIV (F VII, 27)

TO TITUS FADIUS GALLUS (IN EXILE)

Rome (?)

I AM surprised at your finding fault with me, when etiquette

forbids it.' Even if there had been no such obstacle, you
ought not to have done it. " Why I shewed you attention

in your consulship "—and then you go on to say that Caesar

will certainly recall you. Well, you have a great deal to

say, but nobody believes you. You all^e that you stood
for the tribuneship for my sake. I wish you had always
been a tribune, then you would not have wanted anyone to

intervene ! You say that I dare not speak what I think, on the

ground that I did not give a sufficiently spirited answer to a

shameless request of yours. I write thus to shew you that

even in that peculiar style of composition, in which you
desire to be forcible, you are nil. But if you had presented
your grievance to me in a reasonable spirit, I should have
cleared myself in your eyes with readiness and ease : for I

am not ungrateful for what you have done, but vexed with

what you have written. Now I do wonder that you think

me, the cause of everyone else's freedom, to be but a slave.

For if the information—as you call it—which you gave me
was false, what do I owe you? If true, you are the best

witness of what the Roman people owe me.

' See vol. i., p. 362 {Fam. v. 18). Fadius had been quxstor in the
ear of Cicero's consulship. He had been in exile since B.c. 52, and
ems to have thought Cicero might have done something more to

cure his restitutio, and to have reproached him with the value of his
rvices during the Catilinarian conspiracy, and in securing his recall,

lueller places this letter in March, B.C. 52, but in that year there could
Iiave been no question of being recUIed hy Caesar.
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CCCCLXXV (F VII, 28)

TO MANIUS CURIUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome (August)

I REMEMBER the time when I thought you foolish for as-

sociating with your friends over there rather than with us

:

for a residence in this city—while it was still a city at all

—

was much better suited to your culture and refinement than

all the Peloponnesus put together, to say nothing of Patrx.

Now, however, on the contrary you seem to me to have been
long-sighted for having settled in Greece when things here

were in a desperate condition, and at the present crisis not

only to be wise for being abroad, but happy as well. And
yet what man of any discernment can be happy at present ?

But what you, who could do so, have secured by the use of

your feet—removal to a place "Where of the Pelopidae"'

(you know the rest)—I am getting by a different method.
For, after giving myself up to the reception of my friends

which is more crowded than it used to be, precisely because
they imagine that in a citizen of honest sentiments they see

a rare bird of good omen, I bury myself in my library.

Accordingly, I am completing works of an importance
which you will perhaps appreciate. For in a certain talk I

had with you at your house, when you were finding fault

with my gloom and despair, I understood you to say, that

you could not recognize the old high spirit in my books.'

But, by Hercules, at that time I was mourning for the

' A quotation from the Pthps of Accius, which he applies more than
once again to the Caesarians :

"evolcm,
ubi nee Pelopidarum nomen ncc facta aut famam audiam."

" Oh that I might fly away, where neither name nor deed nor fame of
the sons of Fclops might reach my ear !

"

' I retain ditere in this sentence. Tyrrell and Purser read ditcere, and
translate inttlltxi diuert^ " I remcml)er learning," which I cannot
follow. It would be better to omit di<ert altogether.
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Republic—which by its services to me, and no less by mine
to it, was dearer to me than my life. And even now, though

not only is reason (which ought to be more poweriful than

anything) consoling me, but also time which cures even

fools, yet I am nevertheless grieving that the general inter-

ests are in such a state of collapse, that no hope even is left

of any future improvement. Not that in the present instance

the fault is his, in whose power everything is—unless by any
chance that very fact is not as it should be—but some
things by accident and others by my own fault also have so

fallen out, that complaint on my part for the past is barred.

Hope for the future I see none. Therefore I return to what
I said at first : you have left all this wisely, if you did so by
design ; luckily, if by accident.

CCCCLXXVI (F IX, 19)

TO L. PAPIRIUS P^TUS (AT NAPLES)

Rome (August)

What ! you don't budge from your mischievous humour ?

You hint that Balbus was contented with very plain fare

:

your insinuation seems to be that when kings * are so

abstemious, much more ought mere consulars to be so. You
don't know that I fished everything out of him ; for he came
straight from the city gate to my house—and I am not sur-

prised that he did not prefer going to his own house, but that

he didn't go to his own belle amie ! However, my first three

words were " How 's our Paetus ? " In answer he swore that he
had never had a pleasanter visit anywhere. If you earned that

compliment by your conversation, I will bring you a pair of

ears no less discriminating : but if by your dainty fare, I beg
you not to think stutterers ' worth more than men of elo-

quence. One thing after another stops me every day. But

' Ctesarians, like Balbus, who are now in quasi-royal power. But
rex is often used for " patron " or " great man," as in Horace.

* Punning on the meaning of Balbus.
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if I ever get myself sufficiently free to be able to come to

your parts, I won't let you think that you haven't sufficient

notice from me.

CCCCLXXVII (F IX, 26)

TO L. PAPIRIUS P>ETUS (AT NAPLES)

Rome (August?)

I HAVE just lain down to dinner at three o'clock, when I scrib-

ble a copy of this note to you in my pocket-book.' You will

say, "where?" WithVolumnius Eutrapelus. One place above
me is Atticus, one below Verrius, both friends of yours. Do
you wonder that our slavery is made so gay ? Well, what am
I to do ? I ask your advice as the pupil of a philosopher.'

Am I to be miserable, to torment myself? What should I

get by that ? And, moreover, how long ? " Live with your

books," say you. Well, do you suppose that I do anything

else ? Or could I have kept alive, had I not lived with my
books ? But even to them there is, I don't say a surfeit, but

a certain limit. When I have left them, though I care very

little about my dinner—the one problem which you put

before the philosopher Dion—still, what better to do with

my time before taking myself off to bed I cannot discover.

Now listen to the rest. Below Eutrapelus lay Cytheris.*

At such a party as that, say you, was the famous Cicero,

" To whom all looked with rev'rence, on whose face

Greeks turned their eyes with wonder ?
"

To tell you the truth, I had no suspicion that she would be

' No doubt for his amanuensis to copy. Writing letters at the dinner

table seems to have been no unusual thin;; with busy men. It was
Oesar's constant habit (Plut. Cas. 63). And we have already heard of

letters being delivered both to host and guest at dinner (p. 76).
' Dion, a Stoic {Afod. ii. 4, § 12).
' Of whom we have heard as accompanying Ar. '- ' round of

the Italian cities in B.C. 49 (vol. ii., p. 359). In th< ;'ic(§58)

Cicero says her connexion with Volumnius was so : , that she

was addreaed then as Volumnia. Cytheris was her thealhcal name.
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there. But, after all, even the Socratic Aristippus himself

did not blush when he was taunted with having Lais as

his mistress: "Yes," quoth he, "Lais is my mistress, but

not my master." It is better in Greek ;
* you must make

a translation yourself, if you want one. As for myself, the

fact is that that sort of thing never had any attraction for

me when I was a young man, much less now I am an old

one. I like a dinner party. I talk freely there, whatever
comes upon the tapis, as the phrase is, and convert sighs

into loud bursts of laughter. Did you behave better in

jeering at a philosopher and saying, when he invited anyone
to put any question he chose, that the question you asked
the first thing in the morning was :

" Where shall I dine ?
"

The blockhead thought that you were going to inquire

whether there was one heaven or an infinite number ! What
did you care about that ? " Well, but, in heaven's name "

—

you will say to me—" was a dinner a great matter to you,

and there of all places ? "
*

Well then, my course of life is this. Every day something
read or written : then, not to be quite churlish to my friends,

I dine with them, not only without exceeding the law, but
even within it, and that by a good deal.^ So you have no
reason to be terrified at the idea of my arrival. You will

receive a guest of moderate appetite, but of infinite jest.

' ix^ oifK Ixoiitu {Diogen. "LsLCTt. VifaArisiippi, 74). Anecdotes of the
famous Corinthian fueretrix vrill be found in the 13th book of Athenaeus.

''

I have translated this as a retort which Cicero expects Paetus to

make : " You chaff me about my neglecting philosophy for dinner : but
why do you care for a dinner so much as to dine in such company ?

"

It is not a very obvious or certain explanation, but neither are any of
those given by others, which all differ. At naturally introduces a sup-
posed objection. But the text is very doubtful.

' Oesar's sumptuary law. Suetonius says that he carried it out so
strictly, that he set inspectors in the provision market to seize forbidden
dainties, and even sent lictors to remove them from the table if they
had been procured. Of course, however, it failed (Suet. /«/. 43 ; cp.

Dio, 43, 25).
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CCCCLXXVIII (F IX, 17)

TO L. PAPIRIUS PECTUS (AT NAPLES)

Rome (August)

Aren't you a ridiculous fellow for asking me what I think

will be done about those municipal towns and lands, when
our friend Balbus ' has been staying with you ? As though I

were likely to know what he doesn't, and as though, when
I do know anything, it is not from him that I always

learn it. Nay rather, if you love me, tell me what is going

to be done about us : for you have had in your power one
from whom you could have learnt it either sober or at any rate

drunk. But for myself, I do not ask you for such information :

in the first place, because I put it down as so much gain that I

have been left alive for the last four years, if gain it is to be
called, and if it is life to survive the Republic ; and, in the

second place, because I think that I myself know what is going

to happen. For whatever the stronger chooses will be done,

and the stronger will always be the sword. We ought,

accordingly, to be content with any concession made to us,

whatever it is; the man who was unable to endure this

ought to have died.

They are measuring the territory of Veii and Capena.*

This is not far from my Tusculan property. However, I don't

at all alarm myself. I enjoy while I may : I only wish it

may last If that does not turn out to be the case, yet,

since I in my courage and philosophy thought that nothing

was better than to remain alive, I cannot but love the man
by whose kindness I gained that object. But even if he
should desire the continuance of a republic, such as perhaps

he wishes and we ought all to pray for, he yet does not know
how to do it : so completely has he entangled himself with

many other people.

' Who, as Caotr't friend and aeoit, would know his intentions.

* That is, for allotmenU of land to veterans.
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But I am going too far. I forgot that I am writing to

you. However, let me assure you of this, that not only I,

who am not in his confidence, but even the leader himself is

unable to say what is going to happen. For, while we are

his slaves, he is a slave to circumstances : and so neither can
he possibly be sure of what circumstances will demand, nor
we of what he is designing. The reason that I did not send
you this answer before was not because I am usually idle,

especially in the matter of writing, but because, as I had no
certainty about anything, I did not choose to cause you
either anxiety from the hesitation, or hope from the con-

fidence of my words. However, I will add this, which is the

most absolute truth, that during the present crisis I have not
heard a word about the danger you mention.' In any case

you will be bound, like the man of sense that you are, to

hope for the best, prepare yourself for the worst, and bear

whatever happens.

CCCCLXXIX (F IX, 15)

TO L. PAPIRIUS P^TUS (AT NAPLES)

Rome (September)

I WILL answer two letters of yours : one which I received
four days ago from Zethus, a second which your letter-carrier

Phileros brought. From your former letter I gathered that

you were much gratified by my anxiety about your health,

and I rejoice that you have been convinced of it.* But,
believe me, you will never see it in its full reality from
a letter. For though I perceive that I am being sought
out and liked by a considerable number of people—

a

thing it is impossible for me to deny—there is not one
of them all nearer to my heart than yourself. For that you

' That is, of confiscations in Campania.
^ The text is doubtful. I have taken Mueller's reading, quam tibi

!(im ets€ gttudto, omitting animumqiu erga te meum tibi per-
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love me, and have done so for a long while and without in-

terruption, is indeed a great thing, or rather the greatest, but
it is shared with you by many : but that you are yourself so

lovable, so gracious, and so delightful in every way

—

that

you have all to yourself. Added to that is your wit, not

Attic, but more pungent than that of the Attics, good
Roman wit of the true old city style. Now I—think what
you will of it—am astonishingly attracted by witticisms, above
all of the native kind, especially when I see that they were
first infected by Latinism, when the foreign element found its

way into the city, and now-a-days by the breeched ' and Trans-
alpine tribes also, so that no trace of the old-fashioned style

of wit can be seen. Accordingly when I see you, I seem

—

to confess the truth—to see all the Granii, the Lucilii, as well

as the Crassi and Laelii. Upon my life, I have no one left

but you in whom I can recognize any likeness of the old

racy cheerfulness. And when to these graces of wit there is

added your strong affection for me, do you wonder that I

have been so severely alarmed at so grave a blow to your
health ?

In your second letter you say in self-defence that you did

not advise me against the purchase at Naples,' but recom
mended caution. You put it politely, and I did not regard it

in any other light. However, I gathered the same idea as

I do from this letter, that you did not think it open to me to

take the course which I thought I might—namely, to abandon
politics here, not indeed entirely, but to a great extent.

You quote Catulus and all that period.* Where is the ana-

logy? I did not myself at that time desire to absent

myself for any length of time from the guardianship of the

constitution : for I was sitting at the helm and holding the

rudder ; whereas now I have scarcely a place in the hold.

Do you suppose the number of senatonal decrees will be
any the less if I am at Naples ? While I am at Rome and

' Technically Gallia hrtucUa was the Province, i.e.y Narbonensis.
» See pp. 94, 107.
• He IS referring to the period of his own consulship, and the years

immediately preceding it. Q. Lotatins Catulos (coosul B.C. 78) had been

a OODilitent supporter of the party of the Optimates, supported Cicero

iffkeaX the Catiliniuian conspirators, and hailed him as pattr patriit

(/TV S«st. I 121). He died in B.c. 60. See vol L, pp. 59, 124.
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actually haunting the forum, senatorial decrees are written

out in the house of your admirer, my intimate friend.' And
whenever it occurs to him, I am put down as backing a decree,

and am informed of its having reached Armenia and Syria,

professing to have been made in accordance with my vote,

before any mention has been made of the business at all.^

And, indeed, I would not have you think that I am joking

about this ; for I assure you I have had letters from kings

at the other end of the earth, thanking me for having voted

for giving them the royal title, as to whom I was not only

ignorant of their having been called kings, but of their very

existence even. What, then, am I to do ? After all, as long

as this friend of ours—this guardian of morals '—is here, I

will follow your advice : but directly he goes away I am off

to your mushrooms. If I have a house there, I will make
the expenses allowed for a day by the sumptuary law last

over ten days. But if I don't find anything to suit me, I

have made up my mind to reside with you : for I know I

could not please you more. I am beginning to despair of

Sulla's house, as I told you in my last, but I have not, after

all, quite given it up. Pray do what you suggest, inspect

it with some builders. If there is no defect in walls or roof,

the rest will meet my views very well.

CCCCLXXX (F XIII, 68)

TO P. SERVILIUS ISAURICUS (IN ASIA)

Rome (September)

I WAS exceedingly obliged by your letter giving me an ac-

count of your voyages. For you indicated your recollection

' Cxsar.
' Other references to falsifications of senatus consulta are de Domo^

§ 50 ; ^fo Smlia, § 40. In these cases here mentioned Cicero alleges

that his name was placed on the back as having been one of the com-
mittee to draw up the decree (esse ad scribendum, or adesse scribertdo).

See vol. ii., p. 194.
^ The title of prafectus mon'l'us had been given to Cxsar for three
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of our friendship, than which nothing could be more grateful

to my feelings. For the future you will oblige me still more
if you will write to me in a friendly way about public affairs,

that is, the state of your province, and the details of your

administration. Although I shall be sure to hear of these

things from many people, considering your distinguished

position, nevertheless I should be extremely glad to learn

them from a letter of your own. For my part, I shall not

often write to you my sentiments on imperial politics owing

to the risk of a letter of that kind ; but of what is actually

being done I will frequently inform you. Still I seem to

hope that our colleague ' Caesar will be careful to see that

we have a constitution of some kind. It was of great

importance that you should take part in his deliberations

:

but if it is more for your interests, that is, better for your

reputation, that you should govern Asia and protect a part

of the empire which has suffered from misgovemment,'

I also am bound to prefer that course which will best

serve you and your glory. For my part, I will attend with

the greatest zeal and activity to whatever I think likely to be

of importance to your position ; and first and foremost I will

guard with every kind of respectful attention your most illus-

trious father,' as I am bound to do in view of our long stand-

ing friend.ship, of the kindnesses received by me from your

family, and of his own noble character.

yean, among other honours, this year after the news of Thapsus (Die,

' Caesar had become an augur, in virtue of a decree of B.C. 47 making

him a member of all the sacred colleges (Dio, 42, 51). W<
"

-iiw

the date of the election of Isauricus—Caesar's colleague ul-

ship of B.C. 48—but it was probably in B.C. 47, when llitn- wm: iwo

death vacancies (Q. Cassius and Appius Claudius). He was now pro-

consul of Asia. For Cicero's elecUon in B.C. S3, see vol. ii., p. 107

(note) ; cp. vol. i., p. 90.
• The sort of injuries inflicted on Asia may be gathered from vol. L,

P* 73 ; cp- ^'^ itnper. Pomp. § 64.
' P. Servilius Vatia, consul B.C. 79, who has received the cognomen

of Isauricus from his victory over the Isaurian robber tribes (B.C. 78),

for which he celebrated a triumph in B.c. 74. He died in B.C. 44.
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CCCCLXXXI (F IV, 13)

TO p. NIGIDIUS FIGULUS (IN EXILE)'

Rome (? September)

Though I have for some time past been on the look-out as

to what I had best write to you, not only does no definite

subject occur to me, but even the usual style of letter seems

impossible. For of one department and habitual element

in those letters,* which we used to write in the days of our

prosperity, the state of the times has violently deprived us,

and fortune has ordained that I should be unable to write or

so much as to think of anything of the sort. There only

remained a certain gloomy and wretched style of letter,

and one suited to the state of the times : that, too, fails me.

In it there is bound to be either a promise of some assistance,

or some consolation for your sorrow. I had no such promise

to give : for, cast down by a similar blow of fortune, I am
myself supporting my disasters by the aid of others, and it

more frequently occurs to my mind to complain that I am
living as I do, than to rejoice that I am alive. For although

no signal injury has been inflicted upon me personally apart

from others, and although it has never occurred to my mind
to wish for anything in such circumstances which Caesar has

not spontaneously offered me, yet nevertheless I am being so

worn out with anxieties, that I regard myself as doing wrong in

the mere fact of remaining alive. For I have lost not only

many very intimate associates whom either death has snatched

* P. Nigidius Figulus, tribune B.a 60-59, praetor B.C. 58, had
adhered throughout to the Pompeian party. He was a very learned

man, who wrote on various subjects of natural history, augural science,

an<l language. Suetonius (Auj^. 94) says that he prophesied the future

giLatness of Augustus by astrology from the hour of his birth. He was
r )t recalled, but died shortly after the date of this letter. He professed

to follow Pythagoras in some way.
•* Literary or philosophical subjects, apparently, or perhaps liyely

and sportive subjects. See vol. i., p. 354.
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from me, or exile torn away, but also all the friends whose
affection my former successful defence of the Republic, ac-

complished with your aid, had gained for me. I am in the

very midst of their shipwrecked fortunes and the confiscation

of their property ; and I not only hear—which in itself

would have been bad enough—but I have before my very

eyes the sharpest of all pangs, the actual sight of the ruin

of those men by whose aid in old times I quenched that

conflagration. And in the city in which I once enjoyed
such popularity, influence, and glory, I am now entirely

deprived of all these. I retain, indeed, Caesar's supreme kind-

ness : but that cannot make up for violence and a complete
upset of the established order of things. Therefore, being

shorn of all to which nature and taste and habit had accus-

tomed me, I present no pleasant object either to others, as

it seems to me, or to myself. For, being inclined by nature

to be always actively employed in some task worthy of a

man, I have now no scope, not merely for action, but even
for thought. And I, who in old times was able to help men,
who were either obscure or even guilty, am now unable to

make even a kind promise to Publius Nigidius—the most
eminent man of the day for learning and purity of character,

who formerly enjoyed the highest popularity, and at any rate

was a most affectionate friend to me.

Therefore from that kind of letter I am forcibly debarred.

The only thing left is to console you and to put before you
some considerations by which I may endeavour to distract

your thoughts from your afflictions. But, if anyone ever had,

you have the gift in the highest degree of consoling either

yourself or another. Therefore upon that part of the sub-

ject which proceeds from profound reason and philosophy I

will not touch : I will leave it entirely to you. What is

becoming to a brave and wise man, what solidity of <

what a lofty mind, what a past such as yours, wh.

and accomplishments, in which you have been eminent from

boyhood, demand of you—that you will see for yourself. I

only undertake to assure you of what I am able to gather

and perceive, from being at Rome and watching affairs

anxiously and with attention : it is that you will not be long

in the distressing circumstances in which you are at present

;

but that in those, nevertheless, which I share with you, you
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will perhaps be permanently. I think I perceive, to begin

with, that the mind of him who is now all-powerful is inclined

to grant your restoration. I am not writing at random.

The less familiar I am with him, the more minute am I in

my inquiries. It is in order that he may feel less difficulty

in returning a sterner answer to those with whom he is still

more angry, that he is as yet slower than he otherwise would

have been in releasing you from your distressing position.

His close friends, indeed, and those who are most liked by

him, both speak and think of you with surprising kindness.

Then there is in your favour the wish of the common people,

or I should rather say a consensus of all classes. Even that

which for the present, indeed, is most powerless of all, but

which hereafter must necessarily be powerful, I mean the

Republic itself, will with all the strength it may possess en-

force your claim before long, believe me, upon those very

men by whom it is now held in bondage.

I come round, then, to the point of even making you a

promise, which in the first instance I refrained from doing.

For I will both open my arms to his most familiar friends,

who are very fond of me and are much in my society, and
will worm my way into his intimacy, which up to this time

my scruples have closed to me, and I will at least follow

up all the paths by which I shall think it possible to arrive

at the object of our wishes. In all this department I will do
more than I venture to write. And other things, which I

know for certain to be at your service at the hands of many,
are in the highest state of preparation on my side. There is

no one article of property belonging to me which I would
choose to have my own rather than yours. On this point,

and indeed on the whole subject, I write the less liberally,

because I prefer your hoping, what I feel sure will be the

case, that you will be in the enjoyment of your own again.

It remains for me to beg and beseech you to keep up
your spirits to the highest pitch, and not to remember those

maxims only which you have learnt from other great men,
but those also which you have yourself produced by your
genius and industry. If you review these, you w^ill at once
hope for the best, and endure philosophically what happens,

of whatsoever kind it may be. But you know this better

than I, or rather than anyone. For my part, whatever I
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understand to be to your interests I will attend to with the

greatest zeal and activity, and will preserve the memory of

what you did for me at the saddest j)eriod of my life.

CCCCLXXXII (F IV, 15)

TO GNi^US PLANCIUS> (EXILE IN CORCYRA)

Rome (September)

I HAVE received your very short note, from which I was not

able to learn what I wanted to know, but did learn what I

was sure of already. For I did not gather with how much
courage you were bearing our common misfortunes : while

the strength of your affection for me I had no difficulty in

seeing. But the latter I had known before. If I had known
the former, I would have adapted my letter to it. However,
though I have already written all that I thought ought to be

written, I yet considered that at such a crisis as this I ought

briefly to warn you not to think that you are in any danger

special to yourself. We are all in great danger, but yet in

one that is common to us all. So you ought neither to

demand a position peculiar to yourself and distinct, nor to

refuse one in which we all share. Wherefore let us keep

the same mutual regard as we always had ; which I may hope
in your case and guarantee in my own.

* See vol. i., p. 172.
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CCCCLXXXIII (F IV, 8)

TO M. CLAUDIUS MARCELLUS' (AT
MITYLENE)

Rome (September)

I DO not vencure to advise a man of your consummate
wisdom, nor to offer encouragement to a man of the highest

spirit and the most conspicuous gallantry—certainly not to

console him in any way whatever. For if you bear what has

happened as I am told you do, I ought rather to congratulate

you on your manliness than console your sorrow. But if

these great disasters to the state are breaking your heart, I

have no ingenuity to spare for finding consolations for you,

when I cannot console myself. All that remains, therefore,

for me to do is at every point so to display and guarantee

my services, and to be in such a way ready to undertake

whatever your friends may wish, as to shew that I hold

myself your debtor not only for everything that is within my
power to do, but also for what is beyond it. Nevertheless,

please to consider that in what follows I have given you a

warning, or (if you like) expressed an opinion, or from

affection for you have been unable to refrain from saying

—

that you, as I do myself, should make up your mind, if there

is to be a republic at all, that the first place in it is your

due in everybody's judgment as well as in actual fact, though

you are necessarily yielding to the circumstances of the hour :

but if there is none, that after all this is the place best fitted

ibr living even in exile, for if we are seeking freedom, what
place is free from the master's hand ? But if all we want is

some place, no matter of what sort, what residence is

pleasanter than one's own home ? But believe me, even the

* M. Claudius Marcellus, consul B.C. 51, though he had offended

C e^r by his action as to the magistrate at Comum (vol. ii., p. 30), and
h.i'l l)een with Pompey in Epinis, had been since Pompey's defeat

li- ing at Mitylene unmolested. It was on his recall that Cicero delivered

the speech {Jnv Marcello) in the senate this year. See pp. 136-137.

III. I
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man who now dominates everything favours men of talent

:

moreover, he opens his arms to high birth and lofty position,

as far as circumstances and his own party needs allow. But
I have said more than I intended. I return, therefore, to that

one fact—that I am yours, and will be by the side of your

friends, always provided that they are yours : if not, I will in

any case satisfy the claims of our attachment and affection

in all particulars. Good-bye.

CCCCLXXXIV (F IV, 7)

TO M. CLAUDIUS MARCELLUS (AT
MITYLENE)

Rome (September)

Though I am aware that as yet you have maintained a

policy of a nature that I do not venture to rebuke— not

that I do not myself disagree with it, but because I judge

you to be so wise a man, that I do not presume to prefer my
view to yours—nevertheless, both the antiquity of our

friendship and your eminent affection for me, which I have

known from your childhood, have urged me to write to you
what I believed would make for your personal security, and
thought was not inconsistent with your honour. I have a

vivid recollection that you were wise enough to discern the

first signs of these disasters long before they occurred, and
that you administered the consulship with the utmost splen-

dour and in the most loyal spirit. But I also was conscious

of this—that you were not satisfied with the policy of the

civil war, nor with Pompey's forces,' nor the nature of his

anny,* and were always deeply distrustful of it : in which

' That is, with the amount of forces Pompey had to depend upon at

the beginning of B.C. 49 (tee Can. B. C. i. I), whence Marcellus ts said

to have proposed that Oesar's demand should not be brought before the

senate until the levies had been held and an annj enrolled. See also

vol. ii., p. 247.
* That is, of the heterogeneous character of the army in Epinis,
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sentiment I think you remember that I also shared. Accord-
ingly, you did not take much part in active service, and I

always strove not to do so. For we were not fighting with

ihc Weapons with which we might have prevailed—delibera-

tii n, V. i.;ht of character, and the righteousness of our cause,

in all of which we had the superiority—but with muscles
and brute force, in which we were not his equals. Accord-
ingly, we were beaten, or, if worth cannot really be beaten,

at least we were crushed and rendered powerless. And in

this no one can do otherwise than highly praise your resolu-

tion, in that with all hope of victory you cast aside all desire

of keeping up the contest also ; and shewed that a wise

man and a good citizen takes the first steps in a civil war
with reluctance, but with pleasure declines taking the last

Those who did not adopt the same course as yourself I

perceive to have split up into two classes. Either they

endeavoured to renew the war—and these have betaken
themselves to Africa : or, like myself, they trusted them-
selves to the victor. Your course was a kind of compromise
between the two, since you perhaps regarded the second as

cowardice, the first as blind obstinacy. I confess that by
most people, or I should say by everybody, your plan has
been judged to be wise, by many even magnanimous and
courageous. But your policy, as it seems to me at least,

has a certain limit, especially as in my opinion nothing is

wanting to your being able to keep your entire fortune,

except your own willingness to do so. For I have gathered
that there is nothing else which causes him who is now all-

powerful to feel any hesitation, except the fear that you
would not regard it as a favour at all.^ As to which there

s no occasion for me to say what I think, since my conduct
speaks for itself. However, even if you had already made
up your mind, that you preferred being absent from Rome
to seeing what was repugnant to your feelings, yet you ought
to have reflected that, wherever you were, you would be in

-nade up of all nations, Asiatic as well as European. See vol. ii.,

329-
' As a matter of fact, when Marcellus, shortly after this letter, had his

fermLssion to return home, he shewed by no means any haste to avail
imself of it. He did not leave Mitylene till the next spring, when he

was murdered in the Pineus on his way home, as we shall hear.
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the power of the man from whom you were fleeing. And
even if he were likely to make no difficulty about allowing

you to live in peace and freedom while deprived of projvrty

and country, you ought yet to have reflected wh i

preferred living at Rome and in your own house, r

the state of affairs, to living at Mitylene or Rhodes. But
seeing that the power of the man whom we fear is so

widely extended, that it has embraced the whole world, do
you not prefer being in your own house without danger to

being in another man's with danger? For my part, if I

must face death, I would rather do so at home and in my
native country, than in a foreign and alien land. This is

the sentiment of all who love you, of whom the number is

as great as your eminent and shining virtues deserve. We
have also regard for your property, which we are unwilling

to see scattered. For, though it can receive no injury

destined to be lasting, because neither the present master

of the Republic, nor the Republic itself, will allow it, yet I

don't want to see an attack made by certain banditti upon
your possessions :

* and who these are I would have ventured

to write, had I not felt sure that you understand. Here
the anxieties, nay, the copious and perpetual tears of one
man, your excellent brother Gaius Marcellus, plead for your
pardon : I come next him both in anxiety and sorrow, but

in actual prayers am somewhat slow, because I have not the

right of entrie to Caesar, being myself in need of interces-

sion. We have only the influence which the conquered
have, yet in counsel and zeal we are not wanting to Mar-
cellus. By your other relations my help is not asked. I

am prepared for anything.

* He is rererring to varioat trre|pilar and unauthoru«d aetzures of

properties of the Pompeians by sone of the Ocsarians, who, however,
were in certain cases made to disgorge. See the case of Antony seizing

the villa of Varro at Casinuro (2 Pktl. 103-104).
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CCCCLXXXV (F IV, 9)

TO M. CLAUDIUS MARCELLUS (AT MITYLENE)

Rome (September)

Though it is only a very few days ago that I gave Quintus

Mucius a letter for you written at considerable length, in

which I set forth in what state of mind I thought you
ought to be, and what I thought you ought to do, yet,

since your freedman Theophilus was starting, of whose
fidelity and affection to you I had satisfied myself, I was
unwilling that he should reach you without a letter from me.
On the same considerations, then, as I did in my previous

letter, I again and again exhort you, to make up your mind
to become a resident member of the Republic, whatever its

nature may be, at the earliest possible time. You will per-

haps see many things disagreeable to your feelings, but not

more after all than you daily hear. Moreover, you are

not the man to be affected by the sense of sight alone, and
to be less afflicted when you learn the same things by the

ear, which indeed are usually even magnified by imagina-

tion.* But—you object—you will yourself be obliged to

say something you do not feel, or to do something you do
not approve. To begin with, to yield to circumstances,

that is to submit to necessity, has ever been held the part

of a wise man : in the next place, things are not—as matters

now stand at least—quite so bad as that. You may not

be able, perhaps, to say what you think : you may certainly

hold your tongue. For authority of every kind has been
committed to one man. He consults nobody but himself,

not even his friends. There would not have been much
difference if he whom we followed were master of the

Republic. Can we think that the man who in a time of

' " When we only know a thing by hearsay, we are apt to exasigerate

its gravity : when we see it we know better its true proportions. The
reverse is often stated by Cicero himself, that what is seen gives keener
pain than what is heard (see p. 138, etc). Both are in a way true.
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war, when we were all united in the same danger, consulted

only himself and a certain clique of wholly incompetent

persons, was likely to be more communicative in the hour

of victory, than he had been when the result was still un-

certain ? And do you think that a man who in your consul-

ship would never be guided by your consummate wisdom,

nor, when your brother was administering the consulship

under your inspiration, ever condescended to consult you

two, would now, if he were in sole power, be likely to want
suggestions from us ?

Everything in civil war is wretched ; of which our

ancestors never even once had experience, while our genera-

tion has now had it repeatedly
:

' but nothing, after all, is

more wretched than victory itself, which, even if it fall to

the better men, yet renders them more savage and ruthless,

so that, even if they are not such by nature, they are com-
pelled to become so by the necessity of the case. For a

conqueror is forced, at the beck of those who won him his

victory, to do many things even against his inclination.

Were you not wont to foresee simultaneously with myself

how bloody that victory was likely to be ? Well, would you

at that time also have absented yourself from your country

for fear of seeing what you disapproved ? " No," you will

say, " for then I should have been in possession of wealth

and my proper position." Ah, but it had been consistent

with a virtue such as yours to regard your personal interests

as among the most insignificant concerns, and to be more
profoundly affected by those of the state. Again, what is

to be the end of your present policy? For up to now
your conduct is approved, and, as far as such a busi-

ness admits of it, your good fortune also is commended :

your conduct, because while you engaged in the first pan
of the war under compulsion, you shewed your wisdom by

refusing to follow it to the bitter end : your good fortune,

because by an honourable retirement you have maintained

both the dignity and the reputation of your character.

Now, however, it is not right that you should feel any place

more to your taste than your native land ; nor ought you to

love it less because it has lost some of its comeliness, but

' From the time of Sulla and Marius onwards.
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rather to pity it, and not deprive it of the light of your
countenance also, when already bereft of many illustrious

sons. Finally, if it was the sign of high spirit not to be a

supplicant to the victor, is it not perhaps a sign of pride to

spurn his kindness ? If it was the act of a wise man to absent
himself from his country, is it not perhaps a proof of in-

sensibility not to regret her ? And, if you are debarred from
enjoying a public station, is it not perhaps folly to refuse to

enjoy a private one ? The crowning argument is this : even
if your present mode of life is more convenient, you must
yet reflect whether it is not less safe. The sword owns no
law : but in foreign lands there is even less scruple as to

committing a crime. I am personally so anxious for your
safety, that in this respect I take rank with your brother

Marcellus, or at any rate come next to him. It is your busi-

ness to take measures for your own interests, civil rights,

life, and property.

CCCCLXXXVI (F VI, 6)

TO AULUS C^CINA (IN EXILE)

Rome (September)

I AM afraid you may think me remiss in my attentions to

you, which, in view of our close union resulting from many
mutual services and kindred tastes, ought never to be lack-

ing. In spite of that I fear you do find me wanting in the

matter of writing. The fact is, I would have sent you a
letter long ago and on frequent occasions, had I not, from
expecting day after day to have some better news for you,

wished to fill my letter with congratulation rather than with

exhortations to courage. As it is, I shall shortly, I hope,

have to congratulate you : and so I put off that subject for

a letter to another time. But in this letter I think that your
courage—which I am told and hope is not at all shaken

—

ought to be repeatedly braced by the authority of a man,
who, if not the wisest in the world, is yet the most devoted
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to you : and that not with such words as I should use to

console one utterly crushed and bereft of all hope of restora

tion, but as to one of whose rehabilitation I have no nion
doubt than I remember that you had of mine. For when
those men had driven me from the Republic, who thought
that it could not fall while I was on my feet, I remember
hearing from many visitors from Asia, in which country you
then were, that you were emphatic as to my glorious and
rapid restoration. If that system, so to speak, of Tuscan
augury which you had inherited from your noble and ex-

cellent father did not deceive you, neither will our power of
divination ' deceive me ; which I have acquired from the
writings and maxims of the greatest savants, and, as you
know, by a very diligent study of their teaching, as well as

by an extensive experience in managing public business,

and from the great vicissitudes of fortune which I have en-

countered. And this divination I am the more inclined to

trust, from the fact that it never once deceived me in the
late troubles, in spite of their obscurity and confusion. I

would have told you what events I foretold, were I not
afraid to be thought to be making up a story after the event.

Yet, after all, I have numberless witnesses to the fact that I

warned Pompey not to form a union with Caesar, and after-

wards not to sever it. By this union I saw that the power
of the senate would be broken, by its severance a civil war
be provoked.' And yet I was very intimate with Caesar,

and had a very great regard for Pompey, but my advice was

' By "cur divination" Cicero may mean to include the atigural

science as known to the college of augurs. But though he plays round
the subject, we need not suppose that he really thought that he h.i.l

learnt to predict events thereby. What follows seems rather to point

to .Milton's

" Till old experience do attain

To something like prophetic strain,"

though the two ideas are (perhaps purposely) confused.
' This prediction seems rather slender capital en which to set up

business as a prophet. Pompey and Cxsar combined for the exj rc^'.

purpose of checkmating the senate, and if they quarrelled diffinilM' -

would be sure to follow. Besides, he puts quite a <iiffercnt 1

on it elsewhere (3 PAif. § 24), representing the remark as ai

expressed to Pompey a/Ur the war had begun. But " I told yv>u ^ .,

a Uratification that few can resist.
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at once loyal to Pompey and in the best interests of both
alike. My other predictions I pass over ; for I would not
have Caesar think that I gave Pompey advice, by which, if

he had followed it, Caesar himself would have now been a
man of illustrious character in the state indeed, and the first

man in it, but yet not in possession of the great power he
now wields. I gave it as my opinion that he should go to

Spain ;

' and if he had done so, there would have been no
civil war at all. That Caesar should be allowed to stand for

the consulship in his absence I did not so much contend to

be constitutional, as that, since the law had been passed by
the people at the instance of Pompey himself when consul,

it should be done. The pretext for hostilities was given.

What advice or remonstrance did I omit, when urging that

any peace, even the most inequitable, should be preferred to

the most righteous war ? My advice was overruled, not so
much by Pompey—for he was affected by it—as by those
who, relying on him as a military leader, thought that a
victory in that war would be highly conducive to their

private interests and personal ambitions. The war was
begun without my taking any active part in it; it was
forcibly removed from Italy, while I remained there as long
as I could- But honour had greater weight with me than

' It seems almost impossible that Cicero should ever have given this

advice. Whilst in Cilicia, indeed—when, as we have seen, he got
rather behindhand in his knowledge of the inner nature of things—he
was strong for Pompey not going to Spain (vol. ii., pp. 30, 73). On his

return he had an mterview with Pompey on the loth of December
(vol. ii., p. 223), in which he certainly made no such suggestion. As
the days of December went on, and the fatal days of January approached,
he all along supposes Pompey's presence in the senate, and himself to
be supporting him (vol. ii., pp. 226, 229). Nor in a second interview
with Pompey, on the 25th of December, does his account admit of the
idea of his having expressed such an opinion (vol. ii., p. 230) ; in fact,

hough Pompey apparently did mention it, Cicero thought it the worst
! all the alternatives (vol. ii., p. 232). After about January 7th, he

.-aw Pompey no more till he joined him in Epirus, when such a sugges-
tion could not have been made. He was cogniiant, however, of the
proposals of Caesar—sent through Lucius Caesar—one of which was that
Pompey should go to Spain, though he characterized them as "utterly
alisurd ' (vol. ii., p. 249) ; still they were accepted—on condition of
Cesar withdrawing from Italy—about the 2Sth of January, and Cicero
may then have expressed this opinion, but so did others, only with this

impossible condition (vol. ii., pp. 253-254).
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fear: I had scruples about failing to support Pompey's
safety, when on a certain occasion he had not failed to sup
port mine. Accordingly, overpowered by a feeling of duty,

or by what the loyalists would say, or by a regard for my
honour—whichever you please—like Amphiaraus in the

play, I went deliberately, and fully aware of what I was
doing, " to ruin full displayed before my eyes." ' In this

war there was not a single disaster that I did not foretell.

Therefore, since, after the manner of augurs and astrolr

I too, as a state augur, have by my previous predi<

established the credit of my prophetic power and knowiuUgc
of divination in your eyes, my prediction will justly claim to

be believed. Well, then, the prophecy I now give you does

not rest on the flight of a bird nor the note of a bird of

good omen on the left—according to the system of our
augural college—nor from the normal and audible pattering

of the corn of the sacred chickens. I have other signs

to note ; and if they are not more infallible than those, yet

after all they are less obscure or misleading. Now omens
as to the future are observed by me in what I may call a two-

fold method : the one I deduce from Caesar himself, the

other from the nature and complexion of the political

situation. Caesar's characteristics are these : a disposition

naturally placable and clement—as delineated in your bril-

liant book of " (Grievances "—and a great liking also for

superior talent, such as your own. Besides this, he is re-

lenting at the expressed wishes of a large number of your

friends, which are well-grounded and inspired by affection,

not hollow and self-seeking. Under this head the unanimous
feeling of Etruria ' will have great influence on him.

Why, then—you may ask—have these things as yet had

no effect ? Why, because he thinks if he grants you yours,

he cannot resist the applications of numerous i r>

with whom to all appearance he has juster gi r

anger. *' What hope, then," you will say, " from an angry

' The author of the line Ls not known. Amphiaraus, husband of

Eriphyle, sister of Adrastus, was enticed by his wife into joining the

expieditiun of the Seven against Thelies, though he knew he was going

to hu death. Eriphyle had l)ecn bribed by Polynices to persuade her

husband. It was a common theme of tragedy.
* The Cwcime were a noble family of Volaterrx in Etruria.
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man ? " Why, he knows very well that he will draw deep
draughts of praise from the same fountain, from which he

has been already—though sparingly—bespattered.' Lastly,

he is a man ver)- acute and farseeing : he knows ver)' well

that a man Hke you—far and away the greatest noble in an
important district of Italy, and in the state at large the equal

of any one of your generation, however eminent, whether

in ability or popularity or reputation among the Roman
people—cannot much longer be debarred from taking part

in public affairs.' He will be unwilling that you should, as

you would sooner or later, have time to thank for this rather

than his favour.

So much for Caesar. Now I will speak of the nature of

the actual situation. There is no one so bitterly opposed
to the cause, which Pompey undertook with better inten-

tions than provisions, as to venture to call us bad citizens

or dishonest men. On this head I am always struck with

astonishment at Caesar's sobriety, fairness, and wisdom. He
never speaks of Pomf>ey except in the most respectful terms,
" But," you will say, " in regard to him as a public man his

actions have often been bitter enough." Those were acts

of war and victory, not of Caesar. But see with what open
arms he has received us ! Cassius he has made his legate ;

*

Brutus governor of Gaul ;
* Sulpicius of Greece ; ' Mar-

cellus,* with whom he was more angry than with anyone, he
has restored with the utmost consideration for his rank.

To what, then, does all this tend ? The nature of things

and of the political situation will not suffer, nor will any
constitutional theory—whether it remain as it is or is

changed—permit, first, that the civil and personal position

' This is Cicero's polite way of characterizing a book of Caecina's

a(;ainst Cxsar, which Suetonius (Jui. 75) says was most abusive (crimi-

:mus). lie appears since then to have written some recantation,

he called Querela.
' i^icero trusts to Cxsar wishing, like Napoleon, to have the coun-

tenance and support of the nobility.
* After surrendering his fleet to him on his voyage to Alexandria.

Seep. 31.
' M. Brutus was made governor of Cisalpine Gaul, B.C. 46.
' Ser. Sulpicius Rofiis (see p. ao). For Caesar's occupation of

(ireece, s^-e p. 35.
' M. Claudius Marcellus, consul B.C. 51. See p. 113.
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of all should not be alike when the merits of their cases are

the same ; and, secondly, that good men and good citizens

of unblemished character should not return to a state, into

which so many have returned after having been condemned
of atrocious crimes.

That is my prediction. If I had felt any doubt about it,

I would not have employed it in preference to a consolation

which would have easily enabled me to support a man of

spirit. It is this. If you had taken up arms for the Republic
—for so you then thought—with the full assurance of vic-

tory, you would not deserve special commendation. But if,

in view of the uncertainty attaching to all wars, you had
taken into consideration the possibility of our being beaten,

you ought not, while fully prepared to face success, to

be yet utterly unable to endure failure. I would have
urged also what a consolation the consciousness of your
action, what a delightful distraction in adversity, literature

ought to be. I would have recalled to your mind the signal

disasters not only of men of old times, but of those of

our own day also, whether they were your leaders or your
comrades. I would even have named many cases of illus-

trious foreigners: for the recollection of what In
common law and of the conditions of human
softens grief. I would also have explained the nature of

our life here in Rome, how bewildering the disorder, how
universal the chaos : for it must needs cause less regret to

be absent from a state in disruption, than from one well-

ordered. But there is no occasion for anything of this sort.

I shall soon see you, as I hope, or rather as I clearly per-

ceive, in enjoyment of your civil rights. Meanwhile, to you in

your absence, as also to your son who is here—the express

image of your soul and person, and a man of unsurpassable

firmness and excellence—I have long ere this both promised

and tendered practicallymy zeal, duty, exertions, and labours

:

all the more so now that Caesar daily receives me with

more open arms, while his intimate friends distinguish

me above everyone. Any influence or favour I may gain

with him I will employ in your service. Be sure, for your

part, to support yourself not only with courage, but also with

the brightest hopes.
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CCCCLXXXVII (F VI, 13)

TO Q. LIGARIUS (IN EXILE)

Rome (September)

Although in your present circumstances I was bound, in

view of our friendship, to write you some word either of

consolation or support, yet up to this time I had omitted

doing so, because I did not think myself able by mere words

either to soften or remove your grief. When, however, I

began to entertain a strong hope that it would not be long

before we had you here in full enjoyment of your civil

rights, I could not refrain from declaring my opinion and
wishes to you. To begin with, then, I will say this, of which

I have a clear knowledge and full perception—that Caesar

will not be ver>- obdurate to you. For circumstances, as well

as the lapse of time and public opinion, and—as it seems to

me—even his own natural disposition, daily render him
more indulgent. And that I not only perceive in the case of

others, but I am also told it in regard to yourself by his

most intimate friends, to whom, ever since the news from

Africa first arrived, I have never ceased in conjunction

with your brothers to make representations. Thanks in-

deed to their virtue and piety and their unique affection

for you, their constant and unremitting care for your safety

are having such good effect, that I think there is now no
indulgence that Caesar himself will not grant you. But if

this comes to pass somewhat less quickly than we wish, the

reason is that, owing to the multiplicity of his business,

interviews with him have been somewhat difficult to obtain.

At the same time, being unusually angered at the re-

sistance in Africa, he seems resolved to keep those in

suspense somewhat longer, by whom he considers himself

to have been involved in the worry of a more protracted

struggle. But even this, I understand, he daily regards in a

more forgiving and placable spirit. ^V'herefore, believe me.
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and remember that I said so to you, that you will not be
much longer in your distressing position. Having told you
my opinion, I will shew what my wishes are in regard to

you by deeds rather than by words. If I were as powerful

as I ought to be in a Republic, to which my services have
been such as you estimate them, you certainly would not

have now been in your present disadvantageous position :

for the same cause has ruined my influence which has

brought your safety into danger. But nevertheless, what-

ever the shadow of my old position, whatever the remains
of my popularity shall be able to effect, all my zeal, advice,

efforts, and fidelity shall be ever at the service of your most
excellent brothers. Be sure, on your part, to keep the

brave spirit which you have always kept. First, for the

reasons which I have mentioned : and, secondly, because
your wishes and sentiments about the Republic have ever

been such as not only to warrant a hope of prosperity now,
but even, if everything goes wrong, to make it after all

incumbent on you, from a consciousness of your actions

and policy, to bear whatever happens with the greatest re-

solution and spirit

CCCCLXXXVIII (F VI, 12)

TO T. AMPIUS BALBUS (RECALLED FROM
EXILE)

Rome (September)

I CONGRATULATE you, my dear Balbus, and with sincerity.

Yet I am not so foolish as to wish you to indulge m a pass-

ing and groundless exultation, and then to be suddenly

depressed and rendered so prostrate, that nothing could

afterwards raise your spirits or restore your equanimity. I

have pleaded your cause with greater openness than was

quite consistent with my present position. For the un-

fortunate fact itself of my influence having been weakened
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was overcome by my affection for you and my unbroken

love towards you, which has always been most carefully

cultivated by yourself. Everything that was promised in

regard to your return and restoration has been fulfilled, and

is now secure and fully ratified. I have seen it with my
own eyes, have had full information, have been personally

a witness to it. For very opportunely I have all Caesar's

intimate friends so closely knit to me by association and

kindly feeling, that next to him they look upon me as

first. Pansa, Hirtius, Balbus, Oppius, Matius, all make it

clear in this matter that they have a unique regard for me.

But if I had had to do it by my own exertions, I should

not have regretted having made the attempt in whatever

way the exigencies of the situation demanded- But I have

not, in fact, made any special concessions to the situation

:

my old intimacy with all these men comes in here, with

whom I have never ceased urging your claims. But Pansa,

who is exceedingly zealous on your behalf and anxious to

oblige me, I have regarded as my mainstay in this business,

as being influential with Caesar no less from his character

than from personal predilection. Tillius Cimber, again, has

quite satisfied me. Yet, after all, the petitions which have

weight with Caesar are not those which proceed from personal

considerations, but those which are dictated by duty : and,

s that was the case with Cimber, he had more influence

vhan he could have had in anyone else's behalf. The pass-

port has not been issued at once, owing to the amazing

rascality of certain persons, who would have been bitterly

annoyed at a pardon being granted to you, whom that party

call the " bugle of the civil war "—and a good many ob-

servations to the same effect are made by them, as though

they were not positively glad of that war having occurred.

Wherefore it seemed best to carry on the business with

some secrecy, and by no means to let it get abroad that

your affair was settled. But it will be so very shortly, and
I have no doubt that by the time you read this letter the

matter will have been completed. The fact is that Pansa,

a man whose character and word can be trusted, not only

assured me of it, but also undertook that he would very

quickly get the passport. Nevertheless, I resolved that this

account should be sent you, because from Eppuleia's report
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and Ampia's ' tears I gathered that you were less confident

than your letter would suggest. Moreover, they thought
that in their absence from your side you would be in much
more serious anxiety. Wherefore I thought it of very great

importance, for the sake of alleviating your pain and sorrow,

that you should have stated for certain what was in fact

certain.

You know that hitherto it has been my habit to write to

you rather in the tone of one consoling a man of courage

and wisdom, than as holding out any sure hope of restora-

tion beyond that which, in my opinion, was to be expected
from the Republic itself as soon as the present excitement

died down. Remember your writings, in which you always

shewed me a spirit at once great and firmly prepared to

endure whatever might happen. Nor was I surprised at

that, since I remembered that you had been engaged in

public affairs from your earliest youth, and that your terms

of office had coincided with the most dangerous crises in the

safety and fortunes of the community,^ and that you entered

on this very war not solely with the idea of being in prosperity

if victorious, but also, if it so happened, of bearing it philo-

sophically if beaten. In the next place, since you devote

your time to recording the deeds of brave men,' you ought

to think yourself bound to abstain from doing anything to

prevent your shewing yourself exactly like those whom you
commend. But this is a style of talk better suited to the

position from which you have now escaped : for the present

merely prepare yourself to endure with us the state of

things here. If I could find any remedy for that, I would
impart the same to you. But our one refuge is philosophy

and literature, to which we have always been devoted. In

the time of our prosperity these seemed only to be an en-

' The wife and daughter of T. Ampius.
' T. Ampius Balbus was a tribune in B.C. 63, and praetor in B.C. 59,

the first the Calilinarian year, the second the year of Caesar's consulship,

which Cicero regards as fatal to the constitution. He had nJwny^ hccn
an ardent Pompeian, h-iving proposed special honours !• in

B.C. 63 for his Eastern campaign. For his activity at tht of

the Civil War, see vol. ii., p. 271. lie was not, it seems, ai mc oaitle

of Pharsalia, but was in Asia, where he tried tu seize the treaiuret of
the temple at Ephesus (Cxs. B. C. iii. 105).

• This work is quoted apparently by Suetonius, /«/. 77.
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joyment, now they are our salvation also. But, to return to

what I said at first, I have no doubt of everything having

been accomplished in the matter of your restoration and
return.

CCCCLXXXIX (F VI. 10, §§ 4-6)

TO TREBIANUS (IN EXILE)

Rome (September)

I WOULD have sent you a letter before, if I had been able to

hit upon the best sort to write : for at such a crisis the

duty of friends is either to console or to make promises. I

did not offer consolation, because I was told by many of

the fortitude and wisdom with which you were bearing the

hardship of the present situation, and how thoroughly you
were consoled by the consciousness of your actions and
policy. If that is the case, you are reaping a rich reward

of your excellent studies, in which I know that you have

ever been engaged, and I exhort you again and again to

continue this line of conduct. At the same time, see here

!

You are a man deeply versed in what is recorded not only

of particular examples, but in ancient history generally,

while I am not quite ignorant of them either ; but, though
less deeply read than I could wish, I have had an even greater

experience than I could have desired in actual affairs and
practical business. Well, I pledge my word to you, that

this indignation and this injurious treatment will not last

long. For, in the first place, the man himself who has the

chief power appears to me to be daily inclining insensibly

towards just views and natural equity ; and, in the second
place, the merits of our cause itself are of such a kind, that

it must necessarily revive and be renewed along with the

Republic, which cannot possibly be kept down for ever.

In fact, every day something is done in a spirit of greater

clemency and liberality than we feared would be the case.

And since such things depend upon shifting circumstances,

III. K
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often minute, I will look out for every chance, and will

not pass over any opportunity of helping and relieving

you. Accordingly, that second style of letter which I

mentioned will daily, I hope, become easier to adopt—en-

abling me to make promises also. That I should prefer

doing practically rather than in mere words. I would have
you be convinced of this—that you have more friends than

others who are and have been in the same misfortune as

yourself, as far at least as I have been able to ascertain
;

and that I yield to no one of them. Be sure you keep up
a brave and lofty spirit. That depends on yourself alone :

what depends on fortune will be guided by circumstances

and provided for by prudent measures on our part.

CCCCXC (F VI, 10, §§ 1-3)

TO TREBIANUS (IN EXILE)

Rome (September)

Of the value I feel and always have felt for you, and of the

value which I know you feel for me, I am myself the witness.

Two things cause me as much anxiety as my misfortunes

always caused you. The first is your policy, or perhaps I

should say your misfortune, in remaining too long in the pro-

secution of a civil war ; the second, that the recovery of your
property and position is slower than is fair and than I could
have wished. Accordingly, I have opened my whole heart

to Postumulenus, Sestius, and (most frequently) to our friend

Atticus, and recently to your freedman Theudas, and have
repeated to them separately on several occasion.s, that by
whatever means I could I desired to do all that you and
your sons could wish. And I would have you write and
tell your family that, as far at least as it lies in my power,

they should regard my efforts, advice, property, and fidelity

as at their service for all purposes. If my influence and
favour were as great as they ought to be in a state which
I have served so well, you too would now be what you
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were, worthy in the highest degree of any rank, and at

least easily first of your own ordo. But, since at the same
time and in the same cause we have both of us lost our

position, the things mentioned above, which are still mine

to promise, and those also which I seem to myself to be

partially retaining as reliques, so to speak, of my old rank

—

these I hereby promise you. For Caesar himself, as I have

been able to gather by many circumstances, is not estranged

from me, and nearly all his most intimate friends, bound to

me as it happens by important services rendered by me in

the past, are constant in their attentions and visits to me.

Accordingly, if I find any opening for mooting the subject

of your fortunes, that is, of your restoration to civil rights,

on which everything depends—and I am daily more induced

to hope for it from what these men say—I will do so per-

sonally and exert myself to the uttermost. It is not neces-

sary to enter into details : I tender you my zeal and goodwill

without reserve. But it is of great importance to me that

all your friends should—as they may by a letter from you

—

know this, that everything w^hich is Cicero's is at the service

of Trebianus. To the same effect is it that they should

believe that there is nothing too difficult for me to under-

take with pleasure for you.

CCCCXCI (F XII, 17)

TO Q. CORNIFICIUS (IN THE EAST)

Rome (September)

Cicero's compliments to his colleague ' Comificius. I am
exceedingly gratified by your remembrance of me as in-

dicated by your letter. I beg you to retain it, not because I

have any doubt of your constancy, but because such is the

' That is, in the college of augurs. There was a vacancy thb year
by the death of Faustus Cornelius Sulla, and though we don't know it

positively, Comificius may have been nominated to it by Caesar, in

reward for his services in Illyricum in B.C. 48-47.
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customary request. We have had news of some disturb-

ances in Syria
;

' and as they are nearer you than me, I am
more concerned at them for your sake than for my own.

At Rome, though there is the most profound tranquillity,

you would prefer to have some salutary business of the right

sort on foot. And I hope it will be so, for I see that Ciesar

is anxious for it* Allow me to inform you that, seizing

upon what I venture to call the opportunity of your absence

and the greater freedom that it gives me,* I am writing with

more than usual boldness : and the rest, indeed, are perhaps

such as even you would allow to pass ; but the last thing I

wrote was " On the best Style of Speech," * on which subject

I have often suspected that your taste differed somewhat
from mine, though not more than a learned man might differ

somewhat from another who was also not without some
learning. To this book I should like you to give the support

of your approval, if possible from a sincere feeling, but if

not at least out of friendship. I will tell your people that,

if they choose, they may copy it out and send it to you.

For I think that, even if you don't quite agree with its con-

tents, yet, in the lonely spot in which you now are,* what-

ever is produced by me will give you some pleasure.

You recommend your reputation and political position

to my care. You follow the general fashion in so doing

;

but I would have you believe both that I consider the affec-

tion between us, which I understand to be mutual, to have

a supreme claim upon me ; and that my opinion as to your

' Cornificius was governor of Africa next year (b.c. 45), bat it i*

suppoaed from this passa);e that he was on some service in the East at

the present time. The disturbance in Syria was caused liy Q. Qcdlius
BaMos, who, escaping from Fharsalia, got the governor of Syria mur-
dered, and, assuming the title of prxtor, held out till b.c. 43.

* Some of the best of Casar's laws were passed this year (Dio. 43,

25), but perhaps Cicero means aoae mote or less complete restoration

of the Republic.
* A polite hint that Cicero has a great fear of, or regard for, the

criticism of Comificius.
* Orator, ad Bruittm. The objection he expects to be taken to

this work is the high place assigned to the orator as compared with men
of action. The other works of this year are the CaU (lost), Pmradoxa^
Brutus {<U elans Oratoriims),

* Schiitz assigns this letter to the next year, in which case the reference

might be to Africa.
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supreme ability, your devotion to the highest learning, and
your prospect of the most exalted rank is such that I class no
one above you and put very few on an equality with you.

CCCCXCII (F IV, 3)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome (October or November ^)

Many daily report to me that you are in a state of great

anxiety, and in the midst of miseries affecting all alike are

suffering, as it were, a special personal sorrow. Though not

surprised at this, and to a certain extent sharing in it myself,

yet I am sorry that a man of your all but unequalled wisdom
does not rather feel pleasure in his own blessings, than vexa-

tion at other people's misfortunes. For myself, though I do
not yield to anyone in sorrow experienced from the ruin

and destruction of the constitution, yet I now find many
ources of consolation, and above all in the consciousness of

the policy which I pursued. For far in advance I foresaw

the coming storm, as it were from a watch-tower, and that

not altogether spontaneously, but much more owing to your
warnings and denunciations. For, though I was absent

during the greater part of your consulship, yet in spite of

that absence I was well informed of your sentiments in

taking precautions against and predicting this disastrous

war, and I was myself present in the first period of your

consulship,^ when, after passing in review all the civil wars,

you warned the senate in the most impressive terms, both
to fear those they remembered, and to feel assured, since

the last generation had been so cruel—to an extent up to

that time unprecedented in the Republic—that whoever
thenceforth overpowered the Republic by arms would be

' Mueller gives a date, November 26th ; bat it does not appear to
rest on anything certain.

'' B.C. 51, in May of which year Cicero suuted for his province.
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much more difficult to endure. For what is done on a pre-

cedent, they consider as even legally justifiable : but they add
and contribute something, or rather a great deal, of their own
to it. Wherefore you must remember that those who have
not followed your authority and advice have fallen by their

own folly, when they might have been saved by prudence like

yours. You will say :
" What consolation is that to me in

the midst of such gloom and what I may call the ruins of

the Republic ? " Certainly it is a sorrow scarce admitting of

consolation : so complete is the loss and the hopelessness of

recovery. But, after all, both in Caesar's judgment and the

people's estimate your righteousness, wisdom, and lofty

character shine out like some torch when all the rest have

gone out. This ought to go a long way towards alleviating

your unhappiness. As to absence from your family, that

should be the less distressing to you from the fact that you
are at the same time absent from many severe annoyances.

All of these I would have now mentioned in detail, had I

not scrupled to enlighten you on certain particulars, from

not seeing which you appear to me to be in a happier

position than we who see them. I think that any consola-

tion from me is properly confined to your being informed

by a very affectionate friend of those facts by which your

uneasiness could be relieved. Other sources of consolation,

not unknown to me nor the least significant—indeed, as I

think, by far the greatest—are centred in yourself: and by
daily testing them I so completely recognize their soundness

that they seem to me to be positively life-giving.

Again, I recall the fact that from the earliest dawn of man-
hood you have been most absolutely devoted to all kinds of

philosophical study, and have with the utmost zeal and care

learnt all the maxims of the wisest men which concern a

right conduct of life. These indeed are u.scful as well as

delightful, even in the highest state of prosperity : but in

such times as these we have nothing else to give us peace of

mind. I will not be in any way presumptuous, nor exhort a

man so richly endowed with professional knowledge ' and

natural ability, to return to those arts to which, from the

earliest period of your life, you have devoted your industry.

> That is, jurisprudence.
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I will only say, what I hope you think to be right, that for

myself, seeing that for the art to which I had devoted my-
self there was now no place either in forum or senate-house,

I have bestowed my every thought and every effort on philo-

sophy. For your professional knowledge— eminent and
unrivalled as it is—no sphere much better has been left than
for mine. Wherefore, though I do not presume to advise

you, I have persuaded myself that you also were engaged
in pursuits which, even if they were not exactly profitable

yet served to withdraw the mind from anxiety. Your son
Servius indeed is engaged in all liberal studies, and especi-

ally in those in which I have mentioned that I find peace of

mind, with conspicuous success. In my affection for him in

fact I yield to no one in the world but yourself, and he re-

pays me with gratitude. In this matter he thinks, as one
may easily see, that in shewing me attention and regard, he
is at the same time doing what will give you the greatest

pleasure.

CCCCXCIII (F IV, 4)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome (October)

I ACCEPT your excuse for having frequently sent me a letter

in duplicate, but I accept it only so far as you attribute to

the carelessness or untrustworthiness of those who take them
from you that they do not reach me : that part of your

excuse in which you say that you frequently send me letters

containing the same words from " poverty of language "—that

is your expression—I neither understand nor acknowledge.

And I myself, whom you declare in joke (as I take it) to pos-

sess a rich store of language, admit that I am not very badly

off for words : for there is no occasion for " mock-modesty "

:

yet I too—and that without " mock-modesty "—easily yield

to the refinement and dainty simplicity of your style.

As to your policy, mentioned in your letter, in not de-
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dining this command of Achaia,' as I always had approved
of it, much more did I do so after reading your last letter.

F'or all the reasons which you mention are thoroughly sound,
and in the highest degree worthy of your character and wis-

dom. As to your thinking that the matter has turned out

otherwise than you expected, in that I do not at all agree

with you. The fact is this : the disorganization and con-

fusion are so great, the general dismay and collapse caused
by a most shocking war are so complete, that each man thinks

the place where he happens to be the most wretched in the

world. That is why you feel dissatisfied with your policy, and
why only we who are still at home appear to you to be happy :

while on the contrary to us you seem, not indeed entirely

free from distress, but happy in comparison with ourselves.

And in fact your lot is better than ours in this : you venture

to say in your letter what is giving you pain ; we cannot do
even that much safely. Nor is this the fault of the victor,

whose moderation cannot be surpassed, but of the victor)'

itself, which in the case of civil wars is always offensive. In

one point I have had the better of you—that I knew of the

recall of your colleague Marcellus ^ a little before you did ;

and also, by Hercules, that I saw how that matter was actually

managed. For be assured that since these unhappy events,

that is, since the appeal to arms was begun, nothing else has

been transacted with any proper dignity. For, in the first

place, Caesar himself, after inveighing against the " bitter

spirit " shewn by Marcellus—for that was the term he used

—

and having commended in the most complimentary terms

* Achaia was not an organized province at this time ;
;*

'"'

were free (liberi populi, (Jars. B. C. iii. 3), though in .t

was n province, as owing some allegiance to Rome, and ; „ )

rj in B.C. 59, along with Marseilles, Rhodes, Sparta, Athens,
t M'-^^aly, and Birotia (pro Flacc. § too). But Cscsar had been in

military occupation of it since B.C. 48, having sent Q. Fufius Calenus
there with a le^^ion (C.-es. B. C. iii. 56), and though after Pharsalia the

legion was w' '
'

{ih. 106), Fufius seems to have remained there

with some : i|i part of B.C. 47 (see p. 37 ; Cats. B. AUx. 44).

Kutius retuuK.li "*' '>-sar in the course of B.c. 47, and it was
then, it appears. was asked by Csesar to accept charge
of Achaia, with a . r parts of Greece also.

' M. Marcellus, consul with Sulpicius B.C. 51 (seep. 113). It was
on Cxsar's consenting to hb recall that Cicero now explains why he
made the speech in the senate.
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your fairness as well as your wisdom, all on a sudden un-

expectedly concluded by saying that " he would not refuse a

request of the senate for Marcellus, even in view of the

character of the individual." In the next place, the senate

had arranged, as soon as the case of Marcellus had been
mentioned by L. Piso, and Gaius Marcellus' had thrown
himself at Caesar's feet, that it should rise en masse and
approach Caesar in a suppliant attitude. Ask no questions

:

this day appeared to me to be so fair that I seemed to be

seeing some shadow of a reviving Republic. Accordingly,

when all who were called up before had moved a vote of

thanks to Caesar, except Volcatius—for he said that if he

had been in Caesar's place he would not have done it—I,

when called on, abandoned my resolution. For I had de-

termined, not, by Hercules, from lack of interest, but because

I missed my old position in the house, to maintain unbroken
silence. This resolution of mine gave way before Caesar's

magnanimity and the senate's display of devotion. I there-

fore delivered a speech of thanks to Csesar at some length,

and I am afraid that I have robbed myself of an honourable

abstention from business in other cases as well, which was
my one consolation in misfortune. However, since I have
avoided offending him, who f)erhaps would have thought, if

I never opened my mouth, that I regarded the constitution as

in abeyance, I will do this without transgressing the bounds
of moderation ; or rather I shall keep some way this side of

them, so as to satisfy his wishes without infringing upon my
literary employments. For, though from my earliest youth
every branch of study and liberal learning, and above all

philosophy, has been a delight to me, yet this taste grows
stronger daily : partly, I presume, because my time of life is

now at its full maturity for wisdom, and partly owing to the

corruption of the times, which makes everything else in-

capable of relieving my mind of its sorrows. From a similar

pursuit I gather from your letter that you are being distracted

by business. But, after all, by this time the night hours will

^ C Claudius Marcellus, consul B.C. 50, who was married to Caesar's

great -niece Octavia. Though he had handed over the two l^ons sent

by Ccusar on pretext of the Parthian war to Pompey, he seems yet to have
taken no part in the war of B.C. 49-48 (Cics. B. G. viii. 48, 55). He
was cousin (not brother) of M. Marcellus.
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help you somewhat. Your, or rather our, Servius is exceed-

ingly attentive to me ; and I am charmed not only with his

universal integrity and the remarkable excellence of his

character, but also by his devotion to study and learning.

He often discusses with me whether you should stay where
you are or quit your province. At present my opinion is

that we should do nothing except just what Caesar appears

to wish. Things are in such a state that, supposing you to

be at Rome, nothing could possibly give you any pleasure

except your own family. As for the rest, the best feature in

the situation is Caesar himself : all else is of such a kind, that,

if you must do one or the other, you would prefer hearing

to seeing them. This advice of mine is not at all consonant

with my feelings, for I long to see you, but I am consulting

for your own interests.

CCCCXCIV (F IV, II)

MARCUS MARCELLUS TO CICERO (AT ROME)

MiTYLENE (October)

That your influence has ever had the greatest weight with

me everything that has occurred has given you reason to

know, but nothing so clearly as the recent transaction. For

though C. Marcellus, my very affectionate cousin, not only

advised me, but besought me in moving terms, he failed to

persuade me. It was only your letter that induced me to

follow the advice that you and he gave in preference to >

other. Your letters describe to me the nature of the d«

in the senate. Though your congratulation is exceedingly

acceptable to me, because it proceeds from the kindest of

hearts, yet there is one thing still more delightful and grati-

fying to me—namely, that while I have so few friends, rela-

tions, or connexions to take a sincere interest in my safety,

I have had reason to know that you desire my company and

have shewn in a practical way an unparalleled devotion to

my mterest Everything else is as you say. And consider-
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ing the state of the times, I was well content to be out of it

alL I take the truth, indeed, to be that without the kind-

ness of such gallant men and true friends no one, whether
in adversity or prosperity, can live a real life. Accordingly,
I congratulate myself on this. But for yourself, I will prove
to you in a practical manner that you have been loyal to a
man who loves you most deeply.

CCCCXCV (F IX, 21)

TO PAPIRIUS P^TUS (AT NAPLES)

Rome (about October)

You don't say so ! You think yourself a madman for imitat-

ing the thunder of my eloquence, as you call it?* You
certainly would have been beside yourself if you had failed

to do so : but since you even beat me at it, you ought to

jeer at me rather than at yourself. So you had no need of
that quotation from Trabea,* rather the fiasco was mine.
But, after all, what do you think of my style in letters ? Don't
I talk with you in the vulgar tongue ? VVhy, of course one
doesn't write always in the same style. For what analogy
has a letter with a speech in court or at a public meeting ?

Nay, even as to speeches in court, it is not my practice to

handle all in the same style. Private causes and such as are

of slight importance we plead in simpler language ; those

that affect a man's civil existence or reputation, of course, in

a more ornate style : but letters it is our custom to compose
in the language of everjday life. Well, but letting that

pass, how did it come into your head, my dear Paetus, to

* Pxtus had apparently compared his presumption to that of Sal-

moneos :
" Demens, qui nimbos et non imitabile fulmen /Ere et comi-

pedum pulsu simularet equorum " (Verg. y£»f. vi. 590).
' Quintus Trabea, a writer of comedies, who flourished about B.C. 120.

Cicero quoted him before (see vol. ii., p. 80) ; but it does not appear
what the quotation made by Pxtus was—some think the remark about
imitating thunder.
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say that there never was a Papirius who was not a plebeian ?

For, in fact, there were patrician Papirii, of the lesser houses,

of whom the first was L. Papirius Mugillanus, censor with

L. Serapronius Atratinus—having already been his colleague

in the consulship—in the 312th year of the city. But in

those days they were called Papisii. After him thirteen sat

in the curule chair before L. Papirius Crassus, who was the

first to drop the form Papisius. This man was named dic-

tator, with L. Papirius Cursor as Master of the Horse, in the

415th year of the city, and four years afterwards was consul
with Kaeso Duilius. Cursor came next to him, a man who
held a very large number of offices

;
' then comes L. Masso,

who rose to the a;dileship ; then a number of Massones.
The busts of these I would have you keep—all patricians.

Then follow the Carbones and Turdi. These latter were
plebeians, whom I opine that you may disregard. For, ex-

cept the Gaius Carbo who was assassinated by Damasippus,
there has not been one of the Carbones who was a good
and useful citizen. We knew Gna:us Carbo and his brother

the wit : were there ever greater scoundrels ? About the one
who is a friend of mine, the son of Rubrius, I say nothing.

There have been those three brothers Carbo—Gaius, Gnaius,

Marcus. Of these, Marcus, a great thief, was condemned
for malversation in Sicily on the accusation of Publius
Flaccus : Gaius, when accused by Lucius Crassus, is said to

have poisoned himself with cantharides ; he behaved in a
factious manner as tribune, and was also thought to have
assassinated Publius Africanus.' As to the other,* who
was put to death by my friend Pompey at Lilybseum, there

was never, in my opinion, a greater scoundrel. Even his

father, on being accused by M. Antonius, is thought to hav»

escaped condemnation by a dose of shoemaker's vitriol.

Wherefore my opinion is that you should revert to the pa-

trician Papirii : you see what a bad lot the plebeians were.

' The hero of the second Samnite war was consal six times, dictator

three times.
' See vol. ii., p. 215. C. Papirius Carbo, a friend and supporter of

Tib. Gracchas, and one 1

'

mmissioners (after the death of
Tiberius) for carrying out bi He was tribune in B.C. 131.

' GoaEUs Papirius Carbo, c>>iir,u, .,, h.c. 85, 84, and 82, the partisan

of Maritu. For his death at the hands of I'ompey, see vol. ii., p. 347.
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CCCCXCVI (F VI, 14)

TO Q. LIGARIUS* (IN EXILE)

Rome, 26 November*

I .\SSURE you that I am employing every effort and all my
care and zeal in securing your recall. For, to say nothing of

the fact that I have always been deeply attached to you, the

signal loyalty and love of your brothers, who have the same
place as yourself in the warmest feelings of my heart, suffer

me to neglect no task or opportunity of displaying my
fidelity and zeal towards you. But what I am doing and
have done for you, I prefer your learning from their letters

rather than from mine. But what my hopes are, or what I

feel confident of, and consider as certain in regard to your

recall, that I wish you to be informed of by myself For if

there is anyone who is nervous in matters of moment and
danger, and who is always more inclined to fear a reverse

than to hope for success, I am that man, and if it is a
fault, I confess that I am not without it However, on
the fifth day before the Kalends of the first intercalary

month, I went at the request of your brothers to wait on
Caesar at his morning reception, and endured all the

humiliation and bore of securing an en/ree and an inter-

view with him. When your brothers had thrown them-

selves at his feet, and I had said what the merits of the

case and your position demanded, I went away with a con-

' Q. Ligarius, who had as the Ugatus of Yarns in Africa, B.C. 49, ex-

'-ludni the senatorial goTemor Tubero and his son from landing there,

:.ad afterwards fought against Cosar at Thapsus, and had been exiled.

I lis brothers tried to secure his recall, but the younger Tubero brought
'. charge of majestas against him, on which Cicero defended him. See
letter CCCCLXXXVII.

- November = Septemlier before Caesar's rectification of the calendar.

Ic^ules the usual intercalary month of twenty-three days inserted at

the end of Febr\iary, two months of sixty-seven days in all were inter-

calated between the last day of November and the first of December.
This year thus consisted of four hundred and forty- five days.
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viction—gathered not only from the tone of Caesar's reply,

which was gentle and courteous, but also from his eyes and
expression, and many other signs besides, which it was

easier to observe than it is to write—that I need have no
doubt about your recall. Wherefore be sure you keep up
your spirit and courage, and as you bore the stormiest times

with philosophy, meet calmer weather with cheerfulness.

However, I will attend to your business as though it were

one of the most difficult possible : and on your behalf, as I

have already done, I will with all the pleasure in life present

my supplications not only to Caesar, but also to all his

friends, whom I have learnt to be warmly attached to myself.

Good-bye.

CCCCXCVII (A XII, 6)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Rome, the second intercalary month

As to Caelius, please see that there is no defect in the gold.'

I don't know anything about such matters. But at any rate

there is quite enough loss on exchange. If to this is added
gold . . . but why need I talk ? You will see to it. That 's

a specimen of the style of Hegesias, which Varro com-

mends.'
Now I come to Tyrannio. Do you really mean it ? Was

this fair ? Without me ? Why, how often, though quite at

leisure, did I yet refuse without you ? How will you excuse

yourself for this? The only way of course is to send me
the book ; and I beg you earnestly to do so. And yet the

book itself will not give me more pleasure than your admira-

tion of it has already done. For I love everyone who
" loves learning," and I rejoice at your feeling such a great

admiration for that essay on a minute point. However, you

are that sort of man in everything. You want to know, and

' Caeliut was a banker or money-changer.
* Hegesias of Magnesia (in Asia) affected an abrupt and elliptic style.

See Brut. | 286 ; Orat. % 23a
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that is the only food of the intellect. But pray what did

you get that contributed to your summum bonum from that

acute and grave essay ?
' However, I am talking too

much, and you have been occupied in some business which

is perhaps mine : and in return for that dry basking of

yours in the sun, of which you took such full advantage on

my lawn, I shall ask of you in return some sunshine and a

good dinner.' But I return to what I was saying. The
book, if you love me, send me the book ! It is certainly

yours to give, since indeed it was dedicated to you.

"What, Chremes,

Have you such leisure from your own affairs " •

as even to read my "Orator"? Well done! I am pleased

to hear it, and shall be still more obliged if, not only in

your own copy, but also in those meant for others, you will

make your scribes alter " Eupolis " to " Aristophanes." *

Caesar again seemed to me to smile at your word
quaso, as being somewhat "fanciful" and cockneyfied.

But he bade you to have no anxiety in such a cordial man-
ner, that he relieved me of all feeling of doubt.' I am
sorry that Attica's ague is so lingering, but since she has

now got rid of shivering fits, I hope all is well.

' For Tyrannic and his book which Cicero wished to have read in

the company of Atticus, see p. 72. Tyrrell and Purser say it was "on
accents, and see a reference to that in in ista atuta et grain. There
is no other authority for the subject of the book. Tyrannio wrote a

large number of books, and there is nothing but this to shew what
particular one is meant. The rikoq is thought by some to refer to the

treatise tU Finilms, on which Caesar was now employed ; but it may
equally well refer to the previous sentence—Atticus s rtAof or summum
l>cnum was "knowledge."

* Cicero playfully alludes to Atticus as taking part in his dialogue

Brutus, which was represented as taking place as they were sitting " on
a lawn near Plato's statue " (in pratulo propter Platonis statuam) ; and,

as Atticus had been thus basking in sun on Cicero's imaginary lawn, he
says that he shall ask to bask also un Atticus's real lawn, only with

more creature comforts, such as a dinner. But it b obscurely expressed.
' Terence, Haut, 75. Mueller begins a separate letter with these

words.
* Orai. % 29, where Aristophanes {Ach. 530) is quoted as saying that

Pericles " blazed, thundered, and threw all Greece into a turmoil.
'

* Cxsar was thinking of planting a colony at Buthrotum, and Atticus

was trying to avoid confiscation of lands, either his own or those of the

townsmen, near his villa. We shall hear much more of it.
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CCCCXCVIII (A XII, 7)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (second intercalary month?)

I HAVE already written all you want in a note and given it

to Eros, briefly, but even more than you ask. In it I have

spoken about my son, of whose idea you gave me the first

hint. I said to him in the most hberal manner what I

should like you, if it is convenient to you, to learn from his

own mouth. But why put it off? I explained to him that

you had reported to me his wishes and what means he

required :
" He wished to go to Spain :

' he wanted a liberal

allowance." As to a liberal allowance, I said that he should

have as much as Publius gave his son, and the flamen

Lentulus gave his. As to Spain, I put before him two

objections, first, the one I mentioned to you, the fear of

adverse criticism— *' Was it not enough that we abandoned
the war? Must we even fight on the other side?" And
secondly, that he would certainly be annoyed at being sur-

passed by his cousin in intimacy with ('aesar and every kind

of favour. I could wish that he would take advantage of

my liberality, rather than of his own freedom of action :

nevertheless, I gave the permission : for I had been given

to understand that you were not much against it I will

think over the subject earnestly, and beg that you will do
the same. It is an important step : to stay at home involves

no complications, the other course is risky. But we will

see. About Balbus I had already written in the note, and

I think of doing as you suggest as soon as he returns. But

if he is somewhat slow in coming, I shall in any cas^

three days at Rome: and, oh! I forgot to say, Dolal

also will be with me.

' With Caenr to fight against the ions of Pompejr.
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CCCCXCIX (A XII, 8)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (second intercalary month)

As to my son, my plan meets with wide approval. I have
got a suitable travelling companion for him.* But let us
first see about getting the first instalment' For the day is

fast approaching, and Dolabella is hurrying away. Write
and tell me, pray, what Celer reports Caesar to have settled

about the candidates. Does the great man think of going
to the plain of the Fennel or to the plain of Mars ? ' And,
finally, I should very much like to know whether there is

any positive necessity for my being at Rome for the
comitia : for I must do what Pilia wishes, and anyhow what
Attica does.

D (a XII, II)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (second intercalary month)

I AM sorry to hear about Seius. But we must put up
with whatever is natural to man. Why, what are we our-
selves, and how long are we destined to feel for such
things ? Let me look to what is more within my control

—

yet, after all, not much more so—namely, what I am to do
about the senate. And, not to omit anything, Caesonius

' See Letter DXCVI.
' Of the dowry to be repaid by Dolabella after his divorce from

Tullia.

Is Cxsar going to Spain at once—where there is a plain thus called
near Tarraco—or does he stay for the elections on the Campus Martius ?

\\\. L
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has written to me to say that Sulpicius's wife Postumia has

been to call on him. As to the daughter of Pompeius

Magnus, I wrote you back word that I wasn't thinking

about her at the present moment. That other lady whom
you mention I think you know. I never saw anything

uglier. But I am soon to be in town. Therefore well talk

about it.*

P.S.— After I had sealed my packet I received your

letter. I am glad to hear that Attica is so cheerful ; I am
sorry for the slight attack.

DI (F VII, 4)

TO M. MARIUS (AT HIS VILI^ NEAR STABIit)

CuMiC, 16 November

On the i6th' I came to my Cuman villa along with your

friend Libo,* or rather I should say our friend. I think of

going on at once to my Pompeian,* but I will give you

notice beforehand. I always wish you to be in good health,

but especially while I am here. For you see how much we
are likely to be together. Wherefore, if you have an ap-

pointment with the gout, pray defer it to another day. So
take care to be well and expect me in two or three days'

time.

' The divorce of Terentia hai taken place, and there teems to be a

question of choosing a new wife.

• That «, of the second intercalary month of twenty-eight days in this

last year of confusion, answering to l6th of Novetabo^ in the correct

calendar.
' L. Scribonius Libo, whose daughter was married to Sext Pompeins.
* Marins's villa looked out on the bay of Subic (vol L, p. 3So) not

iu frocn Cicero's Pompeianttm.
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DII (F IX, 23)

TO L. PAPIRIUS PiETUS (AT NAPLES)

CuM>E, 17 November

I ARRIVED yesterday at my Cuman villa, tomorrow I shall

f)erhaps come to see you. But as soon as I know for

certain, I will send you word a little beforehand. However,

M. Caeparius, who met me on the road at the Gallinarian

wood,' told me you were in bed with the gout. I was sorry

to hear it, as in duty bound ; nevertheless, I resolved to

come to you, for the sake not only of seeing you and paying

you a visit, but even of dining with you : for I don't sup-

pose you have a cook who is gouty also. Expect therefore

a guest, who is far from being a gourmet, and is a foe to

extravagant dinners.

Dili (A XII, l)

TO ATTICUS (IN HIS SUBURBAN VILLA)

Arpinum, 24 November

On the eleventh day from my parting from you I write this

notelet on the point of quitting my villa before daybreak.

To-day I think of being at my house at Anagnia, to-morrow
at Tusculum : there I stay one day. On the 27th, there-

fore, I start to meet you as arranged. And oh ! that I

might hurry straight to the embrace of my Tullia and to

the lips of Attica ! Pray write and tell me what those same
lips are prattling of, so that I may know it while I am
halting in my Tusculan villa : or, if she is ruralizing, what

' .'Vlong the Campanian coast, between the Volturnus and Cumse.
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she writes to you. Meanwhile, send her by letter or give

her yourself my kind love, as also to Pilia. But all the

same, though we are to meet directly, write to me if you
have anything to say.

Just as I was folding up this letter, your courier arrived

late at night with a letter from you. I have read it : I am,
of course, very sorry to hear of Attica's feverish attack.

Everything else that I wanted to know I learn from your

letter. As to your saying that " a little fire in the morning
is an old man's luxury "—it is still more an old man's way
to be a trifle forgetful ! I had appointed the 26th for

Axius, the 27th for you, and the 28th (the day of my
reaching Rome) for Quintus. Pray consider that settled.

There is no change. "Then what was the use of my
writing ? " What is the use of our talking when we meet
and prattle about anything that occurs to us ? A causerie

s, after all, something : for, even though there is nothing in

it substantial, there is a certain charm in the mere fact of

our talking together.

[The rest of the letters of this year are, with one or two
exceptions, formal letters of introduction or recommenda-
tion. They do not admit of being dated, as to month or

day.]

DIV (F XIII, 66)

TO P. SERVILIUS VATIA ISAURICUS (IN ASIA)

Rome

I SHOULD not have undertaken to recommend Aulus Caecina
'

to you, who is a client of your family in a very special sense,

as I was fully aware how loyal to your friends and how in-

dulgent to men in exile you were ever wont to be, had not
both the memory of his father, with whom I was exceed-

^ See tmtt, p. 1 19.
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ingly intimate, and his own misfortune affected me as that

of a man most closely united to me by mutual interests and
good services of every kind was bound to do. I ask with

all my might as a favour from you—with an earnestness indeed

and heartfelt anxiety beyond which I cannot go in asking

anything—that you would allow a letter from me to add
a finishing stroke to what, without anyone's recommenda-
tion, you would have spontaneously done for a man of such
high and noble character, labouring under so heav}' a

calamity. Let it induce you to be even more zealous in

assisting him in whatever ways you may have the power of

doing so. If you had been at Rome, we should—as I think—^have even secured Aulus Caecina's recall by your assist-

ance. Of this, after all, I still have a strong hope, reljdng

on the forgiving nature of your colleague.' For the present,

as in reliance on your sense of justice he has concluded
your province to be his safest harbour of refuge, I beg and
beseech you again and again to assist him in collecting the

remnants of his old business, and to protect and watch over

him in all other matters. You can do nothing that will

oblige me more.

DV (F XIII, 67)

TO P. SERVILIUS VATIA ISAURICUS (IN ASIA)

Rome

In all my province of Cilicia, to which, as you know, were
joined three Asiatic dioceses,' I was not more intimate with

anyone than with Andron, son of Artemon, of Laodicea, and
in that city I regarded him both as a guest and as a man
eminently adapted to my way of life and habits. I learnt,

indeed, to value him at a much higher rate, after I left the

' Caesar had been a colleague of Serrilius's in the consulship of
B.C. 49. They were also both members of the collie of augurs. See
ante, p. 108.

' Cibyra, Apamea, Sjmnada. See vol. ii., p. 70.
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province, because I discovered by many instances that he
was grateful and did not forget me. Accordingly, I was
most delighted to see him at Rome. For it does not escape

your observation, having done favours to a great number of

people in that province, what proportion of them arc found

to shew gratitude. My object in writing, therefore, is both

that you should understand that I do not take this trouble

without good reason, and that you should yourself decide that

he is worthy of being admitted to your society. You will

therefore have done me a very great favour, if you make it

clear to him how highly you value me, that is, if you accord

him your patronage and assist him in whatever matter you
can consistently with your own honour and convenience.

This will be a very great gratification to me, and I ask you

again and again to do so.

DVI (F XIII, 69)

TO P. SERVILIUS VATIA ISAURICUS (IN ASIA)

Rome

C. CuRTius MiTHREs is in fact, as you know, a freedman of

ray very intimate friend Postumus, but he pays me as much
attention and respect as he does his own patron himself.

At Ephesus, as often as I was in that town, his house was

as open to me as my own, and many things occurred which

gave me occasion to learn his affection and fidelity to my-

self. Accordingly, if either I or any of my friends had occa-

sion for anything in Asia, it has been my habit to write to

him, and to use his services and fidelity as well as his house

and means as though they were my own. I tell you this at

the greater length, to make you understand that I am not

writing conventionally or for unworthy motives, but as I should

do for a man with whom I am intimate and haveveryclose ties.

My request to you, therefore, is that in the lawsuit in which

he is engaged with a certain Colophonian as to the posses-

sion of an estate, you should in compliment to me afford
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him every assistance in your power, as far as your honour
and convenience will allow : though my knowledge of his

reasonable character assures me that he will never be an em-
barrassment to you. If by means of my recommendation
and his own uprightness he secures your good opinion, he will

think that he has gained all he desires. I therefore earnestly

beg you again and again to accord him your patronage and
put him on the list of your friends. On my side, whatever

I think that you wish or is to your interest, I will see to

with zeal and activity.

DVII (F XIII, 70)

TO P. SERVILIUS VATIA ISAURICUS (IN ASIA)

Rome

Your affection for me is so notorious that many seek to

be recommended to you by my means. Now I grant that

favour at times indiscriminately, but generally only to close

friends, as in the present instance : for I am very intimate

and very closely connected with T. Ampius Balbus. His
freedman T. Ampius Menander, a man of strict morals,

good conduct, and highly thought of both by his patron and
myself, I commend to you with no common warmth. You
will do me a very great favour, if you will oblige him in any
matters consistent with your own convenience. I earnestly

ask you again and again to do so.
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DVIII (F XIII, 71)

TO P. SERVILIUS VATIA ISAURICUS (IN ASIA)

Rome

It is inevitable that I should recommend many persons to
you, for everyone knows our intimacy and your kindly
feeling towards me. Nevertheless, though I am bound to
wish well to all whom I recommend, yet I have not the
same reason to do so in the case of all. Titus Agusius was
by my side during the most miserable time of my life, and
was the companion of all my journeys, voyages, labours,
and dangers : nor would he now have left my side, had I

not granted him permission. Therefore I recommend him
to you as one of my own household and of those most closely

united to me. You will very much oblige me if you make
him feel by your treatment of him that this recommendation
has been of great service and assistance to him.

DIX (F XIII, 72)

TO P. SERVILIUS VATIA ISAURICUS (IN ASIA)

Rome

In an interview with you in your suburban villa I com-
mended to you the property, investments, and estates in

Asia of my friend Cserellia ' as earnestly as I could, and you
promised me with the greatest liberality to do everything

possible in a manner consonant with your unbroken and

' Cicero (eenu to have owed money to this rich lady (A//, xii. 51).

She posed as a philosopher and authoress, but seems to have not been
very scrapulous as to where she got materials for her books (/f//. xiii.

21, 22).
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eminent services to me. I hope you remember the fact : I

know that it is your habit to do so. Nevertheless, Caerellia's

agents have written to me to say that, owing to the wide
extent of your province and the multiplicity of your engage-

ments, you need to be frequently reminded. I ask you,

therefore, to remember that you promised me in the amplest
terms that you would do everything your honour would
allow. In my opinion—but it is a matter for yourself to

consider and decide—you have now an excellent opportunity

of obliging Caerellia in accordance with the decree of the

senate passed in regard to the heirs of C. Vennonius. That
decree you will interpret in the light of your own wisdom.
For I know that the authority of that order has always been
great in your eyes. For the rest, please believe that in

whatever particulars you may have done kindnesses to

Caerellia, you will be very greatly obliging me.

DX (F XIII, 17)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

Manmus Curius,' who has a bank at Patrae, has given me
many weighty reasons for being attached to him. My
friendship with him is of very old standing, dating from his

first entrance into public life : and at Patrae on many previous

occasions, and particularly during the late unhappy war, his

house was put entirely at my disposal, and if there had
been any occasion, I should have used it as my own. But
my strongest tie to him is of what I may call a more sacred

obligation— it is that he is a very close friend of my friend

Atticus, and distinguishes him above everybody by his

attentions and affection. If you are by any chance already

acquainted with him, I think that I am too late in doing

what I am now doing. For he is so cultivated and polite a

' For this man's services to Tiro in his illness at Patrae, see voL ii.

pp. 210-222.
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man, that I should regard him as already sufficiently recom-
mended to you by his own character. Yet, if this is so, I

beg you earnestly that any inclination, which you have already

conceived for him before getting my letter, may be i

to the highest possible degree by my recomni'

But if, owing to his retiring character, he has not put him . ii

in your way or you have not yet become sufficiently a(

quainted with him, or if there is any reason of any sort for

his wanting a warmer recommendation, I hereby recom-
mend him to you, with a zeal as great and for reasons as

sound as I could have for recommending anyone in the world.

And I shall be acting in this as those are bound to act who
recommend conscientiously and disinterestedly: for I ^-ll i!I

be pledging my word to you, or rather I do hereby pK ;_

my word and take upon me to promise, that the character

of Manius Curius, and his culture no less than his honesty,

are of such a nature that, if once he becomes known to you,

you will think him deserving of your friendship and of such
an earnest recommendation. I, at any rate, shall be ex
ceedingly gratified, if I find that this letter has had the

weight with you which, as I write, I feel confident that it

will have.

DXI (F XIII, 18)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

I WILL not allow that your most kind and courteous letter

to Atticus—whom I see to be transported with delight—was

more gratifying to him than to myself. For, though it was

almost equally pleasing to us both, yet I w^as the more
struck with admiration of the two. You would, of course,

have made a courteous answer to Atticus if asked, or at

least reminded : but (as for my part I never doubted that

you would do) you spontaneously wrote to him, and, with

out his expecting it, offered him so warm an expression
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of goodwill.' On this subject not only ought I not to ask

you to be more zealous in that respect for my sake also

—

for nothing could go beyond your promises—but I should

be wrong even to thank you, since you have acted for his

own sake and on your own initiative. However, I will

say this, that I am exceedingly gratified at what you have

done. For such appreciation on your part of a man
who has a place apart in my affections cannot fail to

be supremely delightful to me : and, that being so, it of

course excites my gratitude. But all the same, since

considering our intimacy a faux pas in writing to you
is allowable to me, I will do both the things that I said

that I ought not to do. In the first place, to what you
have shewn that you will do for the sake of Atticus I

would have you make as large an addition as our mutual
affection can suggest : in the second place, though I said

just now that I feared to thank you, I now do so outright

:

and I would wish you to believe that, under whatever ob-

ligations you place Atticus, whether in regard to his affairs

ir Epirus or elsewhere, I shall consider myself to be equally

bound to you by them.

DXII (F XIII, 19)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

With Lyso of Patrae ^ I have indeed a long-standing tie of

hospitality—a tie which, I think, ought to be conscientiously

maintained. That is a position shared by many others : but
I never was so intimate with any other foreigner, and that

intimacy has been so much enhanced both by many services

' We know that Atticus had many transactions with towns in the
Peloponnese, and he probably required the countenance of Sulpicius, as
governor of Achaia, to get his interest on capital paid (vol. i., pp. 57,
60, 66).

' The doctor at Patrae who attended Tiro. See vol. ii.
, p. 209.
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on his part and by an almost daily intercourse, that nothing
could now be closer than ours is. He stayed a year at

Rome almost living in my house, and though we were in

great hopes that, in consequence of my letter and recom-
mendation, you would take great pains in doing what you
have actually done, namely, protect his property and fortune

in his absence
; yet, as everything was in the power of one

man, and as Lyso had been engaged on our side and was
under our protection, we were in daily dread of something
happening. However, his own brilliant character, and the

zeal of myself and others of his hosts, have secured all that

we wished from Caesar, as you will learn from Caesar's

despatch to you.

In view of this, I not only do not in any way abate the

earnestness of my recommendation to you, on the ground
of having now got everything we wanted, but I rather urge
all the more strongly that you should admit him to your
confidence and intimacy. When his position was less

secure I pressed you on the point with rather less boldness,

being afraid that something might happen to him of a
nature beyond even your power to remedy. Now that his

pardon is secured, I ask you with the greatest earnestness

and anxiety to do all you can. Not to go into details, I

commend his whole establishment to you, and among them
his young son, whom my client Cn. Maenius Gemellus,
having been during his exile made a citizen of Patrar,

adopted according to the laws of the town. Pray tlicrc-

fore support his legal claim to the inheritance. The main
point is that you should admit Lyso, whom I have found
to be a most excellent and grateful man, to your society

and friendship. If you do so, I do not doubt that, in

shewing him affection and in afterwards recommending
him to other people, you will come to the same conclusion

about him and entertain the same feeling towards him that

I do. I am very eager that you should do this, but I am
also afraid lest, if you shall appear to have done less than

the very best for him in some particular, he should think

that I have not written earnestly enough, rather than that

you have forgotten me. How much you value me he has

had the opportunity of learning both from our everyday

conversations and from your letters.
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DXIII (F XIII, 20)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

I AM intimate with the physician Asclapo of Patrae.* I

found his society very agreeable, as well as his medical

skill, which I have had experience of in the illnesses of my
household. He gave me every satisfaction both by his

knowledge of his profession and by his kindness. I there-

fore commend him to you, and beg you to see that he

understands that I have written cordially about him, and

that my recommendation has been of great service to him.

It will be doing me a great favour.

DXIV (F XIII, 21)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

M. ./Emilius Avianius has always from his earliest manhood
shewn me attention and affection. He is both a good and
cultivated man, and worthy of your favour in every kind of

employment. If I had thought that he was at Sicyon, and
had I not been told that he was still staying where I left

him at Cibyra, there had been no necessity for my writing

at any greater length to you about him. For he would of

himself have secured your affection by his own character

and culture without anyone's recommendation, in as great

a degree as he enjoys mine and that of all his other friends.

But as I suppose him to be away, I commend with more

' Another of the doctors who attended Tiro (vol. ii., p. 212).
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than common earnestness his family at Sicyon and his

property, especially his freedman C. Avianius Hammonius,
whom indeed I commend to you on his own account also.

For, while he has earned my esteem by his remarkable
loyalty and fidelity to his patron, he has also done me
personally some valuable services, and stood by me in the

time of my greatest distress with a fidelity and aflFection as

great as though I had myself liberated him. Accordingly,

I beg you to support Hammonius for himself, as well as in

his patron's business, and to go so far as to like and reckon

among your friends both his agent, whom I am commend-
ing to you, and Avianius himself. You will find him modest
and serviceable, and worthy of your affection. Good-bye.

DXV (F XIII, 22)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

I AM very fond of T. Manlius, a banker at Thespize ; for

he always paid me respect, and was most constant in his

attentions, and has besides some taste for our branch of

learning. I may add that Varro Murena ' is very desirous

that everything should be done for him ; who yet thought
that, though he felt confidence in a letter of his own in

which he had commended Manlius to you, some additional

advantage would be gained by a recommendation from me.
For myself, both my intimacy with Manlius and Varro's

eagerness have induced me to write to you as seriously as

' A. Lie; "' na was adopted by Terentiuss Varro, and was t) ,
called A. . ^ .orro Murena. His sister Tcrentia was wi!<
\« ...— ,, .,,j ^^,, 1.. other was Proculcius, c-'-' ' ^ - '• ' '

, .

iOd^', ii. 2). His augurship is !

I
, : . 19), who also gave him a hi: „ .

seems to have led to his ruin in B.C. 22, the year after

when he was implicated with Fannius Carpio in a plot :<

(Horace, Od. u. 10; Suet. Auf. 19; Tii. 8; Dio, 54, 3).
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I could. You will therefore do me a very great favour, if

you will regard this recommendation as one calling for your

utmost consideration, that is, if you will assist and honour

Titus Manlius in the highest degree in every way consistent

with your honour and character. Finally, from his ex-

ceedingly grateful and cultivated character, I undertake

that you will reap all the benefit you are accustomed to

expect from good men's services.

DXVI (F XIII. 23)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

I AM very intimate with L. Cossinius, your friend and fellow

tribesman. For not only is there a long-standing acquaint-

ance between us personally, but my friend Atticus has caused

my relations with Cossinius to become still closer. Accord-

ingly, the whole family of Cossinius is attached to me, and
especially his freedman L. Cossinius Anchialus, a man who
possesses the high esteem both of his patron and his patron's

friends, of whom I am one. I recommend him to you as I

would a freedman of my own, and as though he held the

same position with me as he does with his patron. If he

did I could not recommend him with greater warmth.

Wherefore you will do me a very great favour, if you will

admit him to your friendship and assist him in anything in

which he may need your help, as far as you can do so with-

out inconvenience. That will be both very gratifying to me
and hereafter a source of pleasure to yourself : for you will

find that he is eminently honest, cultivated, and attentive.
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DXVII (F XIII, 24)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

As it gave me great pleasure before to find that you had
remembered my earnest recommendation of Lyso, my host

and friend, so also, when I found from his letter that he-

had been the object of your undeserved suspicion, I was
exceedingly rejoiced that I had been so earnest in recom-
mending him. For he writes me word that my recom-
mendation has been of the greatest assistance to him, as he
says that a report had been brought you of his being in the

habit of speaking disrespectfully of you at Rome. And
though he writes word that your good nature and kindness of

heart have enabled him to clear himself on that point, yet, first

of all, as in duty bound, I thank you warmly that my letter

has had such influence with you as to cause you on its perusal

to lay aside all that irritating suspicion which you had enter-

tained of Lyso. In the next place, I would have you believe

me, when I assert that I write this not more in the name of

Lyso than of everybody else—that no one has ever mentioned
you except in the terms of the highest respect. As for Lyso,

indeed, while he was with me every day and almost lived

with me, not only because he thought that I liked hearing

it, but also because it gave him still more pleasure to say it

himself, he used to speak to me in praise of everything you
did and said. Wherefore, though he is now being treated

by you in a way that makes a recommendation from me
unnecessary, and makes him think that he has got all he
wants by means of one letter from me, yet I do beg of you
with no common earnestness to continue to receive him
with kindness and liberality. I would have written a de-

scription of his character, as I did in my previous letter, had
I not thought that by this time he was sufficiently well known
to you by his own merits.
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DXVIII (F XIII, 25)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

Hegesaretus' of Larisa, who was honoured by signal favours

from me in my consulship, was not unmindful or ungrateful,

and treated me afterwards with very great respect. I re-

commend him to you with great earnestness as my guest-

friend, as my intimate acquaintance, as a grateful person, as

a man of high character, as holding the chief position in his

own state, and, lastly, as being worthy in the highest degree

of your intimacy. I shall be very grateful if you take the

trouble to make him understand that this recommendation

of mine has had great weight with you.

DXIX (F XIII, 26)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

Mv connexion with L. Mescinius is that which arises from

the fact that he was my quaestor. But this tie—which I, in

accordance with the usage of antiquity, have ever regarded

as a strong one—he has rendered more complete by his per-

sonal excellence and kindness. Accordingly, nothing could

be more intimate and more pleasant to myself than my

^ Hegesaretus had taken the Pompeian side in the Civil War, and
therefore, no doubt, needed some protection. He was at the head of one
cf the two factions which divided Thessaly, but we do not know what
Cicero had done for him in B.C. 63 (Caes. B. C. iii. 35). That Sulpicius

should be asked to protect a man in Thessaly, as before he was asked
to protect Atticus's interests in Epirus (p. 155), shews that his authority

was not confined to Achaia. Indeed, Cicero (p. 133) says that he was
governor of " Greece "—a much wider term.

III. M
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intercourse with him. Now, although he seemed to feel

certain that you would be pleased to do all you honourably
could for him for his own sake, he yet hoped that a letter

from me would also have great weight with you. He judged
that to be the case for himself, but as he was very intimate with

me he had also often heard me say how delightful and close

our union was. I ask you, therefore, with all the earnestness

with which you understand that I ought to ask on behalf of

a man so near and dear to me, to facilitate and settle the

business matters which he has in Achaia arising from the fact

of his being the heir of his cousin M. Mindius, late a banker
at Elis, not only by your legal prerogative and authority,

but also by your influence and advice. For I have directed

those to whom I have intrusted my business, that in all

points which give rise to dispute, they were to appeal to you
as arbitrator and—so far as was consistent with your con-

venience—as final judge. That you should in compliment
to me undertake that business. I earnestly and repeatedly

beg of you. There is one other point in which you will

particularly oblige me, if you don't think it inconsistent

with your position ; it is that, as the controversy is with a

senator, you should refer to Rome such of the parties as

prove too stubborn to allow the business to be settled with-

out an issue being tried.' That you might be able to do
that ^^-ith the less hesitation, I have secured a despatch to

you from the consul M. Lepidus, not conveying any order

—

for that I did not think consonant with your position—but

to a certain extent and in a manner commendatory. I would
have mentioned how well invested such a favour is sure to

be in the case of Mescinius, had I not, in the first place, felt

certain that you knew, and had I not also been asking for my-
self : for I would have you believe that I am quite as anxious

about his interests as he is him.self. But while I am eager

that he should come by his own without difficulty, I am also

anxious that he should think that he owes his success in no
small degree to my recommendation.

' See vol. ii., p. 93 (Fam. xiii. 56) for the ecJici sent to Rome on such

appeal basinei». The system of thus removing the ventu of such cases

was, of coarse, open to abuse ; hut it must often have been more satis-

futory than trusting to the local courts, especially when the governor
was corrupt or tyrannically disposed.
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DXX (F XIII, 27)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

I FREQUENTLY scnd you letters of this kind, which are

replicas of each other, in thanking you for paying such
prompt attention to my letters of introduction. I have
done so in the cases of others and shall often, as I see,

have occasion to do so again. Nevertheless I will not spare

labour, and, as you jurisconsults are in the habit of doing in

your formulae, I will in my letters " state the same case in a
different manner." Well then, C. Avianius Hammonius has
written to me with profuse thanks in his own name and in

that of his patron i^milius Avianius, saying that neither he
himself, who was on the spot, nor the property of his absent
patron, could have been treated with greater liberality or con-
sideration. That was gratifying to me for the sake of those
whom I had recommended to you, induced thereto by our
very close friendship and union—for M. .^milius is one of my
most intimate and closest friends, a man eminently attached
and bound to me by great services on my part, and about the
most grateful of all those who appear to be under some ob-
ligation to me. But it is much more gratifying that you should
be so disposed towards me as to do more for my friends

than I perhaps could have done if I had been on the spot,

I presume, because I should have been more doubtful what
to do for their sake, than you are what to do for mine.
But this I do not doubt—that you feel that you have obliged
me. I only ask you to believe that those persons also are
grateful : I pledge you my word and solemnly assert that it

is so. Wherefore pray do your best that, whatever business
affair they have on hand, they may get it settled whilst you
are still governing Achaia. I am living on the pleasantest
and most harmonious terms with your son Servius, and derive
great pleasure from his natural abilities and signal industry,

as well as from his virtuous and straightforward character.
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DXXI (F XIII, 28)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

ROMB

Though I take pleasure in asking you for anything that

any one of my friends requires, yet I take much greater in

thanking you, when you have done something on my recom-
mendation, as you are always doing. For it is beyond
belief what thanks I get from all, even from those who
have been recommended by me to you with only moderate
warmth. Every instance gives me gratification, but none
so much as that of L. Mescinius. For he told me that

directly you had read my letter you promised his agents all

they wanted, and have in fact been much better than your
word. In that matter therefore—for I think I ought to

say it again and again—I would have you believe that I

am excessively obliged to you. I am, indeed, all the more
delighted at this, because I see clearly that you will get the

highest pleasure from Mescinius himself For he is not
only a man of virtue and uprightness, very serviceable and
exceedingly attentive, but he has also the same literary

pursuits as ourselves, which in old times were our recrea-

tion, but now are life itself. For the future I would have
you supplement your kindnesses to him in all things con-
sonant with your character. There are two things which
I ask of you specifically : first, that if any undertaking
has to be given "against farther claims on that head," you
would see to its being given on my security : and, in the

second place, seeing that his inheritance consists almost
entirely of the property appropriated by Oppia, who was
once Mindius's wife, that you should give your assistance

and concert measures for bringing her over to Rome. If

she thinks that is going to be done, in my opinion, we
shall settle the business. I beg you again and again to

enable us to do that What I said above I now solemnly
confirm and take upon myself to guarantee—that you will
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find what you have done in the past and are going to do in

the future for the sake of Mescinius so well invested, as to

convince you that you have bestowed your kindness on the

most grateful, the most delightful man in the world. For

this is the addition which I desire to what you have done
for my sake.

DXXII (F XIII, 28 a)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

Rome

I DO not think, on the one hand, that the Lacedaemonians

doubt being sufficiently recommended to your honour and
justice by their own and their ancestors' reputation, and I,

on the other, knowing you as well as I do, had no doubt of

the rights and deserts of the several nations being thoroughly

well known to you. Accordingly, when Philippus the Lace-

daemonian begged me to recommend the city to you, though

I remembered that I was under all sorts of obligations to

it, I nevertheless answered that Lacedaemonians needed no
recommendation with you. Accordingly, I would have you
believe that, considering the disturbed state of the times, I

look upon all the cities of Achaia as being happy in having

you as their governor ; and that I also think that, knowing
thoroughly as you do not only our own records but also

all those of Greece, you are and will be a friend to the

Lacedaemonians. Wherefore I only ask this of you, that,

when you do for the Lacedaemonians what your honour,

high position, and justice shall demand, you should let

them know—if you think it right—that you are not other-

wise than glad to find that what you are doing is gratifying

to me also. For it affects my loyalty that they should

think that I am attentive to their interests. I again and
again urge this upon you with warmth.
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DXXIII (F XIII, 78)

TO AULUS ALLIENUS (IN SICILY)

Rome

Democritus of Sicyon is not only my guest-friend, but also

very intimate with me, as is not often the case with such

men,' especially if they are Greeks. For his honesty and
virtue are of the highest kind, and he is exceedingly liberal

and attentive to his guest-friends, and distinguishes me above
the rest by his respect, attentions, and affection. You must
regard him as the leading man not only of his fellow citizens,

but almost of all Achaia. For such a man I do no more
than open the door and pave the way to an acquaintance

with you : when you once know him, your natural disposi-

tion is such that you will decide him to be worthy of your
friendship and society. What I ask of you, then, is that on
reading this letter you should accord him your patronage,

and promise to do everything for him for my sake. For the

rest, if, as I feel sure will be the case, you ascertain him to

be deserving of your friendship and society, I ask you to

receive him with open arms, to love him, and to regard him
as one of your own family. That will be a more than com-
mon favour to me. Good-bye,

DXXIV (F XIII, 79)

TO AULUS ALLIENUS (IN SICILY)

Rome

I THINK, in the first place, that you know the value I have

for C. Avianius Flaccus, and, in the next place, I have heard

from himself—a most excellent and grateful man—with what

' /.<., ktpUtiy fordgnen with whom a Ronum had iome agreement
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liberality he has been treated by you. His sons—quite

worthy of their father and close friends of my own, occupy-

ing a special place in my affection—I recommend to you

with an earnestness beyond which I cannot go in recom-

mending anyone. Gaius Avianius is in Sicily ; Marcus is

with us. I beg you to promote the social standing of the

former, who is with you, and to defend the property of

both. You cannot oblige me more by anything you do in

your province. I beg you warmly and repeatedly to do so.

DXXV (F VI, 8)

TO AULUS C^CINA (IN SICILY)

Rome, December

Largus, who is devoted to you, having told me that the

ist of January was the limit fixed for you, and having my-

self noticed that any ordinance made by Balbus and Oppius

in Caesar's absence was usually ratified by him, I urged

upon them with warmth to grant me as a favour that you
should be permitted to remain in Sicily as long as we
wished. Though they have been in the habit of freely

promising me anything which was not calculated to hurt

the feelings of that party, or even of refusing it and giving a

reason for their refusal, to this request or rather demand of

mine they gave no immediate answer. However, they came
to see me again the same day : they granted me permission

for you to remain in Sicily as long as you chose : they said

that they would answer for your not prejudicing your in-

terests at all by doing so. Now, since you know what you
have licence to do, I think you ought to know what my
opinion is. After this business had been settled I received

a letter from you asking my advice as to whether you
should settle in Sicily, or go to look after the remains of your

as to mutual entertainment, not necessarily implying intimacy. For
Cicero's view as to intimacy with Greeks, see vol. i., p. 127.
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business in Asia. This deliberation on your part did not
appear to me to tally with the words of Largus. For in his

conversation with me he had implied that you were forbidden
to stay in Sicily : you, on the other hand, are deliberating,

as though the permission had been given. But, for my
part, whether the former or the latter is the case, I am for

your staying in Sicily. The nearness of the locality is

of advantage, either for securing your recall, because of the

frequency of letters and messengers, or for a rapid return,

when either that point, as I hope it will be, is gained or

some other plan arranged. Therefore I am strongly in

favour of your staying. I will be very earnest in recom-
mending you to T. Furfanius Postumus, who is a friend of

mine, and to his legates, who are also friends, when they

come here : at present they are all at Mutina. They are ex-

cellent men, fond of men like you, and on intimate terms
with me. Whatever occurs to me that I think likely to be to

your advantage, I will do without being asked : if there is

anything I don't know, at the first hint of it I will surpass

the zeal of everybody. Although I shall speak to Furfanius

personally about you in such a way as to render a letter

from me to him quite unnecessary for you, yet, as your re-

lations have decided that you should have a letter of mine
to give him, I have complied with their wish. I append a
copy of the letter.

DXXVI (F VI, 9)

TO T. FURFANIUS (PROCONSUL IN SICILY)

Rome

No intimacy or friendship could be closer than that which

I have always had with Aulus Caecina. For I was con-

stantly in the society of that illustrious and gallant man
his father: and my affection for this man also from his

childhood has been such as to make the intimacy between

us close as it is possible to have with anyone—partly be-
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cause he seemed to me to give great promise of supreme
excellence, honesty, and eloquence ; and partly because he

lived with me in the most complete sympathy, not only

from our mutual services of friendship, but also from a

community of literary tastes. I need not write at greater

length. How bound I am to protect his safety and pro-

perty by every means in my power you see. It only re-

mains, since I know from many circumstances what your

sentiments are as to the fortune of the loyalists and the

disasters to the Republic, that I should beg nothing of you

except that to the goodwill, which you are sure spontane-

ously to entertain towards him, there may be added a

supplement proportionate to the value which I know you

have for me. You cannot oblige me more than by doing

this. Good-bye.

DXXVII (F V, 16)

TO TITIUS*

(Romk)

Though of all the world I am by far the least fitted to offer

you consolation, because your sorrow has caused me so

much pain that I needed consolation myself, yet since my
sorrow was farther removed from the acuteness of the

deepest grief than your own, I have resolved that our close

connexion and my warm feelings for you make it in-

' We cannot tell which of the Titii, of whom several occur in the

correspondence, this is, nor when the letter was written. The mention
of the pestilential year might tempt us to put it in B.c. 43 (Dio, 45, 17)

;

but then pestilences were frequent in Rome, and the general tone in

regard to public affairs seems rather in unison with the other letters of
r.c. 46, and one would have expected some allusion to his own loss if it

had been written after Tullia's death. The letter has the air of a
" commonpbure," a sort of model of ordinary condolence :

" One writes that ' other friends remain '

:

That ' loss is common to the race '

:

And common is the conunonplace.
And vacant chaff well meant for grain.

"
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cumbent on me not to be so long silent in what causes you
such deep mourning, but to offer some reasonable consola-

tion such as may suffice to lighten, if it could not wholly

heal your sorrow. Now there is a source of consolation

—

hackneyed indeed to the last degree— which we ought
ever to have on our lips and in our hearts : we should

remember that we are men, born under the conditions

which expose our life to all the missiles of fortune ; and
we must not decline life on the conditions under which we
were born, nor rebel so violently under mischances which
we are unable to avoid by any precautions ; and by re-

calling what has happened to others we should reflect that

nothing strange has betided us. But neither these, nor

other sources of consolation, which have been employed by
the greatest philosophers and have been recorded in litera-

ture, ought, it seems, to be of so much avail, as the position

of the state itself and the disruption of these evil times,

which make those the happiest who have never had children,

and those who have lost them at such a crisis less miserable

than if they had done so when the Republic was in a good
state, or indeed had any existence at all. But if your own
loss affects you, or if you mourn at the thought of your own
position, I do not think that you will find that grief easy to

remove in its entirety. If on the other hand what wrings your

heart is grief for the miserable fate of those who have fallen

—a thought more natural to an affectionate heart—to say

nothing of what I have repeatedly read and heard, that there

is no evil in death, after which if any sensation remains it is

to be regarded as immortality rather than death, while if it is

all lost, it follows that nothing must be regarded as misery

which is not felt—yet this much I can assert, that confusions

are brewing, disasters preparing and threatening the Re-
public, such that whoever has left them cannot possibly, as

it seems to me, be in the wrong. For what place is there

now, I don't say for conscience, uprightness, virtue, right

feeling, and good qualities, but for bare freedom and safety?

By Heaven, I have never been told of any young man or

boy having died in this most unhealthy and pestilent year,

who did not seem to me to be rescued by the immortal gods
from the miseries of this world and from a most intolerable

condition of life. Wherefore, if this one idea can be
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removed from your mind, so as to convince you that no
evil has happened to those you loved, your grief will have

been very much lessened. For there will then only be left

that single strain of sorrow which will not be concerned with

them, but will have reference to yourself alone : in regard to

which it is not consonant with a high character and wisdom
such as you have displayed from boyhood, to show exces-

sive sorrow for a misfortune that has befallen you, when it

does not at all involve misery or evil to those whom you
have loved. In fact, the qualities you have displayed both

in private and public business entail the necessity of pre-,

serving your dignity and supporting your character for con-

sistency. For that which length of time is sure to bring us

of itself—which removes the bitterest sorrows by the natural

process of decay—we ought to anticipate by reflexion and
wisdom. Why, if there never was a woman so weak-minded
on the death of her children, as not sooner or later to put a

period to her mourning, certainly we men ought to anticipate

by reflexion what lapse of time is sure to bring, and not to

wait for a cure from time, when we can have it on the spot

from reason. If I have done you any good by this letter, I

think that I have accomplished a desirable object : but if

by chance it has been of no avail, I hold that I have done
the duty of one who wishes you all that is best and loves

you very dearly. Such a one I would have you think that I

have been, and believe that I shall be to you in the future.

DXXVIII (F XIII, ^^)

TO P. SULPICIUS RUFUS' (IN ILLYRICUM)

Rome (Autumn)

Marcus Cicero sends warmest greeting to Publius Sul-

picius, imperator. Though in these times it is not my
' From [Oes.]^. Afr. 10, it appears that Vatinius and Salpicius had

been in joint command of Coesar's fleet before B.C. 46, but had then

ceased to be so. Vatinius had been engaged in B.c. 48-47 in Illyricum

against Octavius, and in B.C. 45 was again in command in the same
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custom to appear often in the senate, yet, when I read your

letter, I made up my mind that I could not omit ng

the honour proposed for you, with due regard U> is

of our old friendship and of the many acts o it

have passed between us. Accordingly, I atti id

great pleasure in voting for the suppUcatio in your honour,

nor in the future will I at any time fail to support your

interests, character, or public position. So, that your family

may be aware of this feeling of mine towards you, pray

write and tell them that in anything you need they should

not hesitate to inform me of it as a matter of right.

I strongly commend Marcus Bolanus to you as an excellent

and gallant man, highly accomplished in every way, and an
old friend of my own. You will much oblige me if you will

take care to make him understand that this introduction has

been of great service to him. He will himself convince you
of his excellent character and grateful disposition : and I

promise you that you will reap great pleasure from his

friendship.

Once more I beg you with more than common earnest-

ness, in the name of our friendship and your unbroken zeal

in my service, to bestow some pains on the following matter

also. Dionysius, a slave of mine who had the care of my
library, worth a large sum of money, having purloined a

large number of books, and thinking that he could not

escape punishment, absconded. He is in your province :

my friend Marcus Bolanus and many others saw him at

Narona ; but they believed his assertion that I had given

him his freedom. If you would take the trouble to restore

this man to me, I can't tell you how much obliged I shall

be to you. It is a small matter in itself; yet my vexation

is serious. Bolanus will inform you where he is and what

can be done. If I recover the man by your means, I shall

consider myself to have received a great kindness at your

hands.

country, \^ :i^h not a regular province—being general Iv attached

either to 1 or (as in Caesar's case) to Gaul—was during thb
period mane subject to a separmte command. It is probable, therefore,

that Sulpicius was in command in Illyricum in the inter\'ening year,

B.C. 46. It is not, however, known from any other source, and some of

the old editors addressed this letter to Vatinias in B.c. 45, agaiinst all M SS.
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DXXIX (F XV, 18)

During this year Cicero remained at Rome or some of his country

illas, till the death of his daughter TuUia after childbirth. In deep grief

he retired to Astura, where he sought consolation partly

B.C. 45. Dicutor, in prosecuting a design for building a temple in her

J;
P- <: I C. lulius memory, partly in writing. He produced a C<wfJo/a/w,

^[^l^^l and the two treatises, de Finibus and Academica (the

Eqmtum. M. latter first in two books, afterwards rearranged in four),

vtlmiliiu He also projected, but did not carry out, a treatise on

Cois.'''c' lul'
*^* reconstruction of the constitution, to be addressed

Cjcsar IV., $i»e ^o Ciesar. In December of the previous year Caesar

coUega. * had started for Spain to attack the Pompeian army
Q. Fabius commanded by Gnaeus and Sextus Pompeius. The

c'ci^'ir*^' victory of Munda (17th March) and the subsequent

Rebilus, death of Gnajus seemed to settle the question of Spain
C. Trebonhis. —though the opposition under Sextus Pompeius sur-

vived many years—and Coesar returned to Rome in

October. Much of the correspondence of this year concerns Cicero's

grief for his daughter. When he touches on political affairs, however,
hit discontent with the Caesarian government and general policy is made
very evident.

TO C. CASSIUS LONGINUS (AT BRUNDISIUM)

Rome (January?)'

My letter would have been longer, had not the messenger
come for it when he was just on the point of starting for

you. It would have been longer also if it had any persiflage

in it, for we cannot be serious with safety. " Can we laugh,

then ? " you will say. No, by Hercules, not very easily.

Yet other means of distraction from our troubles we have
none. " Where, then," you will say, " is your philosophy ?

"

Yours indeed is in the kitchen, mine in the schools.* For I

J I think this letter must belong to the early part of B.c. 45, not to

December, B.C. 46, as Messrs. Tyrrell and Purser and Mueller place it.

C.TCsar only left Rome for Spain on the 2nd of December, ana Cicero
C')uld hardly have been expecting news so soon. Moreover, Cassius
—who dechned to accompany Caesar to Spain— seems to have gone on
his tour in the early part of B.C. 45, and to be staying at Brundisium.

^ Reading, in palastra est. Mueller, however, retsdns the MS.
reading, mS/esta est, " only gives me annoyance," as though it reminded

1
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am ashamed of being a slave. Accordingly, I pose as being

busy about other things, to avoid the reproach of Plato.

We have no certain intelligence from Spain as yet—in fact,

no news at all. For my sake I am sorry that you are out

of town, for your own I am glad. But your letter-carrier is

getting clamorous. Good-bye then, and love me as you
have done from boyhood.

DXXX (F XV, l6)

TO C CASSIUS LONGINUS (AT BRUNDISIUM)

Rome (January)

I THINK you must be a little ashamed at this being the third

letter inflicted on you before I have a page or a syllable

from you. But I will not press you : I shall expect, or

rather exact, a longer letter. For my part, if I had a mes-
senger always at hand, I should write even three an hour.

For somehow it makes you seem almost present when I

write anything to you, and that not " by way of phantoms of

images," as your new friends express it,' who hold that
" mental pictures " are caused by what Catius called " spec-

tres"—for I must remind you that Catius Insuber the

Epicurean, lately dead, calls "spectres" what the famous

him of what he should, without enabling him to do it

—

video nuHora
prohoaut, delerwra itquor.

' Who said that men ought to " be free and fear slavery wone than

death," Rep. 387B. To be "busy about other things or "about
something else " is a kind of proverbial way of saying that one is not

attending to serious business.
' The Epicureans. The Greek terms which follow are those used by

them—car (I'^wXwv ^vratTiac, "according to the appearance of idols
'

or "shapes"; liavor\riKa^ ^yratriaQ, "mental impressions." These
refer to th' of Dcmcxrritus as to the formation of mental im-

pressions ! ;is thrown off the surface of things, which, retaining

the same j/.,-.>...,, „.,vl relation, n'"' >- .'r^;r,j» through the void, strike the

senses, which convey these "at ' to the mind. Cicero hits

the true objection, founded on tii i-. we can recall these pictures

at will.
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Gargettius, and before him Democritus, used to call

" images." Well, even if my eyes were capable of being struck

by these " spectres," because they spontaneously run in upon

them at your will, I do not see how the mind can be struck.

You will be obliged to explain it to me, when you return

safe and sound, whether the " spectre " of you is at my com-

mand, so as to occur to me as soon as I have taken the

fancy to think about you ; and not only about you, who
are in my heart's core, but supposing I begin thinking

about the island of Britain—will its image fly at once into

my mind ? But of this later on. I am just sounding you

now to see how you take it For if you are angry and
annoyed, I shall say more and demand that you be restored

to the sect from which you have been ejected by " violence

and armed force." ' In an injunction of this sort the words
" within this year " are not usually added. Therefore, even

if it is now two or three years since you divorced Virtue,
"*

seduced by the charms of Pleasure,' it will still be open for

me to do so. And yet to whom am I speaking ? It is to

you, the most gallant of men, who ever since you entered

pubHc Hfe have done nothing that was not imbued to the

utmost with the highest principle. In that very sect of

yours I have a misgiving that there must be more stuff than

I thought, if only because you accept it. " How did that

come into your head ? " you will say. Because I had nothing

else to say. About politics I can write nothing : for I don't

choose to write down my real opinions.

DXXXI (F VI, 7)

AULUS CitCINA TO CICERO (AT ROME)

Sicily (January)

For my book not having been delivered to you so quickly,

forgive my timidity, and pity my position. My son, I am

' From the Stoic sect. ' The summum bonum of the Stoics.

^ The summmm bonum of the Epicureans.
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told, was very much alarmed at the book' being put in

circulation, and with reason—since it does not matter so

much in what spirit it is written, as in what spirit it is taken

—

for fear lest a stupid thing like that should stand in my
light, and that too when I am still suffering for the sins of my
pen. In that matter my fate has been a strange one : for

whereas a slip of the pen is cured by erasure, and stupidity

is punished by loss of reputation, my mistake is corrected

by exile : though my greatest crime is having spoken ill of

the enemy when engaged in active service. There was no
one on our side, I presume, who did not pray for victory for

himself; no one who, even when offering sacrifice for some-
thing else, did not breathe a wish for Caesar's speedy defeat.

If he imagines that not to be the case, he is a very fortunate

man. If he does know it, and has no delusion on the

subject, why be angry with a man who has written something
against his views, when he has pardoned all those who
offered every sort of petition to the gods against his safety ?

But to return to my subject, the cause of my fear was
this. I have written about you, on my honour, sparingly

and timidly, not merely checking myself, but almost beating

a retreat. Now everyone knows that this style of writing

ought not merely to be free, but even vehement and lofty.

One is thought to have a free hand in attacking another, yet

you must take care not to fall into mere violence : it is not

open to one to praise oneself, lest the result should be the

vice of egotism : there is no other course than to praise the

man, on whom any blame that you may cast is necessarily

set down to weakness or jealousy. And I rather think that

you will like it all the better, and think it more suited to

your present position. For what I could not do in good style,

it was in my power first of all not to touch upon, and, as

next best, to do so as sparingly as possible. But after all I

did check myself: I softened many phrases, cut out many,
and a very large number I did not write down at all. Then,
as in a ladder, if you were to remove some rounds, cut out

others, leave some loosely fastened, you would be contriv-

ing the means of a fall, not preparing a way of ascent, just so

' For Caedna's book against Oesar, see p. 133. Suetonius {CttJ. 75)
calls h " moat abosive " {crimifuntrimus).
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with a writer's genius : if it is at once hampered and frus-

trated by so many disadvantages, what can it produce worth

listening to or Hkely to satisfy ? When, indeed, I come to

mention Caesar himself, I tremble in every limb, not from

fear of his punishing, but of his criticising me. For I do
not know Cxsar thoroughly. What do you think of a

courage that talks thus to itself? " He will approve of this :

that expression is open to suspicion." "What if I change
it to this ? But I fear that will be worse." Well, suppose

I am praising some one :
" Shan't I offend him ? " Or when I

am criticising some one adversely :
" What if it is against his

wish ? " " He punishes the pen of a man engaged in a cam-

paign : what will he do to that of a man conquered and not

yet restored ?
"

You yourself add to my alarm, because in your Orator

you shield yourself under the name of Brutus,* and try to

make him a party to your apology. When the universal
" patron " does this, what ought I to do—an old client of

yours, and now everyone's client ? Amidst such misgivings

therefore created by fear, and on the rack of such blind

suspicion, when most of what one writes has to be adapted

to what one imagines are the feelings of another, not to

one's own judgment, / feel how difficult it is to come off

successfully, though you have not found the same difficulty,

because your supreme and surpassing genius has armed you

for every eventuality. Nevertheless, I told my son to read

the book to you, and then to take it away, or only to give it

to you on condition that you would promise to correct it,

that is, if you would give it a totally new complexion.

About my journey to Asia, though the necessity for my
making it was very urgent, I have obeyed your commands.
NVhy should I urge you to exert yourself for me ? You are

fully aware that the time has come when my case must be

decided. There is no occasion, my dear Cicero, for you to

wait for my son. He is a young man : he cannot from his

warmth of feeling, or his youth, or his timidity, think of all

necessary measures. The whole business must rest on you :

in you is all my hope. Your acuteness enables you to hit

' In the Ora/ar (§ 3$) Cicero says that he wrote his Catc at the in-

stii;ation of Brutus.

III. H
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upon the measures which Caesar likes, and which win his

favour. Everything must originate with you, and be broiih*

to the desired conclusion by you. You have great influ-

with Caesar himself, very great with all his friends. If you
will convince yourself of this one thing, that your duty is not

merely to do what you are asked—though that is a great

and important thing— but that the whole burden rests on
you, you will carry it through : unless—which I don't

believe—my misfortunes make me too inconsiderate, or my
friendship too bold, in placing this burden upon you. But
your lifelong habits suggest an excuse for both : for from

your habit of exerting yourself for your friends, your inti-

mates have come not so much to hope for that favour at

your hands, as to demand it as a right. As for my book,

which my son will give you, I beg that you will not let it out

of your hands, or that you will so correct it as to prevent it

doing me any harm.

DXXXII (F VI, 5)

TO AULUS C^CINA (IN SICILY)

Rome (January)

LvKRN time I see your son—and that is nearly every day

—

I promise him my zealous and active support, without any
reserve as to labour, prior engagement, or time : but the

exertion of my interest or favour with this reservation,

"as far as I have the opportunity or power." Your book
has been read and is still being read by me with atten-

tion, and kept under lock and key with the greatest care.

Your prospects and fortunes are of the highest concern to

me. They seem to me to grow brighter and less com-
plicated every day : and I can sec that many are much
interested in them, of whose zeal, as well as of his own
hopes, I feel certain that your son has written fully to you.

But as to those particulars, in which I am reduced to

conjecture, I do not take upon myself to profess greater
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foresight than I am convinced that your own eyes and your
own intelligence give you : but all the same, as it may very

well be that your reflexions on those points are somewhat
agitated, I think it is incumbent upon me to explain my
opinions. It is neither in the nature of things nor the

ordinary revolutions of time that a position such as either

your own or that of the rest should be protracted, or that

so outrageous an injustice should be persistently maintained
in so good a cause and in the case of such good citizens.

In which matter, in addition to the hope which your own
case gives me to a degree beyond the common—I don't

mean only from your high position and admirable character,

for these are distinctions which you share with others

—

there are the claims which brilliant genius and eminent virtue

make peculiar to yourself. And to these, by Hercules, he
in whose power we are allows much weight. Accordingly,

you would not have remained even a moment in your
present position, had it not been that he thought himself
to have been insulted by precisely that accomplishment of
yours, in which he takes delight. But this feeling is

softening every day, and those who live with him hint to

me, that this very opinion which he entertains of your genius
will do you a great deal of good with him. Wherefore, in

the first place, keep up your spirits and courage : for your
birth, education, learning, and character in the world de-

mand that you should do so. In the next place, entertain

the most certain hopes for the reasons which I have given

you. On my side, indeed, I would have you feel sure that

everything I can do is most completely at your service and
at that of your sons : for this is no more than our long-

standing friendship, and my invariable conduct to my friends,

and your many kindnesses to me demand.
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DXXXllI (K VI, 18)

TO QUINTUS LEPTA

Rome (January)

Immediately on the receipt of the letter from your servant

Seleucus I sent a note to Balbus asking him what the pro-

vision of the law was. He answered that auctioneers in

actual business were excluded from being municipal coun-

sellors, retired auctioneers were not excluded.' Wherefore

certain friends of yours and mine need not be alarmed, for

it would have been intolerable, while those who were now-

acting as harttspices were put on the roll of the senate at

Rome, all who had ever been auctioneers should be excluded

from becoming counsellors in the municipal Low^ns.

There is no news from Spain. However, it is ascertained

to be true that Pompey has a great army : for Cassar has

himself sent me a copy of a despatch from Pacinecus, in

which the number was reckoned as eleven legions. Messalla

has also written to Quintus Salassus to .say that his brother

Publius Curtius has been put to death by Pompey's order

in the presence of the army, for having, as he alleged, made
a compact with certain Spaniards, that if Pompey entered a

particular town to get corn, they should arrest him and take

him to Csesar. As to your business in regard to your being

a guarantee for Pompey, when your fellow guarantor Galba
''

• In the lex lulia Afuniripalis, passed this year, out praconium de-

sipxationem libitinamve faciei, i.e., " aucti'^"^''''- -mff imil.rtnL. r^ " nr.

excluded from any magistracy, or from 1"

colattia, mumci/num,oT />rtr/ec/ura{]iTuns, /

Cicero's question seems to imply that the law wa;. not actually
;

as he would have been able to see for himself that </ui f<uiet Wd.

exclude those who had followed these occupations in the past. 1 i

to apply to Caesar's agent for information about it. Auctioneer

disliked—as brokers—because they had to do with confiscatcU j-iw-

perty, as with ruined estates generally. See 3 Phil. 64, iwx cuerbissima

praconis.
* Senrius Salpidns G«lb«, of whom we shall hear again. He was
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—a man generally very careful in money matters—comes
back to town, I will at once consult with him to see whether

anything can be done, as he seems inclined to have con-

fidence in me.

I am much delighted that you approve so highly of my
Orator.' My own view of it is that I have put into that

book all the critical power I possessed in the art of speak-

ing. If the book is such as you say that you think it to be,

then I too am somewhat. If not, then I do not decline to

allow the same deduction to be made from my reputation

for critical judgment as is to be made from the book. I

am desirous that our dear Lepta * should take pleasure in

such writings. Though his age is not yet ripe for them, yet

it is not unprofitable that his ears should ring with the

sound of such language.

I am kept at Rome in any case by TuUia's confinement

;

but when she gets as well again as I can wish, I am still

detained till I can get the first instalment of the dowry*
out of Dolabella's agents. Besides, by Hercules, I am not

so much of a traveller as I used to be. My building and
my leisure satisfy me entirely. My town house is now
equal to any one of my villas : my leisure is more complete

than the loneliest spot in the world could supply. So I am
not hindered even in my literary employments, in which I

am plunged without interruption. Wherefore I think that

I shall see you here before you see me there. Let our

dearest Lepta learn his Hesiod by heart, and have ever on
his lips

:

** On virtue's threshold god sets sweat and toiL" *

great-grandfather of the Emperor Galba, who, it is interesting to note,

maintained his ancestor's
'
' carefulness " in money.

' Written the previous year.
" Son of the recipient of this letter.

' To be repaid by Dolabella after his divorce from Tullia.
' Hesiod, " \V. and D.," 289 : rq( 0' dpn^( icpitra Otoi irpoitapotBtP
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DXXXIV (F IV, 14)

TO GNi*:US PLANCIUS (IN CORCYRA)

Rome (January ')

1 HAVb received two letters from you, dated Corcyra. In

one of these you congratulated me because you had heard,

as you say, that I was enjoying my former position ; in the

other you said that you wished what I had done might turn

out well and prosperously. Well, certainly, if to entertain

honest sentiments on public affairs and to get good men to

agree with them constitute a " position," then I do hold my
position. But if " position " depends upon the power of

giving effect to your opinion, or in fine of supporting it by

freedom of speech, then I have not a trace of my old

position left : and it is great good fortune if I am able to

put sufficient restraint upon myself to endure without ex-

cessive distress what is partly upon us already and partly

threatens to come. That is the difficulty in a war of this

kind : its result shews a prospect of massacre on the one

side, and slavery on the other. In this danger it affords

me no little consolation to remember that I foresaw all this

at the time when I was feeling greatly alarmed even at our

successes—not merely at our reverses—and perceived at

what immense risk the question of constitutional right was

to be decided in arms. And if in that appeal to arms those

had conquered, to whom, induced by the hope of peace

and not the desire for war, I had given in my adhesion, I

nevertheless was well aware how bloody the victory of men
swayed by anger, rapacity, and overbearing pride was certain

' Mueller places this letter in the early part of B.C. 46, Klotz in

Octoljcr, B.C. 46 (which I accepted in introduction to vol. i., p. xlv).

But it is evidently after the news of his divorce ofTcrentia and re-nuuriage

with rublilia. This must not only have taken place, but long enough
to allow a post to and from Corcyra : and if the divorce took place at

the end of B.C. 46—as Klotz in his own table dates it—then the letter

belongs to the early part of B.C. 45.
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to be: while if they had been conquered, what a clean

w- ep would be surely made of citizens, some of the highest

.: <, some too of the highest character, who, when I pre-

d these things and advised the measures best for their

: ly, preferred that I should be considered over-timid

rather than moderately wise.

For your congratulations on what I have done, I am sure

you speak your real wishes : but at such an unhappy time

as this I should not have taken any new step, had it not

been that at my return I found my domestic affairs in no
better order than those of the state. For when, owing to

the misconduct of those, to whom, considering my never-to-

be-forgotten services, my safety and my fortune ought to have

been their dearest object, I saw nothing safe within the

walls of my house, nothing that was not the subject of some
intrigue, I thought it was time to protect myself by the

fidelity of new relations against the treachery of the old.

But enough, or rather too much, about my own affairs.'

As to yours, I would have you feel as you ought to do,

namely, that you have no reason to fear any measure

directed specially against yourself. For if there is to be

some constitution, whatever it may be, I see clearly that you
will be free of all danger : for I perceive that the one party

is reconciled to you, the other has never been angry with

you. However, of my disposition towards you I would

have you make up your mind that, whatever steps I under-

stand to be required—though I see my position at this time

and the limits of my powers—I will yet be ready with my
active exertions and advice, and at least with zeal, to sup-

port your property, your good name, and your restoration.

Pray be exceedingly careful on your part to let me know
both what you are doing and what you think of doing in

the future.

' Cicero in this paragraph is referring to his divorce of Terentia.
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DXXXV (F IV, 10)

TO M. CLAUDIUS MARCELLUS (AT MITYLENE)

Rome (January)

Though I have nothing fresh to say to you, and am now
beginning more to expect a letter from you, or rather to see

you in person, yet, as Theophilus was starting, I could not
refrain from giving him some sort of letter. I)o your best,

then, to come at the earliest opportunity : your coming,
believe me, will be welcomed not only by us, I mean by
your personal friends, but by absolutely everybody. I say
this because it occurs to me sometimes to be a little afraid

that you have a fancy for postponing your departure. Now,
had you had no other sense than that of eyesight, I should
have sympathized with you in your shrinking from the sight

of certain persons : but since what is heard is not much less

distressing than what is seen, while I suspected that your
early arrival much concerned the safety of your property,

and was of importance in every point of view, I thought I

ought to give you a hint on the subject. But as I have
shewn you my opinion, I will leave the rest to your own
wisdom. Still, pray let me know about when to expect you.

DXXXVI (F IX, lo)

TO P. CORNELIUS DOLABELLA (IN SPAIN)

Rome (January)

I DID not venture lo allow our friend Salvius to go without

a letter to you
;

yet, by Hercules, I have nothing to say ex-

cept that I love you dearly :
' of which I feel certain that

' An astonUhing remiu^k to a man whom Cicero's daughter had just

divorced for grots misooodoct But the letter is forced and cold.
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you do not doubt without my writing a word. In any case

I ought rather to expect a letter from you, than you one
from me. For there is nothing going on at Rome such as

you would care to know : unless it would interest you to

know that I am acting as arbitrator between our friend

Nicias and Vidius ! The latter puts forward in two lines,

I think, a claim for money advanced to Nicias : the former,

like a second Aristarchus, obelizes them. I am to be in the

jX)sition of a critic of old days, and to judge whether they

really are the poet's or are interpolations. I imagine you
putting in here :

" Have you forgotten, then, those mush-
rooms which you had at Nicias's dinner, and the big dishes

joined to Septima's learned talk?"' What ! do you think my
old preciseness so entirely knocked out of me, that there is

no trace of my former regard for appearances to be seen

even in the forum? However, I will see our delightful

boon companion through his little trouble, nor will I, by
securing his condemnation, give you the opportunity of re-

storing him, that Plancus Bursa ^ may have some one to

teach him his rudiments.

But what am I doing? Though I have no means of

knowing whether you are in a quiet state of mind, or, as

generally happens in war, are involved in some more im-

portant anxiety or occupation, yet I drift on farther and
farther. So when I shall have ascertained for certain that

you are in the vein for a laugh, I will write at greater length.

However, I want you to know this, that the people have
been very anxious about the death of Publius Sulla before

they knew it for certain. Since then they have ceased to

inquire how he perished : they think in knowing that they

know enough. For the rest I bear it with equanimity : the

only thing I fear is lest Oesar's auctions should have received

a blow.'

' The text b corrupt, and we know nothing of Septima, if, indeed,

that is the name. We may suppose a reference to a dinner party at a
rich freedman's table, with a learned iady who rather bored the guests.

Vox ftrcularum (MS. cularum) ioca/iutuularum, bans mots, has been
suggested.

^For Bursa, see vol. i., p. 365. Cicero seems to be jesting at his

illiterate character, hut rather clumsily. We may suppose that his recall

had been brought about by Dolabella.
' The auctions ofconfis(^ted property, at which P. Sulla was a constant
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DXXXVII (K VI, I)

TO AULUS MANLIUS TORQUATUS' (AT
ATHENS)

Rome (January)

Though the universal upset is such that each man thinks

his position the worst possible, and that there is no one
who does not wish to be anywhere but where he is, yet I

feel no doubt that at the present moment the most miser-

able place for a good man to be in is Rome. For though
wherever any man is, he must have the same feeling and
the same pang from the ruin that has overtaken the fortunes

both of himself and of the state, yet, after all, one's eyes

add to the pain, which force us to see what others only
hear,^ and do not allow us to turn our thoughts from our
miseries. Therefore, though you must necessarily be pained
by the absence of many objects, yet from that particular

sorrow, with which I am told that you are specially over-

powered—that you are not at Rome—pray free your mind.
For though you must feel great uneasiness at being without
your family and your surroundings, yet, after all, the objects

of your regret are maintaining all their rights. They could
not maintain them better, if you were here, nor are they in any
special danger. Nor ought you, when thinking of your
family, to demand any special favour of fortune for yourself,

or to refuse to bear what is common to all. In regard to

bidder or (/
"

!i was always considered di • •
• '" " "

l)fgun the ! ; ly in the time of the confist

dicUtorSuli... ^i^. ... .
-' •• "^ :"r •>-.-• r-.-.-.. ....

as even worse than i:

B.C. 60 he put a ver)

conduct as Oesar's /<;.'.' ms tu have alienated him thoroughly.

.See pp. 51, «.
' Aulus Manlius Torqualus was nnctor in B.C. 52, and presided at

the trial of Milo. He had supportcci Cicero at various limes of difficulty

(de Fin. 2, i 72).
' Cicero had suggested just the reverse to Marcellus, p. 184.
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yourself personally, Torquatus, your duty is to think over
everything, but not to take counsel with despair or fear,

1 or it is not the case that the man, who has as yet been
harsher to you than your character deserved, has given no
signs of softened feeling towards you. But, after all, that

person himself, of whom your safety is being asked, is far

from having the way to secure his own clear and plain be-

fore him. And while the results of all wars are uncertain,

I perceive that from the victory of the one side there is no
danger for you, seeing that such danger has nothing to do
with the general overthrow, while from the victory of the

other I feel sure that you yourself have never had any fear.

I must therefore conclude that the very thing which I

count as a consolation—the common danger to the state—is

what is chiefly torturing you. That is an evil so great that,

however philosophers may talk, I fear it admits of no real

consolation being found, except that which is exactly pro-

portioned to the strength and mettle of each man's mind.
For if right thinking and right doing are sufficient to secure

a good and happy life, I fear that it is impious to call a man
miserable who can support himself by the consciousness of

having acted on the best motives. For neither do I con-

sider that we abandoned country and children and property

at that time from the hope of the rewards of victory—on the

contrary, I think we were following a just and sacred duty,

due at once to the Republic and our own honour—neither,

at the time we did so, were we so mad as to feel certain of

victory. Wherefore, if that has happened, of which, when
we were entering upon the cause, the possibility was fully

before us, we ought not to be crushed in spirit, as though
something had happened which we never contemplated as

possible. Let us then take the view, which reason and truth

alike enjoin, that in this life we should not feel ourselves

bound to guarantee anything except to do nothing wrong

:

and that, since we are free from that imputation, we should
hear every misfortune incident to humanity with calmness
and good temper. And so my discourse amounts to this,

that, though all be lost, virtue should shew that she can
after all support herself. But if there is some hope of a
public recovery, you certainly ought not to be without your
share in it, whatever the constitution of the future is to be.
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And yet, as I write this, it occurs to me that I am the

man whose despair you were wont to blame, and whom you
used your influence to rouse from a state of hesitation and
anxiety. It was at a time, indeed, when it was not the good
of our cause, but the wisdom of our policy with which I \.,

dissatisfied. For I saw that, when too late, we were opposing
arms which had long before been rendered formidable by
ourselves, and I grieved that a constitutional question should
be settled by spears and swords, not by consultation and the
weight of our influence. Nor, when I said that those things

would occur, which actually did do so, was I divining the
future. I was only expressing a fear lest what I saw to

be possible and likely to be ruinous, if it did occur, should
happen ; especially as, if I had to promise one way or the

other about the result and end of the campaign, what did
actually occur would have been the more obvious promise
for me to make. For the points in which we had the ad
vantage were not those which appear on the field of battle,

while in the use of arms and the vigour of our soldiers we
were at a disadvantage. But pray shew the spirit now which
you thought that I ought to have shewn then. I write this

because on my making all sorts of inquiries about you from
your freedman Philargyrus, he told me with feelings, as 1

thought, of the utmost devotion to you, that at times you
were apt to be excessively anxious. You ought not to be so,

nor to doubt either that, if any form of constitution is re

stored, you will have your due place in it, or that, if it is

gone for ever, you will be in no worse position than the rest.

The present position, indeed, which is one of alarm and
suspense for us all, you ought to bear with the greater calm
ness of spirit from the fact that you are living in a city which
gave birth to and fostered a systematic rule of life, and that

you have with you in Servius Sulpicius one for whom you
have always had a singular affection : one who no doubt
consoles you by his kindness and wisdom ; whosi

and advice, if we had followed, we should have ;

at peace under Caesar's supremacy, rather than have taken

up arms and submitted to a conqueror.

But perhaps I have treated these points at too great a

length : the following, which are more important, I will ex-

press more briefly. There is no one to whom I owe more
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than to yourself. Those, to whom I was indebted to an

extent of which you are aware, the result of this war has

snatched from me. My position at the present moment I

fully understand. But since there is no one so utterly

prostrate as not to be able, if he gives his whole attention

to what he is doing, to accomplish and carry out something,

I should wish you to consider as deservedly at the service of

yourself and your children, of course all my zeal, but also all

my powers of counsel and action.

DXXXVIII (F VI, 3)

TO AULUS MANLIUS TORQUATUS (AT

ATHENS)

Rome (January)

In my former letter I was somewhat lengthy, more from
warmth of affection than because the occasion demanded it.

For neither did your virtue require fortifying by me, nor

were my own case and position of such a nature as to allow

of my encouraging another when in want of every source of

encouragement myself. On the present occasion I ought to

be briefer. P'or if there was no need of so many words
then, there is no more need of them now, or if there was
need of them then, what I said is enough, especially as

there has been nothing new to add. For though I am
every day told some items of news, which I think are con-

veyed to you, yet the upshot is the same, as is also the

result : a result which I see as clearly in my mind as what I

actually see with my eyes ; and yet in truth I see nothing

that I am not well assured that you see also. For though
no one can prophesy the result of a battle, yet the result

of a war I can see : and if not that, yet at least this—since

one or the other side must win—how victory on the one
bide or the other will be used. And having a clear grasp of
this, what I see convinces me that no evil will occur, if that
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shall have happened to me, even before, which is held out

as the most formidable of all terrors. For to live on the

terms on which one would then have to live, is a most

miserable thing, while no philosopher has asserted death U>

be a miserable thing even for a prosperous man. But you

are in a city in which the very walls of the hoi 1

capable of telling you these things, even at greater 1< i

in nobler style. I assure you of this—though the miseries

of others supply but a poor consolation—that you are now in

no greater danger than anyone else, either of those who went

away,' or of those who remained. The one party are now in

arms, the other in terror of the conqueror. But this, I re-

peat, is a poor consolation. There is another, which I hope
you use, as I certainly do : J will never, while I live, let any-

thing give me pain, so long as I have done nothing wrong : and

ifI cease to live, I shall cease to have any sensation. But to

write this to you is again a case of "an owl to Athens."'"'

To me both you and your family and all your interests are,

and while I live will be, the subject of the greatest con-

cern. Good-bye.

DXXXIX (K VI, 4)

TO AULUS MANLIUS TORQUATUS (AT

ATHENS)

Rome (January)

I HAVE no news to give you, and if there is some after all,

I know that you are usually informed of it by your family.

About the future, however, difficult as it always is to speak,

you may yet sometimes get nearer the truth by conjt<
•

when the matter is of the kind whose issue admits of i

foreseen. In the present instance I think that I perceive

thus much, that the war will not be a protracted one, though

' I.e., from the Pompeian army after Pharsalia.

» TAavc' ii'c 'AftjKac. Sec vol. i., p. 290; vol. iiu, p. 73.
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vcn as to that there are some who think I am wrong. For

myself, even as I write this, I believe that something de-

cisive has occurred, not that I know it for certain, but

because the conjecture is an easy one. For while all chances

in war are open, and the results of all battles are uncertain,

yet on this occasion the forces on both sides are so large,

and are said to be in such a state of preparation for a pitched

battle, that whichever of the two conquers it will be no matter

of surprise. It is an opinion that grows daily stronger that,

even if there is considerable difference in the merits of the

causes of the combatants, there will yet be little difference in

the way in which they will use their victory. Of the one side

we have now had a pretty full experience : of the other there

is no one that does not refiect how much reason there is to

fear an armed \-ictor inflamed with rage.

On this point, if I appear to increase your anxiety while I

ought to have been lightening it by consolation, I confess

that I can find no consolation for our common disasters

except that one, which after all—if you can avail yourself of

it—is the highest and the one to which I have daily greater

recourse : namely, that the consciousness of good intentions

is the greatest consoler of misfortune, and that there is no
serious evil except misconduct. As from this last we are so

far removed, that our sentiments have been absolutely unim-
peachable, while it is the result of our policy, not the policy

itself, which is criticised : and as we have fulfilled all our
obligations, let us bear what has happened without excessive

,Tief. But I do not take upon myself, after all, to console
. ou for misfortunes affecting all alike. Rightly to console

them requires a greater intelligence, and to bear them re-

(juires unique courage. But anyone can easily shew you
why you ought not to feel any sorrow peculiar to yourself.

For as to Caesar's decision concerning your restoration,

though he has been somewhat slower in relieving you than

I had thought he would be, I have no doubt whatever. As
to the other party, I do not think that you are at a loss to

know my sentiments. Finally, there is the pain that you
ftel at being so long absent from your family. It is dis-

tressing, especially considering the character of your sons,

than which nothing can be more charming. But, as I said in

my last letter, the state of things is such that everyone
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thinks his own position the most miserable of all, and most
dislikes being precisely where he is. For my part, I consider

that the most wretched of all are we who are at Rome, not

merely because in all misfortunes it is more painful to see

than to hear, but also because we are more exposed to all

the risks of sudden perils, than if we were out of town. For

myself however, who set up to console you, my feelings

have become softened, not so much by literature, to which I

have always been devoted, as by lapse of time. You re-

member how keen my sorrow was. In regard to that the

first consolation is that I shewed greater foresight than the

rest, when I desired to have peace on any terms however

inequitable. And although this was from chance, and not

from any prophetic powers of mine, yet I take pleasure in

this poor reputation for wisdom. Another source of con-

solation common to us both is that, if I am called upon to

end my life, I shall not be torn from a republic such as I

should grieve to lose, especially as I shall then be beyond
all consciousness. An additional consolation is my age and
the fact that my life is now all but over, which both gives

me pleasure in reflecting upon its honourably accomplished

career, and forbids my fearing any violence at a period to

which nature herself has now almost brought me. Lastly,

considering what a great man, or rather what great men, fell

in that war, it seems shameless to decline to share the same
fortune, if circumstances render it necessary. For my part, I

regard everything as possible for myself, nor is there any

evil too great for me to believe to be hanging over my head.

But since there is more evil in fear than in the thing itself

which is feared, I cease to indulge in it, especially as that

now hangs over me, in which there will not only be no pain,

but also the end of all pain. But I have said enough, or

rather more than was needed. It is not love of talking,

however, but affection for you that makes my letters too

long. I was sorry to hear that Servius had left Athens ; for

I do not doubt that your daily meeting, and the conversation

of a man at once most intimate and of the highest char-

acter and wisdom have been a great alleviation to you.

Pray keep up your spirits, as you ought and are accustomed

to do, by your own virtue. For myself, I shall look after

everything with zeal and diligence which I may think to be
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in accordance with your wishes or for the interests of your-

self and your family. In doing so I shall imitate your
goodness to me, I shall never equal your services.

DXL (F XV, 17)

TO C. CASSIUS LONGINUS (AT BRUNDisiUM)

Rome (January)

You have most unreasonable letter-carriers, though I am not
personally angr)' with them. But, after all, when they are
leaving me they demand a letter, when they come to me
they bring none. And even as to the former, they would have
consulted my convenience better if they had given me some
interval for writing ; but they come to me with their travel-

ling caps on, declaring that their company is waiting for

them at the city gate. Therefore you must pardon me :

you shall have here another short note, but expect full

details presently. Yet why should I apologize to you, when
your men come to me with empty hands and return to you
with letters. Here—for after all I will write something to

you—we have the death of P. Sulla ' the elder : according
to some from an attack of footpads, according to others
from an attack of indigestion. The people don't trouble
themselves, for they are assured that he is dead and burnt.

Your philosophy will enable you to bear this ; though we
have lost a well-known "feature of the city." People think
that Oesar will be vexed for fear of his auctions becoming
flat. Mindius Marcellus* and Attius the paintseller are
delighted at having lost a rival bidder.

There is no news from Spain, and a very great anxiety
for some : the rumours are rather gloomy, but are not
authenticated. Our friend Pansa left town in military

See p. 185.
- Madvig conjectures nuuellarius, '

' victualler," to correspond with the
trai^le of Attius. But it is not necessary.

III. O
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array ' on the 29th of December. It is enough to convince

anyone of what you have recently begun to doubt, that

"the good is desirable for its own sake."* For because he has

relieved many of their misfortunes, and has shewn humanity

in these evil times, he was attended by an extraordinary dis-

play of affection on the part of good men. I very much
approve of your having stayed on at Brundisium, and I am
very glad you have done so, and, by Hercules, I think that

you will act wisely if you don't trouble yourself about vain

things.' Certainly I, who love you, shall be glad if it is so.

And pray, next time you are sending a packet home, don't

forget me. I will never allow anyone, if I know it, to go to

you without a letter from me.

DXLI (F XV, 19)

C. CASSIUS LONGINUS TO CICERO (AT

ROME)

Brundisium (January)

If you are well, I am glad. There is nothing, by Hercules,

that I more like doing on this tour of mine than writing to

you : for I seem to be talking and joking with you in

person. Nor does this come to pass owing to Catius's
" images "

:
* for which expression I will in my next retort on

you by quoting such a number of ill-educated Stoics, that you
will acknowledge Catius to have been a true-born Athenian.

That our friend Pansa left the city in military array with

such expressions of goodwill from everybody, I rejoice both

for his own sake and also, by Hercules, for the sake of all

our party. For I hope that people will understand how
odious cruelty is to everybody, and how attractive honesty

' As procoDfol of Gallia Ctsalpina. See p. lOi.
* The Stoic doctrine, which Caaaiiu had abandoned for Epicurism.

Seep. 175.
* oKtUvitovio^, ap^renthr a Stoic woid.
* See p. 175; vol L, p. M.
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and clemency : and that the objects which bad men seek

and desire above everjthing come spontaneously to the

good. For it is difficult to persuade men that " the good is

desirable for its own sake " : but that " pleasure " and
" peace of mind " ' are obtained by virtue, justice, and "the

good " is both true and convincing. In fact, Epicurus

himself says—from whom all your Catiuses and Amafiniuses,

those poor translators of his words, proceed—" to live

pleasantly is impossible without living well and justly." So
it is that Pansa, whose summum bonum is "pleasure," keeps

his virtue ; and those too who are called by you " pleasure-

lovers " are " lovers of the good " and " lovers of the just,"

'

and practise and maintain all the virtues. Accordingly Sulla,

whose judgment we are bound to respect, seeing that

philosophers disagreed, did not ask what was good, but

bought up all goods indifferently : whose death, by Hercules,

I have borne with some fortitude I Nor will Caesar, after

all, allow us to feel his loss very long : for he has plenty of

condemned persons to restore for us in his place, nor will

he be without some one to bid at his auctions as long as

--ulla's son is in his sight

Now for public affairs. Write and tell me what is going

on in Spain. Upon my life I feel anxious, and prefer to

have our old and merciful master rather than a new and
bloodthirsty one. You know what a fool Gnseus is : you
know how he thinks cruelty is courage : you know how he
always thinks that we laugh at him. I am afraid he will

want to retort the joke in rustic fashion with a blow of the

sword. If you love me, write and say what is happening.

Dear, dear, how I wish I knew whether you read this with

an anxious or a quiet mind ! For then I should at the

same time know what it becomes me to do. Not to be too

wearisome, I will say good-bye. Love me as ever. If Caesar

has conquered, expect me with all speed.

' ara^taSjuBLv, a Stoic term. Cassius retorts on the Stoics that this

itrc^iaijia which they advocate is best obtained by the Epicurean
doctrines.

• Cassius uses Greek words for these philosophical terms—ftX^yo<,
ftXocaXot, ftXo^iccuM. For Sulla, see p. 185.
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DXLII (F IX, 13)

TO P. CORNELIUS DOLABELLA (IN SPAIN)

(Rome, February)

C. SuBERNius of Cales is both my friend and very closely

connected with Lepta, who is a very intimate friend of

mine. Having for the express purpose of avoiding the war
gone to Spain with M. Varro before it began, with a view of

being in a province in which none of us had thought that

there was likely to be any war after the defeat of Afranius,'

he found himself plunged into the precise evils which he
had done his very best to avoid. For he was overtaken by
a sudden war, which being set in motion by Scapula was
afterwards raised to such serious proportions by Pompey, that

it became impossible for him to extricate himself from that

unhappy affair." M. Planius Heres, also of Cales, and also

a very close friend of our friend Lepta, is in much the same
position. The.se two men, therefore, I commend to your
protection with a care, zeal, and heartfelt anxiety beyond
which I cannot go in commending anyone. I wish it for their

own sake, and in this matter I am also strongly influenced

by motives of humanity no less than by friendship. For
since Lepta is so anxious that his fortunes would seem to be
at stake, I cannot but be in a state of anxiety next or even
equal to his. Therefore, although I have often had proof
of how much you loved me, yet I would have you be con-
vinced that I shall have no better opportunity than this of

judging that to be so. I therefore ask you, or, if you allow

' Afranias and Petreius were conquered by Cxsar in B.C. 49. See
p. I.

* Bsetica and the legions there were disaflfected to Caesar all along.

They turned out Cjcsw^s first governor, Cassius, and afterwards Trc-
iMnius. After Thapsus (B.C. 40) they in\-ited the surviving Pompeians
to come to them, and meanwhile elected Titus Quintus Scapula and
Quintus Afranius to command them. When Cn. and Sextus Pompcius
and the other survivors of Thapsus arrived, the state of things became
•o terion that Csesar had to go to Spain himself.
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it, I implore you to save from disfranchisement two unhappy
men, who owe their loss of citizenship to fortune—which
none can avoid—rather than to any fault of their own.

Be so good as to allow me by your help to bestow this

favour both on the men themselves, who are my friends, and
also on the municipium of Cales, with which I have strong

ties, and lastly upon Lepta, whom I regard more than all

the rest. What I am going to say I think is not much to

the point, yet, after all, there is no harm in saying it. The
property of one of them is very small, of the other scarcely

up to the equestrian standard. Wherefore, seeing that

Caesar, with his usual high-mindedness, has granted them
their lives, and since there is very little else that can be
taken from them, do secure these men their return, if you
love me as much as I am sure you do. The only possible

difficulty is the long journey ; which their motive for not

shirking is their desire to be with their families and to die

at home. That you do your best and exert yourself, or

rather that you carry it through—for as to your ability to

do it I have no doubt—I strongly and repeatedly entreat

you.

DXLIII (F XIII, 16)

CICERO TO C^SAR (IN SPAIN)

Rome (February)

Of all our men of rank there is no one of whom I have

been fonder than of Publius Crassus the younger ; and
though I have had very great hopes of him from his earliest

) ears, I began at once to entertain brilliant ideas of his abili-

ties when I was informed of your high opinion of him. His
Ireedman ApoUonius I always valued and thought well of

twn when Crassus was alive: for he was very attentive to

( t-sus and extremely well suited to promote his best tastes :

and, accordingly, was much liked by him. But after the

death of Crassus he seemed the more worthy of admission

to my confidence and friendship, because he regarded it as
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his duty to be attentive and polite to those whom the late

Crassus had loved and bywhom he had been beloved. Accord-
ingly, he came to stay with me in Cilicia, and in many par-

ticulars his fidelity and good sense were of great use to me
;

and, as I think, he rendered you all the service in the Alex-

andrine war that was within the range of ability and fidelity.

Hoping that you would think the same, he has started to

join you in Spain—chiefly indeed on his own initiative, but

also on my advice. I did not promise him a letter of

recommendation, not because I doubted its weight with you,

but because he did not seem to want any, for he had been
on active service in your army, and had been put on your

staff from respect to the memory of Crassus. And if he did

choose to avail himself of introductions, I saw that he could

accomplish that by means of others. It is a testimony to

my opinion of him, which he values highly and which I

also have found to have weight with you, that I hereby give

him with pleasure.

Well, then, I have found him to be well instructed and
devoted to the highest pursuits, and that from a boy. For

he lived much at my house from his boyhood along with the

Stoic Diodotus, a man in my opinion of the most profound

learning. At present, fired with admiration of your achieve-

ments, he desires to write a history of them in Greek. I

think he is capable of doing it. He has great genius : great

experience : for a long time past he has been engaged in

that branch of study and literature : he is wonderfully eager

to do justice to the immortal fame of your glorious achieve-

ments. You have here the record of my opinion, but your

supreme wisdom will enable you to decide with much
greater ease upon this point. Yet, after all, though I said I

would not do so, I recommend him to you. \Vhatever

favour you shew him will be more than ordinarily gratifying

to me.

[The death of Cicero's daughter Tullia, after confinement,

occurred, it seems, in the last days of February, either at

Rome (p. i8i) or Tusculum. His grief seems to have been

very acute, though not very lasting. He was minded to pur-

chase and throw open some gardens near Rome, containing

a shrine dedicated to her to commemorate her name, but
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this scheme, like that of building a porticus for the Academy
at Athens, went gradually off, probably from considerations

as to means : for the necessity of repaying Terentia's dowry
made him seriously embarrassed at this time.]

DXLIV (A XII, 13)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (7 March '

)

I AM disturbed about Attica, though I agree with Craterus.'

Brutus's letter, full of wisdom and affection as it is, has yet

cost me many tears. This solitude is less painful to me
than the crowds of Rome. The only person I miss is your-

self ; but although I find no more difficulty in going on with

my literary work than if I were at home, yet that passionate

unrest haunts and never quits me, not, on my word, that I

encourage it, I rather fight against it : still it is there. As
to what you say about Appuleius, I don't think that there is

any need for your exerting yourself, nor for applying to Bal-

bus and Oppius, to whom he undertook to make things

right, and even sent me a message to say that he would

not be troublesome to me in any way. But see that my ex-

cuse of ill-health for each separate day is put in. Laenas

undertook this. Add C. Septimius and L. Statilius. In

fact, no one, whomsoever you ask, will refuse to make the

affidavit. But if there is any difficulty, I will come and
make a sworn deposition myself of chronic ill-health.' For

' The dates of this and the following letters to Atticus are deduced

from DLX and DLXI, which give us the first indication—23rd of March.

.\s Cicero says he will write every day, supposing no letter to be missing,

we can feel fairly certain of their correctness.
' A doctor mentioned by Horace, Sat. ii. 3, 161.

' The augurs met regularly on the Nones of each month. The only

admissible excuse for non-attendance (besides absence from Rome on
official duty) was ill-health. See de Am. § 8, where Cicero represents

his own case in the person of Lselius. There is nothing to shew whether

M. Appuleius was the senior augur, to whom the excuse was to be given.
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since I am to absent myself from the entertainments, I

would rather be thought to do so in virtue of the augural

law, than in consequence of grief. Please send a reminder

to Cocceius, for he does not fulfil his promise : while I am
desirous of purchasing some hiding-place and refuge for my
sorrow.

DXLV (A XII, 14)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (8 March)

I WROTE to you yesterday about making my excuses to Ap-
puleius. I think there is no difficulty. No matter to whom
you apply, no one will refuse. But see Septimius, Lsenas,

and Statilius about it. For three are required. Laenas,

however, undertook the whole business for me. You say

that you have been dunned by lunius : Comificius ' is cer-

tainly a man of substance, yet I should nevertheless like to

know when I am said to have given the guarantee, and
whether it was for the father or son. None the less pray

do as you say, and interview the agents of Comificius and
Appuleius the land-dealer.

You wish me some relaxation of my mourning : you are

kind, as usual, but you can bear me witness that I have not

been wanting to myself. For not a word has been written

by anyone on the subject of abating grief which I did not

read at your house. But my sorrow is too much for any
consolation. Nay, I have done what certainly no one ever

did before me—tried to console myself by writing a book,

which I will send to you as soon as my amanuenses have

or a recently elected augur, at whose inauguration and accompanying
banquet Cicero felt unable to attend. The excuse appears to have
needed the attestation of three other augurs.

' There are two men named Q. Comificius, father and son, men-
tioned in the correspondence. The former was a candidate with Cicero
for the consulship (vol. i., p. 13) ; the latter was now going as governor
to Africa (sec p. 131).
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made copies of it. I assure you that there is no more effi-

cacious consolation. I write all day long, not that I do any

good, but for a while I experience a kind of check, or, if not

quite that—for the violence of my grief is overpowering

—

yet I get some relaxation, and I try with all my might to

recover composure, not of heart, yet, if possible, of coun-

tenance. When doing that I sometimes feel myself to be

doing wrong, sometimes that I shall be doing wrong if I don't

Solitude does me some good, but it would have done me
more good, if you after all had been here: and that is my only

reason for quitting this place, for it does very well in such

miserable circumstances. And even this suggests another

cause of sorrow. For you will not be able to be to me now
what you once were : everything you used to like about me is

gone. I wrote to you before about Brutus's letter to me : it

contained a great deal of good sense, but nothing to give me
any comfort. As to his asking in his letter to you whether

I should like him to come to see me—by all means : he

would be sure to give me some help, considering his strong

affection for me. If you have any news, pray write and tell

me, especially as to when Pansa goes.* I am sorry about

Attica: yet I believe in Craterus. Tell Pilia not to be

anxious : my sorrow is enough for us all.

DXLVI (A XII, 15)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (9 March)

Since you do not approve of a standing plea of ill-health,

please see that my excuse is made each day to Appuleius.'

in this lonely place I have no one with whom to converse,

* Iu.f to his province. Pansa had leA Rome at the end oi the
previous year paludatus (p. 193). Boot supposes that he stayed in some
villa till March, which was the usual time of going to a province.

' See p. 199.
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and plunging into a dense and wild wood early in the day
I don't leave it till evening. Next to you, I have n -

friend than solitude. In it my one and only convt
with books. Even that is interrupted by tears, which I

fight against as long as I can. But as yet I am not equal to

it. I will answer Brutus, as you advise. You will get the

letter to-morrow. Whenever you have anyone to take it,

write me a letter.

DXLVII (A XII, 16)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (10 March)

I don't wish you to come to me to the neglect of your busi-

ness. Rather I will come to you, if you are kept much
longer. And yet I should never have gone so far as to quit

your sight, had it not been that I was getting absolutely no
relief from anything. But ifany alleviation had been possible,

it would have been in you alone, and as soon as it will be

possible from anyone, it will be from you. Yet at this very

moment I cannot stand being without you. But to stay at

your town house was not thought proper, and it was impos-

sible at mine ; nor, if I had stopped at some place nearer

Rome, should I have been with you after all. For the same
reason would have hindered you from being with me, as

hinders you now. As yet nothing suits me better than this

solitude, which I fear Philippus ' will destroy : for he arrived

at his villa yesterday evening. Writing and study do not

soften my feelings, they only distract them.

' !>. Mardus Philippus, stq>*father of Augustus. See p. 313.
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DXLVIII (A XII, i8)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (ii March)

To fly from recollections, which make my soul smart as

though it were stung, I take refuge in recalling my plans to

your memory. Pray pardon me, whatever you think of this

one. The fact is that I find that some of the authors, whom
I am now continually reading, suggest as a proper thing to

do just what I have often discussed with you, and for which

I desire your approval. I mean about the shrine—pray think

of it as earnestly as your affection for me should suggest.'

About the design I do not feel any doubt, for I like that

of Cluatius, nor about the building of it at all—for to that I

have made up my mind : but about the site I do sometimes

hesitate. Pray therefore think over it. To the fullest

capacity of such an enlightened age, I am quite resolved to

consecrate her memory by every kind of memorial borrowed

from the genius of every kind of artist, Greek or Latin.

This may perhaps serve to irritate my wound : but I look

upon myself as now bound by a kind of vow and promise.

Ajid the infinite time during which I shall be non-existent

has more influence on me than this brief life, which yet to

me seems only too long. For though I have tried every

expedient, I find nothing to give me peace of mind. For

even when I was composing that essay, of which I wrote to

you before, I was in a way nursing my sorrow. Now I reject

every consolation, and find nothing more endurable than

solitude, which Philippus did not, as I feared, disturb. For
after calling on me yesterday, he started at once for Rome.
The letter which, in accordance with your advice, I have

written to Brutus I herewith send you. Please see it

delivered to him with your own. However, I am send-

' Cicero wished to build a shrine in honour of Tullia's memory. His
first idea was to do this at Astura (p. 206) : but he soon changed to the

plan of purchasing suburban horti.
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ing you a copy of it, in order that, if you disapprove,

you should not send it. You say my domestic affairs

are being managed properly : please tell me what they

are. For there are some points on which I am expecting

to hear. See that Cocceius does not play me false. For
Libo's promise, mentioned by Eros in his letter, I regard as

secure. As to my capital, I trust Sulpicius, and, of course,

Egnatius. About Appuleius why need you trouble yourself,

when my excuse is so easily made ? Your coming to me, as

you shew an intention of doing, may, I fear, be difficult for

you. It is a long journey, and when you went away again,

which you will perhaps have to do very quickly, I should be

unable to let you go without great pain. But all as you

choose. Whatever you do will in my eyes be right, and
done also in my interest.

DXLIX (A XII, 17)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (12 March)

Marcianus has written to tell me that my excuse was made
to Appuleius by Laterensis, Naso, Laenas, Torquatus,

Strabo : please see that a letter is sent to each of them in

my name, thanking them for their kindness. As for the

assertion of Flavius that more than twenty-five years ago I

gave a guarantee for Cornificius, though he is a man of sub-

stance, and Appuleius is a respectable dealer in land, yet I

should like you to take the trouble to ascertain by inspect-

ing the ledgers of my fellow guarantors whether it is so. For

before my aedileship I had no dealings with Cornificius, yet

it may be the case all the same, but I should like to be

sure. And call upon his agents for payment, if you think

it right to do so. However, what does it matter to me?
Yet, after all ! Write and tell me of Pansa's departure

for his province when you know. Give my love :

and take good care of her, I beseech you. My coi...

to Pilia.
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DL (a XII, 1 8 a)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (13 March)

Having learnt yesterday from the letters of others of

Antony's arrival, I was surprised to find no mention of it in

yours. But perhaps it was written the day before it was

sent It does not matter to me : yet my own idea is that

he has hurried back to save his securities.' You say that

Terentia speaks about the witnesses to my will : in the first

place, pray believe that I am not paying attention to things

of that sort, and that I have no leisure for business which is

either unimportant or fresh. Yet, after all, where is the

analogy between us ? She did not invite as witnesses those

whom she thought would ask questions unless they knew
the contents of her will. Was that a danger applicable to

me ? Yet, after all, let her do as I do. I will hand over my
will for anyone she may select to read : she w^ill find that

nothing could have been in better taste than what I have

done about my grandson. As for my not having invited

certain witnesses : in the first place, it did not occur to

me ; and, in the second place, it did not occur to me
because it was of no consequence. You know, if you have

not forgotten, that I told you at the time to bring some of

your friends : what need of a great many was there ? * For

my part, I had bidden members of my household. At the

time it was your opinion that I ought to send word to

Silius : hence it came about that a message was sent to

Publilius.* But neither was necessary. This matter you will

handle as you shall think right.

' This is the •'return from Narbo," of which Cicero makes such
large use in the second Philippic (§§ 76, 77). The "securities" were
those given for the confiscated property which Antony had bought,
especially that of Pompey, for which he had not paid.

^ Seven was the legal number.
' Brother of his second wife.
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DLI (A XII, 19)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (14 March)

This is certainly a lovely spot, right in the sea, and within

sight of Antium and Cerceii : but in view of the whole suc-

cession of owners—who in the endless generations to come
may be beyond counting, supposing the present empire to

remain— I must think of some means to secure it being

made permanent by consecration.* For my part, I don't

want large revenues at all, and can put up with a little. I

think sometimes of purchasing some pleasure-grounds across

the Tiber, and principally for the reason that I don't think

that there is any other position so much frequented. But
what particular pleasure-grounds I shall purchase we will con-
sider when we are together ; but it must be on condition

that the temple is finished this summer. Nevertheless,

settle the contract with Apella of Chius for the columns.
What you say about Cocceius and Libo I quite approve,

especially as to my jur>-service. If you have seen light at

all about the question of my guarantee, and what after all

Comificius's agents say, I should like to know about it :

but I don't wish you, when you are so busy, to bestow much
trouble on that affair.

About Antony, Balbus also in conjunction with Oppius
wrote me a full account, and said that you had wished them
to write to save me from anxiety.' I have written to thank
them. I should wish you to know however, as I have
already written to tell you, that I was not alarmed by that

news, and am not going to be alarmed by any in future. If

' If ooDsecnted, the building would not change hands with a change
of owners of the property.

* In the second Philippic (i 77) Cicero says that Antony's sudden and
secret return from Nartx) caused great alarm in Italy. Probably people

thought that be had bad news from Spain, or orders from Csesar to lake

sonc itioog neMiifet.
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Pansa has started for his province to-day, as you seemed to

expect, begin telling me henceforward in your letters what

you are expecting about the return of Brutus, that is to

say, about what days.' You will be easily able to guess that,

if you know where he is. I note what you say to Tiro about

Terentia : pray, my dear Atticus, undertake that whole

business. You perceive that there is at once a question of

duty on my part involved—of which you are cognizant

—

and, as some think, of my son's pecuniary interest.* For
myself, it is the former point that affects my feelings much
the more strongly : it is more sacred in my eyes and more
important, especially as I do not think we can count on the

latter as being either sincerely intended or what we can rely

upon.

DLII (A XII, 20)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (15 March)

You don't yet appear to me to be fully aware how indif-

ferent I have been about Antony, and how impossible it is

for anything of that sort now to disturb me. I wrote to you
about Terentia in my letter of yesterday. You exhort me

—

saying that other people look for it also—to hide the fact

that my grief is as deep as it is. Could I do so more than

by spending whole days in literary composition ? Though
my purpose in doing so is not to hide, but rather to soften

and heal my feelings : yet, if I don't do myself any good, I

at least do what keeps up appearances. I write the less

fully to you because I am waiting your answer to my letter

of yesterday. What I most want to hear is about the temple,

' Ad q$tos dies. Perhaps the plural may allude to the several stages

of his joamcy, stopping— as we have often seen Cicero doing—at one
villa after another for the night. See Letter DCXXI (a xiil, 9).

^ As getting an allowance from his mother when her dower was
refunded.
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and also something about Terentia. Pray tell me in your
next whether Cn. Caepio, father of Claudius's wife Ser\:" ..

perished in the shipwreck before or after his father's dt

also whether Rutilia died in the lifetime of her son C. ( '

or after his death.' These facts affect the book I ii.i>.

written " On the Lessening of Grief."

DLIII (A XIII. 6, §§ 1-3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (16 March)

About the aqueduct you did quite right. You may perhaps
find that I am not liable to the pillar-tax. However, I think

I was told by Camillus that the law had been altered.

What more decent answer can be given to Piso than the

absence of Cato's guardians ? Nor was it only from the

heirs of Herennius that he borrowed money, as you know,
for you discussed the matter with me, but also from the

young Lucullus : and this money his guardian had raised

in Achaia. I mention this because it is one element in the

case also.' But Piso is behaving well about it, for he says

that he will do nothing against my wishes. So when we
meet, as you say, we will settle how to untangle the business.

You ask me for my letter to Brutus : I haven't got a copy
of it, but it is in existence all the same, and Tiro says that

you ought to have it To the best of my ret

along with his letter of remonstrance I sent you nr f

to it also. Pray see that I am not troubled by having to

serve on a jury.

' We know nothing of this Carpio. Boot quotes Seneca (CtmoL ofi

Hthriam, 16, 7) to show that Rutilia survived her son. C. Aurelias Cotta,

ooncul B.c. 75, was a great orator. These antiquarian questioot, as

well as the whole tone of the letter, shew that Cicero was conquering
his sonow.

* We cannot explain this, becanae we don't know the drcnoutaaces.

The aoo of Cato Utioauis, still a mioor, Mems to bav« borrowed
money through hit gaardka, pajrmcBt of which was bdog daiaed bjr

Piso.
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DLIV (F IV, 5)

SERVIUS SULPICIUS TO CICERO (AT ASTURA)

Athens (March)

When I received the news of your daughter Tullia's death,

I was indeed as much grieved and distressed as I was bound
to be, and looked upon it as a calamity in which I shared.

For, if I had been at home, I should not have failed to be

at your side, and should have made my sorrow plain to you

face to face. That kind of consolation involves much dis-

tress and pain, because the relations and friends, whose part

it is to ofifer it, are themselves overcome by an equal sorrow,

rhey cannot attempt it without many tears, so that they seem

to require consolation themselves rather than to be able to

afford it to others. Still I have decided to set down briefly

for your benefit such thoughts as have occurred to my mind,

not because I suppose them to be unknown to you, but

because your sorrow may perhaps hinder you from being so

keenly alive to them.

Why is it that a private grief should agitate you so deeply ?

Think how fortiine has hitherto dealt with us. Reflect that

we have had snatched from us what ought to be no less

dear to human beings than their children—country, honour,

rank, ever)' political distinction. What additional wound to

your feelings could be inflicted by this particular loss ? Or
where is the heart that should not by this time have lost all

sensibility and learn to regard everything else as of minor

importance? Is it on her account, pray, that you sorrow?

How many times have you recurred to the thought—and I

have often been struck with the same idea—that in times

like these theirs is far from being the worst fate to whom it

has been granted to exchange life for a painless death?

Now what was there at such an epoch that could greatly

tempt her to live? What scope, what hope, what heart's

solace? That she might spend her life with some young

and distinguished husband ? How impossible for a man of

III. P
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your rank to select from the present generation of young
men a son-in-law, to whose honour you might think your-

self safe in trusting your child ! Was it that she might

bear children to cheer her with the sight of their vigorous

youth ? who might by their own character maintain the

position handed down to them by their parent, might be

expected to stand for the offices in their order, might exercise

their freedom in supporting their friends ? What single one
of these prospects has not been taken away before it was

given ? But, it will be said, after all it is an evil to lose one's

children. Yes, it is : only it is a worse one to endure and
submit to the present state of things.

I wish to mention to you a circumstance which gave me
no common consolation, on the chance of its also proving

capable of diminishing your sorrow. On my voyage from

Asia, as I was sailing from ^gina towards Megara, I began

to survey the localities that were on every side of me.

Behind me was i*)gina, in front Megara, on my right Piraeus,

on my left Corinth : towns which at one time were most

flourishing, but now lay before my eyes in ruin and decay.

I began to reflect to myself thus :
" Hah ! do we mannikins

feel rebellious if one of us perishes or is killed—we whose

life ought to be still shorter—when the corpses of so many
towns lie in helpless ruin ? Will you please, Servius, restrain

yourself and recollect that you are born a mortal man ?
"

Believe me, I was no little strengthened by that reflexion.

Now take the trouble, if you agree with me, to put this

thought before your eyes. Not long ago all those most

illustrious men perished at one blow : the empire of the

Roman people suffered that huge loss : all the provinces

were shaken to their foundations. U you have become the

poorer by the frail spirit of one poor girl, are you agitated

thus violently? If she had not died now, she would yet

have had to die a few years hence, for she was mortal bom.
You, too, withdraw soul and thought from such things, and

rather remember those which become the part you have

played in life : that she lived as long as life had anything to

give her; that her life outlasted that of the Republic ; that

she lived to see you—her own father—praetor, consul, and

augur ; that she married young men of the highest rank

;

that she had enjoyed nearly every possible blessing ; that,
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when the Republic fell, she departed from life. What fault

have you or she to find with fortune on this score ? In fine,

do not forget that you are Cicero, and a man accustomed
to instruct and advise others; and do not imitate bad
physicians, who in the diseases of others profess to under-

stand the art of healing, but are unable to prescribe for

themselves. Rather suggest to yourself and bring home to

your own mind the very maxims which you are accustomed
to impress upon others. There is no sorrow beyond the

power of time at length to diminish and soften : it is a re-

flexion on you that you should wait for this period, and not

rather anticipate that result by the aid of your wisdom. But
if there is any consciousness still existing in the world below,

such was her love for you and her dutiful affection for all her

family, that she certainly does not wish you to act as you are

acting. Grant this to her—your lost one ! Grant it to

your friends and comrades who mourn with you in your

sorrow ! Grant it to your country, that if the need arises she

may have the use of your services and advice.

Finally—since we are reduced by fortune to the neces-

sity of taking precautions on this point also—-do not allow

anyone to think that you are not mourning so much for your
daughter as for the state of public affairs and the victory of

others. I am ashamed to say any more to you on this sub-

ject, lest I should appear to distrust your wisdom. There-
fore I will only make one suggestion before bringing my
letter to an end. We have seen you on many occasions

bear good fortune with a noble dignity which greatly en-

hanced your fame : now is the time for you to convince
us that you are able to bear bad fortune equally well, and
that it does not appear to you to be a heavier burden than

you ought to think it. I would not have this be the only
one of all the virtues that you do not possess.

As far as I am concerned, when I learn that your mind
is more composed, I will write you am account of what is

going on here, and of the condition of the province.

C.ood-bye.
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DLV (A XII, 12)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (16 March)

As to the dowry, make a clean sweep of the business all the

more. To transfer the debt to Balbus is a rather high and

mighty proceeding.' Settle it on any terms. It is dis-

creditable that the matter should hang fire from these diffi-

culties. The "island" at Arpinum might suit a real

" dedication," but I fear its out-of-the-way position would

diminish the honour of the departed. My mind is therefore

set on suburban pleasure-grounds : but I will wait to inspect

them when I come to town. As to Epicurus,* it shall be as

you please : though I intend to introduce a change in future

into this sort of impersonation. You would hardly believe

how keen certain men are for this honour. I shall therefore

fall back on the ancients : that can create no jealousy. I

have nothing to say to you ; but in spite of that, I have

resolved to write every day, to get a letter out of you. Not

that I expect anything definite from your letters, but yet

somehow or another I do expect it. Wherefore, whether

you have anything or nothing to say, yet write something

and—take care of yourself.

' Apporentljr Terentia owed Balbus money; she proposed that

Qcero s debt to her, on account of dowry, should be transferred to him.
* /^., in assigning the part of defending the Epicurean philoaopby to

tome friend as a sp^ker in the de Finilms.
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DLVI (A XII, 21)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (17 March)

I HAVE read Brutus's letter, and hereby return it to you. It

was not at all a well-informed answer to the criticisms which
you had sent him. But that is his affair. Yet it is dis-

creditable that he should be ignorant of this. He thinks that

Cato was the first to deliver his speech as to the punishment
of the conspirators, whereas everyone except Caesar had
spoken before him. And whereas Caesar's own speech, de-

livered from the praetorian bench, was so severe, he imagines

that those of the consulars were less so—Catulus, Servilius,

thft Luculli, Curio, Torquatus, Lepidus, Gellius, Volcatius,

Figulus, Cotta, Lucius Caesar, Gaius Piso, Manius Glabrio,

and even the consuls -designate Silanus and Muraena.
"Why, then," you may say, "was the vote on Cato's

motion ? " Because he had expressed the same decision in

clearer and fuller words. Our friend Brutus again confines

his commendation of me to my having brought the matter

before the senate, without a word of my having unmasked
the plot, of my having urged that measures should be taken,

of having made up my mind on the subject before I brought
it before the senate. It was because Cato praised these

proceedings of mine to the skies, and moved that they

should be put on record, that the division took place on his

motion. Brutus again thinks he pays me a high compliment
in designating me as " the most excellent consul." Why, what
opponent ever put it in more niggardly terms ? But to your
other criticisms what a poor answer ! He only asks you to

make the correction as to the decree of the senate. He
would have done that much even at the suggestion of his

copyist. But once more that is his affair.

As to the suburban pleasure-grounds, as you approve of
them, come to some settlement. You know my means.
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If, however, we get any more out ' of Faberius, there is no
difficulty. But even without him I think I can get along.

The pleasure-grounds of Drusus at least are for sale, perhaps

those of Lamia and Cassius also. But this when we meet.

About Terentia I can say nothing more to the point

than you say in your letter. Duty must be my first con-

sideration : if I have made any mistake, I would rather that

I had reason to be dissatisfied with her than she with me.

A hundred sestertia have to be paid to Ovia, wife of

C. Lollius. Eros says he can't do it without me : I suppose

because some land has to pass at a valuation between us.**

I could wish that he had told you. For if the matter, as he

writes, is arranged, and he is not lying on that very point,

it could have been settled by your agency. Pray look into

and settle the business.

You urge me to reappear in the forum : that is a place

which I ever avoided even in my happier days. ^Vhy, what

have I to do with a forum when there are no law courts, no
senate-house, and when men are always obtruding on my
sight whom I cannot see with any patience ? You say

people call for my presence at Rome, and are unwilling to

allow me to be absent, or at any rate beyond a certain

time : I assure you that it is long since I have valued your

single self higher than all those people. Nor do I under-

value myself even, and I much prefer abiding by my own
judgment than by that of all the rest. Yet, after all, I go
no farther than the greatest philosophers think allowable, all

whose writings of whatever kind bearing on that point I have

not only read—which is itself being a brave invalid and taking

one's physic—but have transcribed in my own essay. That

at least did not look like a mind crushed and prostrate.

From the use of these remedies do not call me back to

the crowds of Rome, lest I have a relapse.

' Reading aectdU. Bat the MSS. have rteedii, and many other

emendations have been propoaed. Faberios (Oesar't secretaiy) owed
Cicero money, and was slow in paying.

* Ovia it seems had to uke a property at a valaatioo for her debt.

See Letter DCXXXII (a xiii, 23), q>. p. 93, note. Eros is Atticus's

steward.
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DLVII (A XII, 22)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (18 March)

I DO not recognize your usual consideration for me in

throwing the whole burden upon my shoulders in regard to

Terentia. For those are precisely the wounds which 1 cannot

touch without a loud groan. Therefore I beg you to make
the fairest settlement in your power. Nor do I demand of

you anything more than you can do ;
yet it is you alone

who can see what is fair.

As to Rutilia, since you seem to be in doubt, please write

and tell me when you ascertain the truth, and do so as soon
as possible. Also whether Clodia survived her son Decimus
Brutus, the ex-consul. The former may be ascertained

from Marcellus, or at any rate from Postumia; the latter

from M. Cotta or Syrus or Satyrus.

As to the suburban pleasure-grounds, I am particularly

urgent with you. I must employ all my own means, and
those of men whom I know will not fail to help me

:

though I shall be able to do it with my own. I have also

some property which I could easily sell. But even if I don't

sell, but pay the vendor interest on the purchase money

—

though not for more than a year—I can get what I want if

you will assist me. The most readily available are those of

Drusus, for he wants to sell. The next I think are those

of Lamia; but he is away. Nevertheless, pray scent out

anything you can. Silius does not make any use of his

either, and he will be very easily satisfied by being paid

interest on the purchase money. Manage the business your
own way ; and do not consider what my purse demands

—

bout which I care nothing—but what I want.
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DLVIII (A XII, 23)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (19 March)

I THOUGHT that your letter was going to tell me some news,
to judge from the opening sentence, which said that though
I did not care about what was going on in Spain, you would
yet write and tell me of it : but in point of fact you only
answered my remark about the forum and senate-house.
" But your town-house," you say, "is a forum." What do
I want with a town-house itself, if I have no forum ?

Ruined, ruined, my dear Atticus ! That has been the case
for a long while, I know : but it is only now that I confess

it, when I have lost the one thing that bound me to life.

Accordingly, I seek solitude : and yet, if any necessity d<f€S

take me to Rome, I shall try, if I possibly can—and I

know I can—to let no one perceive my grief except you,

and not even you if it can by any means be avoided.

And, besides, there is this reason for my not coming. You
remember the questions Aledius asked you. If they are so
troublesome even now, what do you think they will be, if I

come to Rome ? Yes, settle about Terentia in the sense of
your letter ; and relieve me from this addition—though not
the heaviest—to my bitter sorrows. To shew you that,

though in mourning, I am not prostrate, listen to this. You
have entered in your Chronicle the consulship in which
Carneades and the famous embassy came to Rome. I want
to know now what the reason of it was. It was about
Oropus I think, but am not certain. And if so, what were
the points in dispute?' And farther, who was the best

known Epicurean of that time and head of the Garden
at Athens ? Also who were the famous political writers at

Athens ? These facts too, I think, you can ascertain from
the book of ApoUodorus.

' B.C. 1 5$ Carneades the Academic, Diogenes the .Stoic, and Critolaus

the Peripatetic came to Rome to plead against the fine of 500 talents

impoced on Athens for a raid upon Oropus.
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I am sorry to hear about Attica ; but since it is a mild

attack, I feel confident of all going well. About Gamala I

had no doubt. For why otherwise was his father Ligus so

fortunate ?
' For what could I say of myself, who am in-

capable of having my grief removed, though all my wishes

should be gratified. I had heard of the price put on
Drusus's suburban pleasure-grounds, which you mention,

and, as I think, it was yesterday that I wrote to you about
it : but be the price what it may, what one is obliged to

have is a good bargain. In my eyes, whatever you think

—

for I know what I think of myself—it brings a certain

alleviation, if not of sorrow, yet of my sense of solemn
obligation. I have written to Sicca because he is intimate

with L. Cotta. If we don't come to terms about pleasure-

grounds beyond the Tiber, Cotta has some at Ostia in a

very frequented situation, though confined as to space.

Enough, however, and more than enough for this purpose.

Please think the matter over. And don't be afraid of the

cost of the pleasure-grounds. I don't want plate, nor rich

furniture coverings, nor particular picturesque spots : I want
this. I perceive too by whom I can be aided. But speak

to Silius about it. There's no better fellow. I have also

given Sicca a commission. He has written back to say that

he has made an appointment with him. He will therefore

write and tell me what he has arranged, and then you must
see to it.

DLIX (a XII, 24)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (20 March)

I AM much obliged to Aulus Silius for having settled the

business : for I did not wish to disavow him, and yet I was

' We know nothing of the persons named. It seems to refer to

some instances mentionetl by Cicero in his ConsolcUio of a son (or

daughter) of eminent qualities lost in the father's lifetime.
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nervous as to what I could afford. Settle about Ovia on the

terms you mention. As to my son, it seems time to arrange.

But I want to know whether he can get a draft changed at

Athens, or whether he must take the money with him. And
with regard to the whole affair, pray consider how and when
you think that he ought to go. You will be able to learn

from Aledius whether Publilius is going to Africa, and when :

please inquire and write me word.
To return to my own triflings, pray inform me whether

Publius Crassus, son of Venuleia, died in the lifetime of his

father P. Crassus the ex-consul, as I seem to remember
that he did, or after it. I also want to know about Re-
gillus, son of Lepidus, whether I am right in remembering
that his father survived him. Pray settle the business about
Cispius, as also about Precius. As to Attica—capital

!

Give my kind regards to her and Pilia.

DLX (A XII, 25)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (21 March)

Sicca has written to me fully about Silius, and says that he
has reported the matter to you— as you too mention in

your letter. I am satisfied both with the property and the

terms, only I should prefer paying ready money to assigning

property at a valuation. For Silius will not care to have
mere show-places : while, though I can get on with my
present rents, I can scarcely do so with less. How am I to

pay ready money? You can get 600 sestertia (ali ut

;^4,8oo) from Hermogenes, especially if it is absoluii i>

necessary, and I find I have 600 in hand. For the rest of

the purchase money I will even pay interest to Silius, pend-
ing the raising of the money from Faberius or from some
debtor of Faberius. I shall besides get some from other
quarters. But manage the whole business yourself. I, in

fact, much prefer these suburban pleasure-grounds to those
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of Drusus : and the latter have never been regarded as on
a level with them. Believe me, I am actuated by a single

motive, as to which I know that I am infatuated. But pray

continue as before to indulge my aberration. You talk

about a " solace for my old age "
: that is all over and done

with ; my objects now are quite different.

DLXI (A XII, 26)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 22 March

Sicc.\ says in his letter that, even if he has not concluded
the business with Aulus Silius, he is coming to me on the

23rd. Your engagements are sufficient excuse in my eyes,

for I know what they are. Of your wish to be with me, or

rather your strong desire and yearning, I feel no doubt.

You mention Nicias : Mf I were in a frame of mind to enjoy

his cultivated conversation, there is no one whom I would
have preferred to have with me. But solitude and retire-

ment are now my proper sphere. And it was because Sicca

is likely to be content with them, that I am the more look-

ing forward to his visit. Besides, you know how delicate

our friend Nicias is, how particular about his comforts and
his habitual diet. Why should I consent to be a nuisance

to him, when I am not in a state of mind to receive any
pleasure from him ? However, I am gratified by his wish.

Your letter was all on one subject,^ as to which I have
resolved to make no answer. For I hope I have obtained

your consent to relieve me of that vexation. I>ove to Pilia

and Attica.

' A learned grammarian of Cos, who was with Cicero in Cilicia

(vol. ii., p. 221).
* As to the arrangements with Terentia for the repayment of her

dowry.
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DLXII (A XII, 27)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 23 March

As to the bargain with Silius, though I am acquainted with

the terms, still I expect to hear all about it to-day from
Sicca. Cotta's property, with which you say that you are

not acquainted, is beyond Silius's villa, which I think you
do know : it is a shabby and very small house, with no farm

land, and with sufficient ground for no purpose except for

what I want it. What I am looking out for is a frequented

position. But if the bargain for Silius's pleasure-grounds is

completed, that is, if you complete it—for it rests entirely

with you— there is of course no occasion for us to be-

thinking about Cotta's. As to my son, I will do as you say:

I will leave the date to him. Please see that he is able to

draw for what money he needs. If you have been able to

get anything out of Aledius, as you say, write me word. I

gather from your letter, as you certainly will from mine, that

we neither of us have anything to say. Yet I cannot omit
writing to you day after day on the same subjects—now
worn threadbare—in order to get a letter from you. Still,

tell me anything you know about Brutus. F"or I suppose he
knows by this time where to exf>ect Pansa. If, as usual, on
the frontier of his province, it seems likely that he will be at

Rome about the ist of April. I could wish that it might

be later : for I have many motives for shunning the city.'

Accordingly, I am even thinking whether I should draw up
some excuse to present to him. That I see might easily be
found. But we have time enough to think about it. Love
to Pilia and Attica.

' Cicero thinks he will be forced to go to Rome to join m the compii-

mentary reception of Brutui, ctutomary on the return from a province.

See vol. ii., p. 234.
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DLXIII (A XII, 28)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (24 March)

I HAVE learnt nothing more about Silius from Sicca in con-

versation than I knew from his letter : for he had written in

full detail. If, therefore, you have an interview with him,

write and tell me your views. As to the subject on which
you say a message was sent to me, whether it was sent or

not I don't know ; at any rate not a word has reached me.
Pray therefore go on as you have begun, and if you come
to any settlement on such terms as to satisfy her—though
I, for my part, think it impossible—take my son with you
on your visit, if you think it right. It is of some importance

to him to seem to have wished to do something to please.

I have no interest in it beyond what you know, which I

regard as important.

You call upon me to resume my old way of life : well, it

had long been my practice to bewail the republic, and that

I was still doing, though somewhat less violently, for I had
something capable of giving me ease. Now I positively

cannot pursue the old way of life and old employments ; nor
do I think that in that matter I ought to care for the

opinion of others. My own feeling is more in my eyes than
the talk of them all. As to finding consolation for myself
in literature, I am content with my amount of success. I

have lessened the outward signs of mourning : my sorrow I

neither could, nor would have wished to lessen if I could.

About Triarius you rightly interpret my wishes. But take

no step unless the family are willing. I love him though he
is no more, I am guardian to his children, I am attached to

the whole household. As to the business of Castricius,

—

if Castricius will accept a sum for the slaves, and that

at the present value of money, certainly nothing could be
more advantageous. But if it has come to the point of his

taking the slaves themselves away, I don't think it is fair,
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as you ask me to tell you what I really think : for I don't

want my brother Quintus to have any trouble, and in that I

think I have gathered that you agree with me. If Publilius

is waiting for the aequinox—as you say that Aledius tells you
—I think he must be on the point of sailing. He told me,
however, that he was going by way of Sicily. Which of the

two it is, and when, I should like to know. And I should
like you some time or other, when convenient to yourself,

to see young Lentulus,' and assign to his service such of the
slaves as you may think right. Love to Pilia and Attica.

DLXIV (A XII, 29)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 25 March

Si LIus, you say, sees you to-day. To-morrow therefore, or
rather as soon as you can, you will write and tell me, if

there is anything to tell after you have seen him. I neither

avoid Brutus, nor after all expect any consolation from him.
But there are reasons for my not wishing to be at Rome at

the present juncture ; and if those reasons remain in force,

I must find some excuse with Brutus, and as at present
advised they seem likely to remain in force. About the

suburban pleasure-grounds do, I beseech you, come to some
conclusion. The main point is what you know it to be.

Another thing is that I want something of the sort for my-
self : for I cannot exist in a crowd, nor yet remain away
from you. For this plan of mine I find nothing more suit

able than the spot you mention, and on that matter pray tell

mc what you advise.

' I'ublilius, brother of Cicero's second wife, was going to Africa.
The question is whether he is going by the long sea voyage from Rome,
or the overland route by .Sicily.

' The young son of DolalxiUa and Tullia, of whose birth see vol. ii.,

i>. 403. Dolal<lla had been adopted into the plebeian fanir\

Lcntulus in ii.c. 49 in order to obi.-\in the tribunesbip. Hence hisi^u -

name.
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I am quite convinced—and the more so because I perceive

that you think the same—that I am regarded with warm
affection by Oppius and Balbus. Inform them how strongly

and for what reason I wish to have suburban pleasure-

grounds, and that it is only possible if the business of

Faberius' is settled ; and ask them therefore whether they will

promise the future payment. Even if I must sustain some
loss in taking ready money, induce them to go as far as they

can in the matter—for payment in full is hojieless. You will

discover, in fact, whether they are at all disposed to assist

my design. If they are so, it is a great help ; if not,

let us push on in any way we can. Look upon it—as you
say in your letter—as a solace for my old age, or as a pro-

vision for my grave. The property at Ostia is not to be
thought of. If we can't get this one—and I don't think

Lamia will sell—we must try that of Damasippus.

DLXV (A XII, 33)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (26 March)

As I wrote to you yesterday, if Silius is the sort of man you
think and Drusus will not be obliging, I would have you
approach Damasippus. He, I think, has broken up his

property on the Tiber into lots of I don't know how many
acres apiece, with a fixed price for each, the amount of
which is not known to me. Write and tell me therefore

hatever you have settled upon, I am very much troubled

^.l)out our dear Attica's ill-health : it almost makes me fear that

some indiscretion has been committed. Yet the good char-

acter of her tutor,' the constant attention of her doctor, and

' Caesar's secretary—now in Spain—owetl Cicero money.
'' This man's name was Q. Csecilius Epirota, a freedman of Atticus

(taking his patron's adoptive name, see vol. i., p. 168). The scandal
seems to have got abroad, see Suet. Gramm. 16. That Cicero should
suggest such a thing to Atticus shew-s the extraordinary intimacy between
them.
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the careful conduct in every particular of the whole estab-

lishment forbid me on the other hand to entertain that

suspicion. Take care of her therefore. I can write no
more.

DLXVI (A XII, 30)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 27 March

I AM trying to think of something to say to you ; but there

is nothing. The same old story every day. I am much
obliged to you for going to see Lentulus. ' Assign some slaves

to his service : I leave the number and choice of them to you.

As to Silius being wiUing to sell, and on the question of price,

you seem to be afraid first that he won't sell, and secondly not

at that price. Sicca thought otherwise ; but I agree with

you. Accordingly, by his advice I wrote to Egnatius.

Silius wishes you to speak to Clodius : you have my full

consent ; and it is more convenient that you should do so

than, as he wished me to do, that I should write to Clodius

'

myself. As to the slaves of Castricius I think Egnatius is

making a very good bargain, as you say that you think will

be the case. With Ovia pray let some settlement be made.

As you say it was night when you wrote, I expect more in

to-day's letter.

' Sec p. 222.
' There is nothing to shew who this U. It may be the Hermogenes

of Utter DCXXXVII.
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DLXVII (A XII, 31, § 3, AND 32)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 28 March

Egnatius has written to me. If he has said anything to

you, as the matter can be settled most conveniently through

him, please write and tell me. I think too that the negotia-

tion should be pressed. For I don't see any possibility of

coming to terms with Silius. Love to Pilia and Attica.

What follows is by my own hand. Pray see what is to be

done. Publilia has written to tell me that her mother, on the

advice of Publilius, is coming to see me with him and that

she will come with them if I will allow it : she begs me in

many words of intreaty that she may be allowed to do so, and
that I would answer her letter. You see what an unpleasant

business it is. I wrote back to say that it would be even

more painful than it was when I told her that I wished to be
alone, and that therefore I did not wish her to come to see

me at this time. I thought that, if I made no answer, she

would come with her mother : now I don't think she will. For
it is evident that her letter is not her own composition. Now
this is the very thing I wish to avoid, which I see will

occur—namely, that they will come to my house : and the

one way of avoiding it is to fly away. I would rather not,

but I must. I beg you to find out the last day I can remain

here without being caught. Act, as you say, with modera-
tion.

I would have you propose to my son, that is, if you think

it fair, to adapt the expenses of this sojourn abroad to what
he would have been quite content with, if, as he thought of

doing, he had remained at Rome and hired a house—I mean
to the rents of my property in the Argiletum and Aventine.

And in making that proposal to him, pray arrange the rest

of the business for our supplying him with what he needs
rom those rents. I will guarantee that neither Bibulus nor

Acidinus nor Messalla, who I hear are to be at Athens,

III. Q
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will spend more than the sum to be received from these

rents. Therefore, please investigate who the tenants are

and what their rent is, and take care that the tenant is a

man to pay to the day. See also what journey money
and outfit will suffice. There is certainly no need of a

carriage and horses at Athens. For such as he wants for the

journey there is enough and to spare at home, as you observe

yourself.

DLXVIII (A XII, 31, §§ 1-2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (29 March)

Sicca expresses surprise at Silius having changed his mind.
He makes his son the excuse, and I don't think it a bad
one, for he is a son after his own heart. Accordingly, I am
more surprised at your saying that you think he will sell, if

we would include something else which he is anxious to get

rid of, as he had of his own accord determined not to do
so. You ask me to fix my maximum price and to say how
much I prefer those pleasure grounds of Dnisus. I have
never set foot in them. I know Coponius's villa to be old

and not very spacious, the wood a fine one, but I don't

know what either brings in, and that after all I think we
ought to know. But for me either one or the other is to be
valued by my occasion for it rather than by the market price.

Pray consider whether I could acquire them or not. If I

were to sell my claim on Faberius, I don't doubt my l>eing

able to settle for the grounds of Silius even by a ready money
payment, if he could only be induced to sell. If he had
none for sale, I would have recourse to Drusus, even at the

large price at which Egnatius told you that he was willing to

sell For Hermogenes can give me great assistance in find-

ing the money. But I beg you to allow me the disposition

of an eager purchaser; yet, though I am under the influence

of this eagemen and of my sorrow, I am willing to be ruled

by you.
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DLXIX (A XII, 34, 35, § I)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 30 March

I COULD get on here even without Sicca—for Tiro is better

—

very comfortably considering my troubles, but as you urge
me to take care not to be caught ' (from which I am to

understand that you are unable to fix a day for the departure

I mentioned), I thought it would be more convenient to go
to Rome, which I see is your opinion also. To-morrow
therefore I shall be in Sicca's suburban villa ; thence, as

you advise, I think I shall stay in your house at Ficulea.*

We will talk about the subject you mention when we meet,
as I am coming in person. I am extraordinarily touched
by your kindness, thoroughness, and wisdom, both in carry-

ing out my business and in forming and suggesting plans to

me in your letters. However, if you come to any under-
standing with Silius, even on the very day on which I am to

arrive at Sicca's house, please let me know, and above all,

what part of the site he wishes to withdraw from the sale.

You say " the farthest "—take care that it isn't the very spot,

for the sake of which I thought about the matter at all.^ I

enclose a letter from Hirtius just received, and written in a
kindly spirit.

' By Publilius and his mother and sister. See p. 22$.
' Some villa of Atticus's at Ficulea or Ficulnea, about ten miles from

Rome on the Via Noraentana.
' That is, the part of the property on which he would build the

memorial fane to Tullia.
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DLXX (F XIII, 15)

TO C. lULIUS CiESAR (IN SPAIN)

AsTURA (March ')

Cicero to Caesar, imperator. I recommend Precilius to

your special favour, the son of a connexion of your own, a

very intimate friend of mine, and a most excellent man.

For the young man himself I have an extraordinary affec-

tion on account of his rectitude, culture, and the spirit and

affection he has displayed to myself : but of his father also

I have had practical reason to know and thoroughly learn

what a warm friend he has ever been to me. Now see

!

—this is the man that more than anyone else has been used

to ridicule and chide me for not attaching myself to you,

especially when invited to do so by you in the most compli-

mentary manner

:

*' But in my breast my heart he ne'er could move."

For I heard our nobles shouting :
" Be staunch, and unborn

men shall speak thee fair."

" He spake, and on him fell black clouds of woe."

However, these same men give me consolation also : they

wish even now—though once singed—to inflame me with

the fire of glory, and speak thus :

" Nay, not a coward's death nor shorn of fame,

But jJter some high deed to live for aye. "
*

But they move me less than of yore, as you see. Accord

-

' I leave this letter in the position it occupies in Tyrrell and Purser's

work with great doubt. On the one hand, it seems very unlikely to have

been written after Tullia's death ; on the otht-r, Cicero—who is careful

in such matters—gives Cscsar the title of imptrator, with which his

soldiers greeted him on the 19th of February. Mueller puts it cloae to

Letter CXLII.
* //. xxiL 304, quoted more than once before. See voL ii., p. 357.
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ingly from the high style of Homer I transfer myself to the

true maxims of Euripides

:

" Out on the sage that cannot guide himself!

"

This is a verse that the elder Precilius praises to the skies,

and says that a man may be able to see both "before

and behind," and yet

" Still may excel and rise above the crowd."

But to return to what I began with : you will greatly oblige

me, if you give this young man the benefit of the kindness

which so distinguishes you, and will add to what I think

you would do for the sake of the Precilii themselves as

much as my recommendation may be worth. I have

adopted a new style of letter to you, that you might under-

stand that my recommendation is no common one.*

DLXXI (F V, 13)

TO L. LUCCEIUS

AsTURA (March)

Although the consolation contained in your letter is in

itself exceedingly gratifying to me—for it displays the great-

est kindness joined to an equal amount of good sense—yet

quite the greatest profit which I received from that letter

was the assurance that you were shewing a noble disdain of

human vicissitudes, and were thoroughly armed and pre-

' Cicero may well have apwlogired for the style of letter. The
:\ccumulation of not very apt tags from Homer, the rather flippant

allusion to his own conduct to Caesar, the familiar En, hie ille est, etc.,

all go to make up a letter very unlike even the most off-hand of Cicero's

letters, though full of his usual phrases. It is not the sort of letter which

cne would expect to be written to the head of the state, and I should

IV >t be surprised if it was never sent.

The quotations from Homer are from Odyss. viL 258 ; i. 30a ; xxiv.

315 ; Iliad, xxii. 304-5 ; i. 343 ; xi. 784. The line of Euripides is a

fragment of some play not known.
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pared against fortune. And I assert it to be the highest

compliment to philosophy that a man should not depend
upon externals, nor allow his calculations as to the happiness
or unhappiness of his life to be governed by anything outside

himself. Now this conviction, though it had never been
altogether lost—for it had sunk deep—had yet by the
violence of tempests and a combination of misfortunes been
considerably shaken and loosened at its roots. I see that you
are for giving it support, and I also feel that by your last

letter you have actually done so, and that with considerable
success. Therefore, in my opinion, I ought to repeat this

often, and not merely hint to you, but openly to declare,

that nothing could be more acceptable to me than your
letter. But while the arguments which you have collected

with such taste and learning help to console me, yet nothing
does so more than the clear perception I have got of the

unbending firmness and unshaken confidence of your spirit,

not to imitate which I think would be an utter disgrace.

And so I consider that I am even braver than yourself—who
give me lessons in courage—in this respect, that you appear
to me still to cherish a hope that things will be some day
better: at least " the changes and chances of gladiatorial com-
bats" and your illustrations, as well as the arguments collected

by you in your essay, were meant to forbid me entirely to

despair of the republic. Accordingly, in one respect it is not

so wonderful that you should be braver, since you still cherish

hope : in another it is surprising that you should still have
any hope. For what is there that is not so weakened as to

make you acknowledge it to be practically destroyed and
extinct ? Cast your eye upon all the limbs of the republic,

with which you are most intimately acquainted : you will

not find one that is not broken or enfeebled. I would
have gone into details, if I had seen things more clearly

than you see them, or had been able to mention them with-

out sorrow : though in accordance with your lessons and
precepts all sorrow ought to be put away. Therefore I

will bear my domestic misfortunes in the spirit of your ad-

monition, and those of the state perhaps with even a little

more courage than even you, who admonish me. For you
are supported, as you say, by somt hope ; but I shall keep
up my courage though I despair of everything, as in spite
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of that you exhort and admonish me to do. Yes, you give

me pleasant reminders of what my conscience tells me I

have done, and of those achievements which I performed

with you among my foremost supporters. For I did for my
country at least not less than I was bound to do, certainly

more than was demanded from the spirit or wisdom of any

one human being. Pray pardon my saying something about

myself. You wished me to be relieved from my sorrow by

thinking over these things. Well, even by mentioning them

I obtain alleviation. Therefore, according to your advice,

I will withdraw myself to the best of my power from all

sorrows and anguish, and fix my mind on those topics by

which prosperity receives an added charm, and adversity

a support. I will be in your society also exactly as much
as our respective age and health will allow ; and if we cannot

be together as much as we desire, we will so enjoy our

union of hearts and community of tastes as to seem never

separated.

DLXXII (F VI, 21)

TO C. TORANIUS (IN CORCYRA)

(Rome? March?*)

Although at the moment of my writing this letter, the end
of this most disastrous war appears to be approaching, and

' There is nothing to shew where this letter was written, and only the
allusion to the expectation of a decisive blow in Spain to put the time
as late as March. Yet Cicero had begun speaking of expected news
from Spain ever since January, and the absence of a reference to Tullia's

death is an argument—though not quite decisive—of an earlier date.

It dt)es not much matter, however, as it represents Cicero's abiding
view of the political situation, and is somewhat a relief in the rather

monotonous lamentations for TuUia and plans for her memorial.
C. Toranius was xdi\e with Octavius, father of Augustus, and one of

the tuiores of Augustus himself. He perished in the proscription of
li.c. 43, betrayed by his son. Perhaps Augustus acquiesced in it because
he had found him an unfaithful tutor. See Suet. Aug. 27 ; App. B. C.

4, 12, 18 ; Valer. Max. 9, 11, 5 ; Nic. Damasc. Vit. Aug. 2.
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already some decisive blow to have been struck, yet I

daily mention that you were the one man in that immense
army who agreed with me and I with you, and that we two
alone saw what terrible evil was involved in that war.

For when all hope of peace was shut out, victory itself

was likely to be calamitous in its results, since it meant
death if you were on the losing, and slavery if on the

winning, side. Accordingly I, whom at the time those

brave and wise men the Domitii and Lentuli declared to be

frightened—and I was so without doubt, for I feared that

what actually happened would occur—am now in my turn

afraid of nothing, and am prepared for anything that may
happen. So long as any precaution seemed possible, I was

grieved at its being neglected. Now, however, when all is

ruined, when no good can be done by wise policy, the only

plan seems to be to bear with resignation whatever occurs :

especially as death ends all, and my conscience tells me
that, as long as I was able to do so, I consulted for the dignity

of the republic and, when that was lost, determined to save

its existence.' I have written thus much, not with the

object of talking about myself, but that you, who have been
most closely united with me in sentiment and purpose,

might entertain the same thoughts : for it is a great conso-

lation to remember, even when there has been a disaster,

that your presentiments were after all right and true. And
I only hope we may eventually enjoy som^ form of constitu-

tion, and may live to compare the anxieties which we endured

at the time when we were looked upon as timid, because we
said that what has actually happened would do so. For

your own fortunes I assure you that you have :
•>

fear beyond the destruction affecting the republic 1 i

;

and of me I would have you think as of one who, to the

best of his ability, will ever be ready with the utmost zeal to

support your safety and that of your children. Good-bye.

' Reading voluisse with the MSS. The nolitisu adopted l)jr some
appears to me to misrepresent what Cicero alw.ivs maintain'., that his

joining Pompcy was right and his duty to the < i>

abandoning the Pompeians after Pharsalia was 1 ;y

of the state. He did not refuse to maintain his owa salcty.
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DLXXIII (F IV, 6)

TO SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS (IN ACHAIA)

(FicuLEA, April)

Yes, indeed, my dear Servius, I would have wished—as you

say—that you had been by my side at the time of my
grievous loss. How much help your presence might have

given me, both by consolation and by your taking an almost

equal share in my sorrow, I can easily gather from the fact

that after reading your letter I experienced a great feeling

of relief. For not only was what you wrote calculated to

soothe a mourner, but in offering me consolation you

manifested no slight sorrow of heart yourself. Yet, after all,

your son Servius by all the kindnesses of which such a

time admitted made it evident, both how much he person-

ally valued me, and how gratifying to you he thought such

affection for me would be. His kind offices have of course

often been pleasanter to me, yet never more acceptable.

For myself again, it is not only your words and (I had
almost said) your partnership in my sorrow that consoles

me, it is your character also. For I think it a disgrace that

I should not bear my loss as you—a man of such wisdom

—

think it should be borne. But at times I am taken by sur-

prise and scarcely offer any resistance to my grief, because

those consolations fail me, which were not wanting in a

similar misfortune to those others, whose examples I put

before my eyes. For instance, Quintus Maximus, who lost

a son who had been consul and was of illustrious character

and brilliant achievements, and Lucius Paullus, who lost

two within seven days, and your kinsman Callus and
M. Cato, who each lost a son of the highest character and
valour,—all lived in circumstances which permitted their own
great position, earned by their public services, to assuage

their grief. In my case, after losing the honours which you
yourself mention, and which I had gained by the greatest pos-

sible exertions, there was only that one solace left which has
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now been torn away. My sad musings were not interrupted

by the business of my friends, nor by the management of pub-
lic affairs : there was nothing I cared to do in the forum : I

could not bear the sight of the senate-house ; I thought— as

was the fact—that I had lost all the fruits both of my in

dustry and of fortune. But while I thought that 1 shared
these losses with you and certain others, and while I was
conquering my feelings and forcing myself to bear them
with patience, I had a refuge, one bosom where I could find

repose, one in whose conversation and sweetness I could lay

aside all anxieties and sorrows. But now, after such a
crushing blow as this, the wounds which seemed to have
healed break out afresh. For there is no republic now to

offer me a refuge and a consolation by its good fortunes

when I leave my home in sorrow, as there once was a home
to receive me when I returned saddened by the state of

public affairs. Hence I absent myself both from home
and forum, because home can no longer console the sorrow
which public affairs cause me, nor public affairs that which
I suffer at home. All the more I look forward to your
coming, and long to see you as soon as pKjssible. No
reasoning can give me greater solace than a renewal of our
intercourse and conversation. However, I hope your arrival

is approaching, for that is what I am told. For myself,

while I have many reasons for wishing to see you as soon
as possible, there is this one especially—that we may discuss

beforehand on what principles we should live through this

period of entire submission to the will of one man who is at

once wise and liberal, far, as I think I perceive, from being
hostile to me, and very friendly to you. But though thai

is so, yet it is a matter for serious thought what plans, I

don't say of action, but of passing a quiet life by his leave

and kindness, we should adopt. Good-bye.
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DLXXIV (F VI, 2)

TO AULUS MANLIUS TORQUATUS (AT ATHENS)

(FicuLEA, 20 April)

I BEG you not to think that forgetfulness of you is the

cause of my writing to you less often than I used to do ;

but either illness—from which however I am now recover-

ing—or absence from the city, which prevents my knowing
who is starting to where you are. Wherefore I would have
you make up your mind that I always remember you with

the most perfect affection, and regard all your interests as

of no less concern to me than my own. That your case has

experienced more vicissitudes than people either wished or

expected is not, believe me, in these bad times a thing to

give you anxiety. For it is inevitable that the republic

should either be burdened by an unending war, or should

at last recover itself by its cessation, or should utterly

perish. If arms are to carry the day, you have no need to

fear either the party by whom you are being taken back, nor
that which you actually assisted ; if—when arms are either

laid down by a composition or thrown down from sheer

weariness—the state ever recovers its breath, you will be
permitted to enjoy your position and property. But if

universal ruin is to be the result, and the end is to be what
that ver>' clear-sighted man Marcus Antonius used long ago to

fear when he suspected that all this misfortune was impend-
ing, there is this consolation—a wretched one indeed,

especially for such a citizen and such a man as yourself, but
yet the only one we can have—that no one may make a
private grievance of what affects all alike. If, as I am sure

you will, you rightly conceive the meaning of these few
words—for it was not proper to trust more to an epistle

—

you will certainly understand even without a letter from me
that you have something to hope, nothing under this or

any definite form of the constitution to fear. If there is

general ruin, as you would not wish, even if you could, to
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survive the republic, you must bear your fortune, especially

one which involves no blame to you. But enough of this.

Pray write and tell me how you are and where you intend

to stay, that I may know where to write or come.

DLXXV (F IX, II)

TO P. CORNELIUS DOLABELLA (IN SPAIN)

(FicuLEA, 20 April)

I HAD rather that even my own death had been the cause
of your being without a letter from mc than the misfortune

which has so grievously afflicted me. I should have borne
it at least with greater firmness if I had had you ; for your
wise conversation, no less than your marked affection for

me, would have been a support. But since I am about, as

I think, to see you before long, you shall find that though
much broken I am yet in a state to receive great assistance

from you ; not that I am so crushed as to be unable to

remember my manhood, or to think it right to give in to

fortune. But in spite of that the old cheerfulness and
gaiety, in which you took more delight than anybody else,

have all been taken from me. Nevertheless, you will find

in me the same fortitude and firmness—if I ever had these

qualities—as you left.

You say that you have to fight my battles : I don't so

much care about my detractors being refuted by you, as I

wish it to be known—as is plainly the case—that I retain

your affection. I urge you repeatedly to let it be so, and
to pardon the brevity of my letter ; for in the first place I

think I shall see you very shortly, and in the second place

I have not yet sufficiently recovered my calmness for

writing.
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DLXXVI (A XII, 35. § 2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

(In Sicca's suburban villa, i or 2 May ?)

Before I left your house ' last it never occurred to me that

if a sum was spent on the monument in excess of some
amount or other allowed by the law, the same sum has to

be paid to the exchequer.^ This would not have disturbed

me at all, except that somehow or another—perhaps un-

reasonably— I should not like it to be known by any name
except that of a " shrine." That being my wish, I fear I

cannot accomplish it without a change of site. Consider,

please, what to make of this. For though I am feeling the

strain less than I did, and have almost recovered my
equanimity, yet I want your advice. Therefore I beg you
again and again—more earnestly than you wish or allow

yourself to be intreated by me—to give your whole mind
to considering this question.

DLXXVII (A XII, 36)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (2 May)

I WISH to have a shrine built, and that wish cannot be rooted

out of my heart. I am anxious to avoid any likeness to a

tomb, not so much on account of the penalty of the law as

' During April Cicero seems to have been at or near Rome. See p.

227.
' A lex Cornelia of the dictator Sulla regulated the expenses of

funerals (Plut. SuU. 35). It n»ay—though it is not known—have also

limited the amount to be expended on monuments. The recent iex

/u.'ia may also have contained some regulation on the subject.
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in order to attain as nearly as possible to an apotheosis.

This I could do if I built it in the villa itself, but, as we
often observed to each other, I dread the changes of owners.

Wherever I constructed it on the land, I think I could

secure that posterity should respect its sanctity.' These
foolish ideas of mine—for I confess them to be so—you
must put up with : for I don't feel such confidence in taking

even myself into my own confidence as I do in taking you.

But if you approve of the idea, the site, and the plan, pray

read the law and send it to me. If any method of evading

it occurs to you, I will adopt it.

If you are writing to Brutus at all, reproach him, unless

you think you had better not, for not staying at my Cuman
villa for the reason he gave you. For when I come to think

of it I am of opinion that he couldn't have done anything

ruder. Finally, if you think it right to carry out the idea of

the shrine as we began, pray urge on Cluatius and stir him
up : for even if we decide on a different site, I think I must
avail myself of his labour and advice. Perhaps you'll be at

your villa to-morrow.

DLXXVIII (A XII, 37, §§ 1-3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (4 May)

I RECEIVED two letters from you yesterday, the first de-

livered on the previous day to Hilarus, the other on the

same day to a letter-carrier ; and I learnt from my freedman

yEgypta, on the same day, that Pilia and Attica were quite

well. Thanks for Brutus's letter. He wrote me a letter

also, which did not reach me till the 13th day. I am

' By exempting it from following the proprietorship of the land.

Such monuments had on them the letters II. M. N. S., '* thu moDument
doe* not go with (the land) " ; or H. M. 11. N. S., h«c mommimtmtmm

htrtdem mm seijuitur, " does not l)clong to the heir." It was a icgoU-

tioo as old at tbe Twelve Tables, see dt Ltg. \\. | 61.
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sending you that letter itself, and the copy of my answer
to it.

As to the shrine, if you don't find me some sort of

suburban pleasure-grounds, which you really must find me,
if you value me as highly as I am sure you do, I much
approve of your suggestion as to the Tusculan site. How-
ever acute in hitting on plans you may be, as you are, yet

unless you had been very anxious for me to secure what I

greatly wished, that idea could never have come into your
head so aptly. But somehow or other what I want is a
frequented spot. So you must manage to get me some
suburban pleasure-grounds. This is best to be found on
Scapula's land : besides, there is the nearness to the city, so
that you can go there without spending the whole day at the

villa. Therefore, before you leave town, I should much like

you to call on Otho,' if he is at Rome. If it comes to

nothing, I shall succeed in making you angry with me, how-
ever accustomed you are to putting up with my folly. For
Drusus at least is willing to sell. So, even if nothing else

turns up, it will be my own fault if I don't buy. Pray take

care that I don't make a mistake in this business. The only
way of making certain of that is our being able to get some
of Scapula's land. Also let me know how long you intend

being in your suburban villa. With Terentia I need your
power of conciliation as well as your influence. But do as

you think right. For I know that whatever is to my in-

terest is a subject of more anxiety to you than to myself

DLXXIX (A XII. 37, § 4)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (5 May)

HiRTius has written to tell me that Sextus Pompieus has
quitted Cordova and fled into Northern Spain, and that

' L. Roscius Otho, the proposer of the lex theatralis (see vol. i.,

p. 113). Scapula apparently had died in Spain (see p. 241), and Otho
was one of his heirs.
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Grueus has fled I don't know whither, nor do I care.' I

know nothing more. Hirtius wrote from Narbo on the 1 8th of

April You mention Caninius's shipwreck as though the

news was doubtful. Please write, therefore, if there is any

more certain intelligence. You bid me dismiss my melan

choly : you will have done much to remove it if you secure

me a site for the shrine. Many thoughts occur to me in

favour of an apotheosis ; but I must certainly have a site.

Therefore, go and call on Otho also.

DLXXX (A XII, 38, §§ I, 2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (May)

I HAVE no doubt that your being overwhelmed with business

accounts for your not sending me a letter. But what a

rascal not to wait for your convenience, when that was the

sole motive for my having sent him ! By this time, unless

anything has happened to detain you, I suspect that you are

in your suburban villa. But I am here, writing from one

day's end to another without getting any relief, though I do
at any rate distract my thoughts. Asinius PoUio has written

to me about my infamous relation.* The younger Balbus

told me about him pretty plainly, Dolabella in dark hints,

and now PoUio has done so with the utmost openness. I

should have been much annoyed, if there had been room

in my heart for any new sorrow. Yet, could there be any-

thing more blackguardly ? What a dangerous fellow !

Though in my eyes indeed— But I must restrain my in

dignation ! As there is nothing that is pressing, only write

to me if you have time.

' GiMim PoapoiM was do fitvoarke of Cicero's. He had threatened

.

indeed, to kill mm, when he wiihed to quit the fleet after the battle of

Phanalia. He was killed by Didios (11 April) when laodiag to get

water on hit flight from Carteia after tbie battle of Thapam.
* His nephew, still calumaialiog him in Caesar's camp.
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DLXXXI (A XII. 38. §§ 3. 4)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (7 May)

You think that by this time my composure of spirit ought to

be en evidence, and you say that certain persons speak with

more severity of me than either you or Brutus repeat in your
letters : if anybody supposes me to be crushed in spirit and
unmanned, let them know the amount of my hterary labours

and their nature. I believe, if they are only reasonable men,
they would think, if I am so far recovered as to bring a dis-

engaged mind to writing on difficult subjects, that I am not
open to their criticism ; or if I have selected a diversion

from sorrow in the highest degree noble and worthy of a
scholar, that I even deserve to be praised. But though I

do everything I can to relieve my sorrow, pray bring to a
conclusion what I see that you are as much concerned about
as I am myself. I regard this as a debt, the burden of

which cannot be lightened unless I pay it, or see a possi-

bihty of paying it, that is, unless I find a site such as I wish.

If Scapula's heirs, as you say that Otho told you, think of

cutting up the pleasure-grounds into four lots, and bidding
for them between themselves, there is of course no room for

a purchaser. But if they are to come into the market we will

see what can be done. For that ground once belonging to

Publicius, and now to Trebonius and Cusinius, has been sug-

gested to me. But you know it is a town building site. I

don't like it at all. Clodia's I like very much, but I don't

think they are for sale. As to Drusus's pleasure-grounds,

though you say that you dislike them, I shall take refuge in

them after all, unless you find something. I don't mind the

building, for I shall build nothing that I should not build

even if I don't have them. " Cyrus, books IV and V

"

pleased me about as much as the other works of Antisthenes *

—a man of acuteness rather than of learning.

' Founder of the Cynic School at Athens about B.c. 366. One of his

many dialogues was called Cyrus.

III. R
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DLXXXII (A XII, 39)

TO ATTICUS (AT A VILLA NEAR ROME)

AsTURA (8 May)

As the letter-carrier arrived without a letter from you, I

imagined that your reason for not writing was what you

mentioned yesterday in the very epistle to which I am
now replying. Yet, after all, I was expecting to hear some-

thing from you about Asinius PoUio's letter. But I am
too apt to judge of your leisure by my own. However,

if nothing imperative occurs, I absolve you from the neces-

sity of writing, unless you are quite at leisure. About
the letter-carriers I would have done as you suggest, had

there been any letters positively necessary, as there were

some time ago, when, though the days were shorter, the

carriers nevertheless arrived every day up to time, and
there was something to say—about Silius, Drusus, and
certain other things. At present, if Otho had not cropped

up, there would have been nothing to write about : and
even that has been deferred. Nevertheless, I feel relieved

when I talk to you at a distance, and much more even when
I read a letter from you. But since you are out of town

—

for so I suppose—and there is no immediate necessity for

writing, there shall be a lull in our letters, unless anything

new turns up.
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DLXXXIII (A XII, 40)

TO ATTICUS (IN HIS SUBURBAN VILLA)

AsTURA (9 May)

What the nature of Caesar's invective in answer to my pane-

gyric ' is likely to be, I have seen clearly from the book,
which Hirtius has sent me, in which he collects Cato's

faults, but combined with very warm praise of myself. Ac-
cordingly, I have sent the book to Musca with directions to

give it to your copyists. As I wish it to be made public

:

to facilitate that please give orders to your men. I often

try my hand at an "essay of advice."^ I can't hit upon
anything to say : and yet I have by me Aristotle and
Theopompus "to Alexander." But where is the analogy?
They were writing what was at once honourable to them-
selves and acceptable to Alexander. Can you find any
similar circumstance in my case? For my part nothing
occurs to me. You say in your letter that you fear that

both our popularity and influence will suffer by such mourn-
ing as mine. I don't know what people object to or expect.

That I should not grieve ? How can that be ? That I should
not be prostrated? Who was ever less so? While I was
finding consolation in your house, who was ever refused ad-
mittance to me ? Who ever came to see me who felt any
awkwardness ? I came to Astura from your house. Those
cheerful friends of yours who find fault with me cannot read
as much as I have written. Well or ill is not the question :

but the substance of my writings was such as no one could
have composed who was broken down in spirit. I have been

' That is, an answer to Cicero's CcUo. Hirtius—under Cxsar's direc-
tion—appears to have published an answer, which was meant to be a
prologue to a fuller one by Caesar himself, which appeared afterwards in
two books (Suet. Jul. 56).

^ Addressed to Casar, on the resettlement of the constitution.
Aristotle addressed a treatise to Alexander irtpi ficuttkiia^. Theopompus
(b. B.C. 378) wrote among his orations (ovfifiovXivriKoi Xoyoi) one ad-
dressed to Alexander on the state of his native Chios.
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thirty days in your suburban villa.' Who ever failed to find me-

at home or reluctant to converse ? At this very moment the

amount of my reading and writing is such that my people

find a holiday more laborious than I do working days. If

anyone wants to know why I am not at Rome,—" because

it is the vacation." Or why I am not staying at the humble
places of mine on this coast, which are now in season,

—

" because I should have been annoyed by the crowd of visitors

there." I am therefore staying at the place, where the man
who considered Baise the queen of watering-places used year

after year to spend this part of the season. When I come
to Rome I will give no cause for unfavourable remark either

by my look or my conversation. That cheerfulness by which

I used to temper the sadness of the situation I have lost for

ever; but firmness and fortitude either of heart or speech

will not be found wanting.

As to Scapula's pleasure-grounds, it seems possible that as

a favour, partly to you and partly to me, we might secure

their being put up to auction. Unless that is done, we
shall be cut out. But if we come to a public auction, we
shall outbid Otho's means by our eagerness. For as to

what you say about Lentulus, he is not solvent." If only

the Faberian business is certain,' and you are making an

effort, as I am sure you are doing, we shall get what we
want. You ask how long I am staying on here. Only a

few days : but I am not certain. As soon as I have settled,

I will write to you : and write to me yourself, and tell me
how long you intend to be in your suburban villa. The day

on which I am sending this to you, I have the same news as

you give me about Pilia and Attica, both by letter and
messenger.

' That is during April, in which there are do letter* to Atticiu. I

do not think in hortis can refer to Astunu It is alwafs tued of a

suburban resideocc or grounds.
* I Mggest run est solvendo for moh est in eo (cp. 2 Phil, f 4). Others

vaaafaX m*m extimtsco (Mad vig), ncn timto (Tyrrell and Purser). Taking
tihtttdo, the reference would be to &oine (to us unknown) Lentulus who
was said to be wishing to buy the horti Scapulani.

* The recovery of his debt from Faberius. See p. aaj.
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DLXXXIV (F V, 14)

L. LUCCEIUS TO CICERO (AT ASTURA)

Rome (9 May)

Ik you are well, I am glad : I am as usual, or even a little

worse than usual. I have often wished to see you. I was
surprised to find that you have not been at Rome since your

departure
:

' and I am still surprised at it. I don't feel cer-

tain as to the exact motive which withdraws you from Rome.
If it is solitude that charms you, provided that you write or

carry on some of your accustomed pursuits, I rejoice, and
have no fault to find with your resolution. For nothing can

be pleasanter than that^ I don't mean merely in such un-

happy and grievous times as these, but even when everything

is peaceful and answerable to our wishes. Especially if your

mind is either so far wearied as to need repose after heavy
engagements, or so richly endowed as ever to be producing
something capable of charming others and adding brilliancy

to your own reputation. If, however, as you indicate, you
have surrendered yourself to tears and melancholy thoughts,

I grieve that you are grieving and suffering : I cannot—if

you permit me to say what I really think—altogether acquit

you of blame. For reflect : will you be the only man not

to see what is as clear as day, you whose acuteness detects

the most profound secrets ? Will you fail to understand that

you do no good by daily lamentations? Will you fail to

understand that the sorrow is doubled, which your wisdom
expects you to remove ? Well, if I cannot prevail upon you
by persuasion, I put it to you as a personal favour and as a
special request, that, if you care to do anything for my sake,

you would free yourself from the bonds of that sorrow and
return to our society and to your ordinary way of life,

whether that which we share in common with you, or that

' Reading (with Mueller) discesseras. The phrase is rather elaborate
and fxmcifiil, but so is the whole style of Lucceius throughout the letter.
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which is characteristic of and peculiar to yourself. My desire
is not to worry you, if I cannot give you pleasure, by a
display of earnestness on my part : what I desire is to pre-
vent you from abiding by your present purpose. At present
these two opposite desires do somewhat puzzle me—

I

should wish you either in regard to the latter of them to
yield to my advice, or in regard to the former not to feel any
annoyance with me. Good-bye.

DLXXXV (A XII, 42, §§ 1-3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME OR A SUBURBAN
VILLA)

AsTURA (10 May)

I NEVER desired you to have a regular day for writing : for

I understood the state of things you mention,' and yet I

suspected or rather was quite aware that there was nothing
for you to tell me. On the loth of the month, indeed, I

think you must be out of town and quite see that you have
no news to give. However, I shall continue sending you a

letter nearly every day. For I prefer writing for nothing to

your not having a carrier at hand to whom to give a letter, if

anything does turn up which you think I ought to know.
Accordingly, I have received on the loth your letter with its

dearth of news. F'or what was there for you to send ? To
me however that was not unpleasing, whatever it contained,

even if I learnt nothing else but that you had nothing to

tell me. Yet, after all, you did say something—about
Clodia. Where then is she, and when does she arrive ? I

like her property so much, that I put it next to Otho's above
all others. But I don't think that she will sell, for she

likes it and is rich : and as for that other, you are quite

aware of the difficulty. But pray let us exert ourselves to

hit upon some way of obtaining what I desire. I think

' Of Attictu being very busy. See p. 242.
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of leaving this place on the 1 6th : but it will be either to Tus-

culum or my town house, and thence perhaps to Arpinum.
When I know for certain I will write you word.

DLXXXVI (F V, 15)

TO L. LUCCEIUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (May)

Your perfect affection manifests itself in every sentence of

the last letter which I received from you : not that it was
anything new to me, but all the same it was grateful to my
feelings and all that I could desire. I should have called it

"delightful," had not that word been lost to me for ever:

and not for that one reason which you imagine, and in

regard to which you chide me severely, though in the

gentlest and most affectionate terms, but because what
ought to have been the remedies for that sorrow are all

gone. Well then ! Am I to seek comfort with my friends ?

How many of them are there ? You know—for they were
common to us both. Some of them have fallen, others I

know not how have grown callous. With you indeed I

might have gone on living, and there is nothing I should
have liked better. Long-standing affection, habit, com-
munity of tastes—what tie, I ask, is there lacking to our
union? Is it possible then for us to be together? Well,

by Hercules, I know not what prevents it : but, at any rate,

we have not been so hitherto, though we were neighbours
at Tusculum and Puteoli, to say nothing of Rome ; where, as

the forum is a common meeting-place, nearness of residence

does not matter. But by some misfortune our age has
fallen upon circumstances, which, just when we ought to

be at the very height of prosperity, make us ashamed
even of being alive. For what had I to fly to when deprived
of everything that could afford me distinction or console
my feelings at home or in public life ? Literature, I sup-

pose. Well, I devote myself to that without ceasing. But
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in some indefinable way literature itself seems to shut me
out from harbour and refuge, and as it were to reproach
ine for continuing a life in which there is nothing but exten-
sion of utter wretchedness. In these circumstances, do you
wonder at my keeping away from the city, in which my own
house has no pleasure to offer me, while the state of affairs,

the men, the forum, and the senate-house are all utterly

repulsive to me ? Accordingly, what I seek from literature,

on which I spend my whole time, is not a lasting cure but
a brief oblivion of pain. But if you and I had done what
on account of our daily fears it never occurred to us to do,
we should have been always together, and neither would
your weak health have annoyed me, nor my sorrow you.
I>et us aim at securing this as far as it may be possible : for

what could suit both of us better ? I will see you therefore
at an early day.

DLXXXVII (A XII, 41)

TO ATTICUS (AT OR NEAR ROME)

AsTURA (11 May)

I HAVE nothing to write about. However, I want to know
where you are : if you are out of town or about to be so,

when you intend to return. Please, therefore, let me know.
And, as you wish to be informed when I leave this place, I

write to tell you that I have arranged to stay at Lanuvium
on the 1 6th, thence next day at Tusculum or Rome. Which
of the two I am going to do you shall know on the day
itself. You know how misery is inclined to grumble. It is

not at all in regard to yourself, yet I feel a restless desire as

to the shrine. I don't say unless it is built, but unless I see

it being built— I venture to say this much, and you will

take it as you ever do words of mine—my vexation will

redound upon you, not that you deserve that it should do
so ; but you will have to endure what I say, as you endure
and always have endured everything that affects me. Pray
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concentrate all your methods of consoling me upon this one
thing. If you want to know my wishes, they are these :

first Scapula's, second Clodia's ; then, if Silius refuses and
Drusus does not behave fairly, the property of Cusinius

and Trcbonius. I think there is a third owner ; I know for

certain that Rebilus was one. If however you are for

Tusculum, as you hinted in one of your letters, I will agree

to your suggestion. Pray bring this business to a conclu-

sion in any case, if you wish me to feel consoled. You are

already finding fault with me in somewhat severer terms than

is customar)' with you ; but you do so with the utmost
affection, and perhaps tired out by my weakness. Yet all

the same, if you wish me to be consoled, this is the very

greatest of consolations and, if you would know the truth,

the only one.

If you have read Hirtius's letter, which appears to me to

be a kind of " first sketch " of the invective which Caesar has

composed against Cato, please let me know, when you can
conveniently do so, what you think of it. To return to

the shrine : unless it is finished this summer, which you
perceive is all before us, I shall not consider myself cleared

of positive guilt.

DLXXXVIII (A XII. 42, § 3. 43)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (12 May)

It has occurred to me to remind you to do the very thing

which you are doing. For I think you can transact the

business you have in hand more conveniently at home by
preventing any interruption. For myself, I intend, as I told

you before, to stay at Lanuvium on the i6th, and thence to

go to Tusculum or Rome. You shall know which of the

two. You say truly that this erection will be a consolation

to me. Thank you for saying so : but it is a consolation to
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a degree beyond what you can conceive.' It is a sufficient

proof of how keenly desirous I am for it, that I venture to

confess it to you, though I think you do not approve of it

so very warmly. But you must put up with my aberration
in this matter. Put up with it, do I say ? Nay, you must
even assist it. About Otho I feel uncertain : jx-rhaps

because I am eager for it. But after all the property is

beyond my means, especially with a competitor in the field

anxious to purchase, rich, and one of the heirs. The next
to my taste is Clodia's. But if that can't be secured, make
any bargain you please. I regard myself as under a more
sacred obligation than anyone ever was to any vow. See
also about the pleasure-grounds of Trebonius, though the

owners are away. But, as I said yesterday, please also con-

sider the Tusculan suggestion, lest the summer slip away.
That must not be allowed on any account.

DLXXXIX (A XII, 44, AND 45, § I)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 13 May

That Hirtius wrote to you in an agitated tone about me
does not trouble me—for he meant it kindly—and that you
did not forward me his letter troubles me much less. For
that was even kinder of you. His book which he sent me
about Cato I wish to be published by your copyists, to en-

hance Cato's reputation from the nature of their invectives.

So you are negotiating through Mustela : well, he is well

suited for the purpose, and much attached to me since the

affair of Pontianus. Therefore make some bargain or other.

Why, what else is wanted except an opening for a pur-

chaser ? And that could be secured by means of any one
of the heirs. But I think Mustela will accomplish that, if

* The text of this danse is very cormpt. I have translated the

vttdiog of Tyrrell and Purser.
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1

you ask him. For myself, you will have secured for me not
only a site for the purpose I have at heart, but also a solace

for my old age. For the properties of Silius and Drusus do
not seem to me to be sufficiently suited to a paterfamilias.

What ! spend whole days in the country house !
* My

preference therefore is—first Otho's, second Clodia's. If

neither of them comes off, we must trj' and outwit Drusus,
or have recourse to the Tusculan site. You have acted
prudently in shutting yourself in your house. But pray
finish off your business and let me find you once more at

leisure. I leave this place for Lanuvium, as I told you, on
the 1 6th. Next day I shall be at Tusculum. For I have
well disciplined my feelings, and perhaps conquered them,
if only I keep to it.^ You shall know, therefore, perhaps
to-morrow, at the latest the day after.

But what does this mean, pray ? Philotimus reports that

Pompeius is not invested at Carteia, and that a serious war
remains to be fought. Oppius and Balbus had sent me a
copy of a letter written to Clodius of Patavium on this

investment, saying that they thought it was so. It is just

like Philotimus to act the second-rate Fulvinius.^ Never-
theless, tell me anything you know. About the shipwreck of
Caninius also I want to know the truth.*

While here I have finished two long treatises.* It was the
only way I had to give my unhappiness the slip, if I may use
the expression. As for you, even if you have nothing to tell,

as I foresee will be the case, still write to say that you have
nothing to say—so long as you don't use these exact
words.

' That is, the property is too far from Rome, and would necessitate
staying a night there. It could not be visited for a few hours.

From these and some similar expressions afterwards it has been
inferred that Tullia died at Tusculum. From p. 181 it would seem to
be more likely that it was at Rome.

^ We know nothing of Fulvinius : he must have been notorious for

soreading false news. Philotimus was so also (see vol. ii., p. 384).
Very characteristically the report was true in fact, though only half
the truth. Gnseus Pompeius was not invested at Carteia, for he escaped
on board ship. But not long afterwards he was killed when landing to
take in water. See p. 240.

* See p. 240.
' The Academica and the dt Finibus. Or, as some think, the two

l)Ooks of the original edition of the Academica.
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DXC (A XIII, 26)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 14 May

About Vergilius's share I quite approve.' Settle it that way
therefore. And indeed it will be my first choice, next to

Clodia. If neither comes off, I fear I shall cast prudence to

the winds and go for Drusus.^ My eagerness for the object

with which you are acquainted deprives me of all self-control.

Accordingly, I come back again and again to the idea of

Tusculum. Anything rather than not have it completed
this summer. For myself, considering my circumstances,

there is no place where I can live at greater ease than Astura.

But because my people— I suppose from being unable to

endure my melancholy—are in a hurry to get to Rome,
though there is nothing to prevent my staying on, yet, as I

told you, I shall leave this place, that I may not appear

altogether stranded. But whither? From Lanuvium my
endeavour is to go to Tusculum.* But I will let you know
at once. Yes, please write the letters for me. The amount
I write is in fact beyond belief—for I work in the night hours

also, as I cannot sleep. Yesterday I even finished a letter

to Oesar ; for you thought I ought to do so. There was no
harm in its being written, in case you thought that it was
by any chance needed. As things stand now, there is cer

tainly no necessity to send it. But that is as you shall think

good. However, I will send you a copy perhaps from

Lanuvium, unless it turns out thiat I come to Rome. But

you shall know to-morrow.

* Vcrgilius was one of the co-heirs of Scapula.
* Who was asking an unfair price. See p. X49.
* Though my establishment want to go to Rome.
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DXCI (A XII, 46 AND 47, § l)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 15 May

I SHALL conquer my feelings, I think, and go from Lanuvium
to Tusculum. For either I must for ever give up the use of

that prof>erty—for the sorrow will remain unchanged, only

somewhat less evident—or I must regard it as immaterial

whether I go now or ten years hence.' For it will not re-

mind me a whit more vividly than the thoughts by which I

am racked day and night. What then, you wrill say, can
literature do nothing for you ? In this particular I fear rather

the reverse. For perhaps I should have been less sensitive

without it. In a cultivated mind there is no coarse fibre, no
insensibility. Yes, do come as you suggest, but not if it is

inconvenient to you. One letter and its answer will be
enough. I will even come to see you if necessary. So that

shall be as you find it possible.

DXCII (A XII, 47. §§ I. 2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Lanuvium (16 May)

About Mustela * do as you say in your letter, though it is a
big business. All the more am I inclining to Clodia. How-
ever, in either case we must find out about the moneydue from
Faberius.^ On that subject it will do no harm if you talk to

Balbus, telling him indeed—what is the fact—that we neither

will nor can buy unless we recover that debt, and should not
venture upon it whilst any doubt remained on that point
But when is Clodia to be at Rome, and at what do you value

' See p. 251, note. * See p. 250.
* See p. 223.
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her property? My eyes are quite turned in her direction :

not but that I should prefer the other, but it is a serious

venture ; and it is besides difficult to outbid one who is at

once eager, rich, and an heir. Though in the matter of

eagerness I shall yield to none ; in other respects we are in a

weaker position. But of this when we meet

DXCIII (A XII, 47, § 3, AND 48. § I)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Lanuvium (17 May)

Yes, go on to publish Hirtius's book. As to Philotimus, I

think the same as you do. I can see that the market value

of your house will go up with Caesar for a neighbour.' I am
expecting my letter-carrier to-day : he will give me news of

Pilia and Attica. I can easily believe that you are glad to be
at home. But I should like to know how much you have
still to do, or whether you have finished by this time. I

expect you at Tusculum, and the more because you wrote

word to Tiro that you were coming, and added that you
thought it necessary.

DXCIV (A XII, 45, §§ 2, 3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Tusculum, 17 May

As to Attica,—excellent ! Your depression makes me un-
easy, though you say in your letter that it is nothing. I shall

find being at Tusculum all the more convenient that I shall

' That is, a statue of Oesar in the temple of Quirinus on the C^irinal
(Dio, 47, 45). The house of Atticus was on the QuirioaJ, near the
temple of Saius. See voL L, p. 187 [A iv, ii).
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get letters from you more frequently and shall see you

personally from time to time. In other respects life was

more tolerable at Astura, but the thoughts that re-open

my wounds do not give me greater pain here than there

;

though after all, wherever I am, they are ever with me. I

mentioned your " neighbour
"

' Caesar to you because I learnt

about it from your own letter. I would rather he shared

temples with Quirinus than with "Safety." Yes, publish

Hirtius/ For I entertained precisely the opinion expressed

in your letter, that while our friend's ability was shewn by it,

the purpose of discrediting Cato was rendered ridiculous.

DXCV (A XII, 50)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 18 May

As your arrival cheered, so your departure has depressed me.
\\Tierefore, as soon as you can, that is, after attending

Sextus's auction, repeat your visit. Even one day will do
me good, to say nothing of the pleasure. I would come to

Rome myself, that we might enjoy each other's society, if\
could see my way on a certain matter.

DXCVI (A XII, 48 AND 49)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 19 May

I FELT all along how much good your presence was doing
me, but I feel it much more since your departure. Where-

' See last letter.

' See pp. Z43, 25a The tract of Hirtius contained a complimentary
reference to Cicero himself.
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fore, as I wrote to you before, either I must come bodily to

you or you to me, as may be possible. Yesterday, not much
after you left my house, I think, some men from the city, as

they seemed, brought me a message and a letter from " Gaius
Marius, son of Gaius, grandson of Gaius," \ written at great

length :
" they begged me in the name of our relationship to

them, in the name of the famous Marius on whom I had
composed a poem,^ in the name of the eloquence of his

grandfather L. Cassius, to undertake his defence,"—he then
stated his case in full detail. I wrote back to say that he
had no need of counsel, as all power was in the hands of his

relation Caesar, who was a most excellent and fair-minded
man, but that I would support him.

What times we live in ! To think that Curtius should be
hesitating as to whether he should stand for the consulship !

*

But enough of this. I am anxious about Tiro. But I shall

know directly how he is : for I sent a man yesterday to see,

to whom also I entrusted a letter for you. I enclose a letter

for my son. Please let me know what day is advertised for

the sale of the pleasure-grounds.

' Cicero quotes the full description that this man gare nf hinnelf.

He was apparently an impostor named Amatias or }!• 1

veterinary surgeon), but he claimed to be a grandson of the y r
,

and therefore a relation of Cxsar, whose aunt lulia wn^ \si!

He met the young Octavius on his return after Munda, .: i
• im

to acknowledge his relationship, but was cautiously i hough j^oliiclv

declined. After Qcsar's assassination he again made a parade of hts

relationship by putting up the column rais«j to mark the spot in the
forum where (icsar's body was burnt ; this became the centre of much
rioting, and Antony at length interfered and put the would-be Marine to

death, .See Utters DCCV, DCCVI, DCCVH ; Nicolas D.i.

14'; Valer. Max. I, 15, 2 ; App. B. C. iii. 2, 3. Cicero would
relation through his grandmother Gratidia, whose brother a>j"j

vounger Marius, the impostor's supposed father. L. Ca.<»ius thr

had a daughter married to this same younger Nfarius. .ind th<

claimed by the impostor as his mother.
* See vol. i., Introduction, p. xiv.

' The same M. Curtius Postumus, whose expected augurship in

B.C 49 Cicero laughed at. See vol. ii., p. 287.
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DXCVII (A XII, 51)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 20 May

Tiro is come back sooner than I hoped. Nicias has also

arrived, and I hear that Valerius is coming to-day. How-
ever many they may be, I shall still be more alone than if you
were here by yourself. But I expect you, at any rate after

you have done with Peducaeus.' You however give some hints

of an earlier date ; but that must be as you find it possible.

As to Vergilius,' it is as you say. Yet what I should like

to know is when the auction is to be. I see you are of
opinion that the letter should be sent to Caesar. Well ! I

was very much of that opinion also, and the more so that

there is not a word in it unbecoming the most loyal of
citizens, that is, as loyal as the state of the times permit, to

which all political writers teach us that we must bow. But
observe, I stipulate that your Caesarian friends read it first.*

So please see to it. But unless you clearly understand that

they approve, it must not be sent. Now you will detect
whether they really approve or only pretend to do so.

Pretence will in my eyes be equivalent to rejection. You
must probe that question.

Tiro told me what you thought ought to be done about
('aerellia : that it was unbecoming to me to be in debt

;

that you were in favour of an assignment :

'

' That is, the auction of Sextus Peducxus. See pp. 255, 268.
^ One of the heirs of Scapula. See pp. 241, 252.
' He means Oppius and Balbus.
' That is, of some debts to himself. He was to assign them to Caerellia

in payment of his debt to her. If we translate it " note of hand "—as
though that would clear Cicero of his debt—we should be following the
precedent of Mr. Micawber. The point of the quotation is that there
IS a great chance of Cicero not being able to get the debts to himself
paid. For the voxA perscriptw see vol. i., p. 301 (Att. iv. 17).

III. S
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" Fear this and not the other? paasing strange i
"

'

But this and much besides when we meet. However, we
must suspend the payment of the debt to Caerellia till we
know about Meton and Faberius.

DXCVIII (A XII, 52)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 21 May

You know L. TuUius Montanus, who has gone abroad with

my son. I have received a letter from his sister's husband
saying that Montanus owes Plancus twenty-five sestertia

(about ;^2oo) as security for F'laminius ; and that you had
received some request from Montanus on that subject I

should be much obliged if you could assist him either by
making an application to Plancus, if that is necessar)', or by
any other way. I think myself bound to do something for

him. If it happens that you know more about the business

than I do, or if you think application should be made to

Plancus, please write and tell me, that I may know how the

matter stands and what sort of application ought to be made.
I am waiting to hear what you have done about the letter to

Caesar. About Silius I don't so very much care. Yes, you
must secure either the grounds of Scapula or Clodia. But
you seem to have some hesitation about Clodia— is it as to

the time of her return or as to whether her grounds are for

sale ? But what is this I hear of Spinther having divorced

his w^ife? ' As to the Latin language, set your mind at ease.

You will say—" What, when you write on such subjects ?
"

'

' A line from some unknown " "
.

* The wife of V. Cornelius i Iclella,

who was believed lo have iniii^;ucw «iiu i/.ji..i.mi.i (^..w y. 44), and
with yEaopus, son of the actor (I (or. So/, ii. 3, 239).

* Philoaophy—in which the Greek terms would Ik.- difficult to rcpre-

wot in Latin.
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They are translations. They don't cost so much trouble

therefore ; I only contribute the language, in which I am
well provided.

DXCIX (A XII, 53)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (22 May)

Though I have nothing to write about to you, I write all

the same, because it makes me think that I am talking to

you. I have Nicias and Valerius with me here. I am ex-

pecting a letter from you early to-day. Perhaps there will be

another in the afternoon, unless your Epirus correspondence

hinders you, which I do not wish to interrupt. I am sending

you letters for Marcianus and Montanus. Please put them

into the same packet, unless you chance to have already de-

spatched it.

DC (A XIII, l)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 23 May

In your letter to my son you spoke with a serious gravity,

and yet with a moderation which nothing could surpass. It is

exactly what I should have wished. Your letters to the

TuUii ' also are extremely wise. So either these letters will

fulfil their object or we must think of other measures.

As to money moreover I perceive that you are making
t very effort or rather have done so. If you succeed, I shall

owe the suburban pleasure-grounds to you. There is indeed

no other kind of property that I should prefer, principally of

' Marcianus and Montanos of the previous letter, both at Athens
with young Cicero.
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course for the purpose which I have resolved to carry out.

And in regard to this you relieve my impatience by your pro-

mise, or rather your undertaking as to this summer. In the

second place, there is nothing that can possibly be better

adapted for my declining years and for an alleviation of my
melancholy. My eagerness for this drives me at times to

wish to spur you on. But I suppress the impulse : for I

have no doubt that, when you know me to be very much set

on a thing, your eagerness will surpass my own. Accord-

ingly I look upon it as already done.

I am anxious to hear what those friends of yours ' decide

as to the letter to Caesar. Nicias is as devoted to you as he

is bound to be, and is greatly delighted at your remembering
him. I am indeed strongly attached to our friend Peduaeus.

For I have on the one hand transferred to him all the

esteem which I had for his father, and on the other I love

him for his own sake as much as I loved the other,— but it

is you that I love the most for wishing us to be thus

mutually attached. If you inspect the pleasure-grounds and
tell me about the letter, you will give me something to write

to you about : if not, I shall yet write something. For a

subject will never be quite wanting.

DCI (A XIII, 2, § I)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (24 May)

Your promptitude pleases me better than inc contents of

your letter.' For what could be more insulting ? However,

' Ballnis and Oppius.
' There is nothing to shew to what this refers ; hw •'

r

shews that Atticos had had to tell Cicem that O;
(Ud not approve of his letter to Casar. Perhaps tht) . .,,

didactic, and unbecoming in Cicero's position. He would be particularly

sensitive on that iwint, as he had plumed himself on being able to offer

pcrfitical advice which might aflfect the sittuuion. See pp. 261, 362.
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I am by this time hardened to such things, and have divested

myself of all human feelings. I look forward to your letter

to-day, not that I expect anything new, for what should

there be ? But all the same

DCII (A XIII, 27)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (25 May)

I HAD always determined, and on very good grounds, that

your friends should read my letter to Caesar before it was

sent. If I had acted otherwise, I should have been want-

ing in courtesy to them, and almost rash in regard to my
own danger in case my letter should prove offensive to

him. Now your friends have acted frankly, and have

obliged me by not suppressing their opinion ; but best of

all by suggesting so many alterations, that I have no reason

for writing it all over again. And yet, in the matter

of the Parthian war, what ought I to have kept in view

except what I thought was Caesar's wish ?
' What, in fact,

was the point of my letter at all except to say smooth
things to him ? ^ Do you suppose that if I had wanted to

give him the advice which I thought best, I should have

been at a loss for language ? Therefore the whole letter is

altogether superfluous. For when no great " hit " is possible,

and a " miss," however slight, would bring unpleasant conse-

quences, what need to run the risk ? Especisdly as it occurs

to me that, as I have not written to him before, he will

think that I should probably not have written had not the

war been over. Moreover, I fear his thinking that I meant

' The Parthians were again threatening Syria, and Cxsar seems to

have let it be known that he wished to lead an arm^ against them.
He was, in fact, preparing to do so when he was assassinated.

' KoXtxKtia, a strong word. Speaking frankly to Atticus, Cicero makes
no concealment of his real dislike of Oesar's policy and of his own un-

willing submission to/(fret majeure.
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this as a sop for my " Cato." There is no more to be said.

I am extremely sorr)' I wrote it ; nor could anything in this

affair have fallen out more in accordance with my wishes,

than to find that my intrusion is not approved. For I should

have found myself also involved with that party, and among
them with your relative.' But to return to the pleasure-

grounds. I absolutely will not have you go to them unless

entirely convenient to yourself. There is no hurry. What-
ever happens let us devote our efforts to Faberius. How-
ever, tell me the day of the auction, if you know it. The
bearer of this has just come from Cumae, and as he reported

that Attica was quite recovered, and said that he had a

letter from her, I have sent him straight to you.

DCIII (A XIII, 28 AND 29, § i)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (a6 May)

As you are going to inspect the pleasure-grounds to-day, I

shall hear of course to-morrow what you think of them.

About Faberius again you will write when he has arrived.

As to the letter to Caesar, believe my solemn assertion,—I cannot ! Nor is it the dishonour of the thing that deters

me, though it ought to do so most of all. For where is the

disgrace of flattery, in view of the disgrace of living at all ?

But as I began by saying, it is not the dishonour that d' '
r

me: and, indeed, I only wish it could—for then I shi

have been the man I ought to be—but I cannot think

anything to say. For those exhortations addressed to -\1< \

ander by men of eloquence and learning—think of the cir-

cumstances in which they were delivered ! Here was a

young man fired with ambition for the purest glory, de-

siring to have some suggestions made to him as to how to

win undying fame, and they exhort him to follow honour.

' Their common nq>hew Qttintus.
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There is no lack of something to say in such a case. But
what can I say? Nevertheless, I had roughhewn what
seemed to me a kind of model. Because there were some
things in it which were slightly coloured beyond the actual

facts—present and past—adverse criticism is provoked, and
I am not sorry for it. For if that letter had reached its

destination, believe me, I should have repented it. Why,
don't you see that even that famous pupil of Aristotle, dis-

tinguished for the ver)' best ability and the most perfect

conduct, no sooner got the title of king than he became
haughty, cruel, and ungovernable ? Well now, do you think

that this god of the procession, this messmate of Quirinus,'

is likely to be gratified by temperate letters such as I should
write? In truth, I would rather that he felt annoyed at not

receiving what I had not written, than disapprove of what I

had. In fine, let it be as he pleases. What was goading
me on to action, at the time I put the " Archimedian prob-

lem "
' before you, is now all gone. By Heaven, I am now

actually desirous—and much more earnestly—of that same
misfortune of which I was then afraid,^ or any other he
chooses. Unless anything else prevents you, pray come to

me : you will be very welcome. Nicias having been urgently

summoned by Dolabella—for I read the letter—has gone
against my will, yet at the same time on my advice. What
follows I have written with my own hand.

While I was by way of questioning Nicias about other

matters in regard to men of learning, we fell upon the subject

of Thalna. He did not speak highly of his genius, but said

that he was steady and of good character. But what follows

did not seem to me to be satisfactory. He said that he
knew him to have lately tried to marr)' Cornificia, daughter
of Quintus, who was quite an old woman and had often

' Alluding to Caesar's statue in the temple of Quirinus (see p. 255),
and to his bust being carried with those of the gods in the procession
with which the Ituli Circensts were opened (Suet. lul. 76). See p.
310.

" See p. 85.
* Of losing a hold upon Caesar's favour. This shews a decided change

in the tone of Cicero's references to Caesar. The extraordinary honours
voted to him after the news of Munda—among which was the life

dictatorship—may account for this, as destroying all hope of a constitu-

tional government.
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been married before : that the ladies did not accept his pro-

posal because they found that his property did not amount
to more than 800 sestertia. I thought you ought to know
this.'

DCIV (A XIII, 29, §§ 2, 3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (27 May)

I WAS informed about the suburban pleasure-grounds by your
letter and by Chrysippus. In the villa, the vulgarity of
which I have known of old, I see that nothing or very little

has been changed : however, he praises the larger bath, and
says that of the smaller one winter apartments might be
made. Therefore, a small covered passage will have to be
added, the building of which on the same scale as the one I

constructed at Tusculum will cost about half less in that

district. For the erection of the fane also, which I desire,

nothing could be better suited than the grove which I used
to know. But at that time it was not at all frequented, now
I hear it is very much so. I couldn't have anything I

should like better. In this matter " in heaven's name indulge

my whim." ' All I have to say more is—if Faberius pays his

debt, don't stop to inquire the price : outbid Otho. I don't

think, however, that he will lose his head about it, for I

think I know the man. Moreover, I am told that he has
been so hard hit, that I don't think that he is a buyer.

Otherwise would he have let it come to the hammer? But
why discuss that ? If you get the money from Faberius, let

us purchase even at a high price : if not, we can't do it even
at a low one. So then we must go to Clodia. From her
also I seem to have more hope, because, in the first place,

' luventius Thalna was perhaps a candidate for the hand of Atticus's

daughter Attica (properly Caxilia), who eventually married Agrippa.
' rby rvfoy ftov wpo^ vtiiv rpowof6p^9oy. The last word^-of which

the I^tin marigirari is a transilation—seems only to occur in Acts, xiii.

18.
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the property is much less costly, and in the next place,

Dolabella's debt ' seems so safe that I feel certain of being

also able to get ready money to pay for it. Enough about

the pleasure-gardens. To-morrow I shall see you, or hear

some reason for your not coming : I expect it will be in con-

nexion with Faberius. But do come, if you can.

DCV (A XIII, 2, §§ I, 2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (27 May)

Please order the letters to be delivered to Oppius and
Balbus ; and, by the way, see Piso whenever you can about
the gold. If Faberius comes to town, you will please see

that I am credited with the right amount, if there is to be any
crediting at all.* You will learn what it is from Eros.

Ariarathes son of Ariobarzanes ' has come to Rome. He
wants, I suppose, to buy some kingdom from Caesar. For,

as at present situated, he hasn't a foot of ground to call his

own. After all, our friend Sextus—as a sort of official en-

tertainer—has monopolized him, for which I am not sorry.

However, as I am very intimate with his brothers, owing to

the great services I did them, I am writing to invite him to

stay in my house. As I was sending Alexander for that

purpose, I have given him this letter to take.

' The dowry of Tullia, which Dolabella owed after the divorce.
^ The debt of Faberius, Caesar's secretary, to Cicero, so often men-

tioned, see p. 223, etc There seems to have been some question as to
a paynient in gold—perhaps in foreign coin. See p. 271.

The king of Cappadocia whom Cicero had supported and saved in
B.C Sl-Sa See vol. iL, p. 102. Sex/us is Sextus Peducseus.
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DCVI (A XIII, 31)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 28 May

On the morning of the 28th Demeas handed me a letter

written the day before, according to which I should expect

you to-day or to-morrow. But while longing for your

arrival, it is I after all, as I think, who will hinder

you. For I don't suppose the Faberius business will be

so promptly settled, even if it is ever to be so, as not to

cause some delay. Come when you can then, since your

arrival is still deferred. I should be much obliged if you

would send me the books of Dicaearchus which you mention :

add also the book of the " Descent." ' As to the letter to

Caesar, my mind is made up. And yet the very thing which

your friends assert that he writes—that he will not go against

the Parthians until everything is settled at home—is exactly

the advice I gave all through that letter. I told him to do
whichever he chose : that he might rely on my support. No
doubt he is waiting for that, and is not likely to do anything

except on my advice ! Pray let us dismiss all such follies,

and let us at least be half-free. That we can obtain by

holding our tongues and living in retirement.

Yes, approach Otho as you suggest, and finish that busi-

ness, my dear Atticus : for I can hit on no other place where

I can at once keep away from the forum and enjoy your

society. As to the price however, the following occurs to

me. Gaius Albanius is the nearest neighbour : he bought

1,000 tugera of M. Pilius, as far as I can remember, for

11,500 sestertia* Prices are lower all round now. But we

must add a great desire to buy, in which, with the exception

' A description of • descent into the cave of Trophonius in BoeoUa.
• A 1,000 iugtra unoont to 625 English acres; \\,%<Xi ieslertiaXo

•bout ;{^92,ooa That gives about £,^a1 per acre, which for property

close to the city is not perhaps too mtich.
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of Otho, I do not think we shall have any competitor. But

you will be able to influence him personally : you could have

done so still more easily if you had had Canus with you.

What vulgar gluttony ! I am ashamed of his father.' Write

by return if you want to say anything.

DCVI I (A XIII, 30)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 28 May

I AM sending you back Q. Cicero's letter.* How hard-

hearted of you not to be agitated by his dangers ! He has

something to say against me also. I am sending you half

the letter. For the other half, with the account of his

achievements, I think you have in duplicate. I have sent a

letter-carrier to Cumae to-day. I have given him your letter

to Vestorius, which you had given Pharnaces. I had just

sent Demeas to you when Eros arrived, but there was
nothing new in the letter he brought except that the auction

was to last two days. So you will come after it is over,^ as

you say ; and I hope with the Faberius affair settled. But
Eros says that he won't settle to-day : he thinks he will to-

morrow morning. You must be very polite to him. But
such flatteries are almost criminal. I shall see you, I hope,

the day after to-morrow. If you can do so from any source,

find out who Mummius's ten legates were. Polybius doesn't

give their names. I remember the consular Albinus and

' This may refer to some story of young Quintus. But we cannot be
sure.

' The younger Quintus Cicero was with Caesar in Spain. He ap-
pears to have written to his uncle Atticus, making the most of his

adventures. His habit of romancing is again illustrated in Letter DCCL
(.-///. XV. 21). Some editors put this paragraph (down to '* to-day ") at

the end of Letter DCHI: but it seems no more in place there, and
leaves this letter beginning with ei dedi, without anyone for ei to refer

to.
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Spurius Mummius : I think Hortensius told me Tuditanus
;

but in Libo's annals Tuditanus was prator fourteen years
after Mummius's consulship. That certainly doesn't square
with it. I have in my mind a Political Conference, to be
held at Olympia or where you will, after the manner of your
friend Dicaearchus.'

DCVIII (A XIII. 2, § 3, AND 3, § I)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 29 May

So the auction of Peducaeus is to-morrow. Come when you
can, therefore. Although perhaps Faberius will delay you

;

yet as soon as you are free. Our friend Dionysius complains
loudly, and with some justice after all, that he is so long
away from his pupils. He has written a long letter to me,
and I believe also to you. In my opinion he will be still

longer away. Yet I could have wished it were otherwise,

for I miss him much. I am hoping for a letter from you :

that is, not just yet, for I am writing this answer early in the
morning.

DCIX (A XIII, 32)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 29 May

Having received a second letter from you to-day I did not

wish you to be content with only one from me. Yes, pray

do as you say about Faberius. For on our success in that

' He is referring to the ten commissioners sent out to settle the

affurs of the towns of Achaia after the destruction of Corinth by Mum-
mm, B.C. 146. They drew oat constitutions for the several towns,
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depends entirely what I have in my mind. If that idea had
never occurred to me I should, believe me, have been as in-

different to that as I am about everything else. \Vherefore

as you are doing at present—and I am sure it cannot be
improved upon—push the matter on : don't let it rest : carry

it through. Please send me both the books of Dicaearchus

—on the " Soul " and on the " Descent." I can't find his
" Tripoliticus " and his letter to Aristoxenus. I should be
specially glad to have these three books ; they would bear

upon what I have in my mind. " Torquatus " is at Rome

:

I have ordered it to be given to you. "Catulus" and
" Lucullus " I think you have already. To these books a
new preface has been added, in which both of them are

spoken of with commendation. I wish you to have these

compositions,' and there are some others. You didn't quite

understand what I said to you about the ten legates, I suppose,

because I wrote in shorthand. What I wanted to know was
about Tuditanus. Hortensius once told me that he was one
of the ten. I see in Libo's annals that he was praetor in

the consulship of P. Popilius and P. Rupilius.' Could he
have been a legatus fourteen years before he was praetor,

unless his quaestorship was very late in life ?
' And I don't

think that that was so. For I notice that he easily obtained

which Polybius was employed to explain to the inhabitants. The
labours of the commissioners occupied six months, and Polybius thinks
that they did a very noble piece of work in the way of constitution-

building. Hence Cicero meant to choose them as speakers in a dialogue
on constitutions, which, however, was never composed ( Polyb. xxxix.

IS-16).
* Literas (see vol. i., p. 34). " Torquatus" means the first book of

the d€ Finibus, "Catulus" and "Lucullus" the first and second
\ ooks of the Academica, in which they are the speakers.

* B.C. 132.
* For the ten commissioners in the Peloponnesus, sec p. 268. Cicero's

ifficulty is this. To be a commissioner in B.c. 146 a man must have
en a senator, that is, he must at least have been quaestor in B.C. 147

,..: latest). But if Tuditanus was quaestor in B.C. 147 and obtained
the prxtorship in his regular year [legitimo anno) he would be praetor

in Y,.c. 139; whereas Tuditanus was not quaestor till B.C. 145 and
prxtor till B.C. 1 32, seven years late. The solution is given in Letter
DCXIL It was a son who was qiuretor in B.C. 145, praetor in B.c. 132.

The commissioner was his father and had held his offices (not, how-
ever, the consulship) many years before, and therefore was eligible

for the commissionership in B.C. 146.
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the curule magistracies in his regular years. However, I

did not know that Postumius, whose statue you say you

remember in the Isthmus, was one of them. He is the man
who was consul with L. LucuUus.' I have to thank you for

this addition of a very suitable person to my " Conference."

So please see to the rest, if you can, that I may make a fine

show even with my dramatis persona.

DCX (A XIII, 3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 30 May

Ves, the debtors you mention appear to be so satisfactory

that my only hesitation arises from the fact that you seem
to have doubts. The fact is, I don't like your referring the

matter to me. What ! was I to manage my own business

without your advice ? But, after all, I quite understand that

you do so more from your habitual caution than because

you doubt the soundness of the debtors. The fact is, you
don't think well of Caelius, and you don't want a multiplicity

of debtors. In both sentiments I concur. We must there-

fore be content with the present list.' Sooner or later,

indeed, you would have had to go security for me even in

the auction with which we are now concerned.* All then

' B.C. isi.
' The question is of certain debts due to Faberius, «•'•-' > '* - ;.,

assign to Cicero in payment of the money owed to ; .

Cicero is satisfied with the list of names; but At:: 1

have had one name, or at least fewer, and yet <

substitution of Cxiius for all or some of them. 1

that they had tiettcr make the t>cst of the list as it .standi^.

* The auction of the horli Sia/>u/ani which Cicero had contem-

plated buying for Tullia's shrine. Me goes on to s.-i> ' *"

doubt, would have to be hu security for the purch .

debts above-mentioned were got in, but a correspond

can be obtained from the vendors, so that Atticus'sgu

be called upon, and the money would be paid out ot

This tense I think can be fairly got from the text as given by Tyrrell
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shall be provided from my own pocket : but as to the delay

in getting in the debts, I think—if we do but hit upon what
we want—that a time of grace may be obtained from the

auctioneer, and at any rate from the heirs.

See about Crispus and Mustela, and let me know what
the share of the two is. I had already been informed of

the arrival of Brutus ;
* for my freedman Aigypta. brought

me a letter from him. I am sending it to you, because it

is expressed in obliging terms.

DCXI (A XII, 5, § 2)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 31 May

Yes, inquire about Caelius^ as you say; I know nothing.

We ought to ascertain his character, not only his means.

Do the same as to Hortensius and Verginius, if you feel

any doubt : yet I don't think you will easily find anybody
more eligible, as far as I can see. Yes, negotiate with

Mustela in the manner you suggest, when Crispus arrives.

I have written to tell Avius to inform Piso of the facts, with

which he is well acquainted, as to the gold.^ For I quite

agree with you : that business has dragged on too long, and
we must now call in money from all directions. I have no
difficulty in seeing that you neither do nor think of any-

thing but what is to my interests, and that it is by my
business that your eagerness to visit me is foiled. But I

imagine you by my side, not merely because you are em-
ployed in my service, but also because I seem to see how
you are acting. And, indeed, not a single hour which you
devote to my business escai)es my observation.

I see that Tubulus was praetor in the consulship of

and Purser ; but it is very likely corrupt. Dr. Reid, in particular, re-

jects a me igitur omnia.
' From his province of Gallia Cisalpina. Mustela and Mardus

Crispus were two of the co-heirs of Scapula.
• See previous letter. * See p. 265.
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Lucius Metellus and Quintus Maximus.' At present I

should like to ascertain in what consulship Publius Scajvola,

the Pontifex Maximus, was tribune. I fJi/nk it was in thai

of Caepio and Pompeius : ' for he was praetor in the year of

Lucius Furius and Sextus Atilius.* Please therefore tell

me the year of Tubulus's tribunate, and, if you can, on

what charge he was tried. And pray look to see w^httln r

Lucius Libo, who brought in the bill about Servius (

.

was tribune in the consulship of Censorinus and Man.....,,

or T. Quinctius and Manius Acilius.* Also I am puzzled

about Brutus's epitome of the history of Fannius. I put

down what I found at the end of that epitome, and taking

it as my guide, I stated that Fannius—the author of the

history—was son-in-law to Laelius. But you proved to

demonstration that I was wrong. Now Brutus and Fannius

refute you. However, I had good authority—that of Hor-

tensius—for my statement as it appears in the " Brutus."

'

Please therefore set this matter right

DCXII (F IV, 12)

SERVIUS SULPICIUS RUFUS TO CICERO (AT

TUSCULUM)

Athens, 31 May

Skrvius sends many good wishes to Cicero. Though I

know that I shall be giving you no very pleasant news,

> B. c. 1 42. L. Tubalos was accused of Uking a bribe when presiding

at a trial for murder {dt Fin. a, | 54).
* B.C. 141.
' B.c. 136.
* B.C. 150 or 149. The crime of Serrios Galbn wa^ the trcachcrmifi

treatment of the Lusitani, whom he sold as slave

rendered on promise of freedom. He was impt-

Libo in B.C. 147 (according to L\vj, Ep. 49), who was -iupponcn ny one

of the last speeches made bjr Calo the censor. See Brtitus, % 89, where

Cicero says that the Lusitaai were killed.

* Bruins, % loi.
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yet since chance and nature bear the sway among us men,

I thought it incumbent on me to give you information of

whatever kind it might be. On the 23rd of May, on sailing

into the Pineus, I met my colleague M. Marcellus,' and
spent the day there in order to enjoy his society. Next day,

when I parted from him with the design of going from

Athens to Bceotia, and finishing what remained of my legal

business,^ he told me that he intended to sail round Cape
Malea and make for Italy. On the third day after that, just

as I was intending to start from Athens, at the tenth hour

of the night my friend Publius Postumius called on me
with the information that my colleague M. Marcellus just

after dinner had been stabbed with a dagger by his friend

P. Magius Cilo, and had received two wounds, one in the

stomach, a second in the head behind the ear ; but that

hopes were entertained that he might survive ; and that

Magius had killed himself afterwards. He added that he had

been sent by Marcellus to tell me this, and to ask me to

send some physicians. Accordingly, I summoned some
pliysicians, and immediately started just as day was break-

ing. When I was not far from Piraeus, a slave of Acidinus

met me bearing a note containing the information that

Marcellus had expired a little before daybreak. So there is

a man of most illustrious character cut off in a most dis-

tressing manner by the vilest of men. His personal

enemies had spared him in consideration of his character
;

but one of his own friends was found to inflict death upon
him. However, I continued my journey to his tent. There
I found two freedmen and a few slaves : they said the rest

had run away in terror, because their master had been

killed in front of the tent.' I was obliged to carry him
back to the city in the same litter in which I had ridden

down and to use my own bearers : and there, considering

the means at my disposal at Athens, I saw to his having an

' This is the M. Marcellus, whose restoration by Qesar called out

Cicero's senatorial speech pro Marcelh. He had been consul with

Sulpicius in B.C. 51. His assassination appears to have arisen from
jealousy on the part of Cilo, who had not been recalled.

^ The comentus or assizes. Sulpicius had been appointed by Caesar

to govern Greece. See p. 136.
^ Slaves of a murdered master were liable to be put to death.

III. T
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honourable funeral. I could not induce the Athenians to

grant him a place of burial within the city,' as they alleged

that they were prevented by religious scruples from doing

so ; and it is a fact that they had never granted that

privilege to anyone. But they allowed us, which was the

next best thing, to bury him in any gymnasium we chose.'

We chose a place in the most famous gymnasium in the

world—that of the Academy—and there we burnt the body,

and afterwards saw to these same Athenians giving out a

contract for the construction of a marble monument over

him. So I think I have done all for him alive and dead
required by our colleagueship and close connexion. Good-
bye.

31 May, Athens.

DCXIII (A XIII, 4)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, I June

I HAVE received the result of your kind labours as to the

ten legates. I agree with you about Tuditanus ; it was his

son that was quaestor the year after the consulship of

Mummius.'
Well, since you repeatedly ask me whether I am satisfied

about the debtors, I also repeatedly tell you in answer that I

am satisfied.' If you can come to any settlement with

Piso, do so. For I think Avius will fulfil his obligations.

I wish you could come before Brutus ; but if you can't, at

least stay with mc when he comes to Tusculum. It is of

' Athens was a libera n'vt'ias, and had complete management of in-

ternal affairs. The Athenians bad been rather Pompeian in sympathy,
and were perhaps afraid to shew special favour now to a prominent

member of the beaten partjr.

' That is, in the grounds about a gymnasium.
* B.c. 145. See an/e, p. 269. • See p. 270.
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great importance to me that we should be together. And
you will be able to ascertain the day if you tell your servant

to ask.

DCXIV (A XIII, 5)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 2 June

I HAD thought that Spurius Mummius was one of the ten

legates ; but he was, of course—as was natural—a Ugatus
to his brother. For he was at the capture of Corinth. I

Am sending " Torquatus "
' to you. Yes, do talk to Silius,

as you suggest, and urge him on. He said the day for

{)ayment was not in May ;
' he didn't deny that it was the

day you mention. But pray be careful about this business,

as you always are. As to Crispus and Mustela *—of course

:

as soon as you have come to any settlement. As you
promise to be with me by the time Brutus comes, that's

enough : especially as the intervening days are being spent
in important business of my own.

DCXV (A XIII. 33. §§ 1-3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 3 June

Astonishing carelessness! Do you suppose that Balbus
and Faberius only once told me that the return was made ?

' S«e p. 269.
^ That is, for the payment of the korti which Cicero wrisbed to buy

(the Stapulatti). See p. 27a
' See p. 271.
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Why, I even sent a man at their bidding to make the re-

turn. For they said that that was what the law required.'

My freedman Philotimus made the return. I believe you
know my copyist. But write, and tell me too that it has

been settled. I am sending a letter to Faberius as you
think I ought. But with Balbus I think you have come to

some arrangement in the Capitol to-day.*

I have no scruple about Vergilius : for I am not bound to

consider him, and if I purchase, what right will he have to

expostulate? But see that he is not in Africa when the

time comes, like Caelius. As to the debt, please look into

the matter along with Cispius : but if Plancus bids,* then a

difficulty arises. Yes, both of us wish you to come here,

but this business on which you are engaged must on no
account be abandoned. I am very glad to hear you say

that you hope that Otho can be outbidden. As to the

assignment on valuation we will consider, as you say, when
we have begun discussing terms : although he did not say a

word in his letter, except about the amount of land. Yes,

talk to Piso, in case he may be able to do anything. I

have received Dicxarchus's book, and I am waiting for his

" Descent."* If you will commission some one, he will find

the information in the book containing the decrees of the

senate in the consulship of Gnaeus Cornelius and Lucius

Mummius.' Your opinion about Tuditanus is very reason-

able, that at the time that he was at the siege of Corinth

—

for Hortensius did not speak at random—he was quaestor or

military tribune, and I rather think it was so. You will

be able to ascertain from Antiochus, of course, in what

year he was quaestor or military tribune. If he was neither,

' ThU teems to be the return of income {prv/ejsi0) required by the Ux
lulia municipalis (B.C. 46). The first clause, as it is preserved, says

that if a man is away from Rome, he must instruct his man of bnciDess

or agent [(pui aus fuf^ia curaSit) to make the return for htm. See
bruns, Fontfi luris Komani, p. lOI.

* Reading kodU in Capitolio. The MSS. have H. in CafitM: It

refers to the return or proftssio which, according to the law, | 15, had to

be entered in the public records («« tabulas publicas reftnmda mratc)

which were kept in the record office, the tabutarimiH^ at the foot of the

Capitol

That is, for the h»rti Scapulani. * See p. 266.

B.C. 146.
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hunt him up and see whether he was among the /ra/ec/i'^ or

the attcuhks—always provided that he was engaged in that

war at all.

DCXVI (A XIII, 6, § 4)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (4 June)

The Tuditanus you mention—great-grandfather of Horten-

sius— I was quite unacquainted with, and I had imagined
it to have been the son, who at that time could not have
been a legatus.^ I hold it to be certain that Spurius Mum-
mius was at Corinth. For the Spurius of our time, lately

dead, frequently used to recite to me his letters written in

witty verse sent to his friends from Corinth. But I feel

sure he was legatus to his brother, not one of the ten.

And, besides, I have been taught that it was not the custom
of our ancestors to nominate on a commission men who
were related to the imperators, as we—in our ignorance of

the best principles of government, or rather from careless-

ness of them—sent Marcus Lucullus and Lucius Murjena
and others closely connected with him as commissioners to

Lucius Lucullus.^ But it is exceedingly natural that he
should have been among the first of his brother's legates.

What an amount of trouble you have taken—in busying

yourself with such matters as these, in clearing up my diffi-

culties, and in being much less earnest in your own business

than in mine

!

' The prafecti accompanying a consul or proconsul in a provfnce
were officers of the cavalry, engineers, etc., as we have seen in vol. ii.,

p. 170. For the confusion between the elder and younger Tuditanus,
see p. 269.

* Because not yet a senator.
' In the Mithridatic war, to organize the province of Pontns and

Bithynia (b.c. 68).
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DCXVII (A XIII, 8)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (8 June)

I HAVE absolutely nothing to say to you. For you have
only just left me, and shortly after your departure have sent

me back my note-book. Please see that the accompanying
packet is delivered to Vestorius, and instruct some one to

inquire whether there is any land of Quintus Staterius's, on
his Pompeian or Nolan properties, for sale. Please send
me Brutus's epitome of the annals of Cselius ; and ask

Philoxenus for Panaitius "On Foresight." Be sure I see you
and your party on the thirteenth.

DCXVII I (A XIII, 7)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (9 June)

Sestius came to see me yesterday and so did Theopompus.
He told me that a letter had arrived from Caesar to the

effect that he was resolved to remain at Rome,' and that he
gave as his reason the one mentioned in my letter'—for

fear of his laws being disregarded if he were away, just as

his sumptuary law had been. That is reasonable, and is

what I had suspected. But one must give in to your
friends, unless you think I might urge this same conclu-

sion. He also told me that Lentulus had certainly divorced
Metella. But you know all that better than I. Write back

* /.«., instoui of aDdarUUng the Parthian war.
* The letter which was not aent, owing to the disapproval of Balbos

and Oppios.
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therefore anything you choose, so long as you write some-

thing. For at the moment I cannot think of anything you
are likely to write about, unless by any chance you have

seen your way at all in regard to Mustela, or have had an
interview with Silius.

Brutus arrived at his Tusculan villa yesterday between
four and five in the afternoon. To-day therefore he will

see me, and I could have wished that you were here. I

have myself given orders that he should be told that you
had waited for his arrival as long as you could and would
come if you were told of it, and that I would inform you at

once, as I hereby do.'

DCXIX (F VI, II)

TO TREBIANUS (IN EXILE)

(Rome, June)

Hitherto I have felt nothing more than a natural affection

for Dolabella : I was under no obligation to him—for it

never chanced to be necessary—and he was in my debt for

my having stood by him in his hours of danger.* Now,
however, I have become bound to him by so strong an
obligation—for having previously in regard to your property,

and on the present occasion in the matter of your recall,

gratified me to the fullest possible degree—that I can owe
no one more than I do him. In regard to this matter,

while I warmly congratulate you, I wish you to congratu-

late rather than thank me. The latter I do not in the least

desire, the former you will be able to do with truth. For
the rest, since your high character and worth have secured

' Tyrrell and Purser and Mueller arrange this paragraph as a separate
letter, a day later than the previous part. But there does not seem
sufficient reason for departing from the ordinary arrangement. Cicero

)>egan a letter early in the day, and added a postscript later, when
ing turned up.

- Cicero had twice defended Dolabella (vol. ii., pp. l6o-l6l).
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your return to your family, you will be acting in a manner
worthy of your wisdom and magnanimity if you forget what
you have lost, and think of what you have recovered. Vou
will be living with your family

;
you will be living with us

;

you have gained more in personal consideration than you
have lost in property : though of course your recovered
position would have been a greater source of pleasure to you,
if there had been any constitution left Our friend Vestorius
tells me in a letter that you express very great gratitude to

me. This avowal on your part is, of course, very gratifying

to me, and I have nothing to say against your making it,

whether to others, or by heaven ! to our friend Siro
:

' for

what one does one likes to have approved most by the
wisest men. I desire to see you at the earliest opportunity.

DCXX (A XIII, 9)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (June 17)

You had only just left me yesterday when Trebonius arrived

and a little later Curtius—the latter merely intending to call,

but he stayed on being pressed. We have Trebatius with
us. Early this morning Dolabella arrived. We had much
talk to a late hour in the day. I cannot exaggerate its

cordial and affectionate tone. However, we came at last to

the subject of Quintus.^ He told me many things beyond
words—beyond expression : but there was one of such a
kind that, had it not been notorious to the whole army, I

should not have ventured, I don't say to dictate to Tiro, but
even to write it with my own hand. But enough of that.

Very opportunely, while I had Dolabella with me Torquatus
arrived ; and in the kindest manner Dolabella repeated to

him what I had been saying. For I had been just speaking

' An Epicurean philosopher {de Fin. 2, | 119).
' The younger Quintus, who was with Ctesar.
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1

with very great earnestness in his cause,' an earnestness

which seemed to gratify Torquatus. I am waiting to hear

what news you have about Brutus. However, Nicias thinks

that the matter is settled, but that the divorce ^ does not

find favour.

All the more am I anxious for the same thing as you are.*

For if any scandal has been caused, this step may put it

right. I must go to Arpinum : for in the first place my
small property there needs putting straight, and in the

second place I fear I may not be able to leave town
when once Caesar has come, as to whose arrival Dolabella

has the same opinion as you had—founded on your letter

from Messalla.* When I have got there and ascertained

what amount of business there is to do, I will write and tell

you the days of my return journey.'

DCXXI (A XIII, lO)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (June 20)

I AM not at all surprised either at your sorrow in regard to

Marcellus or at your misgiving as to increased sources of

danger. For who would have feared such a thing as this

' In urging Dolabella to stand his friend with Oesar. Aulus Manlius

Torquatus, after Pompey's defeat, had been living in exile at Athens.

He appears now to have been allowed to return. See p. 235.
* r rem Claudia, to marry Porcia.
' I.e. , for the marriage with Porcia, a daughter of Cato and widow

of Bibulus, a marriage which seems to have caused much excitement

among the remains of the Pompeian party.
' iJolabella had been with Oesar in Spain, but had come home

direct, whereas Caesar (according to Nicolas of Damascus, " Life of Au-
gustus," c. 11-12) went with Octavius and others to Carthage to arrange
for the settlement of his colony there.

' From Tusculum to Arpinum is about sixty miles, and it would be a
two days' journey, which may possibly account for the plural ad qim
dies, which, however, Dr. Reid would change to qu» du; but see

p. 207. Cicero was detained a considerable time at Arpinum.
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—a thing that had never happened before and which nature
seemed to forbid the possibility of happening? Therefore
there is nothing that may not be feared.

But this is an historical slipofyours—the last person I should
have expected to make it—that " I am the sole remaining
consular." Why, what do you think of Servius ?

' However,
this survival has of course no value of any sort—especially
to me, who think that their fate is no less happy than my
own. For what am I, and what influence do I possess ? Is

it at home or abroad ? Well, if it had not occurred to me to
write my poor books, I shouldn't have known what to do
with myself. Yes, as you say, I think I must dedicate to
Dolabella some treatise of a more general kind and more
political in tone. Something certainly I must compose for

him
; for he is very desirous that I should do so. If Brutus

takes any step,' pray be careful to let me know. I think he
ought to do it as soon as possible, especially if he has made
up his mind. He will thereby either entirely stop, or at any
rate mitigate, any little talk there may be about it. For
there are people who talk even to me. But he will settle

these things best himself, especially if he also consults you.
I intend starting on the 21st : for I have nothing to do here,
nor, by Hercules ! there either, or anywhere : yet there, after

all, there is something. To-day I am expecting Spinther

;

for Brutus has sent him to me. He writes to clear Caesar in

regard to the death of Marcellus—on whom no suspicion
would have fallen, even if his assassination had been the
consequence of a plot. As it is, as there is no doubt what-
ever about Magius. Does not his madness account for the
whole thing? I don't clearly understand what he means.
Please explain therefore. However, for myself my only
doubt is as to the cause of Magius's mad fury. Marcellus
had even gone security for him. No doubt that is the true

* Servius Sulpicias Rufos, coanl B.c. 51. Atticus must have meant
that Cicero was the sole sanriving contalar of the militant Potnpetan
party. For aevenl ex-consuls were still surviving. See a list of such
coosnlan dead by B.C. 44 in 2 /'Ai/. f 12. But perhapa, after all, he
med the expression with that kind of careleM exagveratkn apt to rise

to the lips at a sadden shock, such as the oewi oTthe aaaaainatklD of
Marcellus, and Cicero takes it too literally.

* About his marriage with Porcia.
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explanation—he was insolvent. I suppose he had asked

some indulgence from Marcellus, who—as was his way—had
answered him somewhat decidedly.

DCXXII (A XIII, II)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum, 22 June

Not the same look."* I thought I shouldn't mind. It

was quite the reverse, when I found myself more widely

separated from you. But I had to do it, both in order to

settle the small rents of my properties, and to avoid burden-

ing Brutus with the necessity of shewing me attention. For

at a future time we shall be able to keep up our acquaint-

ance at Tusculum on easier terms. But at the present

juncture, when he wanted to see me every day and I could

not go to him,* he was losing all enjoyment of his Tusculan
villa. Please therefore write and tell me whether Servilia

'

has arrived, whether Brutus has taken any decided step, even

if he has determined on doing so, and when he starts to

' ot) rairrov tiSo(. Cicero, as usual, expects Atticus to fill up any well-

known quotation. It is from Euripides, /o», 585

:

oi/ ravrbv iJSo^ ^aivirai tuv •Kpayfiariitv

irp6<ru9tv oyruv, lyyvQiv 0' vpvftti'uv,

" Not the same look wear things when far removed
As when beneath our eyes and close at hand."

^ Why not ? It may refer to the morning call or scUuiatio. Cicero

even in the country was accustomed to receive many guests at it, and
(urhaps as a tonsularis it was not etiquette for him to go to levees of

men of lower official rank, and Brutus had as yet held no curule

office. We may remember that Juvenal notices it as a corruption of his

period that a prwtor is seen at such a levee. Visiting later in the day
wxs not usual except by intimate friends, and Cicero, when he paid a
visit to Pompcy in the evening, thinks it necessary to offer an explana-
tii>n (vol. L, p. 223). He always seems to dislike the intemiption of

late visitors.

The mother of Brutus.
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meet Caesar—anything in fact that I ought to know. If you
can, call on Piso :

* you see how pressing it is.* Yet only if

it is no inconvenience to you.

DCXXIII (A XIII, 12)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (23 June)

VouR letters about our dear Attica stung me to the heart
However, they also healed the wound. For the fact that

you consoled yourself in the same letter gave me sufficient

assurance to alleviate my distress. You have given my
speech for Ligarius ' a famous start. Henceforth, whenever
I write anything, I shall intrust the advertising to you. As
to what you say in your letter about Varro, you are aware
that heretofore my speeches and writings of that nature

have been composed in a way that made the introduction

anywhere of Varro impossible. But when I began these

more literary works, Varro had already announced to me a

dedication of an important treatise. Two years have passed,

and that " Callippides," * though perpetually on the move,
has not advanced a yard. I, on the other hand, am prepar-

ing to return anything he sent me, *' measure and all and
even better "— if I had but the power : for even Hesiod
adds the proviso " if you can." ' As things stand at present

' A raoney-lender.
* Because the hcrti Utapulcun were soon to be sold, and money would

be wanted.
' Delivered in B.C. 46 before Csesar at his bouse in defence of Q.

Lwarios, accused of maustas.
* Callippides appears to have been aomeooe who, like Mr. Peckfliiff*s

hone, miiae a great show but did little ; but whether he was an actor

or a runner seems uncertain.
* Hesiod, "W. and D." 347:

fV niv lurptlvOtu wapA ytiroyo^. iv F innitHvaii

ttbrif Tif n»Tpif cat Xmiov aicf tvmftu,

" Fron oeigfabour take full measure, and pay him back no lower,

McMore ana all or better still, if thou but hast the power."
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I have plighted to Brutus, as you advised, my treatise de

Finibus^ of which I think very highly, and you wrote to say

that he was not unwilling to accept it. So let us transfer to

Varro my Academical in which the speakers are men of

rank, as far as that goes, but being in no respect men of

learning are made to speak with a subtlety beyond them.

It contains the doctrines of Antiochus, with which he is in

full agreement.' I will make it up to Catulus and Lucullus

in some other work. However, this depends on your
approval, so pray write me an answer on this point.

I have had a letter from Vestorius about the auction of

Brinnius's estate. He says that the direction of the busi-

ness has been unanimously confided to me ^—they presumed
evidently that I should be at Rome or at Tusculum on the

24th of June. Please therefore speak to my co-heir, your
friend Spurius Vettius, or to our friend Labeo, to put off the

auction a short time, and say that I shall be at Tusculum
about the 7th of July. Yes, please settle with Piso. You
have Eros with you. Let us give our whole minds to Scapula's

pleasure-grounds. The day is close at hand.

DCXXIV (A XIII, 13)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (24 June)

Under the influence of your letter—because you wrote to

me on the subject of Varro—I have taken my Academica

' The first edition of the Acadentita was in two books, and the chief

speakers were Catulus and Lucullus. It was afterwards arranged in

four books, in which Varro takes the chief part in the dialogues. An-
tiochus of Ascalon was lecturing at Athens when Cicero was there

in B.C. 79. He had also been a friend of Lucullus. His school is

sometimes called the" Fifth Academy," approaching nearer to Stoicism
and receding from the full scepticism of the New Academy.

^ That is, as Manutius explains, Cicero has lieen named magister
auctionis by his co-heirs, i.«.,he is to direct the realization and distribu-

tion of the estate.
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bodily from men of the highest rank and transferred it to

our friend and contemporary. I have also rearranged it so
as to form four books instead of two.' They certainly have
a more imposing effect than the previous edition, yet after

all a good deal has been cut out. But I should much like

you to write and tell me how you discovered that he wished
it. This much at any rate I long to know—of whom you
perceived him to have been jealous : unless perchance it

was Brutus ! By heaven, that 's the last straw ! However, I

should be glad to know. The books themselves have left

my hands—unless I am deceived by the usual author's self-

love—so well elaborated, that there is nothing on the subject

even among Greek writers to be compared with them. Pray
do not be annoyed at your own loss in having had the

treatise on the Academics now in your hands copied out in

vain.^ This second edition, after all, will be much more
brilliant, concise, and better. In these circumstances, how-
ever, I don't know which way to turn. I wish to satisfy

Dolabella's earnest desire. I don't see my way to anything,

and at the same time ** I fear the Trojans." ' Now, even if I do
hit on something, shall I be able to escape adverse criticism ?

I must therefore be idle or strike out some other kind of

subject.

But why concern ourselves about these trivialities ? Pray
tell me how my dear Attica is. She causes me deep anxiety.

But I pore over your letter again and again : I find comfort
in it. Nevertheless, I wait anxiously for a fresh one.

' For this second edition of the AcademUa, see last letter. Cicero
cannot mean that he eflected the change in one dajr. He must refer to

an old letter of Atticus.
' The first edition in two books, which Atticus's litrarii had been

copjring.
* I.e., public opinion, as often (see vol. i., p. 90, etc). He could

not dedicate anything with a political tinge in it to Dolabella—a C.-r-

sariao—without being criticised by his own friends.
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DCXXV (A XIII, 14)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (25 June)

Brinnius's freedman—my co-heir—has written to tell me
that the joint heirs wish, if I am willing, that he and Sabinus

Albius should come to see me. I won't have that at any

price : the inheritance isn't worth it. Nevertheless they will

be easily able to be present at the day of the sale^—it is on

the 9th of July—if they meet me at my Tusculan villa on

the morning of the 6th. But if they wish to postpone the

day of sale farther, they can do so for two or three days, or

any time they choose. It makes no difference. Therefore,

unless these gentlemen have started, please keep them from

doing so. If any more news about Brutus or about Caesar

has come to your knowledge, pray write and tell me.

I should like you again and again to consider the question

as to whether you think what I have written ' should be sent

to Varro. Although it is not altogether without interest to

yourself personally ; for let me tell you that you have been

put in as a third interlocutor in that dialogue. In my
opinion, then, we ought to think the matter over. Though
the names have been entered, they can be crossed out or

changed.

DCXXVI (A XIII, 15)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (26 June)

Pray let me know how our dear Attica is. For this is the

third day since I received any letter from you. I am not

' The Acadetnica.
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surprised at that, for no one has come here ; and there was
perhaps no reason for sending. Accordingly, I have not
anything to write about. But on the day on which I give

this letter to Valerius I am expecting one of my men. If

he arrives and brings anything from you, I see that I shall

have no lack of subject-matter for a letter.

DCXXVII (A XIII, 16)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (27 June)

Though my object was to find streams ' and solitary spots,

in order the easier to keep up my spirits, I have not as yet

stirred a foot outside my villa : so violent and persistent is

the rain which we are having. The " Academic treatise " I

have transferred bodily to Varro. At one time it was in the

mouths of Catulus, LucuUus, and Hortensius. Next, as

there seemed a lack of appropriateness in that, because
those men were notoriously, I don't say ill-educated, but

unversed in those particular subjects, immediately upon my
arrival at the villa I transferred the same discourses to Cato
and Brutus. Then came your letter about Varro. The
argument of Antiochus seemed to suit him better than any-

one else. Vet, after all, I should like you to write and say,

first, whether you wish me to dedicate anything to him, and
if so, whether this particular treatise.

What about Servilia ? Has she yet arrived ? Brutus, too,

is he taking any steps, and when?' About Caesar, what
news? I shall arrive by the 7th of July, as I said. Yes,

come to a settlement with Piso, if you can.

' The Fibreniu and Liris (Horace's tacUtamus ammu).
' Aboat the marriaee with Porcia, which his mother Servilia—a close

friend of Cstsaf— would {>robably oppose.
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DCXXVIII (A XIII, 17 AND 18)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum, 28 June

I WAS expecting some news from Rome on the 27th, so 1

could wish that you had given your men some message.' As
you have not, I have only the same questions to ask as before :

What is Brutus doing ? Or, if he has already taken any step,

is there any news from Caesar ? But why talk of these

things which I care less about? What I am anxious to

know is how Attica is. Though your letter—which how-

ever is now rather out of date—bids me hope for the best,

yet I am anxious for something recent. You see what ad-

vantage there is in our being near each other. By all means
let us get suburban pleasure-grounds : we seemed to be

conversing with each other when I was in my Tusculan

villa—so frequent was the interchange of letters. But that

at least will soon be the case again. Meanwhile, acting on

your hint, I have completed some books—really quite clever

ones— addressed to Varro. Nevertheless I await your

answer to what I wrote to you : first, how you learnt that

he wanted something of the sort from me, since he has

never, for all his extraordinary literary activity, addressed a

line to me : secondly, of whom he was jealous, unless I am
to think it to be Brutus. For if he is not jealous of him, much
less can he be so of Hortensius or of the interlocutors in the

de Republica. I should like you to make this quite clear to

me : especially whether you abide by your opinion that I

should send him what I have written, or whether you think

it unnecessary. But of this when we meet.

' The reading is very doubtfiil (imperasses velUm igitur eUiquid tuis).

Klotz (Tcubner text) has non quo imp^rassem tuis, which would mean,
" not that I had given your messengers any orders." Mueller (the new
Tculiner text) imperassem igitur aliquid tuis. The MSS. have non
imperassem.

III. U
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DCXXIX (A XIII, 19)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum, 29 Junk

HiLARUS the copyist had just left me on the 28th, to whom
I had delivered a letter for you, when your letter-carrier

arrived with yours dated the day before : in which the

sentence that pleased me most was, " Our dear Attica begs
you not to be cast down," and that in which you say that all

danger is over. To my speech for Ligarius I see that your
authority has served as an excellent advertisement. For
Balbus and Oppius have written to say that they like it ex-

tremely, and have therefore sent that poor little speech to

Caesar. So this is what you meant by what you wrote to me
before. As to Varro, I should not be influenced by the

motive you mention, that is, to avoid being thought fond of

great men—for my principle has always been not to in-

clude any living person among the interlocutors of my dia-

logues. But as you say that it is desired by Varro and that

he will value it highly, I have composed the books and
finished a complete review of the whole Academic philo-

sophy in four books—how well I can't say, but with a

minute care which nothing could surpass. In them the

arguments so brilliantly deduced by Antiochus against the

doctrine of aKaraXti^ia (impossibility of attaining certainty)

I have assigned to Varro. To them I answer in person.

You are the third personage in our conversation. If I had
represented Cotta and Varro as keeping up the argument,

according to the suggestion contained in your last letter, I

should have been myself a persona muta. This is often the

case with graceful effect in ancient dramatis persona—for

instance, Heraclides did it in many of his dialogues, and so

did I in the six books of the de Republica. So again in my
three books de Oratore with which I am fully satistn

d

In these too the persons represented are of such a char.. :. i

that silence on my part was natural For the speaker
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Antonius, the veteran Catulus, Gaius lulius, the brother of

Catulus, Cotta, and Sulpicius. The conversation is repre-

sented as taking place when I was a mere boy, so that I

could have no part in it. On the other hand, my writings in

the present period follow the Aristotelian fashion—the con-

versation of the other characters is so represented as to leave

him the leading part. My five books de Finibus were so

arranged as to give L. Torquatus the Epicurean arguments,

Marcus Cato the Stoic, Marcus Piso the Peripatetic. I

thought that could rouse no jealousy, as all those persons

were dead. This new work Academica, as you know, I had
divided between Catulus, LucuUus, and Hortensius. It was
quite inappropriate to their characters : for it was more
learned than anything they would appear likely to have ever

dreamed of. Accordingly, I no sooner read your letter about
Varro than I caught at the idea as a godsend. For there

could be nothing more appropriate than Varro to that school

of philosophy, in which he appears to me to take the greatest

pleasure, and that my part should be such as to avoid the

appearance of having arranged to give my side of the

argument the superiority. For in fact the arguments of

Antiochus are very convincing. As carefully translated by
me they retain all the acuteness of Antiochus, with the

polish peculiar to the language of our countrymen—if there

is indeed any such to be found in me. But pray consider

carefully whether I ought to present these books to Varro.

Certain objections occur to me—but of those when we meet.

DCXXX (A XIII, 21, §§ 4-7)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (June 30)

Now just tell me—do you think it right, to begin with, to

publish at all without an order from me? Hermodorus
himself used not to do that—the man who made a practice

of circulating Plato's books, whence came the line :
" In
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note-books Hermodorus makes his gain." ' And again :

do you think it right to shew it to anyone before Brutus, to

whom, on your advice, I dedicate it ? For Balbus has

written to tell me that you have allowed him to take a copy
of the fifth book of the </<f Finibus, in which, though I have
not made very many alterations, yet I have made some. I

shall be very much obliged to you if you will keep back the

other books, so that Balbus may not have what is uncor-

rected, and Brutus what is stale. But enough of that, lest

I seem " to make a fuss about trifles." ' Yet, in the present

circumstances, these things are of the utmost consequence
in my eyes. For what else is there to care about ? What
I have written ' I am in such haste to send to Varro, as

you advise, that I have already despatched it to Rome to

be copied out. This you shall have at once, if you so

wish. For I have written to tell the copyists that your men
should have permission to make a copy of them if you
chose. Please, however, keep it to yourself till I see you,

as you always do with the greatest care when you have been
told by me to do so. But how did it escape me to tell

you ? Caerellia—wonderfully inflamed no doubt by a zeal

for philosophy—is taking a copy from yours : she already

has those very books of the dt Finibus. Now I assure you
—though I am mortal and fallible—that she did not get

them from mine, for they have never been out of my sight

:

and so far from my men having made two copies, they

scarcely completed one copy of each book. However, I

don't charge your men with any dereliction of duty, and
so I would have you think : for I omitted to say that I did not

wish them to get abroad yet. Dear me ! what a time I am
talking about trifles ! The fact is, I have nothing to say on
business. About Dolabella I agree with you. Yes, I will

meet my co-heirs, as you suggest, at my Tusculan villa. As
to Caesar's arrival, Balbus writes to say that it will not b«-

before the ist of August. I am very glad to hear about
Attica, that her attack is lighter and less serious, and that

* Hennodonu, a pupil of PUto, was said to have made money in

Sicily by telling his master's ditcoones, which he had taken down.
Cicero, as usual, does not give the whole quotation : \oyo(«iv 'Ep^toJMpoc

' ir^ fUKfii 9wmMXjM», ' The Academiea, second edition.
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she bears it cheerfully. You mention that idea of ours, in

which I am as earnest as yourself. As far as my knowledge
goes, I strongly approve of the man, the family, and the

fortune. What is most important of all, though I don't

know him personally, I hear nothing but good of him,

among others recently from Scrofa. We may add, if that

is of any consequence, that he is better born even than his

father. Therefore when we meet I will talk about it, and
with a predisposition in favour of him. I may add that I

am—as I think you know—with good reason attached to

his father, and have been so for a long time past, more
even than not only you but even he himself is aware.'

DCXXXI (F IX, 22)

TO L. PAPIRIUS P^TUS (AT NAPLES)

(Rome, July ?)

I LIKE modesty in language : you prefer plain speaking.*

The latter I know was the doctrine of Zeno, a man by
heaven ! of keen insight, though our Academy had a serious

quarrel with him. However, as I say, the Stoic doctrine is

to call everything by its right name.' They argue as follows :

nothing is obscene, nothing unfit to be expressed : for if

there is anything disgraceful in obscenity, it consists either

in the thing meant or in the word : there is no third alterna-

tive. Now it is not in the thing meant. Accordingly, in

tragedies as well as in comedies there is no concealment.

' What all this refers to we cannot be sure. Possibly it is to a pro-

posed husband for Attica, who eventually married the great minister of

Augustus—M. Vipsanius Agrippa. But she was only about ten years old.
* Reading Amo verecundiam, tu potius lihertatem loqiundi. The MS.

reading vel potius, etc., might be explained if libertcUem could mean
''freedom from the constraint of double entendre" as if Cicero had
meant " I like a modest and simple use of language without suggestive-

ness." But it is very difficult.

^ In the de Off. i. § 127-128, Cicero attributes this to the Cynics or

Stoics, who were almost Cynics, and expresses disapproval of it.
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For comedy, take the character in the Demiurgus :^ you
know the monologue beginning " Lately by chance," and you
remember how Roscius recited, "So naked has she left

me " : the whole speech is covert in language, in meaning
is very immodest. As for tragedy, what do you say to

this :
" The woman who "—notice the expression— '* uses

more than one bed." Or again, " He dared intrude upon
her bed, Pheres." Or again :

" A virgin I, and sheer against my will

Did luppiter achieve his end by force. "

" Achieve his end " is a decent way of putting it ; and yet

it means the same as a coarser word, which however no
one would have endured. You see then that though the

thing meant is the same, yet, because the words are not

so, there is thought to be no impropriety. Therefore ob-

scenity is not in the thing meant : much less is it in the

expressions. For if the thing meant by a word is not im-

proper, the word which signifies it cannot be improper.

For instance, you call the anus by another name ; why not

by its own ? If mention of it is improper, don't mention it

even under another name. If not, do so for choice by its

own. The ancients called a tail a penis ; whence comes
the yiord penici//us ("paint-brush"), from its similarity in

appearance. Nowadays penis is regarded as an obscene

word. " But," you will say, " the famous Piso Frugi in his

* Annals ' complains of young men being given up to lust

(peni)." What you call in your letter by its own name, he,

with more reserve, calls penis. Yes ; but it is because

many use the word in that sense that it has become as

obscene as the word you used. Again, suppose we use the

common phrase :
" When we (cum nos) desired to visit

you "—does that suggest obscenity ? I remember once in

the senate an eloquent consular expressing himself thus

:

^ A comedy of Sextus Turpilius (died about B.C. lOl). We have no
clue to the context of the words, though the few fragments of the play

(Kibbeck, p. 78) shew that a fmretrix was an important character

in it.

* It is not known from what tragedies these scraps are taken (Rib-

beck, Trg.fragm., p. 217). Cicero quotes the first as from Accius in

Orator, | 156.
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" Am I to say that this or that is the greater culpability ?
"

Could it have been expressed more obscenely ?
'

" Not
so," you say, "for he did not mean it in that sense."

Therefore obscenity does not consist in the word used : I

have shewn that it does not do so in the thing meant

:

therefore it does not exist anywhere. How entirely de-

cent is the expression :
" To exert oneself for children " ?

Even fathers b^ their sons to do so, though they do not

venture to mention the name of the "exertion." Socrates

was taught the lyre by a very famous musician named
Connus : do you think the name obscene ? When we use

the numeral temi, there is no suggestion of obscenity : but

if I speak of inni, there is. " Only to Greeks," * you will

say. That shews that there is nothing obscene in a word,

for I know Greek and yet use the word bint to you ; and
you assume that I am speaking Greek and not Latin.

Again, we may speak without impropriety of " rue " {ruta)

and " mint " (trun/a) ; but if I wish to use the diminutive of

nun/a {tmntuia)—as one can perfectly well use that of ruta

(ru/u/a)—that is a forbidden word. So we may, without a
breach of good manners, use the diminutive of tectoria

{tectoriola) ; but if you try to do the same with pavimenta
(j>avimentula), you find yourself pulled up. Don't you see,

then, that these are nothing but empty distinctions ? That
impropriety exists neither in word nor thing, and therefore is

non-existent ?

The fact is that we introduce obscene meaning into

words in themselves pure. For instance, is not the word
divisio beyond reproach ? Yet in it there is a word {visium

or visio, " a stench ") which may have an improper mean-
ing, to which the last syllables of the word intercapedo {pedo

v^tlu) correspond. Are we, therefore, to regard these

words as obscene? Again, we make a ridiculous distinc-

tion : if we say, " So-and-so strangled his father," we don't

prefix any apologetic word. But if we use the word of

Aurelia or Lollia we must use such an apology. Nay, more,
words that are not obscene have come to be considered so.

The word " grind," he says, is shameful ; much more the

' The first syllable of culpam perhaps suggested culUus, the scrotum

;

iJlam dieam might produce Ictudka, the clitoris. But it is very far-fetched.
' From the Greek /Stvdv.
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word "knead." And yet neither is obscene. The world

is full of fools. Tfsfes is quite a respectable word in a

court of law : elsewhere not too much so. Again, " Lanu-

vinian bags " is a decent phrase ; not so " bags " of Cliter-

num.
Again, can the same thing be at one time decent, at

another indecent ? Suppose a man to break wind—it is an
outrage on decency. Presently he will be in a bath naked,

and you will have no fault to find. Here 's your Stoic deci-

sion—"The wise man will call a spade a spade."

What a long commentary on a single word of yours ! I

am pleased that you have no scruple in saying anything to

me. For my own part I maintain and shall maintain

Plato's modesty : and accordingly, in my letter to you, I

have expressed in veiled language what the Stoics express

in the broadest: for they say that breaking wind should

be as free as a hiccough. All honour then to the Kalends
of March !

' Love me and keep yourself well.

DCXXXII (A XIII, 20)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (2 July)

I HAVE received a letter of consolation from Caesar, dated

31st of May, at Hispalis.' I did not understand the nature

of the bill published for extending the boundaries of the

city : I should much like to know about it.' I am glad that

Torquatus is satisfied with what I have done for him, and I

will not cease adding to those services. To the speech for

Ligarius it is not now either possible to add a clause about

' The Matnmalia, the feast of the auUroos, when spedal respect was
pai<i to women.

' The modern Seville oo the GuadalqntTir.

.
* It was proposed to divert the Tiber so as to include part of the

Vatican district. See p. 300.
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Tubero's wife and step-daughter *—for the speech is by this

time very' widely known—nor do I wish to annoy Tubero :

for he is astonishingly sensitive. You certainly had a good

audience ! For my part, though I get on very comfortably

in this place, I nevertheless long to see you. So I shall be

with you as I arranged. I suppose you have met my brother.

I am therefore anxious to know what you said to him. As
to " reputation," I am not at all incUned to trouble myself,

though I did say foolishly in that letter that it was " better

than anything else." For it is not a thing for me to be

anxious about. And don't you see how truly philosophical

this sentiment is
—"that every man is bound not to depart

a nail's breadth from the strict path of conscience " ? Do
you think that it is all for nothing that I am now engaged

in these compositions ? ^ I would not have you feel distressed

by that remark, which amounted to nothing. For I return

to the same point again. Do you suppose that I care for

anything in the whole question except not to be untrue to

my past ? I am striving, forsooth, to maintain my reputation

in the courts ! Not in them I trust ! I only wish I could

bear my home sorrows as easily as I can disregard that

!

But do you think that I had set my heart on something that

has not been accomplished ? Self-praise is no commendation

:

still, though I cannot fail to approve of what I did then,' yet

I can with a good grace refrain from troubling myself about

it, as in fact I do. But I have said too much on a trivial

subject

* Q. /Elius Tubero prosecnted Ligarius ; we know nothing of his wife

and step-daughter, or how it was proposed to bring them into the

speech.
* The Acadanica and the cU Finibus. Cicero means that his philo-

sophical studies are not merely theoretical—they affect his view of life

and of the value of fame.
' /.*., in the earlier part of his career, especially in the consiilship.
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DCXXXIII (A XIII, 22)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

Arpinum (4 July)

As to Varro, I had my reasons for being so particular to

ascertain your opinion. Certain objections occur to me,

but of them when we meet. For yourself, I have introduced

your name with the greatest possible pleasure,' and I shall

do it still more frequently ; for from your last letter I have

for the first time satisfied myself that you are not unwilling

that it should be so. About Marcellus,' Cassius had written to

me before ; Servius sent details. What a melancholy thing !

To return to my subject. There are no hands in which I

would rather my writings were than yours : but I wish them
not to be published before we both agree upon doing so.

For my part, I absolve your copyists from all blame, nor do
I find any fault with you ; and yet, after all, what I men-
tioned in a previous letter was a breach of this understanding

—that Caerellia had certain of my writings which she could

only have had from you. As for Balbus, I quite understand

that it was necessary to gratify him : only I don't like either

Brutus being given anything stale, or Balbus anything un-

finished. I will send it to Varro as soon as I see you, if

you approve. Why I have hesitated about it, however, I will

tell you when we meet. I fully approve of your calling in

the money from the debtors assigned to me. I am sorry

that you are being troubled about Ovia's estate. It is a great

nuisance about our friend Brutus : but such is life ! The
ladies, however, don't shew very good feeling in their hostile

attitude to each other—though both of them do all that pro-

priety requires.* There was nothing in the possession of

' S«e p. 273-
* Rcaaing utraqtu. By adopting Onelli't m mtmfmt, Bnitas is made

the nominative to pareat, and Porcia and Servtta are wdr to be

jealous of each other's hold 00 the affeetiaiis of Bratos. I think this

too racoodite, and that the pilift has been misandcntood. Bnitat
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my secretary Tullius for you to demand : if there had been
I would have instructed you to do so. The fact is that he
holds no money that was set apart for the vow, though there

is something of mine in his hands. That sum I have
resolved to transfer to this purchase. So we were both
right—I in telling you where it was, he in denying it to you.

But let us at once pounce jupon this very money also. In
the case of a shrine for human beings I don't think well of a
grove, because it is not much frequented : yet there is some-
thing to say for it. However, this point too shall be settled

in accordance with your opinion, as everything else is. I

shall come to town the day I fixed : and I hope to heaven
you will come the same day. But if anything prevents you
—for a hundred things may do so— at any rate the next day.

Why, think of the co-heirs, and of my being left to their

tender mercies without your cunning ! This is the second
letter I have had without a word about Attica. However, I

put a very hopeful construction on that. I don't lay the

blame on you, but on her, that there isn't so much as a
" kind regards." However, give my kindest, both to her

and Pilia, and don't in spite of all hint that I am angry, I

am sending you Caesar's letter, in case you have not read it.

DCXXXIV (A XIII, 33, §§ 4, 5)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (9 July)

We were talking of Varro . . . talk of a wolf, you know.*
For he arrived at my house, and at such an hour of the day

b.a.s married or is going to marry Porcia, daughter of Cato and widow
f'f Bibulus. Naturally the Ca^sarians thought it a dangerous alliance,

and especially his mother Servilia—the warm friend and f>erhaps mis-
tress of Cesar. Cicero says that it is a pity the two ladies are un-
friendly to each other, but, he adds, they keep up appearances and do
all that their respective positions demand.

' Like our "talk of the devil." But I don't know what the fable
alluded to is.
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that he had to be kept' But I didn't quite " tear his cloak
"

'

in my efforts to keep him (for I remember that expression

of yours), and they were a large party and I was not prepared.

How did that help me ? Soon after came (jaius Capito with

Titus Carrinas. I hardly laid a finger on /h^ir cloaks
;
yet

they stopped, and very d propos (though by chance) Capito

fell to talking about the enlargement of the city : the Tiber

is to be diverted, starting from the Milvian bridge along the

Vatican Hills : the Campus Martius is to be covered with

buildings ; while the Vatican plain is to become a kind of

new Campus Martius. " What do you say ? " said I, " why, I

was going to the auction, to secure Scapula's pleasure-

grounds if I could safely do so." " Don't do anything of

the sort," said he, " for the law will be carried.' Caesar

wishes it." ' I didn't betray any annoyance at the informa-

tion, but I am annoyed at the scheme. What do you say

to it ? But I needn't ask : you know what a quidnunc Capito

is, always finding some mare's nest : he is as bad as Camillus.'

So let me know about the 15th :' for it is that business

which is bringing me to Rome : I had combined some other

pieces of business with it, which, however, I shall be easily

able to do two or three days later. However, I don't want

you to be tired out with travelling : I even excuse Dionysius.

As to what you say in your letter about Brutus, I have left

him quite free to do as he likes as far as I am concerned :

for I wrote yesterday to tell him that I had no occasion for

his assistance on the 1 5th.

' IJ., to dinner.
* Both German and French have equivalent expressions ; but I do

not know of any in English. I sigree with Dr. Reid in referring this

proverb to a remark of Atticus which Cicero remembered.
' This scheme was never carried out, though both Dio (43, 58) and

Aulus Gellius (13, 14) say that C«sar did enlarge \\\c pomaerium.
* The horti Scapula which Cicero wanted to buy seem to be included

in the new district that Caesar meant to make into a Campus Martius,

and so Cicero would have been obliged to surrender them, probably at

a loss. See p. 296.
* C. Fttrius Camillus. He was an authority on property law (vol. ii.

,

^^^ day of the auction of Scapula's Iwii.
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DCXXXV (A XIII. 23)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 10 July

Your morning letter of yesterday I answered at once. I

will now answer your evening letter. I had rather that

Brutus had asked me to come to Rome. For it would have

been fairer, considering that a journey both unexpected and
long was before him. And, by heaven ! nowadays, as the

state of our feelings forbids our getting on frankly together

—for I certainly need not tell you what constitutes being

"good company"—I should be glad if our meeting were
at Rome rather than at Tusculum.
The books dedicated to Varro ' won't be long delayed.

They are completed, as you have seen. There only remains

the correction of the mistakes of the copyists. About these

books you know that I had some hesitation, but I leave it

to you. Also those I am dedicating to Brutus ^ the copyists

have in hand. Yes, as you say in your letter, get my business

through. However, Trebatius says that everybody makes
that rebate you mention ; what, then, do you suppose those

fellows will do ?
' You know the gang. So settle the affair

without any friction. You'd scarcely believe how indifferent

I am about such things. I solemnly declare to you, and
pray believe me, that those trumpery properties are more a

bore than a pleasure to me. For I grieve more at not having

anyone to whom to transmit them than at being in want of

' The Academica. * The dt Finibus.
* By the lulian law, passed at the end of B.c. 49, mortgagers were

not only allowed to satisfy their creditors by handing over property
valued at the market price before the civil war, but were also authorized

to deduct the amount of interest paid. It was only meant as a tern-

ix)rary measure to meet a temporary crisis, but Cicero says that of

course his debtors will take advant^e of it. For nosti domum Dr.
Keid proposes nosti dominum :

•' You know their master (Cresar), like

master, like man." Tyrrell explains :
" You know the house "

—

i.e., the

house to be sold.
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immediate cash.' And so Trebatius says that he told you.

Now perhaps you were afraid that I should be sorry to hear
your report. That was like your kindness, but believe me I

am now quite indifferent about those things. Wherefore
devote your energies to these conferences : get your knife

well in and finish the business. When talking to Polla con-
sider that you are talking with that fellow Scaeva," and don't

imagine that men who are accustomed to try to lay hands
on what is not owed to them will abate anything that is.

Only see that they keep their day, and even as to that be
easy with them.

DCXXXVI (F V, 9)

P. VATINIUS* TO CICERO (AT ROME)

Narona, 1 1 July

Vatinius imperator to his friend Cicero greeting. If you
are well, I am glad. I and the army are well. If you keep
up your old habit of pleading causes for the defence, Publius
Vatinius presents himself as a client and wishes a case

pleaded on his behalf. You will not, I presume, repulse a
man when in office, whom you accepted when in danger.

While for myself, whom should I select or call upon in

preference to one whose defence taught me how to win?

* It seems a harsh thing of Cicero to look upon his son—though he
had given him some trouble—as already unworthy to be his heir.

Young Marcos was now at Athens, though he had wished to join

Caesars anny in Spain. See p. 144.
* A well-known centurion and favoin

'

xt. Nothiog is known
of Polla, and Dr. Reid sngKests Balbi 1 > has befoce soggetted
talking to Balbus 00 tbe^bt due by iitu^-niu. On the othernand,
Qoefo is putting forwmrd these names as of men harsh and Iwrely
honest : wnile of Balbos he generally speaks respectfully. The reading
of the paragraph is very doubtful, ana probably there are several cor-

ruDtions.
* For Cicero's previous relations with Vatinius, see vol. i., pp. 319,
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Should I have any fear that he, who in support of my political

existence disregarded the coalition of the most powerful men
in the state, will fail to hunt down and crush beneath your

feet the slanders and jealousies of a set of malignant

nobodies? Wherefore, if you retain your old affection for

me, undertake me bodily, and look upon this burden and
service to whatever it may amount, as what you are bound
to undertake and support on behalf of my political position.

You know that my success is such as somehow or other

easily to find detractors—not, by heaven ! from any fault of

my own : but what does that matter, if nevertheless by some
fatality it does happen ? If it turns out that there is anyone
who desires to prevent the compliment being paid me,' I

beg you to let me count upon your usual good feeling to

defend me in my absence. I append for your perusal an
exact copy of my despatch to the senate on the result of my
operations. 1 am told that your slave—the runaway reader

—is with the Vardaei.* You gave me no instructions about
him ;

^ I, however, gave orders by anticipation that he should
be hunted down by land and sea, and I shall certainly find

him for you, unless he has escaped to Dalmatia,* and even
thence I will extract him sooner or later. Be sure you
maintain your affection for me. Good-bye.

II July, Narona.

' Of a suppikatio for successes in IIl]rricum.

' The V'ardaei or Ardixi were a tribe living south of the Naro, on
which Narona stands. They had been subdued in B.c. 135 by Fulvius

Flaccus, but were probably imperfectly obedient (Livy, Ep. 56).
' Cicero had asked Vatinius's predecessor, Sulpicius Kufus, to see

after Dionysius in the previous year (see Letter DXXVIII, p. 172),

but apparently had not wTitten to Vatinius on the subject.
' That is, apparently, into the interior ; for Narona is in Dalmatia in

one interpretation of the term.
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DCXXXVII (A XIII, 24 AND 25, § I)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (11 July)

What is this about Hermogenes Clodius having said that

Andromenes told him that he had seen my son at Corcyra ?

I supposed that you must have heard it. Didn't he then

give any letter even to him ? Or didn't he see him ? Pray
therefore let me know. What answer am I to give you
about Varro ? You have the four parchment rolls in your

hands : whatever you do I shall approve. It isn't after all a

case of " fearing the Trojans." ' VVhy should I ? But I am
more afraid of his own disapprobation of the business. But
since you undertake it— I shall sleep on both ears.*

About the " abatement " I have answered your full and
careful letter. Please therefore settle the business, and that

too without hesitation or reserve. This ought and must be

done.

DCXXXVIII (F IX, 6)

TO M. TARENTIUS VARRO {With a copy of the

AccuUmicd)

TuscuLUM (July i i ?)

To demand a gift, even if a man has promised it, ' is more
than even a nation will generally do, unless under great

' I.e., public opinion, as often. See vol. i., p. 90, etc
* In euUram aurem, a proverb for undistnri...! vi,./>tv -iri<l ^'< >

quiet mind. It is used by Terence (Haul. 34::

121), and Pliny {^/. iv. 29). It was a Greek pr^

ra itra taOtvinv {Pollux, ii. 84). It is also French: dormtr sur Ui muj^
oreilles. I don't know of any English equivalent, but there is the con-

verse, " to sleep with one eye (or car) open."
' Varro had promised to dedicate some work to Cicero. See p. 289.
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provocation : nevertheless I have so much looked forward to

your present that I venture to remind you of it, though not to

press for it. So I have sent you four reminders who are not

afflicted with excessive modesty : for you know how brazen-

faced the New Academy is. Accordingly, I am sending

ambassadors enlisted from its ranks, who I fear may by
chance lodge a demand, though I have only commissioned
them to ask a favour. I have been waiting in fact for a long

time now, and have been holding back, so as not to address

any work to you before I had received something from you,

in order that I might repay you as nearly as possible in your

own coin. But as you were somewhat slow in doing it

—

that is, as I construe it, somewhat unusually careful—I could

not refrain from making manifest by such literary composi-

tion as I was capable of producing the union of our tastes and
affections. I have therefore composed a dialogue purposing

to be held between us in my villa at Cumae, Pomponius
being there also. I have assigned to you the doctrines of

Antiochus, which I thought I understood to have your ap-

proval ; I have taken those of Philo for myself. I imagine

that when you read it you will be surprised at our holding a

conversation, which we never did hold ; but you know the

usual method of dialogues. At some future time, my dear

Varro, we shall—if such is your pleasure—have many a

long conversation of our own also. It may perhaps be
some time hence : but let the fortune of the state excuse

the past ; it is our business to secure this ourselves. And oh !

that we might pursue these studies together in a time of

tranquillity and with the constitution established on some
basis, which if not good may be at any rate definitely fixed !

Though in that case there would be other calls upon us

—

honourable responsibilities and political activities. As
things are now, however, what is there to induce us to live

without these studies ? In my eyes indeed, even with them,
it is barely worth while : when they are withdrawn, not

even so much as that. But of this when we meet, and often

hereafter. I hope your change of houses and new purchase

may turn out everything you can desire. I think you were
quite right to make them. Be careful of your health.

III.
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DCXXXIX (A XIII, 25, §§ 2 AND 3;

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 12 July

About Andromenes, I thought what you say was the case.

For you would have known and told me. Yet your letter

is so full of Brutus, that you don't say a word about your-

self. But when do you think he is coming ? For I intend

to arrive in Rome on the 14th. I meant in my letter to tell

Brutus— but since you say that you have read it, I was

not perhaps quite clear—that I understood from your letter

that he did not wish me to come to Rome now out of com-
pliment as it were to himself. But since my arrival in town

is now approaching, pray take care that the Ides (the 1 5th)

'

don't prevent him from being at Tusculum if that suits his

convenience. For I am not likely to want him at the

auction. In a business of that kind why are you not suf-

ficient by yourself? But I do want him at the making
of my will. This, however, I wish to be on another day,

that I may not appear to have come to Rome for that express

purpose. I have written to Brutus, therefore, to say that there

was not the occasion for his presence on the 15th, which I

had contemplated. So I should like you to direct the whole

of this business in such a way as to prevent our incon-

veniencing Brutus in any particular, however small.

But pray, why in the world are you in such a fright at my
bidding you send the books to Varro at your own risk ?

Even at this eleventh hour, if you have any doubt, let me know.

Nothing can be more finished than they are. I want Varro

to take a part in them, especially as he desires it himself

:

but he is, as you know,

" Keen-eyed for faults, to blame the blameleu prone." '

The expression of his face often occurs to me as he per-

' The day of the auction of the harti Staputani.

* Homer, //. xi. 654.
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haps complains, for instance, that in these books my side in

the argument is defended at greater length than his own.
That, on my honour, you will find not to be the case if you
ever get your holiday in Epirus—for at present my works
have to give place to Alexion's business letters. But after all

I don't despair of the book securing Varro's approval, and I

am not sorry that my plan should be persisted in, as I have
gone to some expense in long paper ;

' but I say again and
again—it shall be done at your risk. Wherefore, if you have
any hesitation, let us change to Brutus, for he too is an
adherent of Antiochus. What an excellent likeness of
the Academy itself, with its instability, its shifting views,

now this way and now that ! But, please tell me, did you
really like my letter to Varro ? May I be hanged if I ever

take so much trouble again about anything ! Consequently
I did not dictate it even to Tiro,' who usually takes down
whole periods at a breath, but syllable by syllable to

Spintharus.'

DCXL (a xiii, 35 AND 36;

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 13 July

What a disgraceful thing ! A countryman of yours * en-

larges the city, which he had never seen two years ago, and
regards it as too small to hold the great man, too ! So I am
longing for a letter from you on the subject.

You say that you will hand the books to Varro as soon as

' McurocoUa, (icucpoKoWa, was a particularly large and expensive
kind cither of paper or parchment. It was the size and shape, not the
material, that gave the name. Cicero refers to it again in A//, xvi. 3.

Pliny (A^. JI. xiii. 80) says that it was a cubit broad. Cicero had had
the " presentation copy ' written on this expensive material.

' Tiro's treatise on shorthand

—

nota: Tironiamt—survives.
' The letter to Varro is that which precedes this one.
* An Athenian—some architect employed to carry out Caesar's scheme

for enlarging the city. See p. 300.
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he comes to town. So by this time they have been presented

and the matter is out of your hands. Ah, well, if you could

but know what a risk you are running ! Or perhaps my
letter has caused you to put it off, though you had not read

it when you wrote your last. I am therefore in a flutter to

know how the matter stands.'

About Brutus's affection and the walk you had together,

though you have nothing new to tell me, only the old story,

yet the oftener I hear it the more I like it. It gives me the

greater gratification that you find pleasure in it, and I feel

all the surer of it that it is you who report it

DCXLI (A XIII, 43)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 14 July

Yes, I shall avail myself of the postponement of the day ;^ and
it was exceedingly kind of you to inform me, especially as I

received the letter at a time when I wasn't expecting one,

and you wrote it from your seat at the games.' I have in

any case some matters of business to attend to at Rome, but
I will settle them two days later.

' Varro was the most learned man of the day, and his opinion was as
important as a review in " The Times " for the success of a book. Still

this extraordinary nervousness as to his being pleased or not seems a
little exaggerated.

' Of the auction, which had been fixed for the isth.
' The games of Apollo, which were on the 1 2th and following days

of July.
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DCXLII (F VI, 20)

TO C. TORANIUS (IN CORCYRA)

TuscuLUM (July)

Three days ago I delivered a letter for you to the servants

of Gnaeus Plancius. I shall therefore be briefer, and as I

tried to console you before, on the present occasion I shall

offer you some advice. I think your wisest course is to

wait where you are until you can ascertain what you ought

to do. For, over and above the danger of a long voyage in

winter and along a coast very ill-furnished with harbours,

which you will thus have avoided, there is this point also of

no small importance—that you can start at a moment's
notice from where you are as soon as you get any certain

intelligence. There is besides no reason for your being all

agog to present yourself to them on their way home.^

Several other fears occur to me which I have imparted to

our friend Cilo.

To cut a long story short : in your present unfortunate

position you could be in no more convenient spot from
which to transfer yourself with the greatest facility and
despatch whithersoever it shall be necessary for you to go.

Thus, if Caesar gets home up to time, you will be at hand.

But if—for many accidents may happpen—something either

stops or delays him, you will be in a place to get full informa-

tion. This I am strongly of opinion is your better course.

For the future, as I have repeatedly impressed on you by
letter, I would have you convince yourself that in regard

to your position you have nothing to fear beyond the

calamity common to the whole state. And though that is

' The idea of Toranius apparently was to go somewhere to meet
Caesar 00 his way from Spain. The " voyage without harbours " best

suits the east coast of Italy, and it has been supposed that he meant to go
to RaTenna, and thence cross the continent and meet Caesar somewhere
in Gaul. As a matter of fact, Cxsar did not come home that way.
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exceedingly serious, yet we have lived in such a way and
are at such a time of life, that we ought to bear with courage

whatever happens to us without fault on our part. Here in

Rome all your family are in good health, and with the most

perfect loyalty regret your absence, and retain their affection

and respect for you. Mind you take care of your health

and do not move from where you are without full considera-

tion.

DCXLIII (A XIII, 44)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (20 July)

What a delightful letter ! Though the procession was

odious, it is nevertheless not odious " to know everything
"

—even about Cotta. The people were splendid not to clap

even the figure of Victory owing to its impious neighbour.

Brutus has been to see me, and is very strongly in favour of

my writing something to Caesar. I assented, but this pro-

cession puts me off it.'

Well, after all, did you venture to make the presentation

to Varro? I am anxious for his opinion : but when will he

read it through ?

As to Attica, I quite approve : for it is something that her

melancholy should be relieved both by taking part in the

spectacle, as well as by the feeling of its sacred associations

and the general talk about it.

Please send me a Cotta ; I have got a Libo with me, and

* The ludi Circenses (at the feast of ApoUo) were opened b^ a pro-

eeaion carrying the figures of the gods. Caaar's bast was earned on a

Unsm and fercula next to that of Victory. COTTA is L. CottA, one of

the quinJefemviri, who, having with hu colleagues the charge of the

Sibvllinc books, was reported to have said that they contained an oracle

declaring that the Parthians could only be conquered by a Romao king,

and to have expressed an intention of proposing that CaeMir should have

that title (Suet. lul. 76-79). L. Cotta was ooosol io B.C. 65. See di

Diuin. ii. S > io> <^'^% P- ^3-
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I had already possessed a Casca^ Brutus brought me a

message from Titus Ligarius that the mention of L. Corfidius

in my speech for Ligarius was a mistake of mine. But it was

only what is called "a lapse of memory." I knew that

Corfidius was very closely connected with the Ligarii, but I

see now that he was already dead. Please therefore instruct

Phamaces, Antaeus, and Salvius to erase that name from all

the copies.'

DCXLIV (A XIII, 34)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 26 July

I ARRIVED ai Astura on the evening of the 25th. For in

order to avoid the heat I had rested three hours at Lanuvium.

Pray, if it won't be a trouble to you, contrive that I shall not

have to come to Rome before the 5th of next month—you

can arrange it by means of Egnatius Maximus. Above all,

come to a settlement with Publilius in my absence : as to

which, write and tell me what people say.' " Much the

people, of course, concern themselves about that
!

" * No,

by heaven, I don't suppose they do. For it is already a

nine days' wonder. But I wanted to fill my page. I need

say no more, for I am all but with you unless you put me
off. For I have written to you about the pleasure-grounds.*

' These are books, which Cicero apparently wanted for reference in

writing his treatise to Casar, which, however, was never written. L. Scri-

btmui Libo wrote annals (p. 268) ; the others are not known.
* These were Atticus's librarii. The mistake still remains in the

text (pro Ug. I 33).

'In regard to his divorce of his second wife PuUilia.
* Terence, Andr. 185.
* See p. 308. " I have written to say that the postponement 01 ;he

auction will postpone my arrival for two days, but I shaill come now un-

Ie<^ you say that it is postponed again."
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DCXLV (F VI. 19)

TO QUINTUS LEPTA (AT ROME)

ASTURA (about the END OF JULY)

I AM glad Macula has done his duty. His Falemian villa

always seemed to me suitable for a place of call, if only it is

enough roofed in to receive our retinue. In other respects

I don't otherwise than like the situation. But I shall not
on that account desert your Petrinian villa,' for both the

house and the picturesqueness of its situation make it suitable

for residence rather than for a temporary lodging. As to

some official management of these " royal " exhibitions," I

have spoken to Oppius ; for I have not seen Balbus since

you left. He has such a bad fit of the gout that he declines

visits. On the whole you would, in my opinion, be cer-

tainly acting more wisely if you did not undertake it ; for

your object ^ in incurring all that labour you will in no wise

attain. For the number of his intimate entourage is so great,

that it is more likely that some one of them should drop off

than that there should be an opening for anyone new,
especially for one who has nothing to offer but his active

service, in which Caesar will consider himself—if indeed he
knows anything about it—to have conferred a favour rather

than received one. However, we should look out for some-
thing, but something which may give you some distinction

;

otherwise I think that you not only ought not to seek for it,

but should even avoid it. For myself^ I think I shall pro-

long my stay at Astura until Caesar's return, whenever that

may be. Good-bye.

' Near Mount Petrinum, close to Sinuessa.
* The games Oesar meant to give upon his triumph. Lepta wished

to take the contract for the supply of wine. He had been Cicero's

prafectusf<U>rum in Cilicia (vol. ii., p. I18).
* To secure Caesar's fifivour.
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DCXLVI (A XII, 9)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (27 July)

Yes, indeed, I should have been very comfortable here,

and more so every day, had it not been for the reason

which I mentioned to you in my previous letter. Nothing

could be pleasanter than the solitude of this place, except

for the occasional inroads of the " son of Amyntas." ' What
a bore he is with his endless babble ! In other respects

don't imagine that anything could be more delightful than

this villa. But all this doesn't deserve a longer letter, and
I have nothing else to say and am very sleepy.

DCXLVII (F XI, 22)

TO TIRO (AT ROME)

AsTURA (27 July)

I HOPE from your letter that you are better, at any rate I

desire it. Devote your whole energies to that, and don't

have any uneasy feeling that you are acting against my
wishes in staying away. You are with me if you are taking

care of yourself. Therefore I would rather you were doing

duty to your health than to my eyes and ears. For though
it gives me pleasure both to hear and see you, it will give

me much more pleasure if you are well. I am being idle

here, because I don't write without an amanuensis ; but I

find extreme pleasure in reading. As you are on the spot,

' L. Marcius Philippus, step-father of Augustus. He calls him in

jest the "son of Amyntas," the name of the father of Philip king of
Macedonia. See pp. 202, 203.
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if there is anything in my handwriting which the copyists can't

make out, please instruct them. There is at least one inserted

passage somewhat difficult to decipher, which I often find

it hard to make out myself—about Cato when he was four

years old.' Ixtok after the dinner table, as you have been
doing. Tertia will come so long as Publius is not there."

Your friend Demetrius was never quite a Demetrius of

Phalerum, but now he has become a regular Billienus.'

Accordingly, I appoint you my representative : you will look
after him. Although, after all : about those men—you
know the rest. However, if you do have any conversation

with him, write and tell me, that I may have something to

put into a letter, and may have as long a one as possible

from you to read. Take care of your health, my dear Tiro :

you can't oblige me more than by doing that.

* A story is told by Plutarch (Cat. tnin. 2) of how, at the beginning

ofthe Marsic or Social War, PompacdiusSilo, staying in thehouse ofCato s

uncle Drusus, suggested to the l)oy that he should ask hLs uncle to side

with the allies, and when he refused, picked him up and, holding him
out of the window, threatened to drop him down if he didn't. But the

boy held out. As Cato was just four years old then (b. B.C. 95) this is

probably the story, and the lxx)k alluded to Cicero's Cato, published in

B.C. 46, of which the /I'^ranV would be making fresh copies. Schmidt,
however, reads de quadrivio Catonis, and refers it to Cato's exposition

of the Stoic philosophy in the de Finibus.
' Tertia was sister of Brutus and wife of Cassius. Who Publius was

and why she objected to meet him we cannot tell. Dolabclla is sug-

gested.
* Demetrius is unknown, except from these letters to Tiro, but it is

likely that Cicero found liim tiresome. He is not, he says, quite a
" Demetrius of Phalerum," i.e., the philosophic and eloquent '.'ovcrnor

of Athens in the later Macedonian period (B.C. 317-307). ^

the slave of this or another Demetrius : he muniercd a cen lus

at Ventimiglia, which le<l to an outbreak which Qelius (u.c. 49) was
sent by Qcsar to quiet (see vol. ii., p. 299). There is also a Deme-
trius, a freedman of Pompcy (vol. i., p. 253), \

' ' *' *' ne-

trius meant. Why Cicero should say that I < a

Billienus is not clear. .Some have suggested a ,
^.. . .. , ^f^

he were ill-tempered.
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DCXLVIII (A XII, 10)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA (28 July)

Good heavens, how sad about Athamas ! As for your sorrow,

it shews a kind heart, but it must be firmly kept within bounds.

There are many ways to arrive at consolation, but the straight-

est is this : let reason secure what time is certain to secure.

Let us however take care of Alexis, the living image of

Tiro—whom I have sent back to Rome ill ; and if " the

hill " * is infected with some epidemic let us transfer him to

my house along with Tisamenus. The whole upper story of

my house is vacant, as you know. I think this is very much
o the purpose.

DCXLIX (A XIII, 21, §§ 1-3)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

AsTURA, 28 July

I HAVE despatched a very bulky letter to Hirtius which I

recently wrote at Tusculum. That which you have sent

me I will answer another time. For the present I prefer

other subjects. What can I do about Torquatus ^ unless I

hear something from Dolabella ? As soon as I do you shall

know at once. I expect letter-carriers from him to-day, or

at latest to-morrow. As soon as they arrive they shall be

' The house of Atticus was on the Callis Quirinalis, that of Cicero

on the AfoHs Palatinm. So Cicero talks of " the hill " in referring to

Atticus's house, as people living,^.^., in Grosvenor Place speak of those
living '* in the Square, i.t., in Grosvenor Square.

-* That is, about effecting bis recall. See p. 235.
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sent on to you. I am expecting to hear from Quintus. For
as I was starting from Tusculum on the 25th, as you know,
I sent letter-carriers to him.

Now to return to business : the word inhibere suggested
by you,' which I thought very attractive, I am now strongly

against. For it is an entirely nautical word. Of course I

knew that, but I thought that the vessel was "held up"
{sustineri) when the rowers were ordered inhibtre. But
that that is not the case I learnt yesterday, when a ship was
being brought to land opposite my villa. For when ordered
inhibere the rowers don't hold up the vessel, they backwater.
Now that is a meaning as remote as possible from iVoj^i?

("suspension of judgment "). Wherefore pray let it stand
in the book as it was. Tell Varro this also, if by any
chance he has made an alteration. One can't have a better

authority than Lucilius :
" Bring to a halt {sustineas) chariot

and horses, as oft doth a skilful driver." Again, Cameades
always uses the guard (t/oo/SoXi?) of a boxer and the pulling

up {retentio) of a charioteer as metaphorical expressions for

"suspension of judgment" {iiroyh): but the inhibitio of
rowers connotes motion, and indeed an unusually violent

one—the action of the oars driving the vessel backwards.
You see how much more eager and interested I am on

this point than either about rumours or about PoUio. Tell

me too about Pansa, whether there is any confirmation

—

for I think it must have been made public : also about
Critonius, whatever is known, and at least about Metellus

and Balbinus.

' The question is as to the right Latin equivalent for Jirixfif and
iirox^ the technical terms of the Academies lor "suspension of judg-
ment " in consequence of the impossibility of arrivtog at sdentihc
certainty.
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DCL (F XVI, 17)

TO TIRO (AT ROME)

AsTURA (29 July)

I SEE what you are about : you want your letters also to be

collected into books. But look here ! You set up to be a

standard of correctness in my writings—how came you to

use such an unauthorized expression as " by faithfully de-

voting myself to my health " ? How does fideliter come in

there ? The proper habitat of that word is in what refers to

duty to others—though it often migrates to spheres not be-

longing to it. For instance :
" learning," " house," " art,"

" land," can be called Jid^lis, granting, as Theophrastus

holds, that the metaphor is not pushed too far.' But of this

when we meet. Demetrius called on me, from whose com-
pany to Rome I escaped with considerable adroitness. It

is plain that you could not have seen him ; he will be in

town to-morrow, so you will see him. I myself think of

starting early the day after. Your ill-health makes me very

anxious, but devote yourself to its cure and omit no means.

If you do that, consider that you are with me and are

giving me the most complete satisfaction. Thank you for

attending to Cuspius; for I am much interested in him.

Good-bye.

' It is not easy to see in what Tiro's solecism consists. It is sug-

gested that fideliter must refer to duty to another, but that is probably

what Tiro meant—"he took care of his health as in duty bound to

Cicero." ButyRi/iC^r—" thoroughly," " conscientiously "—may at any
fate be defended by Ovid's didicisse fideliter artes. Of course Tiro

might have said diligettier, but Cicero seems to me to have been hyper-

critical.
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DCLI (a XIII, 47 b;

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

ASTURA, 30 JULV

Yesterday evening I got a letter from Lepidus dated An-
tium, for he was there in a house which I sold him. He
asks me earnestly to be in the senate on the 1st, saying

that I shall greatly gratify both Caesar and himself by so

doing.' I think, for my part, that there is nothing in it : for

perhaps Oppius would have said something to you, as Balbus
is ill. However, I preferred to come for nothing rather

than be absent if I was wanted : I should have regretted it

afterwards. So to-day I shall be at Antium ; to-morrow,

at my town house before noon. Pray dine with me, if

nothing prevents you, on the 31st and bring Pilia. I hope
you have settled with Publilius. I mean to hurry back to

Tusculum on the ist ; for I prefer all negotiations with them
to go on in my absence. I am sending you my brother

Quintus's letter ; it is not indeed a very kind response to

mine, but still sufficient to satisfy you, as I imagine. That
is your affair.

DCLI I (F XVI, 19)

TO TIRO (AT ROME)

Tusculum (August)

I AM anxious to hear from you on many points, but much
more to see you in person. Restore me Demetrius's frienci

' M. /Cmiiius Leptdas was " Master of the Horse," and as such wn>
next in rank to Caesar the dictator. In this vear Caesar was sole consul

for several months, but afterwards had three colleagnes one after

the other.
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ship,' and anything else you can that is worth having, I

don't say a word to stir you up about the Aufidian debt : I

know you are looking after it. But settle the business. If
that is what is detaining you, I accept the excuse ; if it is

not, fiy to me. I am very anxious for a letter from you.
>ood-bye.

DCLIII (A XIII, 48)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 2 August

Yesterd.w, in the midst of the noise, I seem to have
caught a remark of yours, that you were coming to Tus-
culum. Oh, that it may be so ! Oh, that it may ! I re-

peat. But only if convenient to yourself. Lepta begs me
to hurry to Rome if he wants me in any way. For BabuUius
is dead. Caesar, I imagine, is heir to a twelfth—though I

don't know anything for certain as yet—but Lepta to a third.

Now he is in a fright that he may not be allowed to keep
the inheritance. His fear is unreasonable, but nevertheless
he is afraid. So if he does summon me, I will hurry to
town : if he doesn't, it won't be in any way necessary.* Yes,
send Pollex as soon as you can. I am sending you Porcia's
funeral oration corrected : I have been expeditious in order
that, if it is by any chance being sent to Domitius's son or
to Brutus, it may be this edition that is sent.' If it isn't

inconvenient to you I should like you to see to this very

' Demetrius (see p. 317) seems not to have been satisfied with Cicero's
reception of him.

'' Reading nttUiquam. The MSS. have antequam, and Mneller reads
mm oMttquam, " not till it is necessary."

* Porda, sister of Cato Uticensis, was wife of L. Domitius Aheno*
barbos (who fell at Pharsalia) and mother of Cn. Ektmitius Ahenobarbus,
who was afterwards implicated in the plot against C-esar, and played a
considerable part in the later civil wars. She was aunt to Brutus's wife
Porcia. Therefore Cicero expects a copy of his laudatio to be sent to
Brutus as well as to Porcia's son.
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carefully ; and please send me the funeral orations written

by Marcus Varro and OUius, at any rate that of Ollius. For

though I have read the latter, I want to have a second taste

of it. There are some things in it that I can scarcely

believe that I have read.'

DCLIV (A XIII, 37)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 2 August

This is my second letter to-day. As to Xenon's debt to you
and the forty sestertia due to you in Epirus, no arrangement

could be more convenient or suitable than what you suggest

in your letter. Balbus the younger had made the same
suggestion to me in conversation.

I have absolutely no news except that Hirtius has kept up
a keen controversy with Quintus " on my behalf : that the

latter talks violently in all kinds of places and especially at

dinner parties : that much of this talk is directed against

me, but that he also falls upon his father. Nothing he says,

however, has a greater vraisemblarue than his assertion that

we are bitterly opposed to Caesar : that we are neither of us

to be trusted, while I personally ought to be regarded with

suspicion—this would have been truly terrible had I not per-

ceived that our monarch knew that I had no courage left.

Lastly, that my son is being bullied by me. But that he

may say as much as he chooses.

I am glad I had handed Porcia's funeral oration to Lepta's

letter-carrier before I got your letter. Take care then, as

you love me, that it is sent to Domitius and Brutus—if it

is going to be sent—in the form you mention.

About the gladiators and the other things, which you call

in your letter " airy nothings," give me particulars day by
day. I should wish, if you think it right, to apply to Balbus

' Appwently becmnie they were to bad.
' Tne younger Qointot, who wu to Caesar'i army in Spain.
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1

and Offilius. About giving notice of the auction I myself

spoke to Balbus. He agreed— I presume that Offilius has

a complete inventory, and so has Balbus—well, he agreed
that it should be on an early day and at Rome : but that, if

Caesar's arrival was delayed, it might be put off from day to

day.' But the latter seems to be on the point of arriving.

Therefore consider the whole business : for Vestorius is

content.

DCLV (A XIII, 38)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 4 August

As I was writing against the Epicureans before daybreak, I

scratched a hasty note to you by the same lamp and in the

same breath, and despatched it also before daybreak. Then,
after going to sleep again and getting up at sunrise, a letter

from your sister's son ^ is put into my hands, which I here-

with send to you in the original copy. It begins with a
gross insult. But perhaps he didn't stop to think. Well,

this is how it begins :
" Whatever can be said to your dis-

credit I " He will have it that much can be said to

my discredit, but says that he does not endorse it. Could
anything be in worse taste ? Well, you shall read the rest—for

I send it on to you—and judge for yourself My belief is that

it was because the fellow was disturbed by the daily and
persistent compliments of our friend Brutus—the expression

of which by him in regard to us has been reported to me
by a very large number of people—that he has at length

deigned to write to me and to you. Please let me know if

that is so. For what he has written to his father about me

' This all refers to the will of Cluvius of Puteoli (see p. 328). Cicero,
Caesar, and OflUios are among the joint heirs. Balbus is acting for Caesar,

and the question is as to selling the estate and dividing it in the due
proportions.

* The younger Quintus Cicero.

III. y
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I don't know. About his mother, how truly filial !
" I had

wished," he says, " to be with you as much as possible,

and that a house should be taken for me ; and I wrote to

you to that effect. You have neglected to do it. Therefore

we shall see much less of each other : for I cannot bear the

sight of your house
;
you know why." The reason to which

he alludes, his father tells me, is hatred of his mother. Now,
my dear Atticus, assist me with your advice :

" Scale the high-built wall shall I

By justice pure and verity ?
"

That is, shall I openly renounce and disown the fellow, or

shall I proceed " by crooked wiles " ? For as was the case

with Pindar, " My mind divided cannot hit the truth."

'

On the whole the former is best suited to my character, the

latter to the circumstances of the time. However, consider

me as accepting whatever decision you have come to. What
I am most afraid of is being caught at Tusculum.' In the

crowd of the city these things would be less difficult. Shall

I go to Astura then ? What if Caesar suddenly arrives?' Help
me with your advice, I beg. I will follow your decision,

whatever it may be.

' A fraf(ment of Pindar of four lines

:

irdrtpor cix^ Tfixof tnfMCV

fi ffcoXiati airarai^ at^ftaitfi

iirtjfiovtov yivoc avSpwi',

iixa fioi voo^ nrptKiiav tiirtiv.

" Whether it is by justice that the race of men upon the earth mount a
lofty wall or by crooked wiles, my mind is divided in pronoandng the
troth."

' " By Quintus (junior) coming to see me at Tusculum."
* Cicero thinks he must meet Caesar at Rome or perhafK on his road

to Rome. But at Astura he would be out of the way of doing so, if

Cxsar suddenly appeared by sea at Ostia or from the north.
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DCLVI (A XIII, 39)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 5 August

What astonishing duplicity ! He writes to his father that he
must abstain from entering his house on account of his

mother : to his mother he writes a letter full of affection

!

My brother however is taking it more easily, and says that

his son has reason for being angry with him. But I am
following your advice : for I see that your opinion is in

favour of "crooked ways." I shall come to Rome, as you
think I ought, but sorely against the grain : for I cling

strongly to my writing. " You will find Brutus," say you,
" on the same journey." No doubt. But had it not been
for this affair, that inducement would not have overcome my
reluctance. For he has not come from a quarter which I

should have preferred, nor has he been long away, nor has
he written a syllable to me. But after all I am anxious to

know what the net result of his trip has been to him. Please
send me the books of which I wrote to you before, and
especially Phaedrus '

" On Gods " and . .
.'

' An Athenian Epicurean philosopher, whose lectures Cicero had
himself attended {de Fin. i. § 16 ; see vol. ii., p. 28). Cicero used his
work largely in the de NcUura Deorum, on which he is now engaged. A
fragment believed to be part of the treatise of Phaedrus vipi 9tmv was
found at Herculaneum.

* The title of the second book mentioned is unintelligible in the
MSS. Tip* naXXaeo(, 'EXAa^oc, 'AiroXXoowpow have been pro{X)sed by
various editors.
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DCLVII (A XIII, 40)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (7 August)

Really ? Does Brutus say that Caesar is going to join the

Optimates ? That 's good news ! But where will he find them ?

Unless he should by chance hang himself.' But what about
Brutus? You say, " It is no good." What became, then, of

that chef-d'anvre of yours which I saw in his " Parthenon"

—

I mean the Ahala and Brutus pedigree ? ' But what is he
to do?

That's excellent hearing !
" Not even has the prime author

of the whole black business * a good word to say of our

nephew." Why, I was beginning to be afraid that even
Brutus was fond of him. For that seemed the meaning of

the sentence in his letter to me :
" But I could wish that

you had a taste of his conversations with me." But, as you
say, of this when we meet. And yet, which do you advise

me to do ? Am I to hurry to meet him or to stay where I

am ? The fact is, I am glued to my books, and on the other

' The boni are all killed in the several battles of the civil war. Caesar

must go to the other world to find them.
* The " Parthenon" is a library or other roon^ " '»— ^-"- • "f Brutus.

Thus Atticus had such a room which he called 1. i., p.

44), Jind Cicero an AccuUnuia (vol. i., p. 12), :.
,,

c which
he called Syracusiz (.Suet. Aug. 72). Atticus's chef-tfauvre was a pedi-

gree of the lunian family, "which he made at the request of Bnitus,

from its origin to the present day, noting the Mr he

offices he had held " (Nepos, Att. 18). It en 1-

cestors lunius Brutus, the exixUer of the T.ii

Ahala, who killed Sp. M.xlius for an alleged ati

§ 26). This was one of the ways in vvhich A: ^ .

ancient history and antiquities—gratified his great friends. Ciccr<>

means, " if Brutus submits to Caesar, what is the use of his descent from
these tyrannicides ? " We may remember how this was used next year

by the authors of libels (App. B. C. ii. 112).
' Hirtius, who had apparently induced young Quintus to join Caesar.

See vol. ii., pp. 366, 375.
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hand don't want to entertain him here. His father, as I am
told, is gone as far as Saxa * to meet him in a high state of

exasperation. He went in such an angry frame of mind
that I was forced to remonstrate. But then I am much of

a weather-cock myself. So we must wait and see. How-
ever, please consider your view as to my coming to Rome
and the whole situation ; if it appears plain to you to-morrow,

let me know early in the day.

DCLVIII (A XIII, 41)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (8 August)

Yes, I sent Quintus the letter for your sister. When he
complained that his son was on bad terms with his mother,

and said that on that account he intended to give up the

house to his son, I told him that the latter had written a

becoming letter to his mother, but not a word to you. He
expressed surprise at the former, but said that in regard to

\
• fault was his own, because he had frequently written

_ ant terms to his son as to your unfairness to him.

In this respect he says that his feelings have softened ; so I

read him your letter, and on the " crooked paths " ^ principle

indicated that I would not stand in the way. The fact is,

we went on to talk of Cana.' Certainly, if that were decided

upon, it would be necessary for me to act thus. But, as

you say, we must have some regard to our dignity, and both

of us ought to take the same line, although the wrongs he
has done me are the more serious, or at least the more
notorious, of the two. If however Brutus also has some

• Probably Saxa Jittbra, the first stage on the via Flaminia (2 Phil.

§ 77), about ten miles from Rome. Quintus was coming home from
.'-pain by way of Gaul.

* ffcoXiaic airoraif. See p. 322.
' As to Quintus marrying Cctnot a daughter of Q. Gellius Canus.
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reasons to allege, all hesitation is at an end. But of this

when we meet : for it is a very serious business and needs
great caution. To-morrow therefore, unless I get something
from you this evening.'

DCLIX (A XIII, 45)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, II August

Lamia ' came to see me after your departure and brought me
a letter which he had received from Caesar. This letter,

though dated earlier than that brought by Diochares, yet

made it quite clear that he would arrive before the Roman
games.' At the end of the letter there was a sentence

ordering him to make all necessary preparations for the

games, and not allow him to hurry back for nothing. Cer-

tainly from this letter it seemed beyond doubt that he would
come before that day, and Lamia said that Balbus thought

so too after reading that letter.

I perceive I have thus some additional days holiday,* but

pray, as you love me, let me know how many. You will be
able to ascertain from Baebius and your other neighbour
Egnatius. You exhort me to spend these days in an exposi-

tion of philosophy. You are spurring a willing horse,' but you
see that I am obliged to have Dolabella constantly with me
on the days you mention. But had I not been cl<

' 'y

this business of Torquatus," there would have been it

' Nisi quid a te commeat vesperi. But the MS. readins, retained by

Mueller, is nisi quid a te commtaius, ** unK ' '
1 vc ofabsence from

you," i.e.y " unless you send some letter w i permit of my not

coming to Rome yet." Dr. Reid would oi.... .. .....(^cther.

' L. /Kiius Lamia was an aedile this year, and stood for the pnetor-

ship in B.C. 43.
' Tlie ludi Romani lasted from 15th to 19th of .September.
* By the postponement of the auction. See p. 321.
' Currenttm tu quidem. See vol. ii., p. 181.
• See pp. 280, 296, 328.
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number of days to allow of making an excursion to Puteoli

'

and returning in time. Lamia indeed has heard from

Balbus, as it seems, that there is a large sum of ready money
in the house, which ought to be divided as soon as possible,

as well as a great amount of silver plate : that the auction

of everything except the real property ought to take place at

the first possible opportunity. Please write and tell me your

opinion. For my part, if I had to pick out a man from the

whole world, I couldn't easily have selected anyone more
painstaking, obliging, or, by heaven, more zealous to serve

me than Vestorius.^ I have written him a very full and
frank letter, and I suppose you have done the same. I

think that is enough. What do ><?« say ? My only uneasi-

ness is the fear of seeming too careless. So I shall wait for

a letter from you.

DCLX (A XIII, 46)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 12 August

PoLLEX, for his part, having appointed to meet me by the

13th of August, has in fact done so at Lanuvium on the

1 2th. But he was true to his name—a thumb and not a

finger, he pointed to nothing. You must get your informa-

tion, therefore, from his own lips. I have been to call on

Balbus ; for Lepta, being anxious about his own contract for

the wine,' had induced me to go and see him. He was

staying in that villa at Lanuvium which he has made over to

Lepidus. The first thing he said to me was :
" I recently

received a letter from Caesar, in which he positively asserts

that he will arrive before the Roman games." I read the

' On the business connected with his share in the property of

Cluvius. See p. 328.
^ A banker at Puteoli (vol. ii., p. 150, etc.).

^ De vini curatiotu, a contract for supplying wine at the games.

Others, however, read tU munerum curcUumt, "contracting tor the

gladiatorial show." See p. 312.
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letter. There was a good deal about my " Cato." He says

that by repeatedly reading it he had increased his command
of language : when he had read the " Cato " of Brutus he

thought himself eloquent. Next I learnt from him that

acceptance of Cluvius's inheritance (oh, careless Vestorius !)

was to be an unconditional acceptance in the presence of

witnesses within sixty days. I was afraid I should have to

send for Vestorius. As it is, I need only send him a com-
mission to accept on my order. This same Pollex therefore

shall go. I also discussed the question of Cluvius's sub-

urban pleasure-grounds with Balbus. Nothing could be
more liberal : he said that he would write to Caesar at once :

but that Cluvius had left Terentia a legacy of fifty sestertia

(^480), charged on Hordeonius's share, as also money for

his tomb and many other things, but that my share had no
charge on it. Pray give Vestorius a gentle rebuke. What
could be less proper than that the druggist Plotius should

have employed his servants to give Balbus full particulars so

long in advance, while he gave me none even by my own ?

I am sorry about Cossinius ; I was very fond of him. I will

assign to Quintus whatever surplus there is after paying my
debts and purchases. The latter I expect will force me to

borrow more. About the house at Arpinum I know nothing.

P.S.—There is no occasion for you to scold Vestorius.

For after I had sealed this packet my letter-carrier arrived

after dark bearing a letter from him with full particulars and
a copy of the will.

DCLXI (A XIII, 47)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM, 15 August

" When your order, Agamemnon, reached my ears," not " to

come "—for that, too, I should have done, had it not been
for Torquatus '—but to write, " I at once " gave up what 1

' See pp. 296, 326.
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had begun, threw aside what I had in hand, and " hewed out

a model of thy design." * I wish you would ascertain from

PoUex the state of my accounts. It is not becoming that my
<on should be straitened in this his first year at Athens.

Afterwards we will be more particular in keeping down his

expenses. Pollex also must be sent back to Puteoli, in

order that Vestorius may accept the inheritance.* It is

clear that I must not go there, both for the reasons mentioned

in your letter and because Caesar is near at hand. Dolabella

writes to say that he is coming to see me on the 14th.

What a tiresome instructor !

*

DCLXII (F VII, 24)

TO M. FADIUS GALLUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (August)

I FIND the traces of your affection whichever way I turn

:

for instance, quite recently in the matter of Tigellius.* I

perceived from your letter that you had taken a great deal

of trouble. I therefore thank you for your kind intention.

But I must say a few words on the subject. Cipius I think

it was who said, " I am not asleep to everybody.'" Thus I

too, my dear Callus, am not a slave to everybody. Yet

' Atticns appears to have urged Cicero to write something of the

nature of the letter before condemned to present to Csesar. Cicero says
• hat he at once laid aside the philosophical treatise on which he was
ngaged {de NcUura Dearum), and drew up a first sketch of such a

' (xrument. The words are from some unknown poet.
' Pollex had come from Puteoli, but had not brought full informa-

t in (p. 327). He is to be sent back to convey Cicero's formal au-
• !•' • n to Vestorius.

: ! c c ^ ()ects Dolabella to instruct him how to behave to Caesar, as

he h.id l>efore instructed him in the art of dining.
* The Sardinian singer whose affectations are described by Horace,

.< ;/. i. 2. 3, j^.

Cipius was a complaisant husband who feigned sleep for the benefit

of his wife and her lover, but woke when a slave began stealing the
silver.
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what, after all, is this slavery ? In old times, when I was
thought to be exercising royal power,* I was not treated with

such deference as I am now by all Caesar's most intimate

friends, except by this fellow. I regard it as something
gained that I no longer endure a fellow more pestilent than

his native land,* and I think his value has been pretty well

appraised in the Hipponactean verses of Licinius Calvus.'

But observe the cause of his anger with me. I had under-

taken Phamea's cause, for his own sake, because he was an
intimate friend. Phamea came to me and said that the

arbitrator had arranged to take his case on the very day on
which the jury were obliged to consider their verdict in

regard to P. Sestius.* I answered that I could not possibly

manage it : but that if he selected any other day he chose, I

would not fail to appear for him. He, however, knowing
that he had a grandson who was a fashionable flutist and
singer,* left me, as I thought, in a somewhat angry frame of

mind. There 's a pair of " Sardians-for-sale " * for you, one
more worthless than the other. You now know my position

and the unfairness of that swaggerer. Send me your *' Cato "
:

I am eager to read it : that I haven't read it yet is a re-

flexion on us both.

' That is, in his consulship, especially in the Catiline affair.

' Sardinia, notoriously unhealthy (vol. i., p. 217).
* C. Licinius Calvus (1). B.C. 84) wrote satiric sea/' on the

model of Hipponax of Chios (fl. in c. B.C. 540). means
"knocked down at a price"; praconio mea.n% the '', ..^ ur "ap-
praising " of the auctioneer {prirco).

' This is not the trial in which Cicero's extant speech for Sestius was
delivered (B.C. 56), but a prosecution for bribery under Pompey's law of

B.C. 52. As Phamea died in B.C. 49 (see vol. ii., p. 332), and Cicero

was absent in Cilicia from May, it.c. 51, thb trial must have been in the

autumn of B.C. 52 or the spring of B.C. 51.
* Reading cantorem for umtorem. As TigcUius was a favourite of

Cxsar and other great men, his grandfather expected Cicero to support

him.
* I.e., worthless fellows. The explanation of this proverbial exp^c^

sion is given by Victor \,dt Vir III. 65), who says that the consul C. Seni -

pronius Gracchus (B.C. 177) took such an enormous numlier of captive-

in the war against the rebel Sardinians (B.C. 181177) that they Ixcann

a drug in the slave market.
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DCLXIII (A XIII, 49)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (20 August)

First, health to Attica, whom I imagine to be in the country,

so I wish her much health, as also to Pilia. If there is any-

thing fresh about Tigellius, let me know it. He is—as

Fadius Callus has \sTitten me word—bringing up a most un-

fair accusation against me, on the ground that I left Phamea
in the lurch after having undertaken to plead his cause. This

cause, indeed, I had undertaken against the sons of Cnaeus

Octavius, much against my will—but I did also wish well to

Phamea. For, if I remember rightly, when I was standing

for the consulship he sent me a promise through you to do
anything he could ; and I was no less mindful of that

courtesy than if I had availed myself of it. He called on
me and told me that the arbitrator had arranged to take his

case on the very day on which the jury were bound by the

Pompeian law to consider their verdict on our friend Sestius.

For you are aware that the days in those suits have been fixed

by law. I replied that he was not ignorant of my obligations to

Sestius : if he selected any other day he chose, I would not

fail to appear for him. So on that occasion he left me in a

rage. I think I told you about it. I didn't trouble myself,

of course, nor did I think that the wholly groundless anger of

a man not in the least connected with me required any
attention from me. But the last time I was in Rome I told

Callus what I had heard, without however mentioning the

younger Balbus. Callus made it his business to go into the

matter, as he writes me word. He says that the allegation

of Tigellius is that I suspect him because I have it on my
conscience that I left Phamea in the lurch. Wherefore all

I ask you to do is to get anything you can from our friend

the younger Balbus, but not to trouble yourself about me.

It is a sop to one's dignity to have some one to hate without

restraint and not to be a slave to everybody (as the man was
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not " asleep to everybody ").' Yet, by heaven, as you know
very well, those men * are rather acting as slaves to me, if to
pay a man constant attentions is being a slave.

DCLXIV (A XIII, 50)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (22 August)

You gave me a hint in one of your letters, that I should set

about writing a letter to Cjesar on a larger scale. Balbus also

recently, at our meeting at Lanuvium, informed me that he
and Oppius had written to tell Caesar that I had read his books
against Cato and warmly admired them. Accordingly, I

have composed an epistle to Caesar to be transmitted to

Dolabella. But I sent a copy of it to Oppius and Balbus,

and wrote also to them, saying that they should only order

it to be transmitted to Dolabella, if they themselves approved
of the copy. So they have written back to say that they

never read anything better, and they have ordered my letter

to be delivered to Dolabella.

Vestorius has written to ask me to authorize the conveyance
—as far as I am concerned—of the estate of Brinnius to a
slave of their own for a certain Hetereius, to enable him to

make the conveyance himself in due form to Hetereius at

Puteoli.' If you think it is all right send that slave to me.
For I presume that Vestorius has written to you also.

As to Caesar's arrival, I have had the same information in

a letter from Oppius and Balbus as from you. I am sur-

prised that you have not yet had any conversation with

' The reading is doubtful. See p. 329.
* The Csesanans.
* Cicero, « one of the heirs of Brinnius, was to join in a tale of the

estate to Hetereius. To do that, without having toe trouble of going
to Puteoli personally, he was to convey it formally to a slave <^ th?

banker Vestorius sent for that purpose. It thus became the property
of Vestorius himself, as the slave's master : and he then could convey it

to Hetereius.
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rigellius. For instance, I should much like to know how
much he got—yet, after all, I don't care a straw. Where do
you think I ought to go,' if it is not to be Alsium ? And
in fact I have written to Murena to ask him to put me up,

but I think he has started with Matius. Sallustius therefore

shall have the burden of my entertainment.

After I had written the above line, Eros informed me that

Murena had answered him with the greatest kindness. Let
him be our host, therefore. For Silius has no cushions :

while Dida, I believe, has given up his whole villa to

guests.

DCLXV (F VII, 25)

TO M. FADIUS GALLUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (August)

You lament having torn up the letter : don't vex yourself, it

is all safe. You can get it from my house whenever you
please. For the warning you give me I am much obliged,

and I beg you will always act thus. For you seem to fear

that, unless I keep on good terms with him, I may laugh

"a real Sardinian laugh."' But look out for yourself.

Hands off: our master is coming sooner than we thought.

I fear we Catonian blockheads may find ourselves on the
block.* My dear Callus, don't imagine that anything could
be better than that part of your letter which begins

:

" Everything else is slipping away." This in your ear in

confidence : keep it to yourself : don't tell even your freed-

man Apelles. Besides us two no one talks in that tone.

' To meet Caesar. For Alnum, see p. 86.
* A " laugh oa the wrong side of my mouth," from a herb found in

Sardinia which was said to contort the features with a grin of pain.
^ Ktepinij the MS. word catomuni, said to refer to the hoisting of boys

lers to be flogged, as in the well-known picture from
i uiv). Others read catonium, explaining it to mean the
• .>.ji.wi«.iw„ ^«arw), *' Hades." The *' master " is, of course, Cesar ;

and the metaphor of a school is kept by manus de tabula, (perhaps)
"No more scribbling—here comes the schoolmaster," i.e., we had
better stop writing " Catos " now Caesar is back home.
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Whether it is well or ill to do so, that is my look-out : but

whatever it is, it is our speciality. Work on then, and don't

stir a nail's breadth, as they say, from the'pen ; for it is the

creator of eloquence :
' and for my part I now devote a con-

siderable part of the night to it also.

DCLXVI (A XIII, 51)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscxTLUM, 24 August

The reason of my not sending you at the time a copy of the

letter which I wrote to Caesar was that I forgot. Neither

was the motive what you suspected it to have been—shame
of appearing in your eyes to be ridiculously time-serving ;'

nor, by heaven, did I write otherwise than I should have
written to an equal and a man like myself. Vox I really do
think well of those books of his,' as I told you when we met.

Accordingly, I wrote without any flattery, and at the same
time in such a tone as I think will give him as much pleasure

to read it as possible.

At last I have certain news of Attica. So please con-

gratulate her all over again. Tell me all about Tigellius,

and that promptly ; for I am feeling uneasy. Now listen to

this : Quintus * arrives to-morrow, but whether at my house

or yours I don't know. He wrote me word that he would be
at Rome on the 25th. But I have sent a man to invite him
here : though, by heaven, I must come to Rome, lest Caesar

should make a descent there before me.

1 In the cU Orat. § 33, he says, "the pen, the best producer and
master of eloquence." See Quint. Imt. Orat. x. iii. }f 1-4.

'* The text is corrupt

—

tu ridicult muillus. AMiat word or words are

concealed under miallus has puzzled everyone, and many suggestions

have been made. I have translated it as though it were mioti'x

blandiu ; but I do not profess to think that solution more likely than
many others, or even as much so. After blandus we must anderstand
viderer by a fairly easy ellipse.

» Cauu's j4ti/iCa/a.
* The yoanger Quintus Cicero.
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DCLXVII (F XII, 18)

TO Q. CORNIFICIUS (IN SYRIA)

Rome (October)

I WILL answer the end part of your last letter first—for I

have noticed that that is what you great orators occasionally

do. You express disappointment at not getting letters from
me ; whereas I never fail to send one whenever I am in-

formed by your family that somebody is going to you. I

think I gather from your letter that you are not likely to

take any step rashly, nor to decide on any plan before you
know in what direction that fellow Caecilius Bassus ' is likely

to break out. That is what I had hoped, for I felt con-

fidence in your wisdom, and now your very welcome letter

makes me quite secure. And I beg you as a special favour

that you will, as often as you can, make it possible for me to

know what you are doing, what is being done, and also what
you intend to do. Although I felt much distressed at your
leaving me, I consoled myself at the time by thinking that

you were going to a scene of the most profound tranquillity,

and were leaving the cloud of serious troubles overhanging
us. In both cases the actual truth has been the reverse.

WTiere you are a war has broken out : with us there has
followed a period of peace. Yet, after all, it is a peace in

which, had you been here, there would have been many
things that would not have pleased you, things in fact

' Q. Oecilius Bassus (qtuestor B.C. 59) fought on Pompey's side at
1 rsalia, whence he escaped to Tyre. He managed to win over

of the army of the propraetor of Syria, .Sext. lulius Ocsar

;

aiul, taking advantage of rumours in B.C. 46 of Cxsar being defeated
in Africa, he caused Sext. lulius to be assassinated and took over the

rnment of Syria. He fortified Apamea, and there repulsed An-
^ Vetus and Statius Murcus, who were successively sent against

;..;., and had dealings with the Parthians. Though Murcus was rein-

fiirced by Crispus, governor of Bithynia, Bassus held out till Cassius
arrived in B.C. 43, to whom he surrendered and was allowed to go away
unharmed.
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which do not please Caesar himself. In truth, this is always
among the results of civil wars—that it is not only what the

victor wishes that is done : concessions have also to be made
to those by whose aid the victory was won. For my part, I

have become so hardened that at our friend Caesar's games
I saw T. Plancus ' and listened to the poems of Laberius

and Publilius ^ with the utmost sangfroid. There is nothing

I feel the lack of so much as of some one with whom to

laugh at these things in a confidential and philosophic spirit.

You will be the man, if you will only come as soon as

possible. That you should do so I think is important to

yourself as well as to mc.

DCLXVIII (F XII, 19)

TO Q. CORNIFICIUS (IN SYRIA)

Rome (? December)

I READ your letter with very great pleasure. The most
gratifying thing in it was to learn that mine had reached your

hands ; for I felt no doubt that you would find pleasure in

reading it. I was afraid it would not reach you. I learn

from your letter that the war now raging in Syria and
the province of Syria itself have been put in your hands
by Cjesar. I hope it may turn out to your honour and
success. I feel confident that it will do so, for I have full

reliance both on your activity and prudence. But what you

^ T. Munatius Plancus Bursa, tribune in B.C. 52. An adherent <>f

Publius Clodius, and principally responsible for the burning of ttic

Curia when Clodius's body wxs burnt. He had been condcmcd for in ,

and seeing him at the games Cicero knew that he had been recalled by
Caesar. See vol. i., p. 365.

' I' - ' iherius and !'••''•'•' ^yrus were wr-' - -' —• '•— ' •

p. 34 iv. 2). It) ( ;esar, wh<'

ganv I^aberius NM ^ urpassed 1

the t , rus. A number oi smienti(T or

ext.li jc name of Syrus, and a fmpmcn"
served by PcUonius Arbiter, 8 SS* ' ' '" ''•^- 43-

They doubtless on this occasion intrc- or.

i
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say as to the suspicion of a Parthian invasion caused me
great uneasiness. For I was able to conjecture the amount
of your forces, and your letter confirms my calculation.

Therefore I can only hope that that nation will not move
until the legions reach you, which I hear are on their way.
But if you have not forces adequate for the struggle, do not for-

get to follow the policy of M. Bibulus, who kept himself shut
up in a very strongly fortified and well-supplied town, as long
as the Parthians were in the province.* But you will settle

these points better on the spot, and in view of the actual

circumstances. For myself, I shall continue to feel anxious
as to what you are doing, until I know what you have done.
I have never had anyone to whom to give a letter without
giving one. I beg you to do the same, and above all, when
you write to your family, to assure them of my devotion
to you.

DCLXIX (F XIII, 4)

TO Q. VALERIUS ORCA (IN ETRURIA)

Rome (Autumn ')

Marcus Cicero greets Quintus Valerius, son of Quintus,
\^atus pro prcetore} I have very close ties with the townsmen
of Volaterrae. In fact, having received great kindness from
ine, they repaid me to the full: for they never failed me either

in my prosperity or my adversity. And even if there were
no special reason for our union, yet, having a very warm
affection for you, and feeling that you have a high value for

nie, I should have warned and urged you to have a r^ard

' There is a touch of malice in this su^estion. Cicero jeers at the
over-caution of Bibulus elsewhere. See vol. iL, pp. 199, 217.

^ There is really nothing to decide the exact date of these two letters to
Orca. The land commission referred to was established in the previous
year (B.C. 46), and the letters may possibly belong to that year.

' This was Orca's title as head of the land commission ; he was
" legate (i.e., of Oesar) with rank of praetor." For Caesar's use of pub-
lic land for his veterans at this time, see Suet. lul. 38.

HI. Z
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for their fortunes, especially as their case for the retention

of civil rights is unusually strong : first, because by the

blessing of heaven they contrived to elude the vindictive

measures of the SuUan epoch ; and secondly, because my de-

fence of them in my consulship received the hearty approval

of the Roman people.' For the tribunes having promulgated

an exceedingly unfair law about their lands, I easily per-

suaded the senate and people of Rome to allow citizens,

whom fortune had spared, to retain their rights. ' ' y
of mine was confirmed by the agrarian law of d.. -ir

in his first consulship, which freed the territory and town of

Volaterrae from all danger for ever. This makes me feel

sure that a man who seeks the support of new adherents

will wish that old benefits conferred by him should be
maintained. It is only therefore what your prudence would
dictate, either to keep to the precedent set by the man to

whose party and authority you have with so much per-

sonal honour adhered, or at least to reserve the whole case

for his decision. There is one thing about which you can

have no hesitation : you would wish to have a town of such

sound and well-established credit and of so honourable a

character for ever bound to you by a service of the highest

utility on your part.

Thus far the purpose of my words is to exhort and per

suadc you. What remains will be of the nature of a personal

request. For I don't wish you to think that I offer you

advice for your own sake only, but that I am also preferring

a request to you and asking for what is of consequence u>

myself. Well then, you will oblige me in the highest d

if you decide that the Volaterrani are to be left in;

* The circumstances were these. Volaterne had taken the side of
Marius against Sulla, and offered a refuge to many of the defeated
party. Owing to the advantages of its position, it had held out n^inst
a two years' siege by Sulla (B.C. 81-80, .Strabo, 5, 2, 6; I. .S9;

Cic. />ro Sext. Am. % 20). Sulla therefore carried a law ng
it and declaring its lands forfeited {pro Ok. S§ 18, 104); mu. un s<itne

reason the lands thus made "public" were never divided among new
owners (vol. i., p. 54: Alt. i. 19). Attempts were, however, made by
various land reformers to deal with the terntory as public land. Cicero
here says that he successfully resisted one of these in B.c. 63, and that

in Caeaar's lex a^aria of B.c. 59 it was specially exempted, and the fnll

dttxenship of the Volaterrani acknowledged.
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every respect and in full possession of their rights. Their
homes and houses, their property and fortunes—which have
already been preserved by the immortal gods, as well as by
the most eminent citizens of our Republic with the warmest
approval of the Roman people— I commend to your honour,

justice, and liberality. If circumstances had granted me the

power, proportionate to my old influence, of defending the

Volaterrani in the same way as I was accustomed to protect

my friends, there is no service, no struggle in fact calculated

to be of use to them, that I would have omitted. But since

I feel sure that with you I have no less influence than I ever

had with all the world, I beg you in the name of close ties

and of the mutual and equal goodwill existing between us,

to serve the people of \'olaterrae in such a way as to make
them think that you have been set over that business by a
special interposition of providence, as the one man with

whom I, their undeviating supporter, was able to exert the

greatest influence.

DCLXX (F XIII, 5)

TO Q. VALERIUS ORCA (IN ETRURIA)

Rome (Autumn)

Cicero greets Q. Valerius, legatus pro pratore. I am not
sorry that my friendship for you is known as widely as

possible. Not, however, that I wish on that plea—as you
may well believe—to prevent your carrying out the business
you have undertaken with good faith and activity, to the
satisfaction of Caesar, who has intrusted to you a matter of
_r< at importance and difficulty. For though I am besieged
wi;h petitions from men who are assured of your kindness
to me, I am always careful not to embarrass you in the per-
formance of your duty by any self-seeking on my part.

I have been very intimate with Gaius Curtius from our
earliest days. I was grieved at the most undeserved calamity
which befell him and the others in the Sullan epoch : and
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when it appeared that those who had suffered a similar

wrong, though they lost all their property, were yet allowed

by universal consent to return to their native country, I

supported the removal of his disability. This man has a

holding ' in the territory of Volaterrae, having betaken him-

self to it as a kind of salvage from shipwreck. Recently

also Caesar has selected him for a seat in the senate—a rank

which he can scarcely maintain if he loses this holding.^

Now it is a great hardship that, having been raised in rank,

he should occupy an inferior position in regard to wealth,

and it is not at all consistent that a man who is a senator by
Cajsar's favour should be dispossessed of land which is being

divided by Caesar's order. But I don't so much care to write

at length on the legal merits of the case, lest I should be
thought to have had influence with you owing to its strength

rather than from your personal feeling for me. Wherefore

I beg you with more than common earnestness to look upon
Gaius Curtius's affair as mine ; and whatever you do for my
sake, I beg you to consider, though you have done it for

Gaius Curtius, that I have from your hand what he has

obtained through my influence. I reiterate this request

with warmth.

DCLXXI (F XIII, 7)

TO GAIUS CLUVIUS (IN CISALPINE GAUL)

Rome (Autumn)

When on your departure for Gaul you called at my house,

as was natural from our close connexion and the great

courtesy you have always shewn to me, I spoke to you about

the land in Gaul which paid rent to the municipal town of

Atella ; and I indicated to you how warmly interested I was

' Possessio, a term properly applied to the holding of ager ptUtUcm

;

it was short o{ dominitim, "absolute ownership."
* That is, with proper social distinction. It seems certain that at

this time there was no legal qualification as to property necessaiy for a
senator.
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in the welfare of that town. Since your departure, however,

as a question has arisen as to a matter of great importance

to this most respectable town—very closely connected with

me—and as to the performance of a duty on my part, I

thought I ought to write to you in more explicit terms. I

am quite aware, however, of the nature of the circumstances

and the limits of your power, and clearly understand that

what Caesar has assigned to you is the transaction of a

certain business, not the exercise of judicial powers.' There-

fore I only ask of you as much as I think that you have

both the power and the will to do for my sake. And to

begin with I would have you consider—what is the fact

—

that the whole wealth of the town consists of that rent, while

in the present state of affairs it is hard-pressed by very

serious burdens, and is labouring under the greatest difficul-

ties. Although this seems to be a misfortune common to

many others, I assure you that certain special calamities have

befallen this particular municipality, which I don't specify for

fear that, while bewailing the miseries of my own connexions,

I should seem to be casting a reflexion upon certain persons

upon whom I have no wish to do so. Accordingly, if I had

not had a strong hope of our being able to secure the ap-

proval of Gaius Caesar for the plea of this town, there would

have been no reason for my making an effort at this time

to secure any favour from you. But because I feel sure

that he will take into consideration both the respectability

of the town and the justice of its case, and also its good
disposition towards himself, I have not hesitated to urge

upon you to reserve this cause for his decision. This re-

quest I should nevertheless have made to you if I had never

heard of your having done anything of the sort
;
yet I did

conceive a stronger hope of gaining my request when I was

told that the people of Regium had obtained the same favour

from you. Although these latter have a certain connexion

with you, yet your affection for me compels me to hope that

the indulgence you extend to your own friends you will also

extend to mine : especially as these are the only ones for

whom I prefer the request, whereas I have a considerable

' That is, C.Tsar has commissioned him to divide certain lands, not

to decide which are to be divided.
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number of connexions who are in a similarly hard case.

Though I think you believe that I am not doing this with-

out good reason, and am not influenced by a frivolous and
selfish motive in preferring this request, yet I would have you
believe my definite assertion, that I owe a ver)- great deal to

this municipality, and that there has been no time either of

my prosperity or adversity in which its zeal for my ser\i< (

has not been displayed in a remarkable manner. Whert lo:.

again and again, in the name of our close union and of your

unbroken and eminent affection for me, I ask and im-

plore this of you with no common earnestness. Since you
understand that the fortunes of a town are involved, which

is very closely connected with me by ties of relationship,

interchange of services and affection, do, if we obtain from

Caesar what we hope, allow us to consider that we have ob-

tained it by your kindness. But if we do not, instead of

that allow us to consider that at least you have done your

best to enable us to obtain it. By doing this you will not

only have greatly obliged me, but by a signal service you

will have bound to yourself and your family men of the

highest character, a number of the most honourable as well

as the most grateful people, eminently worthy of being con

nected with you.

DCLXXII (F XIII, 8)

TO MARCUS RUTILIUS (IN ETRURIA)

Rome (Autumn)

As I was conscious of how much I valued you, and had had

practical proof of your kind feeling towards me, I did not

hesitate to make a request to you which it was incumbent

upon me to make. How much I value P. Sestius I know
in my own heart ; how much I am bound to value him is

known both to you and all the world. Having learnt from

others that you were very much attached to me, he asked

me to write in very explicit terms to you about the affair of
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Gaius Albinius, a member of the senate, whose daughter is

the mother of L. Sestius, a young man of very high character,

the son of P. Sestius. My reason for writing this letter is to

inform you that not only am I anxious on behalf of P. Sestius,

but that Sestius is so also on behalf of Albinius. The case

is this : Gaius Albinius received some properties from
M. Laberius on a valuation, properties which Laberius had
bought from Cajsar forming part of the property of Plotius.

If I should say that it was not in the interests of the state

that those properties should be divided, I should appear to

be tr)ing to enlighten you rather than to be asking a favour

of you. Nevertheless, since it is Caesar's will that the sales

and assignments of land effected by Sulla should hold good,
in order to give the impression of greater security to his

own, pray what security can Caesar's own sales have, if

properties are divided which he himself caused to be sold ?

However, that is a difficulty for your own wisdom to con-

sider. My plain request to you—and I could not make it

with greater earnestness or in a juster cause or more from
the bottom of my heart—is that you should spare Albinius

and not lay a finger on the properties of Laberius. You will

not only cause me great delight, but will in a certain sense

raise my reputation also, if I am the cause of Publius Sestius

satisfying the claims of a man very closely connected with

me, since I owe him more than anyone else in the world. I

warmly and repeatedly beg you to do so. You cannot do
me a greater favour : you shall have reason to know that

I am exceedingly obliged by it.

DCLXXIII (F V, II)

TO PUBLIUS VATINIUS (IN ILLYRICUM)

Rome (October or November)

I AM not surprised that you appreciate my services, for I

know you to be the most grateful man in the world, and
that I have never ceased to declare. For you have not
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merely felt grateful, you have shewn it in practice also by
the most complete return possible. Therefore, in all your
remaining concerns, you shall find that I have the same zeal
and the same goodwill to you.

You commend to me that most honourable lady your wife
Pompeia. I therefore at once spoke to Sura on reading
your letter, and bade him tell her from me to let me know
anything she wanted done, and to say that I would do it with
the greatest zeal and assiduity. And this I will do, and if it

seems necessary I will call upon her personally. Please
write and tell her not to consider anything to be so great or
so small, as to seem to me difficult or beneath my notice.

Everything which I may do in your interest will appear to
me at once unlaborious and honourable.

As to Dionysius,' as you love me, settle the business.
Whatever pledge you give him I will make good. If, how-
ever, he shews himself the villain that he is, you will lead
him captive in your triumph. Confound the Dalmatians
who are giving you all this trouble ! But, as you say, they
will soon be taken prisoners, and will add a lustre to your
campaign, for they have always been considered a warlike-

people.

DCLXXIV (F VII, 29)

MANIUS CURIUS TO CICERO (AT ROME)

PATRiE, 29 October

If you are well, I am glad ; for I am yours by usus, Atticus's

in full dominium : therefore the usufruct of me is yours, the

ownership his.^ If indeed he puts us up for sale in one lot, he

' Cicero's ronawav slave. See p. 172.
^ Curius uses legal terms connected with the ownership of land— first

in Greek and then in Latin. Usus (xpfi<nt) is the holding of property of

which the ownership belongs to another ; dominium (rr^ffi^) is full

ownership; fnulus or usus fnutus is the right to the profit of ih..

property which the man who has usus takes : matuifium is (I) properly
acquired by mantipatio, (2) the full ownership of such property.
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won't make much of us. But what an addition to my selling

price will be my declaration that whatever I am or have, and
whatever position I enjoy in the world, is all owing to you !

Wherefore, my dear Cicero, persevere in your constant care

for my welfare, and recommend me in a letter of introduc-

tion of the finest brand to the successor of Sulpicius. I shall

thereby have greater facility in obeying your maxims, and of

seeing you to my joy by the spring, and of breaking up my
establishment and bringing my belongings safely home.
But, my dear distinguished friend, do not shew this letter to

Atticus. Let him continue to regard me as heart and soul

his, and not as one who " whitewashes two walls out of the

same pot." ' So, patron mine, good-bye to you, and give

Tiro kind regards from me.

29 October.

DCLXXV (F V, 10 a)

P. VATINIUS TO CICERO (AT ROME)

Narona, 5 December.

After the thanksgiving had been decreed in my honour I

started for Dalmatia. I stormed and took six fortified towns.

The largest of them, indeed, I have had practically to storm

four times ;
^ for I took four towers and four walls and their

entire citadel, which snow, cold, and rain forced me to

evacuate. It was mortifying to be obliged thus to abandon
a town already taken and a war practically finished. Where-
fore I beg you, if there is any occasion for it, to plead my
cause with Caesar, and to regard it as your duty to defend
my character in every respect, with the full conviction that

\ ou have no more devoted friend than myself. Good-bye.

5 December, Narona.

> A proverb for one who "blows hot and cold," who "sits on the
hedge, ' or who tries "to serve two masters."

^ The text of this sentence is doubtfal.
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DCLXXVI (A XIII, 52)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

PuTEOLi, 21 December

Well, I have no reason after all to repent my formidable

guest! For he made himself exceedingly pleasant. But on his

arrival at the villa of Philippus on the evening of the second

day of the Saturnalia,' the villa was so choke full of soldiers

that there was scarcely a dining-room left for Caesar himself

to dine in. Two thousand men, if you please ! I was in a

great taking as to what was to happen the next day ; and so

Cassius Barba came to my aid and gave me guards. A
camp was pitched in the open, the villa was put in a state of

defence. He stayed with Philippus on the third day of the

Saturnalia till one o'clock, without admitting anyone. He
was engaged on his accounts, I think, with Balbus. Then
he took a walk on the beach. After two he went to the

bath. Then he heard about Mamurra without changing

countenance.' He was anointed : took his place at the

table. He was under a course of emetics,* and so ate and
drank without scruple and as suited his taste. It was a very

good dinner, and well served, and not only so, but

" Well cooked, well seasoned food, with rare discourse :

A banquet in a word to cheer the heart."*

Besides this, the staff were entertained in three rooms in a

very liberal style. The freedmen of lower rank and the

slaves had everything they could want. But the upper son

' The SaiurmUia began on the 17th of December.
* We have no means of knowing what Caesar was f'''-' - ' *' '~

his death, some think. Hardly the epieram of Catul

have snegested (see Suet. /«/. 73). Mamurra was .-.- ;.- -,,-

whom OeHu: had enriched (vol. ii., p. 228).
* This use of emetics—no doubt often abused—took at this time

imnewluU the place in medical treatment that bleeding did a hundred

yean aso. Caesar seems to have frequently submitted to it See pr«

Deut7\ 21.
* Verses of Lucilios.
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had a really recherche dinner. In fact, I shewed that I

was somebody. However, he is not a guest to whom one
would say, " Pray look me up again on your way back."

Once is enough. We didn't say a word about politics.

There was plenty of literary talk. In short, he was
pleased and enjoyed himself. He said he should stay one
day at Puteoli, another at Baix. That 's the story of the

entertainment, or I might call it the billeting on me—trying

to the temper, but not seriously inconvenient I am staying

on here for a short time and then go to Tusculum. When
he was passing Dolabella's villa, the whole guard formed up
on the right and left of his horse, and nowhere else.' This
I was told by Nicias.

DCLXXVII (F IX, 12)

TO P. CORNELIUS DOLABELLA (AT BAIiE)

Puteoli (December)

I coNGRATUL.\TE our favourite Baiae on its becoming, as

you say, a healthy place ; unless perchance it is fond of

and flatters you and, so long as you are there, has forgotten

its usual habits. If that is really so, it doesn't at all surprise

me that sky and land are foregoing their usual evil effects.

My poor little speech for Deiotarus, for which you asked,

I have with me, though I thought I had not. Accordingly

I am sending it to you. Please read it with the understand-

ing that it is a slight and weak case and not much worthy of

being committed to writing. But I wished to send an old

host and friend a small present—of loose texture and coarse

thread—as his own presents usually are.' As for yourself, I

' This was .ipparently a sort of salute of honour to Dolabella, who
was at this time irritated about the consulship for B.C. 44. Caesar had,
it seems, promised it him, but now meant to take the first three mooths
c'f it hioLself (2 Phil. § 79). See the next letter.

"* Apparently native cloths or textures sent as presents to his friends

at Rome.
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would have you shew wisdom and courage, in order that the

moderation and dignity of your bearing may throw discredit

on the unfair treatment you have met with from others.'

DCLXXVIII (A XIII, 42)

TO ATTICUS (AT ROME)

TuscuLUM (end ok December)

He' has been to see me and with a very dejected air.

Said I to him : "Why so gloomy?" "Can you ask," said

he, '* when I am about to start on a journey, and a journey

to the seat of war—a journey, too, that is not only dangerous,

but discreditable as well ?
"

'
" What is the compulsion,

then?" said I. " Debt," said he, "and yet I haven't even
money enough for the journey." At this point I took a hint

from your kind of eloquence. I held my tongue. He went
on :

" But what gives me most pain is my uncle." * " Why
is that? " said I. " Because he is angry with me," said he.
•' Why do you allow him to be so," said I—for I prefer

using that word to "Why do you incur it?" "I won't

allow it," said he, " for I will remove the reason." " Ex-
cellent ! " said I ;

" but if it won't be disagreeable to you,

I should like to know what the reason is." " Because, while

hesitating as to whom to marry, I vexed my mother, and
consequently him too. However, nothing can make up for

doing that in my eyes. I will do what they wish." " I

wish you good luck," I said, "and I commend your resolu-

tion. But when is it to be ? " " Oh, I don't care about the

time," he said, " since I accept the thing." " Well, my
' Cicero means to refer to Antony, who had opposed Dolabcila's

consalship, for which Dolabella inveighed against him in the senate on
the next Kalends of January. .See the passage of the second Philippic

quoted in the note to the previous letter.

* Cicero's nephew (^uintus.
* Quintus is going with Corsar to the wars against the Getxe and the

Parthians. He seems to call the ioumey dishonourable to himself, not

on its own account, but because of nis motive in undertaking the service,

i.t.t to avoid his creditors.
* Atticus.
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opinion is," said I, " that you should do it before starting.

You will thus oblige your father also." " I will do as you
think right," said he. This was the end of our conversation.

But listen to me ! You know the 3rd of January is my
birthday. You must come to dinner therefore.

I had written thus far, when lo and behold comes a sum-
mons to Rome from Lepidus. I suppose the augurs want
me for consecrating a temple-site.' Well, I must go. Don't
let 's have any rumpus." I shall see you therefore.

[The following letters of introduction camiot be dated*

They probably were written early in the year.]

DCLXXIX (F XIII, 30)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

There is a certain L. Manlius Sosis. He is a native of

Catina ; but along with the rest of the people of Naples
became a Roman citizen, and is a member of the council

at Naples, as he had been enrolled as a citizen of that

municipality before the citizenship was granted to the

Italian allies. His brother has lately died at Catina. I

don't think he is likely to have any dispute about the in-

heritance, and he is at this moment in possession of the

property. But as he has besides some business of old stand-

ing in his native Sicily, I commend to you both this in-

heritance from his brother and all other of his concerns, and
above all the man himself as being of the highest character

and very intimate with myself, accomplished in those studies

* Probablv that of Felicitas (Dio, 45, 5).
* fui owipim) (Tyrrell and Purser's brilliant emendation of the unin-

telligible word in the MSS.), lit. " No garlic !
" Garlic was supposed

to make people pugnacious, and is often mentioned in Aristophanes as

used for feeding fighting-cocks : Eq. 494, 946; Ackam. 166; Pax,
502: Lys. 690. So Lucian in his Vera Historia (i. 1 3) names one of
his imaginary people (TKopo^o/iaxo*, "garlic fighters."
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of literature and philosophy which form my chief delight.

I beg you, therefore, to understand that, whether he has or

has not come to Sicily, he is one of my most intimate and
closely united friends, and to treat him in such a way as to

make him understand that my recommendation has been of

great service to him.

DCLXXX (F XIII, 31)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

I AM very intimate with Gaius Flavius, an honourable and
accomplished Roman knight. For he was a great friend of

my son-in-law Gaius Piso, and both he and his brother

L. Flavius pay me very constant attention. Wherefore I

would wish you, out of consideration for me, to treat Gaius

Flavius with the utmost possible respect and liberality, in

whatever ways you can do so with honour and due regard for

your position. You cannot possibly oblige me more than by

so doing. But besides that, I assure you—and I don't say

this from any ulterior motive, but influenced by the truth no

less than by friendship and personal connexion—that you

will extract great pleasure from the services and assiduity of

Gaius Flavius, as also from his brilliant position and popu-

larity among his own friends. Good-bye.

DCLXXXI (F XIII, 32)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

In the town of Halesa, so well known for its wealth and

high character, I have some friends very closely united to

me by the ties of hospitality and intimacy named M. Clodius
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Archagethus and C. Clodius Philo. But I am afraid that,

owing to the number of people I recommend to you, I may
appear to be putting all my recommendations on the same

footing from some ulterior motive. Still, I would have you

believe that this family and these members of it are united

to me by a long-standing friendship, by mutual services, and

by goodwill. Therefore I beg you, with more than common
earnestness, to obUge them in every way, as far as your

honour and official position shall allow you. You will ex-

ceedingly oblige me by doing so.

DCLXXXII (F XIII, 33)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

I AM exceedingly intimate v/ith Gnaeus Otacilius Naso,

certainly as much so as with any man of his order. For in

our daily intercourse I am greatly delighted with his kind-

ness and honesty. You need not stop to see in what pre-

cise words I recommend a man to you, with whom I am
as intimate as I have said. He has some business in your

province, which is being managed by his freedmen Hilarus,

Antigonus, and Demostratus. These men and all Naso's

affairs I commend to you as though they were my own, I

shall feel very grateful if I learn that this recommendation

has had great weight with you. Good-bye.

DCLXXXIII (F XIII, 34)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

I HAVE ties of hospitality with Lyson, son of Lyson, of

Lilybaeum, dating from the times of his grandfather. I con-
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tinue to receive strong proofs of his regard, and have ascer-
tained him to be worthy of his father and grandfather.
Wherefore I recommend him to you with more than common
earnestness, and warmly beg you to be at the trouble to

make him feel that my recommendation has been of the
utmost assistance to him and very greatly to his honour.

DCLXXXIV (F XIII, 35)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

C. AviANius Philoxenus shewed me hospitality in old

times, and beyond that is also an intimate friend, whom
Caesar as a favour to me enrolled among the citizens of

New Comum. He took the name of Avianius, because his

most intimate friend was Flaccus Avianius, a man, as I

think you know, who was a very dear friend of mine. I

mention all these facts to shew you that this recommenda-
tion of mine is no ordinary one. I therefore beg you to

oblige him in everything which you can do without in

convenience, to consider him as one of your friends, and to

make him feel that this letter of mine has been of great

service to him. You will oblige me in no common degree

by so doing.

DCLXXXV (F XIII, 36)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

With Demetrius Megas I have ancient ties of hospitality,

and a friendship such as I had with no other Sicilian.

DolabcUa at my request procured him citizenship from
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Caesar, and I was present when it was bestowed. Accord-
ingly his name is now P. Cornelius. And when, on account

of certain infamous persons who used to sell grants from
him, Caesar ordered the tablet containing the names of those

who had received citizenship to be taken down, he told

the same Dolabella in my hearing that he had nothing to

fear as to Megas, and that his grant to him held good. I

wished you to know this in order that you might reckon him
as a Roman citizen ; and in all other respects I commend
him to you with an earnestness beyond which I have not

gone with respect to anyone. You will do me the very

greatest favour if you shew him by your treatment of him
that my recommendation has been greatly to his honour.

DCLXXXVI (F XIII, 37)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

I RKCOMMKND Hippias, son of Philoxenus, of Calacta, to

you with more than common earnestness. His property, as

the matter has been reported to me, is held by the state for

a debt which is not properly his, contrary to the laws of the

Calactini. If that is so, even without any recommendation
from me, the merits of the case itself ought to secure him
your assistance. But however the matter stands, I beg you
as a compliment to me to expedite his case, and both in

this and in all other matters to oblige him as far as your

lionour and position will allow. It will be doing me a very

i'reat favour.

A A
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DCLXXXVll (F XIII, 38)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

I^ Bruttius a Roman knight, a young man of every sort

of accomplishment, is among my most intimate friends, and
shews me very constant attention. I have had a great friend-

ship with his father from the time of my Sicilian quaistorship.

In point of fact Bruttius is at this moment staying with me
at Rome : still I recommend his house, his property, and his

agents to you with an earnestness beyond which I cannot go
in such a recommendation. You will exceedingly oblige me
if you take the trouble to let Bruttius feel, as I have assured

him will be the case, that my recommendation has been of

great assistance to him.

DCLXXXVll I (F XIII, 39)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN SICILY)

Rome

An old connexion grew up between the Titumian family and
myself. Of this family the last survivor is M. Titumius
Rufus, whom I am bound to protect with every possible care

and attention. It is then in your power to make him think

that he has a sufficient protector in me. Wherefore I

recommend him to you with more than common earnestness,

and I beg you to make him feel that this recommendation
has been of great assistance to him. You will very greatly

oblige me by doing so.
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DCLXXXIX (F XVI, 18)

TO TIRO (AT TUSCULUM)

Rome (December)

What do you say ? Ought it not be so ? I think it ought
for my part. The word sue ought also to be added. But,

if you please, let us avoid exciting prejudice, which however
I have myself often neglected.' I am glad the sweating has

done you good. If only Tusculum has done so also, good
heavens ! what a charm that would add to the place in my
eyes ! But if you love me, as you do, or make a very pretty

imitation of doing—an imitation which quite answers its

purpose—well, however that may be, nurse your health now,

to which, while devoting yourself to my service, you have
not been devoted enough. You know what it requires

—

good digestion, freedom from fatigue, moderate walking,

friction of the skin, easy operation of the bowels.^ Be s-ure

you come back looking well. That would make me still

fonder of Tusculum as well as of you. Stir up Parhedrus
to hire the garden for himself: by doing so you will keep
the actual gardener up to the mark.^ That utter scoundrel

Helico used to pay a thousand sesterces, when there was no
hot-bed, no water turned on, no wall, no garden-shed. Is he
to have the laugh of us, after we have spent all that money ?

' This seems to have no reference which we can now hope to ex-

plain. Tiro had apparently objected to some phrase in a writing of
Cicero's, partly at any rate on grammatical grounds.

' These words are given in Greek, as medical terms usually

were.
' It is impossible to be sore of the state of things to which allusion is

made. Tiro seems to have complained that the gardener Helico at

Tusculum wasn't doing well. Cicero says, " Get I'arhedru.s to take it

—

supplying what Ls wanted in the house as port rent—he will keep the
workman up to his work. Helico is a great rascal not to do better by
the garden, for he has had it at a small rent, never raised in spite of all

the improvements which I have made. Parhedrus will pay more, and
also be more satisfactory."
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Warm the fellow up, as I do Motho ' and so get plenty * of

flowers. What arrangement is being made about the Crabra,^

though now indeed we have enough water and to spare, I

should yet wish to know. I will send the sun-dial and books,
if the weather is dry. But have you no books w^ith you, or

are you composing in the Sophoclean vein ? Mind you have
something to shew for your labour. Caesar's friend Aulus
Ligurius * is dead : he was a good man and a good friend

to me. Let me know when we are to expect you. Take
great care of youself. Good-bye.

DCXC (F XVI, 20)

TO TIRO (AT TUSCULUM)

Rome (December)

Upon my life, my dear Tiro, your health makes me ver\

uneasy. But I feel confident that if you continue to takt

the same care as you have begun to do, you will soon be-

strong. Arrange the books, get the catalogue made when
it pleases Metrodorus,* since you have to live according to

his orders. Settle with the gardener as you think right.

You can go to see the gladiators on the first, and return

home next day. And I think that is what you had better do.

But as you please. Take great care of yourself, if you love

me. Good-bye.

* Perhaps Motho is the tovm gardener—as we know there wm a gar-

den at Cicero's town house. A supply of flowers there would lie

specially needed for parties, festivals, etc.

' Reading itaqut aimndc foronis.

' The Crabra was the name of the conduit supplying Tusculum with

water, for which Cicero paid a rate to the municipality (De leg. Apr.,

iii. S 8).

* Vol. L, p. 331 ; tupra, p. 24. ' The physician.
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DCXCI (F VII. 30)

This momentous year opened apparently without any special signs of

danger. Cicero was employed in finishing his Tusculan Disputations,

and we have practically only one letter from him

B.C 44, Kt. 62. l)efore the Ides of March (the others being mere
Dictat. r.p. ger. letters of introduction of the usual formal kind).
C. lulius Caesar IV. jjut in the one addressed to Curius, he takes oc-

M.*!«Suu» Lepidus 1 1. <^°" '° s^«* h's discontent at the r^fgime. He
seems to have been specially annoyed at the dis-

C. Ocuvius I fu>H paragement of the consular dignity involved in

Cn. Domitius ( imeruHt. Ca;sar appointing Kebilus to that office for one
C. lulius Czsar V. occis. day, the last of the year, in order to reward him

Antofuu*.
jjy jjjg rank of a consular. This calm was sud-

P. Cornelius Dolabella. denly interrupted by the murder of Caesar, and
Cicero immediately threw himself into politics

again with the idea that the republic was restored. He soon found
however that the regnum had not ended with the death of the rex, and
that Antony had no intention of sinking into the position of a mere con-

stitutional magistrate, to say nothing of the claims of the young Oc-
t.ivius—whom Cicero at first hoped to play off against Antony. From
alx)Ut June to the end of August therefore Cicero again avoided politics

by visiting his villas and devoting himself to literature, intending also

to visit his son at Athens. The de Natura Deorum, dc Divinatione,

de FcUo, de Senectute, de Amicitia, de Gloria, de Officiis, and Topica,

were all finished in this year, and probably in the first half of it. After

the beginning of September he was engaged heart and soul in the leader-

ship of the senatorial party against Antony. The first four speeches
•against Antony (Phil, i.-iv.) were written and three of them delivered

l)efore the end of the year. The last letter to Atticus is written in

December of this year.

TO MANIUS CURIUS (AT PATR^:)

Rome (January)

Mo, I now neither urge nor ask you to return home. Nay,
I ara longing myself to fly away and to arrive somewhere,

where " I may hear neither the name nor the deeds of the

Pelopidae." ' You could scarcely believe how disgraceful my
conduct appears to me in countenancing the present state

of things. Truly, I think you foresaw long ago what was

' For this quotation, see p. loo.
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impending, at the time when you fled from Rome. Though
these things are painful even to hear of, yet after all hearing

is more bearable than seeing. At any rate you were not on
the Campus Martius when, the comitia for the quaestors

being opened at 7 o'clock in the morning, the curule chair

of Q. Maximus—whom that party affirmed to be consul '

—

was set in its place, and then on his death being announced
was removed : whereupon Caesar, who had taken the auspices

as for a comitia tributa, held a comitia ctnturiata^ and
between 12 and i o'clock announced the election of a

consul to hold office till the ist of January, which was the

next day. Thus I may inform you that no one breakfasted

in the consulship of Caninius.' However, no mischief was
done while he was consul, for he was of such astonishing

vigilance that throughout his consulship he never had a

wink of sleep. You think this a joke, for you are not here.

If you had been you would not have refrained from tears.

There is a great deal else that I might tell you; for then

are countless transactions of the same kind. I in fact could

not have endured them had I not taken refuge in the

harbour of Philosophy, and had I not had my friend Atticus

as a companion in my studies. You say you are his by
right of ownership and legal bond, but mine in regard to

enjoyment and profit : well, I am content with that, for a

man's property may be defined as that which he enjoys and
of which he has the profit.* But of this another time at

greater length.

Acilius,* who has been despatched to Greece with the

' Q. Fabius Maximus had been named consul wheti

the consubhip after his return from Spain.
' It does not appear that any difference in the manner of taking; tl.t

attspices was observed between the two aMemblies, which after all wci>

the same, thoqgh the manner of taking the votes was different. The
qntestora were elected liv the hihnta, consals by the etmturiata.

' Because his contti! ' at midnight, as the Roman dvil 'i.n

—like ours—did. C. < Kcbilus—who had been C«esar^ Kyi'.

in C'.aul (vol. ii., p. 219) and cUcwhere—was only consul for about ekv >

hours. The object, according to Tadtos, Hist. 3, 37, was to rcw uH
him for his services by this sort of brevet rank.

Seep. 344-
* Mamus Adlios Glabrio, who was going oat to govern AcKai <

Caesar's iMtus. The legions were no ooabt to be in readineai to n >

to Sjrria if needed.
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legions, is under a great obligation to me—for he has been
twice successfully defended by me on a capital charge. He
is not a man either of an ungrateful disposition, and pays

me very constant attention. I have written to him in very

strong terms about you, and am attaching the letter to this

packet. Please let me know how he has taken it, and what
promises he has made you.

DCXCII (F XIII, 50)

TO MANIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO (IN ACHAIA)

Rome (January)

I AM presuming upon your regard for me, which you made
me clearly perceive all the time we were at Brundisium, to

write to you in a familiar style and as though I had a claim

to do so, if there is any matter as to which I am specially

anxious. Manius Curius, who is a banker at Patrae, is an
intimate friend of mine. No union could be closer than

ours. He has done me many kindnesses, and I have done
him many also. Above all, there is the strongest mutual
affection between us. That being the case, if you have
anything to hope from my friendship, if you wish to make
the good offices and kindnesses which you bestowed on me
at Brundisium still more a subject of gratitude to me (though

I am already exceedingly grateful), if you perceive that I

am beloved by all your family, pray extend and enlarge your

favours to me so far as to keep Manius Curius safe and
sound '—as the phrase goes—unharmed and free from every

sort of annoyance, loss, and molestation. I pledge you my
word, and all your friends will be my guarantees for it, that

> ou will reap very great advantage and very high satisfaction

from my friendship and from your own kindness.

' Sartum tectum, lit. repaired and roofed. A common phrase for

keeping a house in good repair. See p. 62.
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DCXCIII (F V, 10)

FROM P. VATINIUS TO CICERO (AT ROME)

Narona (January)

If you are well I am glad ; I am also well. I have not yet

fished out anything about your Dionysius ;
' and the less so,

because the Dalmatian cold, which forced me out of that

country, has again frozen me here. However, I will not

give up till I have sooner or later got hold of him. Yet after

all you are always setting me some hard task. You wrote

something or other to me about Catilius *—earnestly plead-

ing for his pardon. Don't talk about our friend Sextus

Servilius, for by heaven I am as fond of him as you are.

But are these the sort of clients, and these the sort of causes

which you undertake ? Catilius—the cruellest fellow in the

world, who has murdered, abducted, ruined so many free

bom men, matrons, citizens of Rome ! Who has laid waste

so many countries ! The fellow—half-ape and not worth

twopence—took up arms against me, and I have taken him
prisoner in war. But after all, my dear Cicero, what can I

do ? I swear to you that I desire to do anything you ask.

My sentence upon him and this punishment which I was
going to inflict on him as my prisoner, I freely remit in defer-

ence to your request. But what am I to say to those who
demand his punishment for the plunder of their property,

the capture of their ships, the murder of their brothers, sons,

and parents? Even if I had, by Jove, the impudence of

•Appius, into whose place in the college I was elected, I

could not face that out. What is to be done then ? I will

do my best to carry out anything that I know you wish.

He is being defended by Q. Volusius, a pupil of your own,
if that fact may chance to rout his enemies. That's his

best hope.

' See pp. 303, 344.
' Some man who had been acting o » pirate on the coasts of ItlTri-

cum, pcfbaps an old Pompeian officer.
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Pray defend me at Rome if there is any occasion for it.

Caesar is still treating me unfairly. He still doesn't bring any

motion before the senate about the supplication in my
honour, or about my Dalmatian campaign : as though my
operations in Dalmatia did not in truth most thoroughly de-

serve a triumph ! For if I have to wait until I finish the

whole war, there are thirty ancient cities in Dalmatia ; those

which the Dalmatians have themselves annexed are more
than sixty. If no supplication is to be decreed in my honour

unless I storm all these, then I am on a very different foot-

ing from all other commanders.'

DCXCIV (F VII, 31)

TO MANIUS CURIUS (AT PATR/E)

Rome (February)

I HAD no difficulty in gathering from your letter, what I have

always been anxious for, that I am very highly valued by

. ou, and that you are fully aware how dear you are to me.

As, then, we are both convinced of that, it remains for us to

enter upon a rivalry of good offices. In that contest I shall

be equally content to surpass you or to be surpassed by you.

I am not displeased to find that there was no need for my
letter being handed to Acilius. I gather from your letter

that you had no great occasion for the services of Sulpicius,

because your affairs had been so much reduced in magni-

tude, that they had " neither head nor feet." I could wish

that they had " feet," that you might come back to Rome
some day. For you see that the old fountain of humour
has run dry, so that by this time our poet Pomponius might

say with good reason :

' Vatinius, after beine consul for a few days in B.C. 47, was sent to

Illyricum at the end of that year, and was still there in B.c. 44, when he
handed over his troops to M. Brutus, whether voluntarily or under

compulsion is not certain. Anyhow he got his triumph at the end of

B.C. 43.
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" We only guard—« dwindling band

—

The ancient fame of Attic land."

So he is your successor, I his. Come, therefore, I beg,

lest the seed for the harvest of wit perish along with the

republic.

DCXCV (F XII, 21)

TO QUINTUS CORNIFICIUS (IN AFRICA)

Rome

My friend Gaius Anicius, a man possessed of every sort of

accomplishment, has on urgent private affairs received a free

legation ^ to go to Africa. I should be glad if you would

render him every kind of assistance and would take pains to

enable him to settle his business as satisfactorily as possible.

Especially—what is most valuable in his eyes—I request

you to have an eye to his dignity. And I ask that of you,

because I myself when in a province was accustomed with-

out being asked to be careful to assign lictors to all senators.

That is a compliment which I had myself received, and I

knew that it was habitually done by the most distinguished

men. Therefore, my dear Cornificius, pray do this, and in

all other respects, if you love me, consult for his dignity and
his property. You will exceedingly oblige me by doing so.

Take pains to keep well.

' See vol. i., p. no, note (4).
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[The following letters of recommendation cannot be dated,

and are put here as almost completing that class of letter,

and as being no doubt earlier at least than b.c. 44, or at any

rate than the March of that year. The first has been attri-

buted by some to b.c. 63. If that is so, it is the only letter

of the year of the consulship : but there is really no means
of thus dating it, or indeed of dating it at all.]

I (F XIII, ^6)

TO THE QUATTUORVIRI AND DECURIONES OF
[PFABRATERIA']

Rome

1 HAVE so many reasons for being intimate with Quintus

Hippius, that nothing can be more closely united than we
are with each other. If that were not so, I should have

maintained my usual resolution of not being troublesome to

you in any matter. For in fact you are my best witnesses

that, though I was convinced that there was nothing I might

not obtain at your hands, I have never wished to be burden-

some to you. I therefore beg you again and again with

warmth that you would for my sake treat Gaius Valgius

Hippianus* as liberally as possible, and come to such a

settlement, that he may be able to hold without obligation

or charge the estate in the territory of Fregelloe which he

' Thotigh Fregellae was destroyed in B.C. 124, the name of the terri-

tory seems to have remained—the ager Fregellanus^ and there was a
station on the Latin road which was still called Fregellanum. It is

possible that the town alluded to is Fabrateria in this district, which was
male a Roman colony in B.C. 124, but it is not at all certain.

- Apparently a son of Q. I lippius mentioned above, who had been

adopt«i by a Valgius.
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purchased from you. If I obtain that favour from you I

shall consider that I have received a very signal kindness at

your hands.

II (F XIII, 43)

TO QUINTUS GALLUS (?IN ASIA)

Rome

Though I hope that I shall have many occasions for ob-

serving, what after all I have long ago observed, that I am
beloved by you, yet you have now before you a case in which

you have a ready means of shewing your goodwill towards

me. Lucius Oppius, son of Marcus Philomelius, is a banker,

and my intimate friend. I commend him to you in a special

manner, and all the more so, that while I like the man him-

self, he is also manager of the business of L. Egnatius Rufus,

my most intimate friend among the Roman knights, and one
most closely united to me both by daily association and by
very numerous and very important services. I therefore

b^ you to shew affection for Oppius who is with you, and
protect the interests of Egnatius who is not, as earnestly as

if it were my own business. In order to aid your memory I

should like you to give him some sort of writing to be returned

to you in the province. Write it in such a way that when-
ever you read it you may easily recall the earnestness of this

recommendation of mine. I beg you warmly and repeatedly

to do this.

Ill (F XIII, 44)

TO Q. GALLUS (IN ASIA?)

Rome

Although from your letter and from that of my very in-

timate friend L. Oppius I am assured that you are mindful
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of my recommendation, and though, in view of your very

great kindness to me and our intimacy I am not at all sur-

prised at that, nevertheless I reiterate my recommendation

of L, Oppius, who is with you, and of the business affairs of

my most intimate friend, L. Egnatius, who is not. He is so

closely allied and so intimate with me, that I could not be

more anxious if it were my own affair. Therefore you will

very greatly oblige me if you take care that he understands

that I am as much beloved by you as I think I am myself.

You cannot possibly oblige me more, and I beg you warmly

to do so.

IV (F XIII, 45)

TO .\PPULEIUS (PRO-QUi«STOR IN ASIA)

Rome

Li'cius Egnatius is my most intimate friend among the

Roman knights. I commend to you his slave Anchialus

and his banking business in Asia as earnestly as if I were

commending my own business. For I would have you

believe that there is not only a close daily intercourse

between us, but also important mutual services. Wherefore

I reiterate my request that you will see that he understands

that I have written to you with sufficient earnestness : for as

to your goodwill towards me he had no doubt. I b^ you

again and again to do so. Good-bye.

V (F XIII, 46)

TO APPULEIUS (IN ASIA)

Rome

Lucius Nostius Zoilus b a co-heir with me, and besides

that the heir of his patron. I state these two facts both to
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shew you that I have reason to be his friend^ and to con-

vince you that he must be an honest man to have received

such a compliment from his patron. I therefore recom
mend him to you as though he were a member of my house-

hold. I shall be very grateful if you will take pains to make
him understand that my recommendation has been of great

service to him with you.

VI (f XIII, 51)

TO P. CyESIUS

Rome

I COMMEND P. Messienus to you, a Roman knight, a man
adorned by every kind of accomplishment, and very intimate

with me. This recommendation is meant to be of the most
earnest kind possible ; and in the name of our own friendship

and that of our fathers, I beg you to receive him into your
confidence and to protect his property and reputation. You
will have secured a good man and one worthy of your friend-

ship, and you will have greatly obliged me.

VII (F XIII, 47)

TO P. SILIUS NERVA (IN BITHVNIA)

Rome

Why should I recommend one whom you already like ?

But in spite of that I write this to you that you may thereby
be assured that I not only like, but really love him. Of all

your services, which are many and great, the most accept-

able to me will be your treating Egnatius in such a way as to

make him feel that he is loved by me, and I by you. I

reiterate this request with warmth. Our plans have no doubt
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fallen through. Let us console ourselves therefore with the

hackneyed reflexion, " perhaps it is all for the best." But of

this when we meet. Go on as you have begun—loving me
and feeling certain that I love you.

VIII (F XIII, 48)

TO SEXTILIUS RUFUS (QU^STOR IN CILICIA')

Rome

I COMMEND all the Cyprians to you, but more especially the

Paphians. Anything you can do to oblige the latter will be
regarded with great gratitude by me. I have the more
pleasure in commending them to you because I think it

will conduce to your reputation (of which I am ever a sup-

porter), as you are the first to enter the island as a quastor,

if you establish precedents for others to follow. You will,

I hope, secure this with greater ease if you decide to follow

the law of your connexion Publius Lentulus,^ and the regu-

lations made by myself. This course I feel sure will redound
to your honour.

IX (F XII, 20)

TO QUINTUS CORNIFICIUS (IN CAMPANIA)

Rome

Your letter gave me great pleasure, except for the contempt
it expressed for my little lodge at Sinuessa.^ This insult my

' This letter must have been written between the end of Cicero's

covemorship of Cilicia (B.C. 50) and B.C. 47, when Cypnis ceased to

form part of the province.
- P. Cornelius Lentulus was governor of Cilicia (and therefore of

Cyprus) in B.C. 54.
' AdAU. xiv, 8, Letter DCCVII.
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bijou villa will much resent unless you make full and com-
plete amends at Cumae and Pompeii.' Pray do so, and go

on loving me and bombarding me with letters of some sort.

For I am better at reply than at challenging. But if you

continue idle about it, as you are at present, I shall have at

you ; and your want of spirit shall not produce inactivity in

me. More when I have leisure : I scribble these lines while

in the senate.

X (F XIII, 32)

TO Q. MARCIUS REX (IN SICILY?)

Rome (after b.c. 47)

AuLUS LiciNius Aristoteles of Melita has been my guest-

friend for many years past, and is besides united to me
by a very frequent and friendly intercourse. This being the

case I feel sure that he is sufficiently recommended to you,

For many people have told me that my recommendation

has great weight with you. I secured this man's liberation

from Caesar. For he had been constantly with us, and stuck

even longer to that side than I did myself. This I think

will make you think all the better of him. See therefore,

my dear Rex, that he understands my letter to have been of

very great service to him.

* By staying with me in my vilkis there.
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DATES IN THE LIFE OF CICERO

B.C. io6. Coss., C. M. Tulljus Cicero b. January 3rd (a. d.

Acilius Serranus, III Non. Ian.) at Arpinum {ad Ati. vii. 5 ;

Q. Servilius Cae- xiii. 42 : voL ii., p. 224 ; vol. iii., p. 349

;

pia d€ Leg. ii. § 3). His father M. Tullius
Cicero was of equestrian rank {de Pet.

§13; pro Plane. % 59), of a plebeian gens
of the tribe Cornelia {Brut. § 62). His
mother's name was Helvia (Plut. Cic. i.

;

Letter DCCCXI).
lugurthine war finished by C. Marius

as proconsul.

Cn. Pompeius Magnus b. September
30th.

B.C. 102. Coss., C. X,X.. 4. Birth of Quintus Tullius Cicero.

Marius IV., Q. Destruction of the Teutones and Am-
Lutatius Catulus. brones at Aquae Sextise by C. Marius.

B.C. 101. Coss., C. iCt. 5. Defeat of the Cimbri near
Marius V'., M'. Vercellse by Marius and Catulus.

Aquilius.

B.C. 100. Coss., C. yCt. 6. The sedition in which the
Marius VI., L tribune L Appuleius Satuminus was
Valerius Flaccus. killed (Jtro Rabirto, § 18, sgq.).

B.C. 91. Coss., L. yEt. 15. Cicero takes the /<:>^a t/irx^/x.

Marcius Philipj- He writes a poem on Marius {de Leg.
pus. Sex. lulius i. i ; vol. iii., p. 256).
Caesar.

B.C. 90. Coss., L. i€t 16. The Marsic or Social war
lulius Cajsar, P. begins. Cicero begins a translation in

Rutilius Rufus. hexameters of the Phanomena of Aratus.
III. B B
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B.C. 89. Coss., Cn.
Pompeius Strabo,

L. Porcius Cato.

B.C. 88. Coss., L,

Cornelius Sulla,

Q. Pompeius Ru-
fus.

i£t 17. Cicero serves a first campaign
in the army of Gnaeus Pompeius Strabo
(12 Phil. § 27).

The lex Plotia passed which admitted
the eauites to the iudicia: and also the
lex Plotia de vi.

Cicero attended this year the chambers
of Q. Mucius Scxvola {Brut. § 306).

/E.i. 1 8. Cicero studies philosophy under
Philo the Academician {Brut. § 90) and
Phasdrus the Epicurean (vol. ii., p. 308).

He alsolistened attentively to the sp>eeches

of the tribune P. Sulpicius Rufus {Brut.

§306).
Flight of Marius. First reforms of

Sulla.

B.C. 87. Coss., Cn.
Octavius, occis., L.

Cornelius Cinna,
abd., L. Valerius

Flaccus II., L.

Cornelius Merula,
occis.

JEi. 19. Cicero attends the lectures on
rhetoric of Molon of Rhodes at Rome.

Return of Marius and the first great
massacre, in which three famous orators
perished, Q. Catulus, M. Antonius, and
C. lulius {Brut. § 307).

Sulla in Greece commanding in the
first Mithradatic war.

B.C 86. Coss., L.

Cornelius Cinna
II., C. Marius
VII., mart., L.

Valerius Flaccus.

J£.i. 20. Cicero be^ns composing rhe-

torical works, of which d€ Inventione is

extant.

Death of Marius on January I3tb.

B.C. 85. Coss., L.

Cornelius Cinna
III., Cn. Papirius

Carbo II.

B.C. 84. Coss., Cn.
Papirius Carbo
II., L. Cornelius
Cinna IV.

B.C. 83. Coss., L.

Cornelius Scipio,

C. lunius Nor-
banus.

ytt. 21-23. Nearly three years' peace
at Rome while Sulla was carrying on the
Mithradatic war. Cicero devoted himself
during this time to study of all kinds, but
especially to Dialectics, with the Stoic

Diodotus, who lived in his house. He
also practised declamation in Greek and
Latin {Brut. §§ 308, 309).

Sulla returns to Italy late in B.C 83.

The Capitolium struck by lightning and
burnt

Birth of M. Antonius, M. lunius Brutus,

and C. Cassius.
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B.C. 82. Coss., C.

Marius, Cn. Papi-

rius Carbo III.

B.C. 81. Coss., M.
Tullius Decula,
Cn. Cornelius Do-
labella.

B.C. 80. Coss., L.

Cornelius Sulla

II., Q. Caecilius

Metellus Pius.

B.C. 79. Coss., P.

Servilius Vatia
Isauricus, App.
Claudius Pulcher.

B.C. 78. Coss., M.
itmilius Lepidus,

Q. Lutatius Catu-
lus.

B.C. 77. Coss., Deci-

mus lunius Brutus,

Mamiliusy€linilius

Lepidus Livianus.

Mt. 24. The dictatorship of Sulla.

Cruel proscriptions. Gnaeus Pompeius
Magnus distinguishes himself in the cause
of Sulla. Cicero again attends the lec-

tures of Molon, who came to Rome on a
political mission {Brui. § 312).

itt. 25. Sulla's legislation. Pompey
celebrates a triumph for his campaign in

Africa over the king of Numidia.
Cicero's first extant speech ^o P.

Quifutio.

JEi. 26. Speech pro Sext. Roscio
Amerino on a charge of parricide.

Cilicia made a Roman province.

yEt. 27. Abdication of Sulla.

Cicero delivers a speech in defence of

the freedom of an Arretine woman against

Cotta, which is not extant. He then sets

out on a tour in Greece and Asia. At
Athens he attends the lectures of Anti-

ochus of Ascalon, head of the Fifth

Academy, and the Epicureans Phaedrus

and Zeno. He was accompanied by his

brother Quintus and his cousin Lucius
{deFin. i. § 6 ; v. § i), and finding Atticus

there was with him initiated in the Eleu-
sinian mysteries {de Leg. \\. § 36).

>Et. 28. Death of Sulla.

Cicero travels in Asia, where he was
intimate with Menippus of Stratonice,

Dionysius of Magnesia, itschylus of Cni-

dus, Xenocles of Adramyttium— cele-

brated rhetoricians (see his criticism on
Asiatic oratory, Brut. %% 51, 325; Orat.

§ 27). He then goes to Rhodes and again

attends the lectures of Molon {Brut. §

315) and Posidonius {de Fin. i. § 6).

/Et. 29. Cicero returns to Rome. He
says that he came back much improved
as an orator

—

non modo exercitaiior sed

prope mntatus {Brut. § 316).

He marries Terentia.

Pompey is sent against Sertorius.
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B.C. 76. Coss., Cn.
Octavius, C. Scri-

bonius Curio.

B.C. 75. Coss., L.

Octavius, C.Aure-
lius Cotta.

B.C. 74. Coss., L.

Licinius, M. Au-
relius Cotta.

B.C. 73. Coss., M.
Terentius Varro,

C. Cassius Varus.

B.C. 72. Coss., L.

Gellius Poplicola,

Cn.Comelius Len-
tulus Clodianus.

B.C. 71. Coss., Cn.
Aufidius Orestes,

P. Cornelius Len-
tulus Sura.

B.a 70. Coss., Cn.
Pom|>ciu3 Mag-
nus, M. Licinius

Crassus Dives.

B.C. 69. Q. Hor-
tensius, Q. Caeci-

lius Meteilus Cri-

ttctis.

Mt. 30. Cicero pleads many causes,

among others delivers the partly extant

speech pro Roscio Comado.
Elected qusestor.

Probable year of TuUia's birth.

yEt. 31. Quaestor at Lilybajum in

Sicily, the praetor being Sext. Peducieus.

Cicero discovered the tomb of Archimedes
at Syracuse ( Tusc. v. § 64).

Mx. 32. Cicero returns to Rome from
Sicily. He thinks that whatever ability

he had was then at its full maturity {Brut.

§ 318).

/Et. 33. Delivers the speech pro M.
Tullio, of which a fragment remains.

The beginning of the war of Spartacus.

^t. 34. L. LucuUus conducting the

Mithradatic war. The war of Spartacus
in Italy still continues, and both consuls

suffer defeat.

JE\. 35. Spartacus defeated and killed

by Crassus. Pompey returns from Spain
after finishing the war with Sertorius,

defeats the remnants of the rebels of

Spartacus, and celebrates a triumph.
Cicero f>erhaps delivered the sp>eech

pro Aulo Cacina this year. He says

that he was working hard during these

three years {pro Plane. §§ 65-66), but we
have no record of what he was doing.

yEt. 36, Cicero elected aedile.

He undertakes the prosecution of

Verres, delivers Divinatio in Quintum
Cacilium and in Verrem actio prima. The
five books of the Actio secunda in Verrem
were not delivered, but were written and
published.

Birth of Vergil.

yEt. 37. The .-cdileship. He say; tha;

he was economical in the three

which he gave as a.-dile. The spee ^

Fonteio probably belongs to this year.

Cicero purchases a villa at Tusculum.
Marriage of Quintus to Pomponia.
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B.C. 68. Coss., L.

Lucilius Metellus,

Q. Marcus Rex.

ac 67. Coss., C.
Calpumius Piso,

Manius Acilius

Glabrio.

B.C. 66. Coss., Ma-
nius yEmilius Le-
pidus, L. Volcatius

Tullus.

n.C. 65. Coss., L.

Aurelius Cotta, L.

Manlius Torqua-
tus.

B.C. 64. Coss., L.

lulius Caesar, C.

Martius Figulus.

B.C. 63. Coss., M.
TuUius Cicero, C.

Antonius.

Ml 38. Death of Cicero's cousin

L. Cicero and of his father (?).

Atticus buys an estate near Buthrotum.
Letters I -II I.

iEt. 39. Cicero elected praetor after

two postponements of the comitia and
some serious riots (Dio, 36, 38-39).

The war against the pirates intrusted

to Pompey by the lex Gabinia.

Birth of the younger Q. Cicero.

Letters IV-VII.

Ma. 40. Praetor Urbanus.
Delivers the speech pro Cluentio : and

the first contio or speech to the people

extant, pro imperio Cn. Pompei ( pro lege

Manilla), to gi%'e Pompey the command
in the Mithradatic war.

Quintus Cicero elected aedile.

Letters VI II, IX.

Mx. 41. Speech pro C. Corrulio, of

which only fragments remain.

Cicero begins making preparations for

his canvass for the consulship.

Birth of Cicero's son Marcus (July).

Letters X, XI.

M\.. 42. Elected consul with C An-
tonius.

Speech in Toga Candida^ of which frag-

ments remain.

Q. Cicero addresses to him the essay

de PetiHotu Consulatus (voL i., pp. 367-

381).

Tullia betrothed to C. Piso Frugi.

Birth of Horace.

MX. 43. Consul. Speeches de lege

agraria in Rullum (3), pro C. Rabirio^fro

Murena, in Catilinam (3). Suppression

of the Catilinarian conspiracy and execu-

tion of the conspirators m the Mamertine
prison (November-December).
On December 31st the tribune Q. Me-

tellus Nepos prevents Cicero from ad-

dressing the people on laying down his
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B.C. 63

—

continued.

B.C. 62. Coss., D.
lunius Silanus, L.

Licinius Murena.

B.C. 61. Coss., M.
Pupius Piso Cal-

pumius, M. Va-
lerius Messalla
Niger.

B.C. 60. Coss., L.

Afranius, Q. Cae-

cilius Metellus.

B.C. 59. Coss., C.
lulius Cxsar, M.
Calpumius Bibu-
lus.

consulship

—

guod cives indemnatos tie-

cavisset (see vol. i., p. 22).

Cicero declines a province.

Birth of Octavius (afterwards Augustus),
September 23rd.

itt. 44. Quintus Cicero praetor. C.

lulius Caesar praetor.

Speeches pro Comelio Sulla and pro
Archia Poeta.

Pompey reaches Italy on his return

from the East at the end of the year.

P. Clodius said to have penetrated
Caesar's house in female disguise when
Caesar's wife and other matrons were
celebrating the mysteries of the Bona Dea.

Letters XII-XV.

JEX.. 45. Trial and acquittal of P.

Clodius.

Quintus Cicero propraetor of Asia.

Pompey celebrates a triumph for the

Mithradatic war (September 29th and
30th).

Ca;sar propra:tor in Spain.
Letters XVI-XXM.

itt. 46. Cicero writes a history of his

consulship in Greek (vol. i., p. 57), and
also a poem in three books.

P. Clodius, after his qua^storship in

Africa, seeks adoption into a plebeian
gens in order to get the tribuneship.

Cicsar, returning from Spain to stand
for the consulship, is prevented from
triumphing by opposition of the senate.

Pompey is discontented with the senate
for not confirming his acta. The two form
with Crassus the informal agreement
known as the first triumvirate.

Letters XXIV-XXIX.

ytt. 47. Pompey marries lulia.

Cicero opposed to Cxsar's agrarian law,

refuses to be one of the vigintiviri for

assigning lands, and declines a legatio

oflTered by Cxsar.
Caesar's laws passed in spite of the

opposition of bis colleague Bibulus.
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B.C. sg—ctm/inugd.

B.C. 58. Coss., L.

Calpurnius Piso,

A. Gabinius.

B.C. 57. Coss., P.

Cornelius Lentu-
lus Spinther, Q.
Caectlius Metellus
Nepos.

B.C. 56. Coss., Cn.
Cornelius Lentu-
lus Marcellinus,

L. Marcius Philip-

pus.

Clodius's adoption completed. He is

elected tribune.

Cicero delivers the speech pro Flacco.

He also defended, among others, his col-

league C. Antonius.
Clodius prevents Bibulus from speaking

when laying down his consulship.

Letters XXX-LV.
J£,i. 48. P. Clodius, having entered on

the tribuneship on the previous December
loth, carried a law disfranchising all who
put citizens to death uncondemned.
Cicero, after vainly seeking help from
Pompey and Caesar, goes into voluntary
exile (May) and in consequence is for-

bidden " fire and water " within 400
miles of Rome. He stays at Thessa-
lonica till about November 27th, and then
returns to Dyrrachium.

Caesar in Gaul.
Legislation of Clodius and turbulent

proceedings in Rome.
Quintus Cicero returns from Asia.
Cato in Cyprus, accompanied by M.

Brutus.

Letters LVI-LXXXV.
JEi. 49. Law for Cicero's recall passed

on August 4th. Cicero reaches Rome on
September 4th.

Speeches in Senatu post Reditum, ad
Quiriies post Reditum, pro Domo.
Speaks also in favour of Pompey's

havmg the cura annona.
Letters LXXXVI-XCllI.

Mx. 50. Renewal of the understanding
between Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus, at

the conference of Luca (April).

Cicero abandons opposition to the
triumvirs.

Q. Cicero Pompey's legatus in Sardinia.

Tullia betrothed to P. Furius Crassipes.

Atticus married to Pilia.

Controversy as to the restoration of
Ptolemy Auletes.

Elections prevented till following Feb-
ruary by riots.
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B.C. ^()^contintud.

B.C. 55. Coss., Cn.
Pompeius Mag-
nus II., M. Li-

cinius Crassus II.

B,c. 54. Coss., L.

Domitius Aheno-
barbus, App. Clau-

dius Pulcher.

B.C. 53. Coss., Cn.
Domitius Cal-

vinus, M. Valerius
Messalla.

B.C. 52. Coss., Cn.
Pompeius Mag-
nus, sole consul

from February
23rd to August
3i8t ; from Sep-

Speeches : de Haruspicum Responsis,
pro Sestio^ in Vatinium^ pro Calio^ dc
Provinciis Consularibus, pro Balbo.

Letters XCIV-CXV.

/tt. 51. Elections at end of January
by an interrex. Speech in Pisonem. The
de Oratore in three books. Cicero also

engaged on the poem di Suis Temporibus.
Gabinius (proconsul of Cilicia) restores

Ptolemy Auletes to the throne of Egypt
for an enormous bribe and without au-
thority from the senate.

Cassar's first invasion of Britain.

Crassus starts for Syria before the end
of his consulship.

Letters CXVI-CXXIX.

vEt. 52. Speeches : pro Plancio, pro
Rabirio Postutno.

Caesar's second invasion of Britain, in

which Q. Cicero is serving with him.
Death of lulia (September).
Cicero, much agamst his will, defends

Gabinius on a charge of peculation at the
request of Pompey.

Cicero writes the de Republica.
Riots preventing elections between the

parties of Clodius and Milo.

Quintus Cicero's gallant defence of his

camp in Gaul.
Letters CXXX-CLXIII.

iCt. 53. Elections still prevented by
riots till April.

Fall of Crassus and his son at Carrh.'c.

Cicero elected into the college of

augurs in place of the younger Crassus.

Elections for next year prevented by
riots.

Letters CLXV-CLXXVII

J^X. 54. No elections possible till

February 23rd.

Clodius murdered on the Appian Way.
January 17th.

Trial and condemnation of Milo under
a new law brought in by Pompey.
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B.C. 52

—

continued.

tember 1st, Q.
C.xcilius Metellus
Pius Scipio.

B.C 51. Coss., Ser-

vius Sulpicius Ru-
fus, M. Claudius
Marcellus.

B.C. 50. Coss., L.

yEmilius Paullus,

C. Claudius Mar-
rellus fC. f.).

B.C. 49. Coss., C.
Claudius Marcel-
lus (M.f,),L. Cor-
nelius Lentulus
Cms.

Dictator sine Magis-
tro Equitum com.
hab. etfer. Lat.,C.

lulius Caesar.

Speech pro Milom.
Cicero writes tUOptimogentre OrcUontm

and begins the de Legibus.

Quintus comes home from Gaul.

Letters CLXXVIII-CLXXXL
JfA. 55. Cicero proconsul in Cilicia,

accompanied by his brother Quintus, his

nephew Quintus, and his son Marcus.
Tullia married to Dolabella.

Discussions at Rome as to whether
Caesar shall stand for the consulship with-

out giving up his province and army.
Alarm of an invasion of Syria by the

Partbians. Two legions withdrawn from
Caesar for Syria, but not sent.

Growing distrust between Pompey and
Caesar.

Letters CLXXXII-CCXXXVI.
/Et 56. Cicero quits his province on

July 31st, lands at Brundisium, November
25th, and arrives at Rome, January 4th

of the next year.

Gaius Curio, tribune from December
loth, B.C. 51, accepts a large bribe from
Caesar and maintains his cause in the

senate, preventing an appointment of a
successor to him in Gaul. On laying

down his tribuneship, December 9th, B.C.

50, he goes at once to Caesar at Ravenna
and urges him to enter Italy in arms.

Letters CCXXVII-CCXCIX.
Xa. 57. Caesar crosses the Rubicon

after the senate had rejected his proposal,

conveyed by Curio on January ist, and ex-

pelled the tribunes Anton ius and Cassius,

who vetoed the decree ordering Caesar

to surrender his province. Caesar in Spain
after March: Antony in charge of Italy.

Cicero at first accepts the command of the

Camp>anian shore, but on Pompey and the

consuls abandoning Rome, he stayed at

Formia^jhesitating whethertojoin Pompey,
who left Italy on March 17th. He finally

did so in June and was at Pompey's head-
quarters in Epinis for the rest of the year.

Letters CCC-CCCCIII.
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RC. 48. Coss., C.

lulius Cc^esar II.,

P. Servilius Vatia
Isauricus.

B.C. 47. Diet. r. p.c,

C. lulius Caesar II.

Mag. Eq., M. An-
tonius. Coss., Q.
Fufius Calenus, P.

Vatinius.

B.C. 46. Coss., C.

lulius Csesar III.,

M. y£milius Lepi-

dus.

/Ei. 58. Cicero remains at Pompcy's
headquarters in Epirus for the first part

of the year, but was also invalided and
retired to Dyrrachium for some time.

After the battle of Pharsalia (August 9th),

at which he was not present, he went on
board the fleet at Corcyra. But refusing

to continue the war, he retired to Patrae

;

thence by special permission of Caesar he
returned to Brundisium about the end of

October, where he remained till the fol-

lowing .September.

Pompey murdered in Egypt (October).

Caesar engaged in the Alexandrine war.

Caelius attempts a revolution and is

killed.

Antony after Pharsalia still in charge of

Italy as propraetor.

Letters CCCCIV-CCCCXX.

JE.X.. 59. Cicero remains at Brundisium
till Caesar returns from Alexandria and
Asia (after battle of Zela).

Dolabella as tribune proposes revolu-

tionary laws. Great riots at Rome.
Cicero returns to Tusculum» October

7th.

Letters CCCCXXI-CCCCXLVIII.

JEi. 60. Caesar attacks Cato and the

Pompeians in Africa. News of the battle

of Thapsus reaches Rome, April 20th.

Cato kills himself at Utica.

Caesar returns to Rome at the beginning

of September. His four triumphs.

Cicero lives at Rome and his country

villas.

Composes Paradoxa, Partitiotus Ora-

toria. Orator^ Brutus de Claris Oratori-

bus, Paradoxa. He also writes a pane-

gyric on Cato, which is not extant.

He divorces Terentia at the end of the

year.

Caesar's reformation of the Calendar.

Ninety extra days in this year.

Speeches : pro Marallo (in the senate),

pro Ligario (before Caesar).
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B.C 46

—

continued. Caesar leaves Rome for Spain, De-
cember 1st.

Letters CCCCXLIX-DXXVIII.

B.C45. Diet. r. p. c,
C. Julius Cxsar
III. Coss., C. lu-

lius Caesar I\'.

sine coll.

Q. Fabius Maximus,
mort, C. Trebo-
nius.

C. Caninius Rebilus.

JEi. 61. Death of Tullia about the end
of February.

Cicero retires for some months to As-
tura, where he composes a Consolatio
which is not extant.

Victory of Caesar at Munda, March 17th.

C«esar returns to Rome early in Oc-
tober. His triumph.

Cicero composes the de Finibus^ the
Academica—first in two books and then
in four.

Speech pro Deiotaro (before Caesar).

Letters DXXIX-DCXC.

B.C. 44. Dictator

r. p. g. c, C. lulius

Caesar. Mag. Eq.,

M. yEmilius Lcpi-

dus III., C. Octa-
vius, Cn. Domitius
Calvinus.

Coss., C. lulius

Caesar, occis.^ M.
.\ntonius,

1'. Cornelius Dola-
bella.

Xa. 62. At the beginning of the year
Cicero employed in finishing the Tus-
culan Disputations.

March 15th Caesar murdered in the

senate-house.
March 17th in a meeting of the senate

Caesar's acta are confirmed.

In April Octavius (Augustus) arrives.

Antony causes the senate to alter the

arrangements for the provinces made by
Caesar—so that finally Syria is assigned
to Dolabella instead of Cassius, Gallia

Cisalpina to himself instead of Decimus
Brutus, and Macedonia to Gaius An-
tonius, his brother, instead of M. Brutus.

Cicero keeps away from Rome till the

end of August, and composes de Natura
De0rum, de Divinatiofu, deFato, de Setuc-

tute, de Atniiitia, de Gloria, de Officiis (to

his son), Topica. He resolved to go to

Athens to visit his son, but was delayed
by bad weather, gave up his purpose, and
returned to Rome, August 31st.

September 2nd, delivers the first speech
against M. Antonius (First Philippic).

Antony replies on September 19th,

whereupon Cicero writes the Second
Philippic, which was never delivered.
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B.C. 44

—

continued.

RC. 43. Coss., C.

Vibius Pansa, oc-

ct's., A. Hirtius,

occis.

C. lulius Caesar Oc-
tavianus, add,

C. Carinas, Q. Pe-

dius, mort., P.

Ventidius Bassus.

Triumviri r. p. c,
M. itmilius Lepi-

dus, M. Antonius,

C. lulius Caesar

Octavianus.

M. Brutus on his way to Macedonia
stops at Athens and takes young Marcus
Cicero into his service.

Ciesar Octavianus raises legions and
is granted imperium and rank as pro-

praetor to attack Antony, who is besieging
Decimus Brutus in Mutina.
Third Philippic in senate \ Decenv
Fourth Philippic in a contio /beraoth.

In support of the actions of Decimus
Brutus and Octavian.

Letters DCXCI-DCCCXIl.

itt. 63. Antony besieging Dec. Brutus
in Mutina.

Fifth Philippic against sending ambas-
sadors to Antony, in the senate, January
I St.

Sixth Philippic, speech before the people

to the same purport, January 4th.

Seventh Philippic against making peace
with Antony on his terms (January).

Eighth Philippic against accepting the

terms brought by the legates from Antony
(February).

Ninth Philippic on paying honours to

Servius Sulpicius, who had died on the

mission to Antony (February).

Tenth Philippic against Calenus and in

favour of recognizing and praising the

proceedings of M. Brutus in Macedonia
(March).

Eleventh Philippic in favour of declaring

Dolabella a hostis for his murder of Tre-

bonius (March).
Twelfth Philippic against a second em

bassy to Antony, March 19th.

Thirteenth Philippic, denunciation of

Antony's letter, in the senate, March 20tli.

Antony defeated at Forum Gallorum,

April 1 5th, and a day or two afterward

at his own camp near Mutina.

Fourteenth Philippic, proposing honoiu

to the consuls, Cxsar, and the armies,

April 22nd.
May 29th, Lepidus joins Antony near

Forum lulii in Narbonensis. Antony had
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B.C. ^y—contintud. also been reinforced by Ventidius Bassus
the praetor.

June 30th, Lepidus declared a hostis.

But Antony and he are joined soon after-

wards by PoUio and Plancus also.

Octavian demands the consulship and
approaches Rome with his army. He is

elected consul on August 19th, with his

cousin Q. Pedius. Cicero, who had op>-

fosed the demand of Octavian, conceaJs

imself. He reappears on a rumour that

the Martia and Fourth Legion mean to

desert Octavian, but on that proving false

returns to Tusculum (App. B. Civ. lii. 89-

93).
Octavian leaves Rome to attack Deci-

mus Brutus, who, deserted by his army,
was trying to reach Ravenna. Being pre-

vented by Octavian's approach, he crossed

the Alps into Gaul, and was there put to

death (October-November).
November 27th, Antony, Lepidus, and

Octavian, having come to terms, are ap-

pointed triumviri r. p. c. by a Ux. The
first proscription list had already been
forwarded to Rome. Cicero and his

brother Quintus and his nephew Quintus

attempt to escaf>e. But the two Quinti

are caught at Rome—where they went
for money—and put to death. Cicero

escapes to Astura, but after one vain at-

tempt to get away by sea is overtaken by
the soldiers near Formia; and beheaded
December 7th.

Letters DCCCXIII to End.

END OF VOL. III.
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doo— Speech on Fox's

East India Bill, &c

Burkb's Works eonttnued.

in.—Appeal from the New to the

Old Whigs- On the Na-
bob of Arcoi's Debts—
The Catholic Claims, &c.

IV.— Report on the Affairs of

India, and Articles of

Charge again.st Warren
Ha.stings.

V.—Conclusion of the Articles of

Charlie against Warren
Hastings— Political Let-

ters on !
'

in War,
on a I ice, to

the Enipit>^ •! ixussia.

VI.—Miscellaneous Spce' hcs —
Letters and Fr.ignients

—

Al ridfjments of F.nglish

History, &c. With a

General Index.

Speeches on the Imi>eaoh.
ment of Warren Hastings ; and
Letters. With Inde« » vols.

y. 6d. each.

Life. By Sir T. Prior, is. b-i-

BUBNEY 8 Evelina. By Frances

Bumcy (Mmc. D'Arblay). With
an Introduction arul Notes by
A. R. EllU. jj. 6d.

OecillA. With an Introduc-

tion and Notes by A. K. ElUs.

2 vols. jj. 6d. each.

BURN (R.) Ancient Rome and
its Neignbourhood. An Iilu>

tratc<l Iiandl>ook to the Ruins in

the C>t) and the Campagoa, for

the use of Travellers. By i^oU rt

Burn, M.A. With r

Illustrations, Maps, anc:

js. 6d.

BURNS (Robert), Life o. ..>

J. G. Lockhari, D.C.L. A
new and enlarged F'tition. K«-

vised »jy William Scott Dougb-.

31. 6d.



Contattud in Bohn's Libraries.

BURTON'S (Robo't) Anatomy of
ICelancholy. Etiited by the Kcv.

A. .. M.A. With In-

tro' .\. H. Bullen, and
full ill :c\. 3 yds. y. 6d. each.

BURTON (Sir R. F.) Penonal
NarratlTe of a Pflgrtmafle to
Al Madlnah and Maonah. By
Captain Sir Richard F. Burtoo,

K.C.M.G. With an InUodiiction

by Stanley Lane>Poole, and all

the original Illnstntioos. a vols.

y. ftd. each.

•,* This is the copyright edi-

tion, containing the author's latest

notes

BUTLER'S (Bishop) Analogy of
ReUglon. Natural and Revealed,
to the Constitution and Course of
Nature ; together with two Dis-

sertations on Personal Identity and
oo the Nature of Virtue, and
Fifteen Scnnoot. y. ftd,

BUTLER'S (Samuel) Hndlbraa.
With Variorum Notes, a Bio-

graphy, Portrait, and 28 Illos-

tratraos. 5r.

or, further lUnstiated with 60
OutUne Portraits. 2 toIs. 5r.

each.

CfiSAR. Commentaries on the
OalUo and Civil Wars. Trans-

lated by W. A. McDevitte, B.A.

CAMOENS' Lmriad ; or, the Dis-

covery of India. An Epic Poem.
Translated ^ W. J. Mickle. Sth
Edition, revised I7 E. R. Hodges,
M.C.P. y. (>d.

CARACAS (The) of IfartrlaVwl

Naples onder Spanish Dominion,
Translated from the German of

Alfred de Reomont. jr. bd.

CARPENTi»'8 (Dr. W. B.)
Zoology. Revised Edition, hy
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. With very

nnmeroos W^oodcuts. Vol. I. 6x.

[ V»L II. omt •fprmt.

CARPENTER'S Mechanical
Philosophy, Astronomy, and
Horology. 181 Woodcuts. Jr.

Vegetable Physiology and
Systamatio Botany. Revised
Edition, by E. Lankester, M.D.,
&c With very ntmieroas Wood-
cuts. 6r.

Animal Physiology. Revised
Edition. With upwards of joo
Woodcuts. 6j.

CARREL. History of the
Counter - Revolution in Eng<
land for the Re-establishment uf

Popery under Charles II. and
James II., by Armand Carrel

;

together with Fox's Histoiy of

the Rei^ of James II. and Lord
Lonsdale's Memoir of the Reign
of James II. y. 6J.

CASTLE (E.) Schools and
Masters of Fence, from the

Middle Ages to the End of the

Eighteenth Century. By E(;ertoa

Castle, .M.A.. F.S.A. With a
Complete Bibliography.IUustiutcd

with 140 Reproductions of Old
Engravings and 6 Plates of
Swords, showing 114 Examples.
6x.

CATTERMOLE'S Evenings at
Haddon Hall W th 24 En-

Svings on Steel from designs by
tennole, the Letterptos by the

Baroness de Carabella. $t.

CATULLUS. Tibullus, and the
Vi^ of Venua. A Literal Prose
Translation. Jr.

CELLINI (Benvenuto). Ifa.

molrs of, written by Himself.

Translated by Thomas Roaooe.

y. fxL

CKRYAMTKS' Don Qnizot* d*
la Mannha Motteu's Tnus
lation revised. 2 vols. y. ftd.

each.

Oalatea. A Pastoral Ro-
mance. Translated by G. W. J.
Gyll. y^ftd.
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CERVANTES' ExempUry
Novels. Translated by Waller
K. Kelly. 3i. M.

CHAUCER'S Poetioal Work*.
F^iiiwl by RoU-rl Bell. Revised
E<lition, with a rreliminary Eaay
by Prof. W. W. Skeat, M.A. 4
vols. 31. 6</. each.

CHESS CONGRESS of 1862.
A Collection of the Games played.

E<!itedbyJ. L<iwenthal. 5^.

CHEVREUL on Colour. Trans
lated from the French by Charles
Martel. Third Edition, with

Plates, 5^. ; or with an additional

aeries of 16 Plates in Colours,

7J. fki.

GHILLINGWORTH'S Religion
of Protestants. A Safe Way to

Salvation, y. 6d.

CHINA, Pictorial, Descriptive,
and Historical. With Map and
nearly 100 Ill'istrations. 51.

CHRONICLES OP THE CRU-
SADES. Contemporary Narra-
tives of the Crusade of Richard
Coeur dc Linn, by Richard of

Devizes and Geoffrey He Vinsauf

;

and of the Crusade at .St. Louis,

by Lord John de Joinville. Jr.

CICERO'S Orations. Translated
by Prof. C. D. Yonge, M.A. 4
vols. 5^. each.

Letters. Translated by Evelyn
S. Sbuckburgh. 4 vols. 5/. each.

iVols. Land 11. ready.

On Oratory and Ormtors.
With Letters to Ouintus and
Brutus. Translated by the Rev.

J. S. Watson, M.A. 5^.

On the Nature of the Oods,
Divination, Fate, Laws, a Re-
poblic, Consnlship. Translated
bv Prof. C D. Yonge, M.A., and
Fiaods Barhaa. 51.

AoXtomles, De Finibas, and
Tascolan Qoestions. By Prof.

C. D. Yonge, M.A. 5/.

CICERO'S Offices; or. Moral
Duties. Cato Major, an Essay
on Old Ace; Laelius, an Essay
on Friendship; Scipio's Dream;
Paradoxes ; Letter to Quintus on
Magistrates. Translated by C. R.
Edmonds. 31. fxL

CORNELIUS NEPOS.—5W
Justin.

CLARK'S (Hu^) Introduction
to Heraldry. i8th E<lition. Re-
vise<i and Enlarged by J. R.
Planch^. Rouge Croix. With
nearly icoo Illustrations, y. Or
with the Illustrations CokMired,
151.

CLASSIC TALES, containing
Rasselas, Vicar of Wakefield,
Gulliver's Travels, and The Senti-

mental Journey. 3*. bd.

COLERIDGE'S (8. T.) Friend.
A Series of Essays on Morals
Politics, and Rdigion. 3/. fid.

Aids to BsOectlon, a:

Confessions of an In<.>

Spirit, to which are ad

Essays on Faith and tli

OP Common Prayer. 3

Leotores and Notes on
Shakespeiure and other English
Poets. Edited fay T.Ashe, yt.dd.

Blographia Litenute; to-

gether with Two Lay Seraaons.

y.bd,

Table Talk and Omnlana. fl

Edited by T. Asbe. B.A. y.f>d. "*

MIsmillanlM, .BrtlMtio and
Literary; to which is added,
The Theory of Life. Col
lected and arranged by T. Asbe,
B.A. y.dd,

OOMTB'S PodtHw Pbflowph^.
TransUted and condensed bf
Harriet Martineaa. With Intro*

,

duction by Fksderic Harrison.'

jvoIb. 5f. each.
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OOMTB'S PhUo6oph7 of the
adgnoeil, being an Exposition of

the Principles of the Cours d4

Pkilosopku Positive. By G. H.
Lewes. 5^.

CONDE'S History of the Do-
minion of the Arabs In Spain.
Translated by Mrs. Foster. 3
vols. y. bd. each.

COOPER'S Biographical Dio-

tionary. Containing Concise
Notices (upwards of 15,000) of

Eminent Persons of all Aces sod
Countries. ByThompson Cooper,
F.S.A. With a Supplement,
bringing the work down to 1883.

3 vols. 5j. each.

OOWPER'S Complete Works.
Edited by Robert Southey. Illus-

trated with 45 Engravings. 8 vols.

3f. 6</. each.

I. to IV.—Memoir and Corres-
pondence.

V. and VI.—Poetical Works.
VII. and VIII. —Translation of

Homer's Iliad and
Odyssey,

COXE'S Memoirs of the Dtike of
Marlborough. With his original

Conespondence. By W. Coxe,
M.A., F. R.S. Revised edition

by John Wade. 3 vols. y. 6d.

each.
*«* An Atlas of the plans of

Marlborough's campaigns, 410.

lOir. 6d.

History of the House of
Austria (1218-1792). With a
Continuation from the Accession
of Francis I. to the Revolution of

184S. 4 vols. 31. 6d. each.

CRAIK'S (Q. L.) Pursuit of Know-
ledge under DlfQcultlee. Illus-

trated by Anecdotes and Memoirs.
Revised edition, with numerous
Woodcut Portraits and Plates. 51.

CRUIKSHANE'S Three Couraea
and a Dessert ; comprising three

Sets of Tales, West Coontry,

Irish, and L^al ; and a Melange.
With 50 humorous Illustratioas

by George Cruikshank. $s.

CRXTIKSHAKE'S Punch and
Judy. The Dialogue of the
Puppet Show ; an Account of its

Origin, &c. With 24 Illustra-

tions, and Coloured Plates, de-
signed and engraved by G. Cmik-
smmk. $s.

CUNNINGHAM'S Lives of ths
Most Eminent British Painters.
A New Edition, with Notes and
Sixteen fresh Lives. By Mrs.
Heaton. 3 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

DANTE. Divine Comedy. Trans-
lated by the Rev. H. F. Cary,
M.A. is. dd.

Translated into English Verse
by I. C. Wright, M.A. 3rd Edi-
tion, revised. With Portrait, and
34 Illustrations on Steel, after

Flaxman.

The Inferno. A Literal Prose
Translation, with the Text of the

Original printed on the same page.
By John A. Carlyle, M.D. jr.

The Purgatorlo. A Literal

Prose Translation, with the Text
printed on the same page. By
W. S. Dugdale. y.

DE COMMINES (Philip). Me-
molrsof. Contaming the Histories

of Louis XI. and Charles VIII.,

Kings of France, and Charles

the Bold, Duke of Burgundy.
Together with the Scandalous
Chronicle, or Secret History ol

Louis XI., by Jean de Troyss.
Translated bv Andrew R. Scoble.

With Portraits. 2 vols. 3/. ftd.

each.

DEFOE'S Novels and Miscel-
laneous Works. With Prefaces

and Notes, including those attri-

buted to Sir W. Scott. 7 vols.

3J. bd. each.

I.—Captaia Singleton, aad
CoIoQsl Jack.
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Dbfob's Novkls &C., tmtimud.
11.—Memoirs of a Cavalier,

Captain Carleton,
Dickory Cronke, &c.

IIL—Moll Flanders, and the

History of the Devil.

IV.—Roxana, and Life of Mrs.
Christian E>avies.

V.—HistoryoftheGreat Plague
of London, 1665 ; The
Storm (1703) ; and the

True-bom Englishman.
VL—Duncan Campbell, New

Voyage round the

World, and Political

Tracts.

Vn.—Robinson Crusoe.

DK LOLME on the Constitution
of England. Edited by John
Macgtegor. 3J. bd.

DEMldK'S History of Arms
and Armour, from the Earliest

Period. By Auguste Demmin.
Translate<l by C C. Black, M.A.
With nearly 2000 Illustrations.

71. W.

DEMOSTHENES' Orations.

Translated by C. Rann Kennedy.

5 vols. Vol. L, 3J. fid. ; Vols.

II. -v., 5J. each.

DE STAEL'S Corinne or Italy.

By Madame de Stael. Trans-
lated by Emily Baldwin and
Paulina Driver, ys. 6d.

DEVEY'S Logic, or the Science
of Inference. A Popular Manual.
By J. Devey. Sj.

DICTIONARY of Latin and
Oreek Quotations ; including

Proverbs, Maxims, Mottoes, Law
Terms and Phrases. With all the

Quantities marked, and English

Translations. With Index Verb-
orum (622 pages). 5J.

DICTIONARY of Obsolete and
IkOTtnaial English Compiled

bf Thomas Wright, M.A., F.S.A.,

•c. a volt. y. eadi.

DIDRON'S Ohrtotian loono-
graphy; a History of Christian
Art in the Middle Ages. Traos-
lated by E. J. Millington and
completed by Margaret Stokes.
With 240 Illustration.s. 2 vols.

5r. earh.

DIO^ENESLAERTITTS. LiTea
and Opinions of the Anntont
Philosophers. Translated by
Prof C. D. Yonge, M.A. 5*.

DOBRER'S AdTersaria. Edited
by the late Prof. Wagner. 2 vols.

5r. each.

DODD'S Eplgrammatista. A
Selection from the Epigrammatic
Literature of Ancient, Medixvalf
and Modern Times. By the Rev.

Henry Philip Dodd, M.A. Ox-
ford. 2nd Edition, re>'ised and
enlarged, ts.

DONALDSON'S The Theatre of
the Oreeks. on the

History and 1 of the

Greek Drama. «>iiii numerous
Illustrations and 3 Pl.ons. By John
William Donaldson, D.D. 5^.

DRAPER'S History of the
Intellectual Development of

Europe. ByJohn William Drai>cT,

M.D., LL.D. 2 vols. 5J. each.

DUNLOP'S History of Fiction.

A new Edition. Revised by

Henry Wilson. 2 voli. 5^. each.

DYER (Dr. T. H.). Pompeii : iu
Builuings and Antiquities. By
T. H. Dyer, LL.D. With nearly

300 Wood Ei^gravings, a large

Map, and a PUn of the Forum.

Ts. f>d.

The City ofRome: its!'i'»'"-»

and Monuments. With I

tions. y.

DYER (T. F. T.) British Popular
Customs, Present and Past.

An Account of the Tarious Games
and Customs associated with Dif<

fereot Days of the Year in iJm

=j



Lontatnfa tn Bohn's Lthranes.

British Isles, arranged according

to the Oilendar. By the Rev.

T. F. Thi-tlton Dyer, M.A. 5j,

KARLY TRAVELS IN PALES-
TINlfi. Edited by Thomas
Wright, M.A. Wth Map of

Jeiusalem. 5j.

£B£BS' Egyptian Princeia. An
Historical NoveL By George
Eberi. Translated by E. S.

Buchheim. y. 6J.

EDGEWORTH'S Stories foor

Chlldrf>n. With 8 lUttstratioos

by L Speed, y. dd.

ELZE'S William Shakeapeare.
—Sit :>f{AKRSPCARE.

EMERSON'S Works. 3 toIs.

I

.

' ctures, and Poems.

II.- _, Traits, Nature, and
Conduct of Life.

IIL—Sodetyand Solitude—Letters

and Social Aims— Miscel*

laneous Papers (hitherto

uncollected) — May Day,
and other Poems.

ELLIS (Q.) Ltpeclznens of Early
y.ngHiih Metxical Romanoea.
With an Hisiorical Iniroductioa

on the Rise and Progress of

Romantic Composition in France

and Er gland. Revised Edition,

hy J. O. Halliwell, F.R.S. 51.

ENNEMOSER'S History of

Magic. Translated by William

Huwiit. 2 vols. 5^. each.

EFICTETUS, The Dlaociirses of.

With the Encheiriuion and
Fragments. Translated by George
LcDg, M.A. sr.

EUKIPIDES. A New Liteial

Translation in Prose. By E. P.

Coleridge, M.A. 2 vols. $1. each.

EUTROPIUS.—.S** JUbTiN.

EUSEBIUS PAMPHILUS,
Ecoleslastlcal History of. Trans-

lated by Rev. C. F. Cruse, M.A. 51.

EVELYN'S Diary and Oorre-
spondence. Edited from the

Original MSS. by W. Bray,

F.A.S. With 45 Engravings. 4
vols. y. each.

FAIRHOLT'S Costume In Eng-
land. A History of Dress to the

end of the Eighteenth Century.

3rd Edition, revised, by Visccuot

Dillon, V.P.S..\. Illustrated with

above 700 Engravings. 2 vols.

5J. each.

FIELDINO'S Adventures of
Joseph Andrews and his Friend
Mr. Abraham Adams. With
Cruiksbank's 11lustrations, y. 6J.

History of Tom Jones, a
Foundling. With Cruiksbank's
Illustrations. 2 vols. 3/. 6</. each.

Amelia. With Cruiksbank's
Illustrations 5^.

FLAXMAN'S Lectures on Sculp-
ture. By John F"laxman, R.A.
With Portrait and 53 Plates. 6j.

FLORENCE ofWORCESTER'S
Chronicle, with the Two Con-
tinuations : comprising Annals of

English History, from the De-
parture of the Romans to the

Reign of Edward I. Translated

by Thomas Forester, M.A. <;j.

FOSTER'S (John) Life and Cor-
respondence Edited by J. £.

Ryland. 2 vols. 3^. dd, each.

Lectures delivered at Broad-
mead Cljapel. Edited by J. E.

Ryland. 2 vols. y. bd. each.

Critical Essays. Edited by

J. E. Ryland. 3 vols. 3r. M.
each.

Essays : 00 Dedsioo of Cha-
racter ; on a Man's writing Me-
moirs of Himself; on the epithet

Romantic; on the aversion of

Men of Taste to Evangelical Re-
ligion, y. bd.

Essays on the Evils of Popolar

Ignorance ; to which is added, a
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Discourse on the PropaLgatton of

Christianity in Indix y. 6d.

FOSTER'S Essays on the Im-
provement of Time. With Notes
OF Skrmons and other Pieces.

Fosterlana. Selected and
Edited by Henry G. Bohn. 3^. 6d.

OASPARY'S History of Italian

Literature. Translated by Her-
mann Oelsner, M.A., Ph.D.
Vol. I. IPreparini^. I

OEOFFREY OF MONMOUTH,
Chronicle of.— See Six O. E.

\

Chronicles.
,

QEBTA ROMANORUM, or En-
tertaining Moral Stories invented

hy the Monks. Translated by the

Rev. Charles Swan. Revised

Edition, by Wynnard Hooper,
B.A. 5J.

OILDAS, Chronicles of.

—

See Six
O. E. Chrcniides.

OIBBON'S Decline and Fall of

the Roman Empire. Complete
and Unabridjje*!, with Variorum
Notes. E<iited by an English

Churchman. With 2 Maps and
Portrait. 7 vols. y. bd. each.

OILBART'S Hlfltory, Principles,

and Practice of Banking. By
the late ). W. Gillart, F.R.S.
New Edition, revised by A. S.

Michie. 2 vols. lOJ.

an, BLAS, The Adventurea of.

Translated from the French of

Lesage by Smollett. With 24
Eogravi..,^ on Steel, after Smirkc,

ana 10 Etchings by George Cruik-

shank. 61.

OIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS'
Hlstorloal Works. Translated

by Th. Forester, M.A, and Sir

R. Colt Hoare. Re^-isetl Edition,

Editefl by Thomas Wright, M.A.,

F^.A. 5x.

OOETHE'S Works. Translated
into English by various hands.

14 vols. y. 6d. each.

I. and II.—AutolMograpby and
Annals.

III.— Faust. Two Parts, com-
plete. (SMranwick.)

rV.—Novels and Talcs.

V.—Wilhcim Meister's Appren-
ticeship.

VI.— Conversations with Ecker-
mann and Sorct.

VIII.—Dramatic Works.
IX.—Wilhelm Meister's Travels.

X.—Tour in Italy, and Second
Residence in Rome.

XI,—Miscellaneous Travels.

XII.—Early and Miscellaneous
Letters.

XIII.—Correspondence with Zelter.

XIV Reineke Fox. V. n

Divan and Ac!

.

OOETHE'S Faust. Part I. Ger-
man Text with Hayward's Prose
Translation and Notes. Revised

by C. A. Buchheim, Ph.D. 51.

GOLDSMITH'S Works. A new
Gibbs. 5E<lilion, by I. W. M.

vols. 3^. 6a. each.

S
QRAMMONT'S Memoirs of the
Court of Charles II Edited

Sir W '

the I ig

two i. .^ , ., xc
New Edition. 5;.

GRAY'S Letters. Edited by the

Rev. D. C Tovey, M.A.
[In the pros.

GREEK ANTHOLOGY. Trans-

lated by George Surges, M.A Jr.

GREEK ROMANCES of HeUo-
dorus, Longus, and AohlUM
Tatltis—vit. The Adventures of

Thcagenes & Chariclea ; Araoiin

of Dapbnb arnl Chloe ; and Loves
of Clitopho and Leucippe. Trans*

lated by Rev. R. Smith, M.A.
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OREOORY'S Letters on the
Evidences. Dootrinee, A Duties
of the Christian Religion. By
Dr. Olinthus Gregory, y. 6d.

GREENE. MARLOWE, and
BEN JONSON. Poems o£
Edited by Robert Bell. 3*. W.

ORIMM'S TALES. With the

Notes ofthe Original. Translated

hf Blrs. A. Hunt. With Intro-

dnction by Andrew Lang, M.A.
2 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Gammer Grethel; or, Ger-
main Fairy Tales and Popalar
Stories. Containing 42 Fairy

Tales. Trans, by Edgar Taylor.

With numerous Woodcuts after

George Cruikshank and Ludwig
Grimm, y. (td.

OROSSI'3 Maroo Vlscontl.
Translated by A. F. D. The
Ballads rendered into English

Verse by C. M. P. y. (xL

GUIZOT'S History of the Origin
of Representative Government
in Europe. Translated by A. R.
Scoble. y. 6d.

History of the English Re-
volution of 1640. From the

Accession of Charles I. to his

Death. Translated by William
Hazlitt. y. 6d.

History of Gtvlliaation, from
the Fall of the Roman Empiie to

the French Revolution. Trans-

lated by William Hazlitt. 3 vols.

3^. 6(/. each.

HALL'S (Rev. Robert) ICaod-
laneoua Works and Tt^»«»^h^

y.6d.

HARDWICICS History of the
Articles of Religion. Bv the late

C. Hardwick. Revised by the

Rev. Francis Procter, M>A. 5;.

HAUFF'S Tales. The Caravan—
The Sheik of Alexandria— The
Inn in the Spessart. Trans, ftoas

the German oy S. Mendel, y. 6d.

HAWTHORNE'S Tales. 4 vok.
y. 6c/. each.

I.—Twice-told Tales, and the
Snow Image.

II.— Scarlet Letter.andthe House
with the Seven Gables.

III.—Transformation [The Marble
Faun], and Blithedale Ro-
mance.

IV.—Mosses from an Old Manse.

Esss'

By T.
HAZLITT'S Table-talk,

on Men and Maimers.
Hazlitt. y. 6J.

Lectures on the Literature
of the Age of Elisabeth and on
Characters of Shakespeare's Plays
y.6d.

Leotures on the "RngHKh

Poets, and on the English Comic
Writers, y. 6d.

The Plain Speaker. Opinion
on Books, Men, and Things. y.6J.

Round Table, y. dd.

Sketches and Essays, y.ftd.

The Spirit of the Age; or.

Contemporary Portraits. Edited
by W. Carew Hazlitt. y. 6d.

HEATON'S Concise History of
Painting. New Edition, revised

by Cosmo Monkhouse. 5^.

HEGEL'S Leotures on the Philo-
sophy of History. Translated by

J. Sibree, M.A.

HEINE'S Poems, Complete
Translated by Edgar A. Bowring,
C.B. y. 6J.

Travel-Piotures, including the

Tour in the Harz, Nordemey, and
Book of Ideas, together with the

Romantic School. Translated by
Francis Storr. A New Edition,

revised throu^iout With Appen-
dices and Msips. 3r. 6d.

HELP'S Life of Christopher
Columbus, the Discoverer of
America. By Sir Arthur Hdps,
K.C.B. 3r.6^.
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HELP'S Life ofHem&ndo Cortes,

and the Conquest of Mexico- 2

vols. 3j. 6</. each.

Life of PlsauTo. y. 6J.

Life of Las Caaas the Apostle
of the Indies. 3j. W.

HENDERSON (E.) Select His-
torlcal Documents ofthe Middle
Ages, including the most famous
Charters relating to England, the

Empire, the Church, &c., froni

the 6th to the 14th Centuries.

Translated from the Latin and
edited by Ernest F. Henderson,
A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 5^.

HENFREY'S Gtilde to English
Coins, from the Conquest to the

present time. New and revise<l

Edition by C. F. Kcarj-, M.A.,
F.S.A. 6s.

HENRY OF HUNTINGDON'S
History of the English. Trans-
late*! by T. Forester, M.A. y.

HENRY'S I Matthew) Exposition
of the Book ot the Psalms. 5;.

HELIODORUS. Theageres and
Chariclea. - Ste Greek Ro-
mances.

HERODOTUS. Transltted bythe
Rev. Henry Cary, M.A. y. dd.

Notes on. Original and Se-

lected from the l)est Commenta-
tors. By 0. W. Turner, M.A.
With Coloured Map ji.

Analysis and Stunmary of.

By J. T. Wheeler, y.

HE3IOD. CALLIMACHUS, and
THEOGNIS. Translated by the

Rev. J. IJank*, M.A. 5/.

HOFFMANN'S (£. T. vv. The
Serapion Brethren. Translated

from the German by Lt.-Col. Alex.

Ewing. 2 vol*. Jj. dd. each.

HOOKA'S (Jabes) Elements of

Experimental and Natural
PhUoeophy. With 400 Wood-
cuts. 5^.

HOLBEnrs Danoa of Death
and B ble C ais. Upwards of 1 50
Subjects, engraved in facsimile,

with Introduction and Descrip-

tions by Francis Douce and Dr.

Thomas Frognall Dibdcn. 5*.

HOMER'S niad. Traxulated into

English Prose by T, A. Buckley.

B.A. 5J.

Odyssey. Hymns, Epigrams,

and Battle of the Frogs and Mice.

Translated into Englusb Prose by

T. A. Buckley, B.A. y.

See also Cow PER and Pope.

HOOPER'S (O.) Waterloo: The
Downfall of the First Napo-
leon: a History of the Canjiaign

of 1815. By George Hooper.

With Maps and Plans, jt. bd.

The Campaign ^f Sedan:
The Downfall of the Secon'i Em-
pire, August - September, 1870.

With (>cncral Map and Six Plans

of Battle. Is. 6d.

HORACE. A new literal Prose

translation, by A. Hamilton Br)ce,

LL.D. y. (xi

HUGO'S (Victor) Dramatic
Works. Hcmani — Ruy Bias

—

The King's Diversion. Translated

by Mrs. Newton Crosland arui

F. L. SIous. y. dd

Poems, chiefly Lyrical. Trans-

lated by various Waters, now first

collectid by J. H. L. WilliasBS.

y.dd.

HUMBOLDT'S Coamoa. Trans-

lated by E ' " ". H. Ptad,

and W. S. i . S. Jvc^
3i. 6^/. eacl,.

,

„Vol.V. y.

Personal Narrative of his

Trav^-'- ''t^'- i"'iinn,>^iia' Regions

ofAi 1799-

I8CH. 1 1 ss. 3
vols. 5i. each.

Views of Natxira. Translated

by E. C Otti and H. G. Bofan.

5*-
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HU1CPHR£TS' Ck>in CoUeoion'
Manual. By H. N. Humphreys
With upwards of I40 Illustrations

00 Wood and Steel. 2 vols. 5/.

each.

HUNGARY: iu History and Re-
volt': n, together with a copious
Mem i.r oJ Kossuth, y. td.

HUTCHINSON (Colonel). Me-
mo .e Life of. By his

W; N : t gether with her
At: y, and an Account
oi of Lathom Huuse.

HUNT'S Poetry of Sotonoe By
Richard Hunt. 3rd Edition, re-

vised and enUrged. 5.;.

INDIA BEFORE THE SEPOY
MUTINY. A Pictorial. De-
crlptlve. and Historical Ac-
ooont, from the Earliest Times
to the Annexation of the Punjab.

With upwards of loo Engravings
OD Wood, and a Map. 5x.

INOULPH S Chronlolea of the
Abbey 01 Croyland, with the

C< > V Peter of Blois

ai. Translated by
H. . :>.. ;, .....i. 5^.

IRVING 'S (WashlngU)n) Ck>m-
plete Works. 15 vols. With Por-

traits, &C. is. bd. each.

I.— Salmagundi, Knicker-
bocker's History of New
York.

IL—The Sketch«Book, and the

Life of Oliver Goldsmith.

III.—Bracebridge Hall, AbboU-
(ord and New stead Abbey.

IV.—The Alhambra, Tales of a
Traveller,

v.—Chionide of the Cooooest
of (jranada, Legeiuu of

the Conquest of bpain.

VI. & VII.—Life and Voyages of

Columbus, together with
the Voyages of his Com-
panions.

VITI.— Astoria, A Tour on the

Prairies.

Irving's Wokks tmitmmd.

XI.—Life uf Mahomet, Livesof the

Successors of Mahomet.
X.—Adventures of Captain lion-

neville, U.S.A., WiUert's
Roost.

XI.—Biographies and Miscella*

neous Papers.

XII.-XV.—Life of George Wash-
ington. 4 vols.

Life and Letters. By his

Nephew, Pierre E.Irving. 2 vols.

3^. 6J. each.

ISOCRATES, The Orations of.

Translated by J. H. Freese, M.A.
Vol. 1. 5J.

JAMESS (G P. R) Life of
Rictiard Coevtr de Lion. 2 vols.

3j. 6d. each.

The Life and nmes of Lonli
XIV. 2 vols. y. 6d. each.

JAMESON'S ( Mrs. ) Shake-
speare's Heroines. Chaiaaer-
istics of Women : Moral, Poetical,

and Historical. By Mrs. Jameson.
3s.6d.

JESSE'S (E.) Anecdotes of Dogs.
With 40 Woodcuts and 34 S eel

Engravings. 5^.

JESSE'S (J. H.) Memoirs of the
Coort of England during the

Balgn of the Stuarta, including

the Protectorate. 3 vols. With
42 Pcwtraits. $s. each.

Memo s of the Pretenders
and the^ Adherents. W'iiti 6
Poruaiis. $s.

JOHNSON S Lives of the Poets.

Edited by Mrs. Alexander Napier,
with Introdnction b^ Prowstoc
Hales. 3 vols. y. bd. eadi.

JOSEFHUS (TlaTiTiB), The Works
ofl Whiston's Translation, re-

vised by Rev. A. R. Shilleto, M.A.
^^•:.i. r- c^phical and Geo-

i; ->)les by Colonel >ir

C. - -^un. K.C.h. 5 vols.

y. 6d. each.
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JOYCE'S Sclentlflo Dialogues.

\Vith numerous Woodcuts. 5^.

JUKES-BROWKE (A. J.), The
Building of the British Isles:

a Study in Geographical Evolu-

tion. Illustrated by numerous
Maps anil Woodcuts. 2nd Edition,

revised, "js. 6d.

Student's Handbook of
Physical Geology. With nu-

merous Diagrams and Illustra-

tions. 2nd Edition, much en-

larged, Is. 6J.

The Student's Handbook of
Historical Geology. With nu-

merous Diagrams and Illustra-

tions. 6s.

JUIjIAN, the Emperor. Contain-
in.- ' ' - -, Nazianien's Two In-

% i Lil>anus' Monody,
w::.. ;. i extant Theosophical
Woriis. Translated by C. W.
King, MA. ss.

JUSTIN. CORNELIUS NEPOS.
and EUTROPIUS. Translated
by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.

JUVENAL. PERSIUS. SUL-
PICIA and LUCILIUS. Trans-

lated by L. Evans, M.A. 5/.

JUNIUS'S Letters. With all the

Notes of Woodfall's Edition, and
important Additions. 2 vols. 3^.61/.

each.

KANT'S Critique of P\ire Reason.
Trans-laicd by J. M. D. Meikle-

John. 5^.

Prolegomena and Meta-
phTslcalFoundationsofNatural
Science. Translated by E. Bel fort

Bax. 5i.

KEIGHTLEY'S (Thomas) My-
thology of Ancient Greeoe and
Italy. 4th Edition, revise<I by
Leonard Scbinitx, Pb.D.. LL.D.
With 12 Plates from the Antique.

5*.

KEIGHTLEY'S Palry Myth-
ology, illustrative of the Romance
and Superstition of Various Coun-
tries. Revised E<liiion, with
Frontispiece by Cruik-hank. $s.

LA FONTAINE'S Fables. Trans-
latetl into English Verse by Elizur

Wright. New Edition, with Notes
byj. W. M.Gibbs. 3s. 6d.

LAMARTINE'S History of the
Girondists. Translated by H. T,
Ryue. 3 vols. 31. M. each.

History of the r n
of Monarchy in Prai 1

to the History of the ^>ii<jiiui.-m>/.

4 vols. 31. 6d. each.

History of the French Re-
volution of 1848. 3^. 6J.

LAMB'S (Charles) Essays of El:a
and Eliana. Complete Ed i:i:!.

3s.6d.

Specimens of Ecglinh Dra-
matic Poets of the Time of
Elizabeth. 3^. 6a.

Memorials and t

Charles Lamb. 1:

Tal[(tiir<i. New Edilivn, joiio.,
by W. Carew Haxlitt. 2 vols.

3^. 6d. each.

LANZrs History of Painting in

Italy, from the PeriiKl of the

Revival of the Fine Aris to the

End of the Eighteenth Century.
Translatetl by Thomas Roscuc.

3 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

LAPPENBERG'S History of

England under the Ans^o-
Saxon Kings. Tr.t

iJ. Thoriw, F.S.A. N.
revised l»y E. C. Otic. 2 vol».

3J. 6d. each.

LECTURES ON PAINTIKG
l>y Harry, Opie, Fuseli. E.l. '.l

b)' R. Wnrnum. $s.

LEONARDO DA VINCI'S
Treatise on Painting. Trans-

lated by J. F. Rigaud, R.A.,
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With a Life of Leonardo by John
William Brown. With numerons
Plates. 5T.

LELAND'S Itinerary- Edited by
Laurence Gomme, F.S.A. Vol. L

[In the Presu

LEPSmS'S Letters from Egypt,
Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of

Slnal Translated by L. and

J. B. Homer. With Maps. Ss.

LKSSINa'S Dramatic Works,
Complete. Edited by Ernest Bell,

M-A.. With Memoir of Lessing

by Helen Zimmem. 2 vols.

3r. 6d. each.

Laokoon. Dramatic Notes,
and the Representation of
Death by the Ancients. Trans-

lated by E. C. Beasley and Helen
Zimmem. Edited by Edward

|

Bell. M.A. With a Frontispiece 1

of the Laokoon group. 3^. 6d. I

LILLY'S Introduction to Astro-
j

logy. With a Grammar of
i

AsTROi-CX'.Y and Tables for Cal-

culating Nativities, by Zadkiel. 51.
\

UVY'S History of Rome. Trans-
\

lated by Dr. Spillan, C. Edmonds, '<

and others. 4 vols. $s. each. {

LOCKE'S Philosophical Works.
E>lite-1 !>y T. A. St. John. 2 vols.

y. 6d. each. '

Life and Letters: By Lord
'

King. 3s. (xi. t

LOCKHART (J. O.)—5« BdrWS.
j

LODGE S Portraits of niostrloua
Personages of Oreat Britain,

with Biographical and HUtorical
Memoirs. 240 Portraits engraved I

on Steel, with the resp>ective Bio-
j

graphics unaliridged. 8 vols. 5X. .

eacn.

LONQFELLOW'S Poetical I

Works. With 24 full-page Wood
Engravings and a Portrait. 5;. I

Prose Works. With 16 fnll*
j

page Wood Engravings, fr.
|

LOUDON'S (Mrs.) NatunJ
History. Revised edition, by
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. With
numerous Woodcut Illus. 5J.

LOWNDES' Bibliographer's
Manual of English Literatture.

Enlarged Edition. By H. G.
Bohn. 6 vols, cloth, 55. each.

Or 4 vols, half morocco, 2/. 2s.

LONOns. Daphnls and Chloe.
—Set Greek Romances.

LUCAN'S PharsaUa. Translated

by H. T. Rile>-, M.A. S^.

LUCIAN'S Dialogues of the
Gk>da. of the Sea Oods, and
of the Dead. Translated by
Howard Williams, M.A. 5^.

LUCRETIUS. Translated by the

Rev. J. S. Watson, M..\. 5^.

LUTHER'S Table-Talk. Trans-

lated and Edited by William
Hazlitt. 3^. 6J.

Autobiography. — Set

MiCHELET.

MACHIA'T^LLI'S History of
Florence, together with the

Prince, Savonarola, various His-

torical Tracts, and a Memoir of

Machiavelli. y. 6d.

MAliLET'S Northern Antiqui-
ties, or an Historical .Account of

the Manners, Custonus, Religions

and Laws, Maritime Expeditions

and Discoveries, Language and
Literatore, of the Ancient Scandi-

luvians. Translated by Bishop

Percy. Revised and Enlarged
Editi(jn, with a Translation of the

Prose Edda, by J. A. Black-

well. 5J.

MANTXLL'S (Dr.) Petriflustknia

and their Teachings. With nu-

merous illustrative Woodcuts. 6r.

Wonders of Geology. 8th

Edition, revised by T. Rapert

Jones, FG.S. With a coloured

Geological Map of England,
Plates, and upwards ol 200
Woodcnts. 2 vols. Js. 6d. each.
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MANZONI. The Betrothed:
beint; a Translation of ' I Pro-

mem Sposi.' By Alessaodro
Ifanaoni. With numerous Wood-
cats. 5j.

ICARCO POLO'S Travela: the
Translation of Marsden revised

by T. Wright, M.A., F.S.A. St.

MARRYAT'S (Capt RN.)
lAMtormaa Ready. With 93
Woodcuts. 3x. 6</.

MlBBlon ; or. Scenes in Africa.

niastrated by Gilbert and Dalziel.

Pirate and Three Cutters.
With 8 Steel Engravings, from
Drawings by CUrkson Stanfield,

R.A. 31. bd.

Prlvateersman. 8 Engrav-
ings on .Steel, y. 6a

Settlers in Canada. 10 En-
gravings by Gilbert and Dalziel.

Poor Jack. With 16 lUus
tfstions after Clarkson Stansfield,

R.A. y. 6J.

Peter Simple With 8 full-

page Ulustration-v y. bd.

Midshipman Sasy. With 8
fitllpage Illustrations, y. bd.

ICARTIAL'S Epigrams, complete.

Translated into Prose, each ac-

companied by one or more Verse
Translations selected from the

Works of English PoeU, and
other sources. 7r. 6J.

MARTINEAirS (Harriet) His-
tory of England, from 1800-
181 s- y- bd.

History of the Thirty Years'
Peaoe, a.d. 1815-46. 4 vols.

y. bd. each.

Su ComU^s PosUivt Pkilostfhy.

MATTHEW PARIS'S English
History, from the Year 123$ to

j

1373. Translated bv Rev. J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. } vcK y. each. I

MATTHEW OF WESTMIN-
ST£R'3 Flowers of EbstOTJ,
from the beginning oi the World
to A.D. 1307. Translated by C D.
Yonge, M.A. 2 vols, y. each.

MAXWELL S Victories of Wel-
lington and the British Armies.
Frontispiece and 5 Portraits, y.

MENZEL'S History ofa«nn»ny,
from the Earliest Period to 1843.

3 vols. y. bd. each.

MICHAEL ANOELO AND
RAPHAEL, their Lives and
Works. By Duppa and Quat re-

mere de Quincy. With Portraits

and Engravings on Steel, y.

MICHELET'S Luther's Auto
biography. Trans, by William
Htzlitt. With an Appendix (I lu

^ages) of Notes, y. bJ.

History of the French Revo-
lution from its earliest iniicattuns

to the flight of the King in 1791.

3^.6^.

MIONET'S EQstory ofthe PrsDoh
Revolutloo, trom 1789 to 1814.
y.bd.

MILL (J. S.). Early Essays by
John Stuart MilL Collected from
various sources by J. W. M. Gibbn.

3* bd.

MILLER (Professor). History
Philosophioally Illttstra'.ed, fr< im

the P'all (Ythe Roman Empire to

the French Revolution. 4 vols.

y. bd. e^ch.

MILTON'S Prose Works. Edited
by I. A. St. John. 5 vols. y. bd.

each.

Poetical WoriES, with a Me-
moir and Critical Remarks by
Tames Montgomcrr, an Index to

Paradise Lost, Todd'sVertal Index
to all the Poems, and a Selection

of Explanatory Notes by Henry
G. bohn. Illustrated with 130

Wood Engravings ftxxn Drawings
by W. Ilarvey. t vols. y. bd.

each.
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lA n'S (Miss) Otir VUlage.
>f Rural Character and

.-jciiuT)-. With 2 EDeravings on
Steel. 2 vols. y. 6a. each.

MOLHIRE'S Dramatlo 'Works.
X new Transladoa in English

Prose, by C. H. Wall. 3 vols.

y. 6d. each.

MONTA.an. The Letters and
Works of Jjadj Mary Wortley
Moniagu. Edited by her great-

graodson. Lord Wharncliffe's Edi-

tion, and revised by W. Moy
Thomas. New Edition, revised,

with 5 Portraits. 2 vols. $s. each.

MONTAiaKE'SXssays. a>tton's
Translation, revised by W. C.
Hazlitt. New Edition. 3 vols.

31. 6d. each.

MONTESQUIEU'S Spirit of
Laws. New Edition, re\T5«.d and
correcte^J. By J.

\'. I'ri;c.iard,

A. -M. 2 vols. y. 6d. each.

MOTLEY (J. L.). The Rlae of
the Oa'xh Republic. A History.

IJy John L>Jihrop Motley. New
Edition, with Biographical Intro-

duction by Moncure D. Conway.
3 vols. y. 6J. each.

MORPHY'S Gkunes of Chess.
hes and best Games

\ -nerican Champion,
MUii i..\,>i.i;:.i.ory and Analytical

Notes by J. Lowenthal. 5/.

^P^TTn c, "-...311 Birds; or, His-

ered Tribes of the

. . Revised by W.
C L. Mai tin. With 52 Figures

of Birds and 7 Coloured Plates of

Eggs. 2 vols.

KAVAIi AND MILITARY HE-
ROES of GREAT BRITAIN

;

or. Calendar of Victi ry. Iking a
Record of British Valoar and Con-
quest by Sea and LAnd, <m every

day in the year, firom the time of

William the Conqueror to the

Battle of Inkermann. By Major

iohns, R.M., and Lieut. P. H.
Ticolas, R.M. 24 Portraits. 6s.

NEANDER (Dr. A). Hlsory
of the Christian Religian and
Church. Trans, from the Oerman
byJ.Torrey. 10 vols. y.SU.tJuih.

Lifs of Jesus Christ. Trans-
lated by J. .McClintock and C
Blumenthal. y. 6d.

History of the Plantm^ and
Trainingofthe ChristianChurch
by the Apostles. Translated by
j. E. Ryland. 2 vols. y.6d. each.

Lectiu?es on the History of
Christian Dogmas. Edited by
Dr. Jacobi. Translated by J . El.

Ryland. 2 vols. y. 6d. each.

Memorials of Christian Liis

in the Early and Middle A0ai

;

inclu<iing Light in Dnrlc Places.

Trans, by J. E. Ryland. 31. 6d.

NIBELUNOEN LIED. The
Lay of the Nlbelungs, metrically

tran<>lated from the old German
text by Alice Hoiton, and edited

by Edward Bell, M.A. To which
is prefixed the Elssay on the Nibe-

lungen Lied by Thomas Carlyle.

NEW TESTAMENT (The) in

Qreek. Griesbach's Text, with

various Readings at the foot of

the page, and Parallel References

in the margin ; also a Critical

Introduction and Chronological

Tables. By an eminent Scholar,

with a Greek and English Lexicon.

3ni Edition, revised and corrected.

Two Facsimiles of Greek .Manu-

scripts. 900 pages, y.
The Lexicon nuy be had sepa-

rately, price 2J.

NICOLINI'S History of the

Jesuits: their Origin, Prioress,

Doctrines, and Deugns. V^tb S
Portraits. 5/.

NORTH (R.) Lives of the Risht

Hon. Francis North, Baron GuDd-
fold, the Hon. Sir Dudlc) North,

and the Hon. and Rev. Dr. John
North. P'y the Hon. Roger
North. Together with the .\iito-
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' of the Author. Edited

Jessopp, D.D. 3V0U.

NUGENT'S (Lord) Memorials
of Uampden, his Party and
Times. With a Memoir of the

Author, an Autograph Letter, and
Portrait, ^j.

OCKLEY (8.) History of the
Saracens and their Conquests
In Syria, Persia, and Egypt
By Simon Ockley, B. D., Professor

of Arabic in the University of

Cambiidge. 31. 6(/.

OMAN (J. C.) The Great Indian
Epics : the Stories of the Rama-
YANA and the Mahabharata.
By John Cimpbcll Oman, Prin-

cipal of Khalsa College, Amritsar.
With Notes, Appendices, and
Illustrations. 3J. bd.

0RDERICU3 VITALIS' Eccle
sia^tical History of England
and Normandy. Translatetl by
T. Forester, M.A. To which is

adck- ; the CHRONICLE OF St.
EvKOL'LT. 4 vols. sx. each.

OVID'S Works, complete. Literally

tran.slated into Prose. 3 vols.

5j. each.

PASCAL'S ThOTights. Translated
from the Text of M. Auguste
Molinier by C. Kegan Paul. 3rd
Edition, y. (xi

PAULI'S (Dr. R ) Life of Alfined

the Great. Translated from the

(jerman. To which is appended
Alfrt-fl's Anglo-Saxon Version
OK Orosius. With a literal

Translation interpaged. Notes,
and an Anglo-Saxon Grammar
an<l Glossary, by B. Thorpe. 51.

PAUSANIAS' Description of
Greece. Newly translated byA. R.
Sbilleto, M.A. 3 toU. 5/. each.

PKARSOirS Zzpodtlon of the
Creed. Edited by E. WaUbrd,
M.A. y.

PEPYS* Diary and Correspond
ence. Deciphered by the Rev.

J. .Smith, M.A., from the original

Shorthand MS. in the Pepysian
Library. Edited by Lord Bray-
brooke. 4 vols. With 3 1 En-
gravings. 5x. each.

PERCY'S Rellques of Andent
English Poetry. With an Essay
on Ancient Minstrels and a Glos-
sary. Edited by J. V. Pritchard,

A.M. 2 vols. 3i. fid. each.

PERSIUS.—5« Jdvenal.

PETRARCH'S Sonnets. Trl-
timphs and other Poems.
Translated into Flnclish Verse by
various Hands. With a Life of

the Poet by Thomas Campbell.
With Portrait and 15 Steel En-
gravings. 5/.

PHILO - JUDiEUS. "Works of.

Translated by Prof. C. D. Yonge,
M.A. 4 vols. Jf. each.

PICKERING'S History of the
Races of Man. and their Geo-
graphical Distribution. With An
Analytical Synopsis of thk
Natural History of Man by
Dr. Hall. With a Map of the
World and 12 coloured Plates. 5^.

"PINDAR. Translated into Prose

by Dawson W. Turner. To which
is added the Metrical Version by
Abraham Moore. 5^.

PLANCHE. History of British

Oosttime. from the 1
'•

to the Close of thr h

Cent '^^ ''
J. K. I lancnc,

Son; 1. With upwards
of 4c- :10ns. JJ.

PLATO'S Works, Literally trans-

lated, with Introduction an<I

Notes. 6 vols. 5^. each.

I.—The Apology of Soentes,
Crito, Phsedo, Go^iu* Pro-

tagoras, Phaedrus, Tbetetetus,

Euthypkrao, Lysis. Trans-
lated by the Rev. H. Carey.
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Plato's Works (ontimud.

II.—The Republic, lunsras, and
CriMas. Tnmslated by Henry
I).ivis.

Ill— Mc! ., Kuthydemos, The
> ( :.. ^ statesman, Cratylas,

l'armccides,and the Banqaet.

Translated by G. Burges.

IV.— Philebus, Channides, Laches,

Menexenus, Ilippias, Ion,

The Two Alcibuules, The-
ages, Rivak, Hipparchas,

Nlinos, Clitopho, Epistles.

Translated by G. Biuges-

V.—The Laws. Translated by
G. Burges.

VI.—The Doobtftil Works. Trans-

lated by G. Burges.

Sozmnary smd AnalyaiB of

the Dialogues. With Analytical

Index. By A. Day, LL.D. 5J.

PLAUTUS'S Comedies. Trans-

lated by H. T. Riley, M.A. 2
vols. 5/. each.

PLINY'S Nattiral History.

Translated by the late John
Bostock, .M.D., F.R.S., and ft. T.
Riley, M.A. 6 vols. 5^. each.

PLINY. The Letters of Pliny

the YooLger. Melmoth's trans-

htion, revised by the Rev. F. C
T. Bosanquet, M.A. 5j.

PLOTINXJS, Select Works ot
Transhued by Thomas Taylor.

With an Introduction containing

the substance of Porphyry's Plo-

tinus. Edited by G. R. S. Mead,
B.A., M.R.A.S. 5J.

PLUTARCH'S Lives. Translated

by A. Stewart, M.A., and Geoi^e
Long, M.A- 4 vols. y. fxL eadL

Morals. Theosophical Essays.

Translated by C. W. King, M.A.
p.

Morals. Ethical Essays.

Translated by the Rev. A. R.

Shilleto, M.A. 5j.

POETRY or AMZRICA. Se-
lections from One Hundred
American Poets, from 1776 to

1876. By W. J. Linton, jx. 6d.

POLITIOAL CYCLOPEDIA.
A Dictionary of Political, Con-
stitutional, Statistical, and Fo-
rensic Knowledge ; forming a
Work of Reference on subjects of

Civil Administration, Political

Economy, Finance, Commerce,
Laws, and Social Relations. 4
vols. y. 6d. each.

POPE'S Poetical Works. Edited,

with copious Notes, by Robert
Carrutbcrs. With numerous Illus-

trations. 2 vols. 55. each.

Homer's Iliad. Edited by
the Rev. J. S. Watson, .M.A-

Illustrated by the entire Series of

Flaxman's Designs. 5^.

Homer's Odyssey, with the

Battle of Frogs and Mice, Hymns,
&c, by other translators. Edited

by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
With the entire Series of Flax-

man's Des^ns. ^s.

Life, including many of his

Letters. By Robert Carruihers.

With numerous Illustrations. 5*.

POUSHKIN'S Prose Tales: The
Captain's Daughter—Doubro»iky
— The Queen of Spades— An
Amateur Peasant Girl—The SboC

—The Snow Storm—The Post-

master — The Coffin Maker —
Kirdjali—The Egyptian Nights-
Peter the Great's Negro. Trans-

lated by T. Keane. y. 6J.

PROPERTIUS. Translated by

Rev. P. J. F. Gantillon. M.A.,

and accompanied by Poetkal

Venions, from varioos soaiocs.

3s.6d.

PBOVXBBS, Handbook of. Con-

tainiog an entire RepublicatioD

of Raj's Collection of Eogliah

Proverbs, with his additionsmm
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Vottv^ Languages and a com-
plete Alphabetical Index; in which
are introduced large additions as
well i>i' Proverln, as of Sayings,
S---nt( nces, Maxims, and Phrases,
colltctcd by H. G. Bohn. 5/.

PROVERBS, A Polyglot of
Fore'gn. Comprising French,
Italian, German, Dutch, Spanish,
PortufTucse, and Danish. With
En(;lish Translations & a General
Indi \' by H. G Bohn 5/.

POTTERY AND POROELAIN,
and other Objects of Vertu. Com-
prising an Illustrated Catalogue of

the Bemal Collection of Works
of Art, with the prices at which
they were sold by auction, and
namtts of the possessors. Tci which
are added, an Introduct or)- Lecture

on Pottery and Porcelain, and an
Engraved List of all the known
Marks and Monograms. By I Ienr>'

G. Ikjhn. With numerous Wood
Enp-avings, 5J. ; or with Coiouretl

Illustrations, lo^. 6</.

PROUT'S (Father) Rellques. Col-

lectfii and arranged by Kev. F.

Mpiicny. Copynght edition with

•h'- Author's last corrections and
.^ddi( ">ns. New issue, with 31

Etcbinps by 1). Maclise, R.A.
Nearly 600 pages. 5/.

QUINTILIAN'S InsUtutefl of
Oratory, or Kducation of an
Orator. Transl'ied by the Rev.

S. WatsoD, M.A. 2 vols. y.
each.

BAG I NX'S (Jean) Dramatio
Works. A metrical English ver-

sion. By R. Bruce Boswell, M.A.
Oxon. 3 vols. 3i. dd. each.

RAKKE'S History of the Popes,
ibi'ir Church an 1 State, and espe-

cutliy of their Conflicts with Pro-

lertanlisro in the l6th and 17th

c<nturies. Translated by E.

Yw.tx. 3 vob. 31. bd. each.

RANEE'S History of the Latin
and Teutonic Nations, 1494-
15 14. Trans, by P, A. Ashworth.
V.fid.

mstory of Bervla and th»
Servian Revolution. With an
Account of the Insurrection in

Bosnia. Translated by Mrs. Kerr.

REUMONT (Alfred de). See
Carakas.

RECREATIONS inSHOOTTNQ.
By 'Craven.' With 6;

'"
'

-s

on Wood after W: 9
Engravings on Steel, .....^1;; .v.cr

A. Cooper, R.A. 51.

RENNIE'S Insect Architecture.
Revised and enlarj^ed by Rev.
1. G. Wood, M.A. With 186
Woodcut Illustrations. 5^.

REYNOLD'S (Sir J.) Literary
Works. Edited by H. W. Beechy.
2 vols. 3/. fyi. each.

RICARDO on the Prino^les of
Political Economy and Taxa-
tion. Edited by E. C. K. Conner,
M.A. 5J.

RICHTER (Jean Paul Friedrloh).

Levana, a Treatise on Education:
together with the Autiobiography
(a Fragment), and a short Pre-

fatory .Memoir. 3/. bd.

Flower. Fruit, and Thorn
Piece?or lilt Wc !do<l Life Death.
and '

Iau.s

in the l'ai.!>h of Xulucboappcl.
Newly translated by Lt. -Col. Alex.

Ewing. yt. iyi.

ROGER DE HOVEDEN'S An
nals of English History, com
prising the History of England
and of other Countries of Europe
from A.D. 732 to A. i>. 1201.

TransUted by H. T. Riley, M.A.
2 vols. 5r. each.

\ ,..
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ROGER OF WXNDOVEB'8
riowen of Hi»t(»7, comprising
the ({istory of England from the

Descent of the Saxons to a.d.

1 235,formerly ascribed to Matthew
Pans. TnmsUted by J. A. Giles,

D.C.L. 2 vols. 5^. each

ROICE: in the NINSTEEUTTH
CENTURY. Containing a com-
plete Account of the Ruins of the

Ancient City, the Reniains of the

Bifiddle Ages, and the Monuments
ofModem Times. By C. A. Eaton.
With 34 Steel Engravings 2 vols.

5^. each.

See Burn and Dyer.

ROSCOE'S (W.) Life and PonU-
flcate of Leo X. Final ctlitiun,

revised by Thomas Ru&coe. 2

vols. 5^. 6d. each.

Life of Loraczo de' Medici,

called ' the Magnificent.' Wiih
his poems, letters, &c. loth

Edition, revised, with Memoir of

Roscoe by his Son. y. (yi.

RUSSIA. History of; from the

earliest Period, compiled from
the most authentic sources b>-

Walter K. Kelly. With PortraiU.

2 vols. y. 6d. each.

SALLUST. FLORUS. and VEL-
LEIUS PATERCULUS.
Translated by J. S. Watscm, M. A.

S*-

SCHILLER'S Woriu. Translated
by various hands. 7 vols. y. bd.

each :

—

I.—History of the Thirty Years'

War.

II.—History of the Revolt in the

Netherlands, the Trials of

CountsEgmont and Horn,
the Siege of Antwerp, and
the Disturbances in France
preceding the Reign ot

Henry IV.

Schiixbr's Works cprntitnud.

III.—Don Carlos, Maiy Stoait,

Maid of Orleans, Bride ol

Measina, together with the

Uae of the Cboms in

Tragedy (a short Enqr).

These Dramas are all

translated in metre-

IV.—Robbers (with Schiller's

original Prefisce), Flesoo,

Love and Intrigoe, De-
metrius, Ghost Seer, Sport
of Divinity.

The Dramas in this

volume are translated into

Prose.

V—Poems.

VI.—Essays,yf^theticaland Philo-

sophicaL

VII.—Wallenstein's Camp, Pie-

colomini and Death of
Wallenstein.WilliamTelL

SCHILLER aiui aOETHK.
Carreapondence between, from
A.U 1794-1805. Translated by
L. Dora Schmitz. 2 vols. y. 6dL

each.

SCHLEOEL'S (F.) Leotarea oa
the Philoaophy of Life and the
Miiloeophy ofLangnagw Trans-

lated by the Rev. A. J. W. Mor-
rison, M.A. y. f>d.

Leotnraa on the Hlstarjiof
Uteratue, Ancient and Modem.
Translated from theGerman, y.fid.

Lecttires on the PhUosppliy
of History. TranshUed by J. B.
Robertson, y. bd.

Leotorea on Modem Hiatorx,

together with the Lectmes entitled

Ciesar aixi Alexander, and The
Beginning of oar History. Trana-

lated by 1^ Purcell and R. H.
Whitetock. y. (td.

.fiatbedo and MlaoaDaneooa
Worka. Translated by E. J.

Millington. y. 6d.
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SCHLEQEL (A. W.) LeoturM
on Dramatlo Art and Llteratxire.

Translated by J. Black. Revised

Ediuoo, by the Rev. A. J. W.
Morrison, M.A. y. bd.

SCHOPENHAUER on the Four-
fold Root of the Principle of
Soffloient Reason, and On the
Will In Nature. Translated by
Madame Hillebrand. 5^.

Esny*. Selected and Trans-

lated. With a Biographical Intro-

duction and Sketch of his Philo-

sophy, by E. Belfort Bax. 5^.

SCHOXTW'S Earth, Plants, and
Man. Translated by A. ilenfrey.

With coloured Map of the Geo-
graphy of Plants. 5j.

SCHUMANN (Robert). His Life

and Works, by August Reissmann.
Translated by A. L. Alger. Jj. bd.

Early Letters. Originally pub-
blished by his Wife. Translated
by May Herbert. With a Preface

by Sir George Grove, D.C.L.

SENECA on Benefits. Newly
translated by A. Stewart, M.A.
3*. W.

Minor Essays and On Clam-
|

ency. Translated by A. Stewart,
M.A. is.

SHAKESPEARE'S Dramatic
j

Art. The History and Character
of Shakespeare's Plays. By Dr.
Hermann Ulrici. Translated by
L. Dora Schmitt. 2 vols. y. ftd.

each.

SHAKESPEARE (William). A
Literary Biography by Karl Else,

Ph.D., LL.D. Translated tqr

L. Dora Schmitz. 51.

SBABFE (8.) The Hlstonr of

XgFPt, from the Earliest Times
till the Conquest by the Arabs,
A.D. 64a By Samtiel Sharpe.
2 Maps and upwards of 400 IIlos-

ttadve Woodcuts. 2 vols. 51. eadi.

SHBBIDAM'S Dramatlo Woriu,
Complete. With Life by G. G. S.

y-bd.

SISMONDI'S History of tha
Literature of the South of
Europe. Translated by Thomas
Koscfjc. 2 vols. y. did. each.

SIX OLD ENGLISH CHRON-
ICLES: viz., * ' OF
Alfrbdandt <iP

ETHELWERD, ( ...Li,

Geoffrey ok ic, and
Richard oh kster.
EditedbyJ. A.G4lei,i^C.L. y.

SYNONYMS and ANTONYMS,
or Kindred Words .and their

Opposltes, Collected and Con-
trasted by Ven. C J. Smith, M.A.
Revised Edition, y.

SMITH'S (Adam) The Wealth of
Nations. Edited by E. Belfort

Bax. 2 vols. y. fid, each.

Theory ofMoral SentlTT'•"-•

Mrith his Elssay on the Fu
mation of Languages; to v. .. .:

added a Memoir of the Author by
Dugald Stewart, y. bd.

SMYTH'S (PTOfiaasor) Leotorea
on Modem Hl"*'^''^ f.^.m ik»

Irruption of tht

to the close of :

volution. 2 vols. y. i»d. each.

Leotores on the French Re-
volution. 2 vols. y. 6d. each.

SMITH'S ( Pye ) Geology and
Soripttire. 2nd Edition, y.

SMOLLETT'S Adventoraa of
Roderick Random. With short

Memoir and Biblio^pby, and
Cruikshank's Illustrations, y. 6d.

Adventures of Pongrlna
Pickle, in which are included the

Memoirs of a Lady of <.'

With Bibliography and
shank's lUnstiations. 2 vols. y.t>a.

each.
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8MOLL£TT S The Expedition
of Humphry Clinker. With
Bibliography and Cruikdumk's
Illustrations, y. 6d.

SOCRATES (sumamed 'Soholas-
ticus'). The Ecolesiastloal His-
toryof (A. n. 305-445). Translated

from the Greek. 51.

SOPHOCLES. The Tragedies of.

A New Prose Translation, with
Memoir, Notes, &c., by E. P.

Coleridge. Jj.
''

The Oxford Translation. $s.

SOUTH EyS Life of Nelson.
With Facsimiles of Nelson's writ-

ing. Portraits, Plans, and upwards
of 50 Ejigravings on Steel and
Wood. 5j.

Life of Wesley, and the Rise
and Progress of Methodism, ^s.

Bobert Somthey. The Story

of his Life written in his Letters.

With an Introduction. Edited by
John Dennis, p. bd.

80Z0MEN S Ecclesiastical His-
tory. Comprising a History of

the Church from A.D. 324-440.
Translated from the Greek. To-
gether with the Ecclesiastical
History of Philostorgiits, as

epitomised by Photius. Trans-

lated from the Greek by Rev. E.
Walford, M.A. 5/.

SPINOZA S Chief Works. Trans-
lated, with Introduction,byR.H.M.
Elwes. 2 vols. 5x. each.

STANLEY'S Classified Synopsis
of the Principal Painters of the
Dutch and Flemish Schools.
By George Stanley. 5^.

STARLING'S (Miss)NobleDeeds
of Women; or. Examples of

Female Coarse, Fortitude, smd
Virtue. With 14 Steel Engrav-
ings. Sf

STAUNTON'S Chess - Player's
Handbook. A Popular and Scien-
tific Introduction to the Game.
With numerous Diagrams. 5/.

Chess Praxis. A Supplement
to the Chess-player's Handbook.
Containing the most important
modern improvementsin the Open-
ings ; Code of Chess Laws ; and
a Selection of Morphjr's Games.
Annotated, v.

Chess-player's Companion.
Comprising a Treatise on Odds,
Collection of Match Games, and a
Selection of Original Problems. 51.

Chess Tournament of 185L
A Collection of Games played at

this celebrated assemblage. With
Introduction and Notes. 5/.

STbCEHARDT'S Experimental
Chemistry. A Handbook for the

Study of the Science by simple

experiments. Edited by C. W.
Heaton, F.C.S. With numerous
Woodcuts. New Edition, revised

throughooL 5^.

STRABO'S Geography. Trans-
lated by W. Falconer, M.A.,
and H. C. Hamilton. 3 vols.

5r. each.

STRICKLAND'S (Agnes) Lires
of the Queens of England, from

the Norman Conquest Revised

Edition. With 6 Portraits. 6 vols.

5^. each.

Life of Mary Queen of Scots.

2 vols. 5^. each.

LlTes of the Tudorand Sttiart

Prlnoesses. With Portraits. 5/.

STUART and REVETrS Anti-
qultles of Athens, and other

Monuments of Greece ; to which
is added, a Glossary of Term<i used

in Grecian Architecture. With 71
Plates engraved on Steel, and
numerous Woodcut Capitals. S**
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SUETONTCTS' Lives oftheTwelve
CsBsars ami Lives of the Oram-
marlans. The translation of

Thomson, revised ly T. Forester.

5*-

SULLY. Memoirs of the Duke
of, Prine Minister to Henry
the Great. Translated from the

French. With 4 Torlraits. 4 vols.

Jj. fki. tach.

SWIFT'S Prose "Works. Etliied

by Temple Scott. VViih a Bio-

graphical Intruduction by the Right

Hon. W. E. H. Ixrcky, .M.P.

With Portraits and Facsimiles.

It vols. 3^. bd. each.

[ Vols. I -IV. ready.

I.—Edited by Tennple Scott.

With a biographical In-

troduction by the Right

Hon. W. E. H. Lecky,
M. P. Containing : — A
Tale of a Tub, The Battle

of the Books, and other

early works.

II.—TheJournal to Stella. Edited

by Frederick Ryland.M. A.
With 2 Portraits of Stella,

end a Facsimile of one of

the Letters.

II I.& IV.—Writing* on Religion and
the Church. Edited by
Temple Scott.

V.

—

Historical and Political

Tracts (English). Edited
by Temple Scott

VIII.—Gulliver's Travels. Edited
by G. R. Dennis. With
Portrait and Maps.

The order and contents of

the remaining volumes will

probably be as follows :

—

VL&VII.— Historical and Political
" "^

'rsh).

IX.—

(

s to the 'Ex-
> Tatler,' '.Spec-

t.-»tor.' &c.

X.— Hi&toiical Writings.

XL—Literary Essays iukI Biblio-

gtapby.

STOWE (Mrs. H. B.) Uncle Tom's
Cabin, or Life among the Lowly.
With Intro'luctory Remarkx by
Rev. I. Sherman. With 8 fu.l-

page Illustrations. Jr. (>d.

TACITUS. The Works of liter-

ally translated. 2 vols. 5i. each.

TALES OP THE OENU; or, the

Woodcuts and 12 Sted
'

. .:- 5^-

TASSO'fl Jenis>alem Delivered.

Translated into English Spens'-ruin

Verse Ijy J. H. Wiffen. With 8
Engravings on .Steel and 24 Wood-
cuts by Thurston. 51.

TAYLOR'S (Bishop Jeremy)
Holy Living and Dying, with

Prayers containing the Whole I>uty

of a Christian and the parts of De-
votion fitted to all Occa^uuns ai d
furnished for all Necessities. Ji. 6./.

TEN BRINK.—.Sw Brink.

TERENCE and PH2BDRU3.
Literally trnnsLitccl I)\ 11. T. Kll.-r.

M..V. Tov
Meiricai. .

THEOCRITUS. BION, MOS
CHUS, and TYRT^EUS. Liter-

ally :r.'ins!.ited l>y the Rev. J.
Banks, .M.A. To which are ap-

pended the Metrical Versions of

Chapman. 5^.

THEODORET and EVAQRIUS.
His'nrics of the Church from A. f.

J32 to \.t>. 427; and from a.d.

4ji to A. n. 544. Translated from
the Greek. 5/.

THIERRY'S History of the
Conqueat of England by the
Normans; its f-->ii^': inri !•>.

Consequences it

land, Ireland, an

Translated l^ William llaJitl.

2 vols. y. (id. each.
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THUCYDIDES. The Felopon-

neaian War. Literally txanslated

by the Rev. H. Dale, a vols.

3r. 6J. each.

-.^—. An Analysis i^'nA Smninaiy
oL With Chronological Table of

Events, Ac By J. T. Wheeler.

5*-

THUDICHUM (J. L. W.) A Trea-
tise on Wines: their Origin,

Nature, and Varieties. With Prac-

tical Directions for Viticulture and
Vinidcation. By J. L. W. Tbudi
ctem, M.D., F.R.C.P. (Lond.).

DhBtnted. $s.

UB£'S (Dr. A.) Cotton Manqfao-
tore of Qreat Britaio, systemati-

cally investigated. Revised EdiL
by P. L. Simmonds. With 150
original lUostratioos. 2 vols. 5/.

eau>.

Philosophy of ManofiMxtores.
Revised Edition, by P. L. Sim-
swnda With numerous Figures.

Doable volume, "js. 6d.

YASARI'S Lives of the most
£minent Fainten, Soii^itoni,

and Arohlteota. Translated by
Mis. J. Foster, with a Commen-
tsnr by J. P. Ricbter, Ph.D. 6
vou. 3^. 6d. each.

YIBO£L. A Literal Prose Trans-

lation by A. Hamilton Bryce,

LL.D., F.R.S.E. With Portrait

jx. d</.

VOLTAIRE'S Tales. Translated

by R. B. Boswell. Vol. I , con-

taining Bebouc, MemnoD, Cao-
dide, L'lng^n, and other Talcs,

y. 6-/.

WALTON'S Complete Angler,

w the Contemplative Man's Re-

creation, by Ixaak Walton and
Charles Cotton. Edited by Ed-
ward Jesse. To which is added
an account of Fishing Statiaos,

Tackle, &c, by Henry G. BoIb.
With Portrait and 203 Engravii^
on Wood and 26 Engravings 00
Steel. St.

Lives of Donne. Hooker, *o.
New Edition revised by A. H.
Bullen. - ^'"moir of Izaak
Waltor wling. With
numeiL I ^ ins. $s.

WELLINGTON, Life ot By 'An
Old Soldier.' Frmc the materials
of Maxweli. With Index and 18
Steel Engra>'ings. 5J.

Victories ot Stt Maxwkll.

WERNER'S Templars In
Cyprus. Translated by E. A. M.
Lewis, y. bd.

WESTROPP (H. M.) A Hand-
book of Archaeology. Egyptian,
Greek, Etruscan, Romaa, "Bj

H. M Westropp. 2nd Edition,

revised. Witn very nomeroas
illustrations. 5/.

WHITE S Natural mrtay of
Selbome, with Observadoos 00
various Parts of Nature, and the

Naturalists' Calendar. With Notes
by Sir William Jardine. Edited
by Eklward Jesse. With 40 Por-

traits and col ni red Plates. 5/.

WHEATLEyS A Rational lUns-
tration of the Book of CommoQ
Prayer, y. 6J.

WHEELER'S Noted Names of
FlcUon. DicUonary of. IiuJud-

ing also Familiar Pteadonjns»
Surnames bestowed on Kminft
Men, and Analogous Popolar Ap-
pellations oftoB lefened to m
Literature and Conversstian. By
W. A. Wheeler. M.A. 5/.

WIKSXLKB'8 Chrcnologhml
Synofwls of the Voor OoqpelB.

Tiaoslated by the Rev. Ckaoo
Veoables. y.bd.
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WILLIAM ofMALMESBURY'S
Chronicle of the Kings of Eng-
land, from the Earliest Period

to the Keign of King Stephen.
Translated by the Rev. J. Sharpe.

Edited by J. A. Giles, D.C.L. 5j.

XENOPHON'S Works. Trans-

lated by the Rev. J. S. Watson,
M.A., and the Rev. H. Dale. In

3 vols. 5^. each.

YOUNG (Arthur). TravelB In

Prance during the years 1787,
1788. and 1789. Edited by
M. Betham Edwards. 3j. 6d.

YOUNG (Arthtir). Tour in Ire-

land, with General Observations
un the state uf the country during

the years 1776-79. Edited by
A. W. Hutton. With Complete
Bibliography by J. P. Ander-
son, and Map. 2 vols. y. bd.

each.

YULE-TIDE STORIES. A Col-

lection of Scandinavian and North-
German Popular Tales and Tra-

ditions, from the Swedish, Danish,

and German. Edited by B.Thorpc.

5*-
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING VOLUMES OF

BONN'S LIBRARIES.

THE PROSE WORKS OF JONATHAN SWIFT. Edited by
Temple Scott. With an Introduction by the Right Hon. W. E. H.
Lecky, M.P. In li volumes, 3j. 6d. each.

Vol. I.—* A Tale of a Tub,' ' The Battle of the Books,' and other

early works. Edited by Temple Scott. With Introduction by the
Right Hon. W. E. H. Lecky, M.P. Portrait and Facsimiles.

Vol. II.—'The Journal to Stella.' Edited by F. Ryland, M.A.
With a Facsimile Letter and two Portraits of Stella.

Vols. III. and IV.—Writings on Religion and the Church.
Edited by Temple Scott. With portraits and facsimiles of title pages.

Vol. V. —Historical and Political Tracts (English). Edited by
Temple Scott. With Portrait and Facsimiles.

Vol. VI 1 1.—Gulliver's Travels. Edited by G. R. Dennis. With
the original Maps and Illustrations.

THE LAY OF THE NIBELUNGS. Metrically translated from the

Old German text by Alice Horton, and Bxlited by Edward Bell, M.A.
With the Essay on the Nibelungen Lied by Thomas Carlyle. 5J.

GRAY'S LETTERS. Edited by the Rev. D. C. Tovey, M.A., author

of 'Gray and his Friends,' &c., late Clark Lecturer at Trinity College,

Cambridge. Vol. I. [Shorily.

CICERO'S LETTERS. The whole extant Correspondence. Trans-

lated by Evelyn S. Sbuckbargh, M.A. In 4 vols. 5^. each.

[ Vols. /. and II. eady.

THE ROMAN HISTORY OF APPIAN OF ALEXANDRIA.
Translated by Horace White, M.A., LL.D. With Maps and Illus-

trations. 2 vols. bs. each.

GASPARYS HISTORY OF ITALIAN LITERATURE. Trans-

lated by Hermann Oelsner, M.A., Ph.D. Vol. I. [/« theprta.

THE GREAT INDIAN EPICS. The Stories of the Ramayana and

the Mahabharata. By John Campbell Oman, Principal of Khalsk

College, Amritsar. With Notes, Appendices, and lUastratioas.

New Edition, revised, y. bd.

LELAND'S ITINERARY. Edited by Laortnce Gomme. F.S.A. Ib

several volumes. [Prtparimg,



ROYAL NAVY HANDBOOKS.
EUITBD BY

COMMANDER C. N. ROBINSON, R.N.

Prolusely Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 5/. each.

Nru) Ready.

1. NAVAL ADMINISTRATION. By Admiral Sir R. Veskv
Hamilton, G.CB. With Portraits and other IllustratioBS.

2. THE MECHANISM OF MEN-OF-WAR. By Fleet-Engineer
Regi.nald C. 0LDIU40W, R.N. With 61 lUustratioos.

3. TORPEDOES AND TORPEDO-VESSELS. By Lieutenant
G. E. Armstrong, late R.N. With 53 Illustrations.

4. NAVAL GUNNERY, a Description and History of the Fightin?
Equipment of a .Man-of-War. By Captain H. Garbktt, R.N. With
125 Illustrations.

ThefoUotoing Volumes are im freparatiau,

5. THE ENTRY AND TRAINING OF OFFICERS AND
MEN OF THE ROYAL NAVY AND THE ROYAL .MARINES.
By Lieutenant J. N. Al.t.EN, late R.N.

6. NAVAL STRATEGY AND THE PROTECTION OF COM-
.MERCE. By Professor J. K. Laoghton, R.N.

7. THE INTERNAL ECONOMY nr A MWOFAV AR.

8. NAVAL ARCHITECTURE.
9. DOCKYARDS AND COALING .ST.VHONS.

la NAVAL TACTICS.

11. NAVAL HYGIENE.
12. THE LAWS OF THE SEA.

PRE.SS OPINIONS.
'Coanandcr Robinaoa, wboM able work, "The Briti^ FUct," wm wmAawmi ia iboc

eoloiniM in November, 1I94, has now undaftaken ibe editing of a atriaa of hamlhnnti, each

of which will deml with o«« particular subject connected with that grMt cwadOB, the Royal

Navy. Our national litaratnn has certainly lacked much in thi» rwpact i Soch books at

have heretofore been prodiaoad ha«« almoM invariably been of a chatactar too riwtiir and

odnicaltobeofniacfcaMtothaKeMtalpablic. The mnm nam baiagi—d is iiUMd id f
ah»fan this defect, andwhiMCip»i«d»iBfaraiadeMiipth»a, both historical andacfl. ofthe

Royal Navy, whi^ wMaotaaiyhaof nastodiepiofsMinBal sfdit, bttt also be of imci<'N<

loaB wfaoaia coowiaid io tha ahtananra and egcjency of the Vtiry.'—Brmd Arrwm.

*Th8s«i«afn8valhaadboakaadit8dbyCamiaandar RotafaMoa has oMde a aoa hopc/ul

hagioaiiw, and OMiy he eooMad opoa w sapply the growiag popahr daoMnd (or iafanaatiue

f«KBrd to the Navy, on which the natiowal rristence depsods.'— TKmms.

'Msasfs. Bell's series of "Royal Navy Haadbooks** praoiissa to be a vary sacossn/oJ

slBjalss They an practical and ddWMy hinraiari^s, and, thoth asant far the mc of

pwDos ckisrfy ami—fcwsd whh tbsir Hi4M% they ata not so discoaiasiBgly technical as 10

ho Mstai to tho lay saekcr after ka n TlrfBfc*--5si i lesaw.
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New EditioiM, fcap. 8to. 2$. 6d. tmeh net.

THE ALDINE EDITION

BRITISH POETJS.
'Ttaia tKodkut •SUitm of th* Ba^kh nhirini. with th«ir mmiplBti

an oaerhhig vwy difltnot Iron Mm ahMp
ov aoBMh too OMUMB.'—at J«4Mir« flaMtt*.

Saan. UaOr. ud oonpMtL'-SitMrdoV JtMww.

ft>«n«ld« Edited by Bat. A. Dyee.

Beattle. Edited by Ber. A. Djee.

Edited by W. M. BooaettL

Edited by Q. A. Aitken.

Edited by B. B. Johnaoii.

•Biake.

'Burns.
Srola.

Bntier.
J Tola.

CaunpbelL Edited by His Son-
ia.]am. the Kn. A. W. BiU. With
UtmaiT by W. AlUa^aa.

Chattorton. Edited by the Ber.
W. W. SkMU, MU. a ToU.

Chauocr. Edited by Dr. B. Morris,
with Mamoir by Sir H. HIooIm. 9 vola.

GhorohilL Edited byJ«s. Hsnnsj.
2tdU.

'Coleridge. Edited by T. Ashe,
b.A. 2ro]«.

Oolllns. Edited by W. Ifoj
TNHBaa.

Oowper. Edited by John Brcoet
F.8.A. Svob.

DrjdiaD. Edited by ih« Ber. B.
Hoopar,M.A. StoU.

Fakxttar. Edited by the Ber. J.

MitfofC

Ooldsmhh. Bensed Bdition by
utiB Oobwn. Witk Fortnit.

"Orsy. Edited by J. Bradahaw.
I1L.D.

Herbert Edited by the Bev. A. B.

'Herrlok. Edited bj Oaocge
SaiaMmry. 3 toU.

*Keftts. Edited by the Iste Lord
Hoai^taa.

ThfiMvoli MmajaiM bo bad bead
andbaritby OliMoaWmn,

Kbrks White. Edited, with a
Moaoir, bj Sir H. SieolML

MUtOQ. Edited by Dr. Bradshav.
iroU.

PamalL Edited byQ. A. Aitken.

Pope. Edited by O. B. Denaia.
With Momotr by John Oanau. 3 rth.

Prior. Edited by B. B. Johnaon.
tvoh.

BaMgh and Wotton. WHh 8e-
iMtioBA (ram the WritiaM of otkor
OuUKILT FOKT8 (romlMO to UM.
Bditod by Von. Arehd—eoa °—*-.

aaii.

Bogen. Edited by Edward Bell,
M.A.

Soott. Edited by John Dennia.
5 Tola.

Shakespeare's Poena. Edited by
Bar. A. Dyoou

Shall«y. Edited by H. Baztoa
flwaa, StoU.

Spenser. Edited by i. Payne Ool-
Uar. Srola.

Surrey. Edited Iqr J. TuowelL

Swift. Edited bf the Ber. J.

XitfonL StoU.

Thomson. Edited by the Bar. O.
a ToTCiy. i voU.

VaaghAa. Saorad Poems sad
riooa ! Willi Iditad by tho

Wordsworth. Iditad tiy Praf.

Oowtea. Tfola.

Wyatt. Edited bj J. Teowall.

Yoong. i Tob. Editwl by ths
U»w. J. MitforA.

to Iriah Oaa^ with darfca is foU oa Me
•^ gilttoMk M. eaah aM.
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THE ALL-ENGLAND SERIES.
HANDBOOKS OF ATHLETIC GAMES.

The only Series Issned at « moderate price, by Writers who are Is
the flret rank In their respective departments.

' The best instmotion on games and sports by the best aathwHiss, at the lowest
prices.'—d/oitl Magatin*.

HmnU 8to. doth. Illiutrated. Price It. each.

Orloket Bj the Hon. and Bev.
K. LTTTSLTOtr.

Lawn Tennis. By H. W. W.
WiLBsaroKCK. With a Chapter for
Ladies, by Mr*. Hili.tarp.

Tennis and Rackets and Fives.
}U J nLiAR Makshau., Major J. Bpbxb,
an I Iter. J. A. AsKAjr Tait.

Golf. By W. T. LiNBKiLU
Rowing and Sculling. By W. B.
WOODOATE.

Balling. By E. F. Enioht, dbl.ToI. 2t.

Swimming. By Mabtin and J.

Racstkk CoRBrrr.
Camping out. By A. A. Maodom-

ELL. Donble toI. 2t.

Canoeing. By Dr. J. D. Hatwabo.
Double Tol.

'
2».

Mountaineering. By Dr. Clacdb
Wiijjow. Doui)le Tol. 2».

Athletics. By H. H. Gbiffik.
Riding. By W. A. Ksaa, Y.C.

Doable ToL 2i.

Ladles' Riding. ByW.A.KBBB,V.O.
Boxing. By li. U. ALL&HSOH-Wani.
With rr.f.itorv Note by Bat MaUins.

Cycling. ByU. H.GRimN,L.A.C.,
K O.U., O.T.C. With a Chapter for
Ladies, by Miss Aa«E8 Wood.

Fencing. By H. A. Colmob> Dumi.

Wrestling. By Waitbb Abm-
STSOHo ('Cross-battoclcer').

Broadsword and Singlestick.
Bt K. O. ALLAHBOV-Wtn and C. Phil>
LIPPS-Woi.LKT.

Gymnastics. By A. F. JxmuM.
Donbli> rnl. 2ii.

Oymnastic Competition and Dis-
play Exercised. Compiled by
F. Obaf.

Indian Clubs. By G. T. B. Cob-
BETT nnc) A. P. jBiriw.

Dumb-bells. By F. GaAr.
Football — Rugbx Gaiue. Bj
Harst Yassall.

Football—Aasoolation Game. By
C. W. Ai^ocK. Bertsed KditioB.

Hookey. By F. 8. CanwBLL.
(In Paper Corer, 6d.)

Skating. By Douolab Adams.
With a Charter for Ladies, by Miss L.
Okbbthah. and a Ohapter oo Spv^d
Skatinff, by a Pen Skater. DhL toL it.

Baseball. By Nbwton Cbanb.
Rounders. Fleldball. Bowls,

Quoits, Curling, Skittles, *c.
By J. M. Walcss and 0. a Mori.

Dancing. By Eowaeo Scott.
Doable vol. 2*.

THE CLUB SEBIES 07 CABD AND TABLE OAMXS.
' Ho weU-regnlated clnb or oonntry house ibould be without this osefol

Small 8to. eloth, Illnstrated. Price U. each.
of books.

Whist By Dr. Wm. Pous, F.B.S.
Solo Whist By Bobbrt F. OsBn.
Bridge. By Ilobert F. Gacm.

rin tlkS Of^M.

BlUiards. By MsjorGen. A. W.
DsATsov, P.R.A.S. With a PreCsoe
by W. J. PeaU.

Chess. By Bobbbt F. Gbbbh.
The Two-More Chess ProblMgL
By B. O. Laws.

Obesi Openings. By L Guksbbm.
Draughts and Baokgammnn

y * BinxvLBT.*
Ravisnl and Oo Baaf.

bf

DominoM and Solitaire.
By * BsanLBT.'

BMiqas and Crtbbafa.
.By * Bbbkblst.'
EoarM and Euchre.
Bj ' Bbrkxlkt.'

Piquet and Rnbioon Piquet
By ' BBmcsLBT.'
kat By Locis Dibkl.

*.* A Skat Seorlac-book. U.

Bound Qamas, jnainding Poker,
Napolnon, Loo, Ybigt •>«« Ito. By
RAXTRK-WaAT.

Parlour and Playground OamM.
By Mm. Lavkmob Ooan.



BELL'S CATHEDRAL SERIES.
5Uudtcated Aonograpbd in t>andc Siic.

EDITED BY

GLEESON WHITE and E. F. STRANGE.
/h specially designed cloth cover^ crown %vo. is. 64. each.

Nem Rtady.

CA RY. By Hartley Withers. 3rd Edition, revised. 37 lUustrauoiu.

CI. ^ Charles Hiatt. 2nd Edition, revised. 35 Illustnuions.

DURHAM. By J. E. Bygate. A.R.C.A. 44 Illustrations,

EXETFR. By PERCY Addleshaw, B.A. and Edition, revised. 35 IllastraUoiu

G! KR. By H. J. L. J. Mass4, MA. 49 Illustrations.

Hi '. By A. Hugh Fisher, A. R.E. 40 Illustrations.

LICHFIELD. By A. a Clifton. 42 Illustrations.

LINCOLN. By A. F. Kendsick, B.A. and Edition, revised. 46 Illustrations.

NORWICH. By C. H. B. Quenneix. 38 Illustrations.

OXFORD. By Rev. Percy Dearmer, M.A. and Edition, revised. 34 Illu»-

trations.

PETERBOROUGH. By Rev. W. D. SWEETING. and Edition, revised.

51 IUustrati(Mis.

ROCHESTER. By G. H. Palmer. RA. and Edition, revised. 38 Ulustrationi.

SALISBURY. By Gleeson White, and Edition, revised. 50 Illustrations.

SOUTHWELL. By Rev. ARTHUR DiMOCK, M.-A. 37 Illustrations.

WI:LLS. By Rev. Percy Dearmer, M.A. 43 Illustrations.

WINCHESTER. By P. W. Sergeant, and Edition, revised. 50 Illustration

YORK. By A. Clutton-Brock, M.A. 41 Illustrations.

In the Press.

BRISTOL. By H. J. L. J. Mass*, M.A.

ST. ALBANS. By Rev. W. D. Swbktins.

CHICHESTER. By H. C. Corl«tt«,
A.R.I.B.A.

ST. ASAPH and BANGOR. By P. B.
Ikonsidb Bax.

GLASGOW. By P. Maccucok Cmai«
MBRS, I.A., F.S.A.(Sco(.).

CARLISLE. By C K. Elbv.

ST. PAUL'S. By Rev. Arthur Dimock,
M..\.

RIPON. By Cecil Hallbtt. B.A.

ST. DAVID'S. By Pmiup Robmn,
A.R.I.B.A.

; LY. By Rev. W. D. SwBmKC, M.A.

WORCESTER. By E. F. Strange.

Um/»rm with mbave Strid*. Stvt rtady.

ST. MARTIN S CHURCH, CANTERBURY. By the Rev. Ca.som RouruBOGE.

BKVERLEY MINSTER. By Charlbs Hiatt.

V'" ' -K MINSTER and CHRISTCHURCH PRIORY. By the Rev

M.A.

1 RY ABBEY. By H. J. L. J. Mass*. MJ^
WtSTMlNSTER ABBEY. By Chaklbs Hiatt.

'The voluines ara bandy in nae, moderate in price, wtD DlnsoaMd. and wrinrnfaa
sc; olarly spirit, The history of caibedral and city is inteUinotly iM Carth and BCWpyUg
by a descriptive survey of the bnildinf b aU it» detaU. The UhHtntioaaafeGopwuaad ««
olected, and the ione« bids (air to bacooM an indinxiiwahle cwpiiinn to th* C Rlhl*«l
'.ourist in England.'— 7/»»«rx. _ ^ ,

'We have so frequently in these oohumc oiged the wiMt of cbeB^ weD-UhMW^pd tmA

well-written handbooks to our eathedfh, to take the pbM of lb* 0«»-aMMa .

local bookaeUeia, that we are glad to hear that they have baaa laiMB m HBM by

G«>rge Ben & Soa«.'-J^/. J»mai* Gmmttt.
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WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

2118 Pages. 3S00 lUustntloas.

f
PRICES:

Cloth, I/, lis. 6d.\ half calf, 2/. zs.; half rus&ia, 2/. 5^.; full calf,

2/. &f.; iiill russia, 2/. I2i.; half morocco, with Patent Marina! Index,

a/. %s. ; full calf, with Marginal Index, 2/. izr. Also bound in 2 voh.,

doth, l/. 14J. ; half calf, 2/. I2i. ; half russia, 2/. i8j. ; full calf, 3/. 3;. ;

fall rnna, 3^ 15J.

The Appendices comprise a Pronouncing Gazetteer of the World,

Vocabularies of Scripture, Greek, Latin, and English Proper Names,

a Dictionary of the Noted Names of Fiction, a Brief History of the

English Language, a Dictionary of Foreign Quotations, Words, Phrases,

Proverbs, &c., a Biographical Dictionary with 10,000 names, ftc, &c

' We believe that, all things considered, this will be found to be the bett

existing English dictionary in one volume. We do not know of any wock

amilar in sise and price which can approach it in completenea of a vocaba-

larjr, variety of information, and general usefulness.'

—

Guarditm.

' The most comprehensive and the most useful of its kind.'

AToMmmi/ OlMTwr.

'We recommend the New Webster to every man of business, everf

isther of a family, every teacher, and atasott every stodeBt—to •verybody,

in fact, wbo is likdy to be posed at an unlamfliar at hatf^ndorMood word or

pbfase.'-5/. Jama's GaattU.

Prtsfectmsat with Specimen Pufet, »n ApplUaticm.

THE ONLY AUTHORISED AND COMPLETE EDITION.

LONDON : GEORGE BELL 6* SONS, YORK STREET,

COVENT GARDEN.
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